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' ; : ■ ■ OF THE'PH.n.' mgÈaïa Y.
■ -;■ ■ ‘ , PRESENTED BŸ RIGHÂRp; HEHFBLDT • ‘ ’7: ■

' ‘ /xr--' ENTITLED '
T#;:#mTI0N8giP # T ^  PREACHING , AND' bTmR. MINISTERIAL 
FUNCTIONS'AS VIEWED IN THE WARRACK LECTURES ON PREACHING,
1921-1971 PLUS A COMPARISON OF THESE VIEWS WITH SELECTED  ̂
%ITINGS\BY BRITÏ8E: AUTHORS &  HOMILBTICAL AND PASTORAL 
LITEmTURE. IN THE .FIFTY. YEARS PËIGR TO THE'WARRACK 
mCTURSj^IP \

t f\ The aim of the thesis is to' examine the prihted . ", :
Wàfhàük.liecturës. ph^^ frcim 1921 thrbhgh 1971 to '
ascertain thé relatiohship betweeil preaching and ot̂ W : ̂
ministerial functions. That is, do the men Who dellYered , 
their leçtures on the Warrack Foundation a#e a relationship 
between préâçh^g' and ‘tQther, duties bf; a; parish minister, _ 
and ii SO, what is, that relationship# A second,but more 
i#hpriaim: of the the sis,bis to pro v] de ac curate £ information 
about the history- of the Warrack Leqtures on preaching'and 
their founder:, Frank Warrack. This hnatéhial is. presented " 
ih'tge Preface, IntrpdUctibn’ and ;ten pf %the tweive; appendixes 

The thesis examines fivé areas pf; ,the-̂ i#nisteri8 life": 
hip pr of e ssi ohal r oie.ÿ, gas tor ai capacity J priestly bffice, 
pedagogical function and personal responsibilities.

Each of these five areas, -was examined according to the 
material presented in the Warrack Lectures* Then selected 
British homiletical and .pastoral, literature was surveyed to “ * ti 
see what the \British authors from the fifty year period- , ^
prior to the ihaUguràtibn of the Warrack Lectureship 'said, 
regarding the.se .fiye areas of the minister’s life and 
preaching* \r_: - \ - t ^
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Thusbbhe thesis shows whether :or not there haVe been
changes in the attitude towards preaching and'specific 
functions of the parish^mihister bety#en past British ’
homiietical and pastoral literature:and the; .WarraCk literature* 
'FurtherthettheGis .presents the vièw; of mainly British 
mdpnisters a a onej/]̂ uh(̂ d̂''- year per^
regarding thC. rèlaWbhship betwenn preaching and the other 
areas of a minister’s life* -

The conclusion reached in this thesis is that in the 
view"of the Warrack lecturers, preaching is relate ditp -kll 
that the preacher does in his bfficé a^ minister of à local 
parish* That is, the ininisWr’s other duties as teacher, 
coühsèior, leader Of xwèrship and past or are not viewed as 
interfering with his pulpit work but rather as enriching
his pulpit minis try.

On the whole, the Warrack literature does not , add x. ' b''ySg
.  ̂ b ' ' ' \ - -y b

appreciably to the homiletical insights already • presented • .4-'
in British homiletical literature"written in the fifty .-bb

' b ''year period prior to the founding of the Warrack Lectureship. bbVi
Hpwever, the Warrack material does reveal the influence of .
G*H* bodd^lM^rtin %iber, biblical criticism, radio: and • bVj
television dhbpreaching* Further, the 1871^1920-British V
literature plus the IVarrack Material, taken together shows ' ; , -

.... - ' b" V: b'' , ''''"'Vb::.-. /. ' ' b ^
a shift in attitude toward emotion and teaching in preaching* , ' IS'
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PREFACE

In 1961, forty years after the first Warrack 
Lectures on Preaching were delivered, the review of R.
Leonard Small’s published lectures of 1999 wrote :
"Should not the St. Andrew Press find a corner to recall 
the donor of this lectureship and to give the exact date 
and place of delivery?" ’

Fourteen years later, this suggestion has still 
gone unheeded.; Complete information concerning the 
founder of this Lectureship is not directly available 
from.any one printed source. Even thé Church of Scotland 
Committee On Education For The Ministry which governs 
this Lectureship has nothing in its files about Mr* Frank 
Warrack other than an excerpt from the Declaration of 
Trust showing he resided at Kersewell, Carhwath at the ■■■ÿ

time he founded the lectures on preaching. Also, the 
only reference to Mr. Warrack in the Reports to the 
General Assembly of either the United Free Church of 
Scotland or the Church of Scotland is a two sentence

pmemo the year following his death. Further, the com
mittee governing the Lectureship has only an incomplete

1John Dow, "Preaching To Modern Man *"- The 
Times,' July, 1961, p. 312---r- a -  -T— vf JP »  -./{isi-i2 , ■ . .yFi"The Committee record with sincere regret the 

death, in the course of the last year, of Mr* Frank i
Warrack, Carnwath, the generous founder of this lecture- *.-{ship* A loyal son of the Church, he sought in this way i
to make his^contribution towards the adequate equipment  ̂ I
of men for the work of the pulpit, a gift which our 
students have reatly benfited." -From. "Preachers*
Lectureship," Report of the Committee On Education For 
The Ministry, The. Church Of .Scotland Reports To The 
General Assembly Vith Tegislative Acts 1931 (Edinburgh;
William Blackwood ! and Sons, ï'93l), p. 1000«
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li
and inaccurate list of the dates and places at which the 
lectures were delivered and of which lectures have been 
published*

A further example of available information on 
the Warrack Lectures which is also inaccurate is seen in 
Edgar DeWitt Jones’ book The Royalty of the Pulpit pub
lished in 1991# In the introduction to his book, Jones 
quotes from a letter written him by William Robinson, D.D., 
then Principal of Overdale College in Birmingham and 
editor of the British Christian Advocate* (Jones does not 
list the date of this letter.) Robinson writes to inform 
Jones of the' status of the Lyman Beecher Lectures on 
Preaching given in the United States* Says Robinson:
" ’The only lectures on this side in any way comparable

1are the Warrack Lectures.’ " Robinson goes on to state
that Alexander Whyte was one of the lecturers. This is

' #not true. Then Rohinson says that up to the date of his 
letter, the Warrack Lectures were given at Aberdeen, Edin- ':j
burgh and Glasgow but not at St.Andrews. This was true "J

• .'-/‘Ionly until 1931* From 1931» the Warrack Lectures have been <

^Edgar DeWitt Jones, The Royalty of the Pulpit 
(New York:. Harper & Brothers, 195177” P.® xxiii.

J
given at St.'Andrews in alternate years except when an 
overseas lecturer delivered his lectures at all four 
universities within the same year.'

Perhaps even more surprising than the above fact 
of inaccurate information.by those ’outside* the Lecture
ship, is the announcement of John A. Hutton. Although he 
was the first Warrack Lecturer, even he "had only an

■ J
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iii
x/'\ , . 1-X indistinct acquaintance with the terms of the Foundation."
',; ■ Apparently the precise reasons for the founding of the
i - Lectureship and its purpose were somewhat uncertain from
V ' the beginning of its,history*.
kx ■ ■ This thesis will show that although the Warrack 
•- . Lectures on Preaching are known and used in Great Britain
X,: and the United States, accurate information regarding
,xy' .

!Â- them is lacking. One of the reasons why this thesis is
|(V. written is to provide as accurate and complete information
if as possible on the Lectureship.

- " ' - ' - b>;'. The main purpose of this thesis however, pertains
I'iV 'f. to the content of the lectures themselves* It is the
%, writer’s intention to examine the Lectures published
If ,; between 1921 (the year the first series of lectures were

delivered) and 1971# This material will be examined to
i see how the lecturers view the relationship betweenif,- .
ff preaching and other ministerial functions* .

' ■ . The Deed of Trust states that Mr. Frank Warrack
' ,■ founded this Lectureship on Preaching "for the more

X; -effective training and teaching of the ministers" of the
;r . 2; , United Free Church of Scotland* Today when there is a
; ferment in the ministry and the function of preaching is
vx being questioned both from inside and outside the church,
f.,: it would seem worthwhile to examine what teaching concerning

John A. Hutton, That the Ministry Be Not Blamed t
(New York: George ÏÏ, Doran CompanyTTT^zg), pT^.

^."Excerpt from Declaration of Trust by Frank ;
Warrack, Esq., dated 9th.and registered in the Books of j
Council and Session on. 30th March 1924»̂ ' (mimeographed by i
the Church of Scotland Committee On Education For The

' I
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:%;' Iv
P\fx preaching and other ministerial roles has been given for
X" -

half a century to the ministerial students of a branch of
X:/X. .

A the Church famed for its preaching*"'
a; , This investigation has never been made before.

Although both the Warrack Lectureship and the Lyman Beecher 
Lectureship at Yale University were founded for the more 
effective training of ministers,^ no one to date has en
deavored either in a Ph.D. thesis or book form to examine 

' • • either Lectureship to see what type of teaching is pre
sented regarding preaching and the total work of the 
parish minister^ A listing of the various theses and 
books written on these Lectureships reveals this fact.

In 1998, John Bishop submitted a Ph.D. thesis at 
Drew University on "The Doctrine Of The Word Of God In 

- The Scottish Pulpit As Illustrated In The Warrack Lectures."
David Ray Heisey’s 1964 Ph*D* thesis at Northwestern 
University was entitled "Rhetorical And Homiletical Theory 

:v. In The Warrack Lectures On Preaching 1921-1961." The

1"Scotland has always been famed for her preachers, 
and has given the world more such men than any other 
country of her size, and-far out of proportion to her 
small'size^" F. R. Webber, A History of Preaching in 
Britian and,America. II (Milwaukee: Northwestern Publishing 
House, 1999),' 2&8-69 .pJones, The Royalty of the Pulpit. p. xxvi and 
"Excerpt from Declaration of Trust," Appendix A.

writer has read both of these unpublished theses. In .->?
neither of them has he found an examination of the Christian * j
ministry and/or the various functions of the ministry as 
presented in the Warrack Lectures,

— V  .................  - XXr./;/..-.  Xl-XiX/' -i-* ----X./  / Xiïi*/::,;, . .. .. ... X



V
Up to the middle of 1971, the Lyman Beecher 

Lectures have been the subject of at least seven Doctoral 
theses and one Master’s Thesis* A perusal of the titles 
of these theses reveals that only one (the 1998 thesis 
by Thomas B. Ritzinger, Jr.) touches on a function of the 
Christian ministry other than preaching* However, this 
thesis by Ritzinger only relates one ministerial function 
to’preaching rather thaii many. The. dates, authors and 
their schools (where 'known)-, plus titles of the disserta
tions on the Lyman Beecher Lectures on Preaching are:

3.936 Leslie D. McGladrey (Master’s Thesis),
Boston .University: "The Changing Standards
of Preaching as Revealed in the Lyman 
Beecher Lectures on Preaching from 1872- 
1939."1943 Jphn L. Casteel, Northwestern University;
"Oonceptions of Preaching in the Lyman 
Beecher Lectures/1872-1941."

1944 Batsell BV Baxter, The Heart of the Yale 
Lectures (New York: The Macmillian Co., 
i954 )/ .' This pubïishèd thesis examines 
preaching technique as presented in. the 
Lyman Beecher Lectures to 1944*

1991 Loral W. Pancalie, Drew University,
"Liberal Theology in the Yale Lectures: an 
Inquiry into the Extent and Influence of 
Liberal Theology Upon Christian Preaching 
as set forth in the Lyman Beecher. Lectures 
on Preaching, I872-I940."1998 Thomas B, Ritzinger, Jr., (TLD) Southern 
Baptist Theological Seminary, "A Study of 
Pastoral Care in the Lyman Beecher Lectures
1872-1997."i960 Gaylord L. Lehman^ Southern Baptist Theolog
ical Seminary, "The Themes of Preaching in 
the Yale Lectures, I9OO-I938."

1966 Gene H. Hovee, University of Illinois, "The Concept of Effective Delivery In The Yale 
Lectures On Preaching*"

1971 Kent p* Richmond, (Doctor of Sacred Theology) 
Garrett Theological Seminary, "The Figure of 
Jesus in^The Lyman Beecher Lectures in 
Preaching."

s

1The writer read this thesis by Ritzinger in its
entirety.
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In addition to these theses, Edgar DeWitt Jones;(referred /
to above) interprets and evaluates the Lyman Beecher .
Lectures from 1872-1990* Thus it can be seen that the 
subject of the relationship between preaching and other 
ministerial functions is a new area of research, particu
larly in the Warrack Lectures*

In summary then, this thesis shall look at the 
relationship between preaching and other ministerial 
functions# The relationship shall be viewed in five areas 
of the minister’s life and work: his professional role,
his pastoral capacity, his priestly office, his pedagogical 
function and his personal responsibility«

(1) By examining the relationship between preach- 
ing and the minister’s professional role, it it hoped that
the Warrack lecturers’ answers to several questions may be  ̂] 
found. What image. ; of the preacher do the,lecturers present? I
How do minister and people view the role of the Christian J
minister? That is, who is the minister in relation to '*]
people, particularly to his own congregation? ^

(2) In the chapter on the minister’s pastoral /
capacity, the Warrack lecturers’ answers to the following 
question will be sought: is pastoral care seen as an end |
in itself, as .an aid to preaching,'or; as only a means to ^
better and more effective preaching? - ,

(3) How shall the minister view the relationship '
between preaching and the rest of Worship? What place does
- " . ' . preaching have in.Services where Baptisms are performed
and Holy Communion..celebrated? What is the place of ! >j
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vil
preaching at funerals and weddings? Answers to these 
questions will be sought from the material contained in 
the published Warrack Lectures in the chapter on the 
minister’s priestly office.

(4) In the chapter on the minister’s pedagogical 
function, the lecturers’ answers to a broad spectrum of 
questions will be presented. Is there a teaching ministry 
separate from preaching? How does the minister teach, or 
communicate, in and through the sermon? What role does 
the congregation play in the preparation, delivery, and 
effectiveness of sermons? What part does the minister’s 
personality play in effective preaching.

(5) The final chapter on the minister’s personal 
reponsibility discusses the Warrack lecturers’ position 
on questions relating to the minister’s use of time.
Thus, what should be his priorities in daily life? What 
comes first: administration, pastoral care, sermonizing,
study, denominational"duties, his family life? Is there 
really time for the average parish minister to mature in 
his role as preacher in light of his sometimes excessive 
involvement in filling other roles? .

Thus, through an examination of the above five 'I
areas of the, minister’s life, it shall be seen how the
Warrack lecturers view the various functions of the parish ■'

.minister in their relationship to preaching. The overall
question to be answered through this examination is: does -4

■

the quality of the minister’s preaching rise or decline i
as he fulfills other ministerial functions? ^

&
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Having discussed the purpose of this thesis, the 

scope of the investigation shall now be presented* Thirty.

lished Warrack Lectures. Then too, Thomas H. Keir expanded 
his i960 Warrack Lectures when he. put them into print. In 
all three eases, the authors do not make specific identi
fication of the material from their Warrack Lectures# With

' i  1—
J. R« P. Hclater, Tlie Public Worship of God (London: 

Hbddër & Stoughton Limited,"^9283 )'» "p. ix.
^George J* Jeffrey, This Grace Wherein We Stand 

(London; Hodder & Stoughton, 1949)'»” P* 9#

:

-afour of the forty^oho lectures delivered on the Warrack V-l
. . - - ' . - Foundation have been published. These volumes- in their
   '' :#entirety are'the main materials upon which this thesis is 

based. However, only three chapters were identified by 
J. R# P. Sclater in The Public Worship of God as containingMMilltl.l WffIN I X » n MI.MI - l.iumiiiK* ;

the material delivered on the Warrack Foundation (with
- .̂̂1

the remaining chapters containing material delivered five ,j
years later oh the Lyman Beecher Foundation).^ Thus only _ j

1the material from the three chapters specified by Sclater |
is examined in this thesis* Further, G. J. Jeffrey inti-
mated in his published lectures that the chapter on "The . 7
Minister’s Devotional Life" was added to the five chapters -i
containing Warrack material.^ This chapter was not con- .'■]

1'sidered in the investigation for this dissertation. '
■ . '/.IAlso at this juncture it may be noted that L.

Maclean Watt ' combined his Warrack Lectures with lecture • ‘-''1
material presented at Trinity College, Glasgow. Reinhold ,
Niebuhr combined material from the Lyman Beecher Lectures 
plus addresses at the University of Uppsala with his pub-

I
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the exceptions then of Sclater*s and Jeffrey’s printed 
lectures, the entire material from the Warrack Lectures 
in book-form is considered in this thesis.

In addition to this material, J. Hutchison Cock- 
burn has graciously allowed the writer to read his unpub- 
lished lectures of 1949. Further,John S* Whale stated 
in a letter to the writer that the substance of his 1944 
unpublished lectures is contained in the chapter entitled 
"Baptism and Eucharist" from his book Victor and Victim: 
The Christian Doctrine of Redemption, published in 1960.^ 
Thus the material from this chapter, plus the material 
in its entirety from Cockburn’s unpublished lectures is 
examined in this study.

Besides this material from.all but five of the 
forty-one Warrack Lectures given between 1921 and 1971, 
the other main source drawn upon during research for this 
thesis comes from a survey of representative British homi- 
letical and pastoral literature published between 1871 and 
1920, with emphasis on the material published in Scotland. 
This material includes (1) articles from the Expository 
Times Vol. I, No. 1, October 1889 through the September 
1921 issue I (2) the published Lyman Beecher Lectures given 
by thirteen men from Great Britain in the period between 
1872 and I92O; (3) material in The Homiletic Quarterly, 
Vol. I, 1877 through Vol. XI, 1884; (4) several published.

4 1

.-'.a

.

-'.4

Letter from John S. Whale, Cambridge, December 1, 
1970. Also John S. Whale, Victor and Victim: The Christian
Doctrine of Redemption (Cambridge: The University Press,

- t - I I ' .
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X
lectures given on pastoral theology at the four Scottish 
Universities between 1871 and 1920; (9) representative 
historical works referring to Scottish preaching and church 
life; and (6) articles written between 1871 and 1920 in 
various dictionaries which refer to preaching and the 
Christian ministry. A separate listing of this material 
appears in the Bibliography, This'homiletical and pastoral 
material is examined to see what changes, if any, the 
Warrack lecturers make concerning the relationship between 
preaching and other ministerial functions from that empha
sized by British authors in the fifty year period prior to 
the start of■the Warrack Lectureship,

In summary^ .the main source of material for this 
thesis is drawn from the thirty-four published lectures, 
one partially published lecture, and one unpublished 
lecture delivered on the Warrack Foundation over the past 
fifty years. The secondary source is representative homi
letical and pastoral material published between 1871 and 
1921 with particular reference to preaching as it relates 
to other ministerial functions.

The reader will observe in the footnotes that fol
lowing the initial reference to a published Warrack Lecture, 
only the surname.of the lecturer is used so as not to burden 
the page with footnotes.

The style of this dissertation will use A Manual
For Writers * third/edition, by Kate L. Turabian as guide 1

Kate L. Turabian, A Manual for Writers of Term 
Papers, Theses, and Dissertat’ioni""T3rd ed#.; Chicago : The 
University of Chicago Press',’TTr’S7) •



INTRODUCTION

Before proceeding to the main body of the thesis, 
the background of the Warrack Lectures, the composite 
portrait of the Lecturers, and biographical information 
on the Founder of the Lectureship shall be presented*

The Origin And Purpose Of The Lectureship
Mr* Frank Warrack, living on the Kersewell estate,

just outside, of Carnwath, Lanarkshire, Scotland, handed
over to the General Trustees of the United Free Church of
Scotland in 1920 "certain investments, which will bring
in a gross income of 190, for the.purpose of establishing
a lectureship, which is to be called the ’Preachers’

1
Lectureship.’ " The reason Mr* Warrack gave for establish
ing this Lectureship was his desire for "making a pro
vision for the more effective training of Ministers of the 
United Free Church of ...Scotland.

The purpose of the Preachers’ Lectureship has been
variously stated. In the Declaration of Trust, Frank
Warrack stated the main topic of the lectures should be

the Sermon and methods of effective preaching 
but the Lecturer may also speak of anything that 
is relevant,to the seemly and orderly conduct of public worship;^ . V . ■

—   T"—   "The Church of Scotland Yearbook. 1940 (Edinburgh: 
The Church of'Scotland Committee On Publications, 1940), 
p. 203. 2"Excerpt from Declaration of Trust." Appendix A. 

^Ibid.

/— .V..



'James-.Black,- The Mystery... of Preaching (new and
pp. 13, 122»

2
More-generally, Mr. Warrack stated the Lectureship had 
been "instituted for the more effective training and
teaching of the ministers" of the United Free Church of

*1 ' 330Scotland.
-40

The Reverend D. Hay Sawers, M.A. of St. Mary’s -"/j
Church, Carnwath (the community where Mr. Warrack spent 
the last twenty-four years of his life), in a sermon the 
Sunday following Mr. Warrack*a funeral, referred to the 
Warrack Lectureship and its purpose. The Reverend Mr.
Sawers said Mr, Warrack "endowed a lectureship on preach- 
ing...80 that student and preachers of the future might
be fully equipped for their great life task." Quoting %

-freely from a copy of a letter in which Frank Warrack 
announced his desire to found the lectureship, James Black j
in his printed Warrack Lectures of 1923 writes it was the ^
intention of the Founder "that a man from the active min- i
istry, not too inexperienced and not too antiquated, 
should be invited" to discuss with the students and Faculty 
of the Divinity Schools of the three United Free Church 
Colleges "the common problems of our work."^

Whenever a Warrack lecturer states in his printed 
lectures what he personally feels the purpose of the 
Lectureship*to be, this purpose is usually closely aligned

"Supplementary Declaration.Of Trust, July 1929" -'/f
' (mimeographed,by. tlie Church of Scotland Committee on 
Education For the Ministry); see Appendix A.

^"The Late Mr. .Warrack, Kersewell," Hamilton -'i
Advertiser, September'2?» 1930,,-p. 8.
rev. ed.; London: James Clark"& Co. y Ltd., 1934)» '
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to that of the Founder* For example, A* J. Gossip, 
lecturing in 1929, felt it was the task of each lecturer

Tto tell "frankly what we have found from actual trial."
In a more expanded form, Adam Philip wrote in 1930

The Lectures in this volume do not pretend 
be Homiletical Treatise. They record the thoughts, impressions, working methods and 
principles of one who has given fifty years 
•of service in the Church of Scotland.^

Similarity, James Wright, the 1996 Warrack lecturer said
...here is no profound or original contribution 
to Homiletics, but,simply a senior minister 
putting his forty years’ experience for what 
it is worth at the disposal of those on the 
threshold of their ministry,9

Or, to use the words of R. Leonard Small in his published
lectures given in 1999

The Lectures are primarily intended for the 
students of the theological Faculties of the 
Scottish. Universities. They are not intended 
to provide a substitute for the theoretical 
and technical instruction already given in the 
classes of Homiletics by professors or lecturers 
appointed for their recognized competence in 
that specialised field. No, the purpose is to 
provide additional, direct and practical assis
tance to men, most of whom are in their twenties.

Arthur J. Gossip, In Christ’s Stead (London:
Hodder & Stoughton, ̂19,29), p* TE3I

^Adam.Philip,/Thoughts on Worship and Preaching 
(London: James Clarke & Company, Limited, y.933 )»
Foreword.

^James Wright:, A Preacher’s Questionnaire (Edin
burgh: St. Andrew Press, 19981, p. 6#

I" • < '
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who are going out to the Varied work of the 
ministry, one of whose most exacting, if not 
rewarding tasks is that of preaching..*.
Even though the above lecturers see the purpose

of the Lectureship as being fulfilled by sharing their
experience with those about to begin their ministry,
several other persons feel the task is otherwise. William
Barclay, who has reviewed a good many of the printed
Warrack Lectures for'The Expository Times, says that it
is "to help preachers fulfill that very proper ambition"
of preaching a good sermon "that all the Warrack Lectures

2'were ever written." In another review, Barclay wrote of
the Warrack Lectures

...they are delivered to the students of the 
Divinity Faculties of the Scottish.Universities 
with a view to instructing them in the art and 
technique of preachihgl3

John A. Hutton, the first jWarrack lecturer, also intimated
that

it was Mr. Warrack*s intention that a man 
speaking on this Foundation should devote 
himself more or less to the technique of 
preaching*4

R. Leonard Small, With Ardour and Accuracy (Edin
burgh; St. Andrew Press, l950T, p. 10. A survey of the lecturers who state they are speaking to the theological 
students out of their own experience reveals that fifteen 
of the forty-one men made this claim. Then too, there 
were eight lecturers between 1921 and 1936 who said this 
while seven lecturers between 1949 und 1969 gave similar 
testimony. Thus from 1936 tp 1949 UP lecturer made reference to "speaking from experience" although seven of 
the eleven lecturers in this'period had spent upwards of fifteen years in the parish.ministry.2 'William Barclay, "Notes on Recent Exposition,"
The Expository Times, August, 1932, p. 324.

^William Barclay, "Entre Nous," The Expository Times. May, 1962, pp. 233-96.
^Hutton, pp. 8-9.
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In summary, .Mr. Frank Warrack founded the 

Preachers# Lectureship for the more effective training 
and teaching of the ministers of the United Free Church 
of Scotland especially as regards the sermon and methods 
of effective preaching. The majority of Warrack lecturers 
who discuss the purpose of the Lectureship feel they are 
to share their experience with those about to begin their 
task as parish ministers. At least one reviewer of the 
printed Warrack Lectures, plus one lecturer, believe the 
purpose is to instruct the students in the technique of 
preaching.

This thesis will show that the published Warrack 
Lectures in the period from 1921 through 1971 address 
themselves to all of these purposes. In addition, the 
lecturers speak on topics ranging from biblical criticism, 
the relation of the Christian faith to the modern con
ception of history, the encounter with non-Christian 
faith, to offering advice such as how to find sermon il
lustrations, what books to buy and read, how to make 
pastoral visits, how to hold one’s hands when giving the 
benediction, all the way to counsel to "learn some poetry
and devotional passages from the King James* Version

1every morning before breakfast" and the suggestion that
Some light reading at bed time will help to ease down the mind that has been on the strain 
and induce restful sleep.^

a

1Sclater, p. 103.
%dam W. Burnet, Pleading with Men (London: 

Hodder & Stoughton, 1933), p. 119.
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The Changes In The Lectureship

An examination of the Lectureship founded by the
late Frank War rack, shows that,.several'changes have
occurred in its fifty year history.

The name of the Lectureship has changed® In the
Declaration of Trust, Mr® Warrack stated "the Lectureship
shall bear the name and- be called *The Preachers* Lecture-
ship.* ” However, in its/very first report on this

-'L ' '
Lectureship to the General Assembly of the United Free
Church of Scotland in 19H1, the College Committee entitled

* ‘ . p dits report the "Warrack; Lectureship.*' This then is the '
name given to it in the Reports to the General Assembly
of the United Free Church of Scotland from 1921 through
1929# In 1929 the United Free Church of Scotland united
with the Churchkof;Scotland.^ From the date of the union,
the Committee in charge, of the Lectureship has consistently

* rreferred to it as "The Preachers* Lectureship" with four

"Excerpt from Declaration of Trust," see h
Appendix A. .

^Reports to the General Assembly of the United |
Free'-'Church of Bcdtland, 1921 (Edinburgh i T. and A.
Constable, Ltd.7 ï'f2Ï)V Section X, p. 7*

^On May 18, 1843, a total of 474 clergymen with ■ ',2
Thomas Chalmers leading them-walked out of the General TFI
Assembly of the Church ofScotland, to form the Free Church 
of Scotland,® -The main reasons behind their leaving centered around the system of patronage and the claims by the civil courts to be able to prohibit; the preaching of 
the Gospel and administration of the Sacraments in cer
tain cases,to set aside certain,actions of the Kirk, 
and to determine whd; 4iÿ: pr :,may ; not; have'voice and vote 
in church conventions* See Webber, A History of Preach- 
ing. II, 261-63. . -
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The Church of-Scotland Reporta to the General 
Assembly with Legislative Aĉ EsT 1939 CEdinburgh: William
BÏackw^d and Bons, "ITEWIT, 1939; » p# 328.Ibid.. I960, p.. 343/

Ibid. , 1961^ P. 567.
^ . ,  1962, p. 331.

7
exceptions (when it labeled its report "Warrack Lee- 
tures"). On the other hand, those published lectures 
which carry a subtitle are almost unanimously called "The 
Warrack Lectures." The sole exception is Adam Philip*s 
printed lectures which bear the subtitle "The Preachers* 
Lectureship," However, in the book reviews of these pub
lished lectures, the names Preachers* Lectureship and 
Warrack Lectures are both used, with the latter term the 
most frequent.

Another change to be noted in the Lectureship - nj
concerns its governing group. Under the United Free Church 71

. ■ q
of Scotland, the Lectureship was governed by the College 
Committee. From the date of the union of the two church 
groups as noted above, the Church of Scotland Committee On 
Education For The Ministry has handled all aspects of the 
Lectureship.

There has also been a change in the locations at 
which the lectures have been delivered. Since the Lecture
ship was established in the United Free Church of Scotland, 
the lectures, at the direction of-the Founder, were deliv
ered annually from 1921 through 1930 at all three United 
Free Church Colleges in Aberdeen,'Edinburgh and Glasgow,
Then, after the union of 1929, the lecturer for one year

Î



gave his lectures at Edinburgh and 8t, Andrews, and the
lecturer for the following year delivered his series at

1Aberdeen and Glasgow#
It may be noted at this point that the Founder,

Mr# Frank Warrack, allowed in the Declaration of Trust
that if the College Committee selected "a Preacher of
World wide reputation from, abroad" to deliver the lectures
it could pay him the income, from the Investments accum-

■ 2ulated over a two year period# This was done four times.
Thus there were no lectures at all of the Theological
Colleges of the Scottish Universities, with the exception
of Reinhold Niebuhr who lectured only at Aberdeen and 

%Glasgow. - •

1This arrangement of lecturing,at the two groups 
of Colleges on alternate years may have been chosen be
cause of the pattern established in 18?2 by the Church of 
Scotland. In that year, the Committee,on Pastoral Training of Ministers and Missionaries inaugurated lectures on 
"Pastoral and Missionary Work" to be given by parish ministers because of a serious lack of training "in minis
terial and pastoral work" at home and abroad. Thus in 
1872, the pattern was established"of a minister lecturing at Edinburgh and St. Andrews one year with another minister lecturing.at Aberdeen and Glasgow the following year.

Reports on the Schemes of .the Church of Scotland, 
1868 (Edinburgh: %@Ziam Slackwood and Bons, LtdTTTJBïï^ ),<
P• 333 # ^ _Ibid.. [187g,  p. 411#

^"Excerpt from Declaration of Trust." See Appendix
A.

-^Niebuhr however visited the Theological Colleges 
in Edinburgh and St.^Andrews. Also, the official reason 
the Church of Scotland Committee .Gn Education For The Min
istry listed for no lectures being given in 1946 reads:
"no appointment owing to war conditions." (Mimeographed 
sheet from the Church of Scotland Committee On Education 
For The Ministry listing Warrack Lectures and the title 
of their lectures.)

It may be suspected that David A. MacLennan was a 
lecturer brought from abroad and therefore should have held 
a two year appointment» The.reason he held the appointment 
for only one year was due to'his temporary residency in

Ml
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After James T. Cleland^^then Professor of Preach-
ing at Duke University, delivered his lectures at all four
Theological Colleges in Scotland for the years 1963 and
1964s no lectures were given in 1965? 1966 or 1967 owing

1 ■to insufficient funds*
Thus because of the relatively low income (by 

present-day standards) from the original investment, the 
Church of Scotland Committee On Education For the Ministry 
initiated yet another change in the Lectureship. The Com
mittee reported to the General Assembly of the Church of 
Scotland in. May, 1969 that it

had altered the provisions governing appointments 
to the Lectureship. Appointments will, now be 
made for two years instead q,f one, and Lecturers 
will deliver their lectures in, all four Colleges, 
instead.of two as previously/^

Stuart W. MeWilliam, minister at Wellington, Glasgow,
inaugurated the new arrangements by holding the Lecture- •■■ ■
ship for 1968/69,

The most recent change in the Warrack Lectureship
concerns the 1974-1976 series. The lecturer for this
series, The Reverend C. M, Maclean, has been invited to

Great.Britian at the time he delivered his series of 
lectures. In the winter of 1954-55 MacLennen served as the Visiting Professor of Pastoral and Practical Theology 
at Westminster College, Cambridge.» .

]"Letter from Dr. Henry Se'fton, Secretary for the Committee On Education For The Ministry, Edinburgh, May 8, 
1970. Further elaboration of this was made by Dr. Sefton on October 1, 1970 in St . Andrews' 'during a personal in- 
terview. - .  ̂ 5"

^Ibid.
—   .The.Church of Scotland Reports to the General 

Assembly with Legislative.Acts. 1969 (Edinburgh: William
Blackwood and Sons, Ltd., T9W9) p ,  747,

4
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deliver the lectures and be associated for a time with ,,

:the work of Practical Theology within the Faculty of
Divinity at each of the four universities. The General ' ;
Secretary of the Church of Scotland Department of Educa-
tion intimated in a letter •/

Our idea was not only to give that necessary 
stimulus to preaching but also to bring into 
college lefe where this was necessary an extra 
contact with the parish ministry. We felt 
this would fulfill the terms of the Warrack 
Lectureship.!

At the close of this section it shall be noted 
that although Mr. Warrack did not specify that the lectures 
should be printed following their delivery, thirty-four 
of the forty-one lectures have been published.

In summary it can be seen that various changes 
have occurred over the fifty year history of the Lecture
ship. Almost from the beginning of its history, the 
name "Warrack Lectures" has been used along with the name 
"Preachers* Lectureship" as a label for these lectures on LI

'■‘Ipreaching. Also, due to the union of the United Free 
Church of Scotland with the Church of Scotland in 1929, .
the governing committee has been changed from the College 
Committee (of the United-Free Church of Scotland) to the 
Committee.On/Education For the Mihistry (of the Church of 
Scotland), Also due to the union of 1929, the place where 
the lectures are delivered has been changed. Instead of 
a lecturer for.on year delivering his lectures at all 
three Theological Colleges of the United Free Church of

^Letter from G. B. Hewitt, Edinburgh, July 25, 
1974. L

9
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Scotland in Aberdeen, Edinburgh and. Glasgow, he delivered 
them at two Theological Colleges (Edinburgh and St. Andrews 
or Aberdeen and Glasgow) of the Scottish Universities 
except in the case of a lecturer coming from abroad when 
his lectures are delivered in all of the Faculties of 
Divinity. Further, due to the limited income (by present- 
day standards) from the original investments, the Lecture- ■ 
ship is now held for a two year period by one person.
This person now delivers his lectures at all four of the 
Theological Colleges; at Edinburgh, and St. Andrews one 
year, and at Aberdeen.and Glasgow the following year®

The Fame Of, The Lectureship
MMjWWWMBai WWIAH»tm !.i»mmroiTa-|in -r,#., III

Although the Warrack Lectures on Preaching have 
been delivered only in Scotland, their fame has spread 
beyond the boundaries of the country. There can be little 
doubt that the publishing of all but seven of the forty- 
one lectures has done much to make them known outside of 
Scotland. Further^'a good number of the men who have held 
the appointment to this Lectureship have been known through
out Great Britain, the United States, or elsewhere. Men 
included in' this category are John A& Hutton, James Black,
A, J. Gossip, Henry Sloan Coffin, George F. MacLeod, H. H. 
Farmer, James S. Stewart, John S. Whale, Reinhold Nie
buhr, David H. C. Read, and D. T. Niles..

The fame of the Warrack Lectures may be documented 
from several sources. Writing of the Lyman Beecher 
Lectures on Preaching given annually since 1872 (with four 
exceptions) at Yale University, E. D., Jones sought to give
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évidence tliàt these lectures were "greater" than the
1Warrack Lectures*' The.impression Jones gives is that 

the Warrack Lectures are second only to the Lyman Beecher 
Lectures. The. late Andrew W# Blackwood (1882-1966), 
writing as professor emeritus of homiletics at Princeton 
Theological Seminary, also intimated that the Warrack

pLectures stand second only to the,Yale Lectures. In the 
monumental work of twelve volumes entitled 20 Centurieswt*asm«av»

^  great PreagWm&: M  Encyclopedia of Preaching published
in 1971 the statement is made that "the Beecher- and the 
Warrack Lectures are the most significant lectureships 
oh preaching in the United States and Europe respectively*"^ 

Writing negatively of lectureships on preaching, 
the reviewer of Canon Charles Smyth * s book The Art of ̂ tsî*WH!aaw!*i» iiw«»ww»

Preaching says this book
does not contain "lectures on preaching," like 
those of the Yale, Warrack, or any other founda
tion. Canon Smyth does not look hopefully on 
any of these lectureships as a source of instruction.4

Here again, the Warrack Lectureship is mentioned second to 
the Lyman Beecher Lectureship* Then too, in the opinion

1 -Jones* The Royalty of the
V  WW.U' w nu>*wcw*wf ewwow, , pp. xxiii-xxiv,

Ibid.. Dust cover,
e/E. Pant, Jr and William M. Pinson, Jr, 

editors, 20 Centuries of Great Preaching: An Encyclopedia of. Preaching ('LL3 vols.; Waco, Texas' ~

^Thé Expository Times. April, 1940? P* 307,
Word Books

.... A'k.Ài . Jr/
.-'4
Li
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of the Reverend Dr. A. Leonard Griffith, author of homi- 
letical books and a former minister of the City Temple, 
London, "the Warrack Lectures are second only to the Yale

- - ., i *j

Lectures in their quality and fame."
Finally, the fame of the published Warrack Lectures 

on Preaching can be assessed frorr their use. James Black 
states in the 1934 edition of his published lectures 
given in 1923 that they were used "in many colleges on

Pboth sides of the. Atlantic" as a textbook in Homiletics. 
This writer can also personally testify that in the early 
1960*s three volumes of the Warrack Lectures were used in 
his courses in homiletics at Wartburg Theological Seminary 
in Dubuque, Iowa. The three volumes were Heralds of God, 
the 1943 lectures by James Stewart: The Servant of the 
Word. the 1941 lectures by H. H. Farmer; and A. C. Craig*s 
1932 lectures. Preaching in a Scientific

Further evidence of the use of the printed Warrack 
Lectures comes from a survey for the Ecumenical Institute 
at Bossey, near Geneva, of nearly sixty Universities and 
Theological Colleges in the British Isles in 1966-67. The 
survey was made by James A. Whyte, Professor of Practical 
Theology and Christian Ethics at the University of St. 
Andrews. Forty of the Universities and Theological Colleges 
replied to the question on textbooks and books for recom
mended reading in Practical Theology. The report revealed 
that

Letter from the Rev. Dr. A. Leonard Griffith, 
Minister of Deer Park United Church, Toronto, May 12, 1971.

^Black, p. 7.
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In Homiletics, the most commonly used books 
appear to be W» E. Gangster, The Craft of■ the 
Sermon (1946 and 1954); H. H* Farmer, The 
Servant of the Word (1941)It^nd J. S. Stewart,
Thé Heralds, Of God (1946).

In addition to the published lectures by Farmer and Stewart,
those of James Black, H, S. Coffin, George MacLeod, David
H* C* Read, and A® C. Craig also were each used by at
least one school*

This unpublished report showed that H* H* Farmer * s
published Warrack Lectures were used at the Theological
Colleges at Edinburgh, Glasgow, and St. Andrews. J. S.
Stewart*s and George MacLeod*s printed lectures were used
at New College, Edinburgh. The published Warrack Lectures
of A. C. Craig were used at St. Mary*s College, St. Andrews#
Of the four Theological Colleges where the Warrack Lectures
are deliverd, only Christ*s College, Aberdeen, used none
of the published lectures in the teaching of Practical
Theology according to the 1966-6? survey.

However, by 1970 the Professors of Practical
Theology at the four Theological Colleges reported that
none of them used any of the published Warrack Lectures
in the courses they taught.

In summary, the Warrack Lectureship has gained the
fame as being second only to the Lyman Beecher Lectureship

. James A* Whyte, "Bibliography on Practical Theology 
for Great Britain" (unpublished survey, University of St. 
Andrews, 1962), p. 3.O ' .Professors David Cairns of Aberdeen, James C. 
Blackie of Edinburgh^ M. E. MacDonald of Glasgow, and 
James A. Whyte of St.. Andrews, private interview held 
during meeting of.the staff of-thé four Theological 
Colleges of the Scottish Universities at St. Andrews, Scotland, May 2, 1970«
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in quality and renown. This fame has.been gained through 
the publication of thirty-four of the lectures delivered 
on this Foundation since 1921 and through the fame of 
some of the men who have held appointments to the Lecture
ship over its fifty year history* Further, the printed 
Warrack Lectures have enhanced the fame of the Lecture
ship by their use in at :least twenty-eight of the Univer
sities and. Theological Colleges in Great Britain during 
the middle 1960*s, - Finally, although the published Warrack 
Lectures were used during the middle 1960's in three of 
the four Theological Colleges in..which they were delivered, 
apparently none of them are used today*

All of the above evidence ..seems to point to the 
fact that the published Warrack Lectures on Preaching are 
known, and used more outside of Scotland than in the country 
in which they were delivered.

Before concluding this section, note may be made
of three other lectureships, none of which however,
challenge the fame.of the Warrack Lectureship. Just one
year before the first Warrack Lectures were given, "The
'New Era* Lectureship" was instituted in the University
of Southern California. This Lectureship was acclaimed

1as "A rival to the Yale Lectures on Preaching." The 
Expository Times writer, however, was overly optimistic 
about the strength and quality of the lectures since all 
evidence indicates the lectures in 1920 were the first 
and only series delivered. The second lectureship is the

Times, June 9, 1920, p. 407,
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1"James Reid Memorial Lectureship" established at Wes'

minster College, Cambridge in 1966, by the family and i
u •]

friends of the 1924 Warrack Lecturer. This Lectureship t
"was deliberately designed not to compete with the Warrack 
Lectureship." The third lectureship has also been only 
recently founded. It offers an annual series of lectures 
on preaching as part of the "Institute For Homiletical 
Studies" of the North Carolina Conference of the Methodist 
Church. James S. Stewart, the 1943 Warrack Lecturer, gave 
the first series of lectures on this foundation in 1967.

Letter from John B. Orr, Director, School of Re- ligion, University of Southern California, Los Angeles,
May 18, 1971. Mr. Orr stated the lectures were no longer given at the University and he has not even heard of them.Letter from James P. Else, Conference Archivist,
Southern California and Arizona Conference of the United 
Methodist Church, Claremont, California, May 25, 1971.Prior to 1938, the School of Religion at the University of 
Southern California was.a Methodist seminary, but this seminary moved from the campus in downtown Los Angeles to Claremont. It now operates as the Southern California ' fjSchool of Theology. Mr. Rise's research revealed that . ,1
only one series of lectures were delivered on this foun- dation. <'{

2. - tLetter from F, G. Healey, Professor at Westmin
ster College, Çambridgé^^April 6, 1971. Professor Healey further wrote: "Lecturers are appointed by the Senatus {of Westminster College, Cambridge, not less often than 
once every three years. The subject of the lectures is ^^
to be related to some: aspect of the life and work of the i
ordained ministry of, the'Church. The first lecturer was 
Bishop Lesslie Newbigin of the Church of South India, formerly a student of Westminster College who went to India 
as a missionary of the Church of Scotland. His subject 
in January, 1968, was '.The Finality of Christ.' Arrangements had.been fully made for the second series to be 
given in February, 197Q- by Professor William Barclay of Glasgow University*, Unfortunately he was taken ill shortly before hand and the lectures had to be cancelled. In 
January, 1972 Professor Dietrich Ritschl of Mainz is due 
to deliver the next series." It-may be noted that Bishop 
Newbigin also delivered the 1966 Lyman Beecher Lectures 
under the identical title as used in the James Reid Memorial Lectures; see Lesslie Newbigin, The Finality of Christ 
(London: 6CM Press, Ltd., 1969), p. 7.
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Because of its extensive program for homiletical training 
for ministers already in the parish ministry, the entire 
program of the "Institute For Homiletical Studies" is
outlined in Appendix P.

The LecturersflWWDMWBM

When Mr. Frank Warrack founded the Preachers* 
Lectureship, he stipulated that the Lectureship "be offered 
to the Preachers most noted for their power to attract and 
hold the people." (It is interesting to note that this 
same type of stipulation was laid down at the founding of 
the Lyman Beecher Lectures on Preaching at Yale University. 
In 1871 the Corporation of Yale College accepted the offer 
of Mr* Henry Sage for founding the Lectureship and stated 
that it be filled "by a minister of the Gospel of any 
evangelical denomination who has been markedly successful 
in the special work of the Christian ministry." ) Although 
Mr# Warrack supplemented the Declaration of Trust in July, 
1929 giving the Collège Committee of the Free Church power 
to make any modifications - on the terms of the Lectureship,
this particular clause is seen to have been followed

' ,  ̂ % throughout its fifty, year history»'
An examination of the biographical information

available on the Warrack lecturers reveals that twelve of

\"Excerpt from' Declaration of Trust," see Appendix A,
2 'Jones, The Royalty of the Pulpit® pp. xxiii-xxiv.
%A perusal of Appendix C "Biographical Sketches 

of the Warrack Lecturers" will^showLsome of the influential 
parishes the lecturers served plus some-of the influential positions they held prior to, or concurrent with, the time they served as lecturers.
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them became professors either before or after they de
livered their lectures in Scotland# Similarly, seventeen 
of these men served as Moderators of their respective 
denominations either before or after they held their 
appointment to the Lectureship. Further, the Doctor of 
Divinity Degree was conferred On thirty-seven of the 
forty-one lectures (either prior to, or after they served 
as Warrack lecturers). It may be observed in this con
nection that the four men who have not yet received the 
D,D. Degree are still active in the parish ministry.

Seven of the Warrack lecturers, namely H. S.
Coffin in I9O8, J. R. P. Sclater in 1927, Reinhold Niebuhr 
in 1943, H* H. Farmer in 1946, J. 8. Stewart in 1932, D.
T. Niles in 1937 and David H. C. Read.'in 1973 have also 
held the appointment to the Lyman Beecher Lectureship at 
Tale University*

An examination of the positions held by the 
Warrack lecturers at the time they delivered.their series 
of lectures, reveals that more than half of them (twenty- 
six) were parish ministers of mostly large congregations* 
The remaining lecturers held the following positions: two
were retired ministers, two were retired presidents or 
principals of colleges, one was a retired professor, four 
were professors, one was a lecturer in Biblical Studies, 
two held the presidency of a college, one was both a 
minister and professor, one was a secretary of a Christian 
denomination, and one was a university chaplain.

.T..   . ... _________
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Frank Warrack expressly stated that none of the 

Professors of the Colleges of the Church (United Free 
Church of Scotland or any other Church group with which 
it may unite) could be appointed to the Lectureship,^
The committee making the appointments adhered to the 
letter of this stipulation. No Warrack lecturer was a 
professor of a Church College (Free Church or Church of 
Scotland) at the time he held thé 'appointment to the 
Lectureship, In 1932’A." C, Craig held the appointment 
while serving as a Lecturer in Biblical Studies at the 
University of Glasgow* The point to be observed however, 
is that his position was that of Lecturer in the Faculty ■ 
of Arts, not in the Faculty of Divinity in one of the 
Church Colleges, It may also be mentioned here that the 
five men who held the position of professor when they were 
appointed to the Warrack Lectureship were all professors 
outside the Colleges of the Church (Free Church or Church 
of S c o t l a n d ) -

The average age of the Warrack Lecturers was nearly 
fifty-eight* (This is not surprisingly high when recalling 
once again that the Founder stated the Lectureship was to

IjnExcerpt from Declaration of Trust," see Appendix A* #
Henry Bloan Coffin was Professor of Practical 

Theology and Reinhbld Niebuhr was Profess or Ethics and 
Theology, both at UniCh Theological Seminary, New York City, H* H* Farmer was Professor of Systematic Theology and 
Apologetics in Westminster College, Cambridge, David A* 
MacLennan was on sabbatical leave as Professor Preaching 
and Pastoral Care at Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut* James T* Clélâhd, was Professor of Preaching at Duke 
University, Durham, North Carolina.

- 1:4 - -'J-' -ÿA; ••
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be offered to preachers "noted" for their power to attract 
and hold the people® Obviously niost men need time to be
come so "noted",) The youngest men to hold the appointment 
were George F, MacLeod and David H. C, Read, both of whom 
were forty-one years of age. The oldest Lecturer was 
W*'M. MacGregor at eighty-one. However it should be taken 
into consideration that the former Principal of Glasgow 
College was a substitute lecturer. The Reverend A. B* 
Macaulay, D.D., Emeritus Professor of Trinity College, 
Glasgow, had the appointment for 1942, but was unable to 
deliver the lectures, due to illness. (Further, A. B. 
Macaulay was the only man appointed to the Warrack Lecture
ship on Preaching in its fifty year history who was unable 
to deliver his lectures.)

Reference to the age of the lecturers also reveals 
another fact. The average age of fifty-eight applies to 
the first twenty-five years of the Lectureship's history 
as well as to the second twenty-five years.

A look at the denominations into which the lecturers 
were ordained shows that more than half of them (twenty- 
three) were ordained into the ministry of the former 
United Free Church of Scotland. Nine lecturers were 
ordained into the ministry of the Church of Scotland, 
three into the ministry of the Presbyterian Church in the 
U.S.A., three into the ministry of the Congregational 
Church in England, and one each into the ministries of the

V?

3

•-I

1,The Church of Scotland Reports to the General 
withTEe^slaEAve Acts, T94T%Edinburgh : William

Blackwood and Sons, Ltd.,-1943), P, 340,
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Presbyterian Church In England, the Evangelical Synod in 
the U.S.A., and the Methodist Church in Ceylon. Thus 
seventy-eight percent of the lecturers were ordained into 

. the ministry of one of the Presbyterian Churches in 
Scotland,

Scotland likewise has been the place where seventy- 
eight percent of the lecturers received their basic theo
logical education. Of the four main Scottish Universities, 
nineteen men received their basic,theological education at 
New College, Edinburgh; twelve at Trinity College, Glasgow: 
one at St.'Mary's College, St. Andrews; while none of them 
were trained at Christ's College, Aberdeen. Of the remain
ing twenty-two percent of the lecturers, four men received 
their basic theological education in England, three in the 
United States, one in Canada, and one'in India.

Since the -main topic of3the Preachers' Lectureship
' ■ T"must be the Sermon and methods 6f effective preaching," 

one might assume'that the^lecturers had experience in the 
pulpit and the parish ministry. Such an assumption proves 
correct. As a group, the lecturers served in the parish 
ministry on the/average of twentyp-six years each prior to 
their appointment to the Lectureship. Adam Philip, the 
1930 Warrack Lecturer and. A. A. Cowan, the 1934 Lecturer 

, had served forty-eight and forty-seven years in the parish 
ministry respectively by the time they delivered their 
series of lectures. Only three lecturers had served less

"Excerpt from Declaration of Trust," see Appendix
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f,' than ten years in the parish# John S. Whale, the 1944
4C";Jf lecturer, had four years of parish experience. Neither

A# J. Boyd, the 1961 lecturer, nor James T. Cleland, the 
j 1965/64 lecturer, had served as a minister of a congre-

• gation.^
In conclusion, at the time they held their appoint

ment to the Lectureship, the lecturers had proven to be 
men quite well known. Also, more than half of them were 
active as parish ministers. Further, the committee select
ing the Warrack Lecturers consistently appointed men of 
more mature age. Still further, the forty-one Warrack 
Lecturers, with but three exceptions, had a background of 
many years of service in the parish ministry.

Although Mr. Warrack in'the Declaration of Trust 
allowed that the lecturers could be selected from "any of

?5?îri

Pthe evangelical churches at home or abroad," a total of .<
7thirty-two of the forty-one lecturers were ordained into

the ministry of either the former United Free Church of
Scotland or the Church of Scotland. Similarly, thrity- j
six of the forty-one"men were Presbyterians, while only

'three were Congregationalists, one a Methodist, and one ^
lecturer was ordained into the Ministry of the Evangelical 
Synod of the UaS.A# . -

Two other facts regarding the lecturers may be noted. First, just over one-half of the lecturers (twenty- one) had done some form of War.service prior to their '
appointment to the Warrack Lectureship. Secondly, only ten  ̂
of the lecturers had /fathers who were parish ministers. .--pm

^Ibid. J
'J
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At the time the men delivered their lectures, 
thirty resided in Scotland® Or to look at this fact some
what differently, thirty-seven resided in Great Britain 
when they held their appointment* This large total is 
due no doubt to the above mentioned fact; the interest 
from the original investments given over by Mr® Warrack 
for the founding of the Lectureship was not large enough 
to consistently secure men from a further distance to 
deliver the lectures.

In a word, then, the ..Warrack lecturers were pre
dominately Presbyterian, trained in Scotland, and well 
beyond middle â e*;

The Founder/Qf.The Lectureship 
A certain man has handed over a large sum of money 

to a certain Christian Church Body for the founding of a 
lectureship on preaching in its Theological Colleges.
This lectureship has been administered by this denomination 
(and the resulting denomination of a union) for fifty years. 
That this man should be virtually unknown to the leaders 
of this Church Body seems difficult to believe. Yet it 
is true.

The Founder of the notable "Preachers* Lectureship,"
Mr. Frank Warrack, is but a name to the Church of Scotland

1and the preaching fraternity today. The Founder of a 
similar lectureship, the Lyman Beecher Lectures on Preach
ing, is better known. At least one book, written twenty

2years ago, gives a biographical study of Henry W. Sage.

See Preface, p. i.J"Jones- The Rc pp. xxiv-xxvii.

..... ' -fi' I'
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Further, the man whom the Yale Lectureship is named after,
Lyman Beecher, has even been the subject of at least one 
Doctoral Dissertation. Although two Doctoral Disserta
tions have been written on the Warrack Lectures on Preach
ing, even in these there is no information on Frank Warrack.
So the question arises: who was the Founder of what has
become known as the Warrack Lectures? Information pieced 
together from many sources reveals several facts about the 
Founder.

Francis Warrack was born On October 10, 1837 in 
Montrose, county of Angus, Scotland, the second son of

p
James Warrack and Martha-Jane (Japp) Warrack. In his 
twenties, Frank Warrack went to Singapore. While in 
Singapore, he was employed with Paterson Simons & Company.
He then left this company "to become a partner in McAlister 
& Company. Mr. Warrack retired in I903 and the Company 
then became incorporated."^ This Company (now McAlister 
& Co. Ltd., and still operating) at the time of Mr. Warrack*s

Raymond Lee Wood, !'Lyman-Beecher 1773-1863; a 
.Biographical Study" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation),  ̂^listed in Doctoral Dissertations Accepted by American - /m-.i
Universities"/ ig^Q-’STr'TAm Arbor * Michigan: University L
Microfilms, "inc.lÿël), p. 178.■ ' ' 2 '--A!"Extract of an Entry in a Register of Births,"
in possession of, copied and sent to the writer by Paul
George, Carnwath on May 3, 1971• Part of the,extract jreads: "Francis Warrack, born on October 10,"1837 at1:43 p.m. at 3 Hudson Square, Montrose." .-I

^Letter from Mr. A. S. Balfour, retired merchant,
Singapore, May 23, 1971. Mr. Balfour took his information 
from records in the National Library at Singapore# This ‘
information, Mr. Balfour wrote, came from "100 Years of ‘-''iSingapore (Makepeace)."  .

\l
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partnership was registered as Ship Chandlers, Sail-makers,
Engineers, Furnishers, Ship-brokers, General Merchants and

]Government Contractors.'
During his nearly twenties years in Singapore, Mr. 

Warrack served as a Trustee of the "Presbyterian Church of
PSingapore," now called Orchard Hill Presbyterian Church.

Also, between I896 and 1903, be was ordained as an Elder
%by the Reverend S. Stephen'Walker.^ Before he left Singa*

pore, Mr. Warrack left^a certain sum of money to the eg
"Presbyterian Church in Singapore!"• The money was left ,;J
in the form OfLUnited^Engineer Cq,T/btd. Shares, and only
the interest from these.shares could be used for Church • .'J:

4 ' ' ' /purposes.^ JA

^Ibid. ' . ■ '
Robert M. Greer, A History of the Presbyterian jChurch in Singapore (N.P. )"”pr3nFea for *the 'Church Cente

nary, October/ I 93F and reprinted in 1939, p. 90. In a 
copy of Land Grant 3310, "Francis Warrack" is listed with others as a "Trustee for the 'Presbyterian Church in Singapore.' "

■̂ The exact date of Mr. Warrack's ordination as an elder has not been determined by this writer since all records of the church were lost during the Japanese occu- ' 
pation of South East Asia: see Greer, A History of the Presbyterian Church in Singapore * p. 1.

In the* frontpiece of this book, Mr. Greer lists the dates for the ministry of The Rev. S. S. Walker in .1
Singapore. The September 20, 1930 issue of the Hamilton ' ']
Advertiser * p. 8, lists the fact that Mr. Walker attended the funeral of Mr. Warrack. Also, the late Rev. D. Hay 
Sawers, is Quoted in the September 27, 1930 issue of the 
Hamilton Advertiser, p. 8, as saying: "At the service onTuesday was the minister who ordained Mr, Warrack as an 1elder of the Church in Singapore «"■ “

^Letter from The Reverend Robert M, Greer, former minister of Orchard Hill Presbyterian Church in Singapore,
Newton Saint Boswells, Roxburghshire, Scotland, May 12,
1971.

 .I, 4:4 - A Y , . .  ..., - < t
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When he returned to’Scotland- Frank Warrack lived

' ' ' . '7,
at Cobairdy, Forgue, Aberdeenshire for four years before

- - .moving to Kersewell, an, estate two and a half miles out-
side of Carnwath, Lanarkshire. (He leased the Kersewell

1 ’estate from the proprietors, the Bertrams of Kersewell. ) L
While living at Kersewell, Carnwath, Mr. Warrack ' 7S

■owas a member and an elder of Walker Memorial Church.^ Mr.
Warrack not only served this local congregation but the . 
larger United Free Church of Scotland, As a member of the 
United Free Church of Scotland Committee for Conference 
with the Church of Scotland on Union, he "looked forward 
eagerly to the union of the two great Presbyterian Churches 
of Scotland" and "was spared and privileged to see the 
fulfilment of his hopes and crowning of his labours in so ■
worthy a c a u s e . ( M r .  iWarrack died at 9:43 p.m. on Septem-
ber 12, 1930 at Kersewell of Cerebral Thrombosis Chronic

YI
Myocardial disease after being confined to bed for many 

A : 'weeks.

^Hamilton Advertiser.* September 20, 1930, p. 8. j"In 1943 Lanarkshire County Council bought the iwhole of the estate for use as an agricultural colleg." - - 'Henry N. Willox, "The 'Parish of,Carnwath," The Third 
Statistical Account.of Scotland : The County of Lanark, i
ed. by George Thomson (Glasgow^ Collins, 19Dbj% p. 349.

^Hamilton Advertiser, September 2?, 193.0, p. 8.
"This congregation of the Free Church of Scotland

united with St. Mary's, a congregation of the Church of 
Scotland on August 14, 1938 to form the Carnwath Parish Church. See John Alexander Lamb, ed., Fasti Eoclesiae 
Scoticanae: The Succession of Ministers in the Church of -7
Scotland from the Reformation.. IK! (lldinburghl Oliver and 
Boyd, 196TTr"p. 343/rx . i

Ûamilton Advertiser. September 27, 1930, p. 8. "
Reports to the General Assembly of the United - :4-i

tree Church of Scotland  ̂1929J(Edinburgh: T. and A. % .it
Constable,. Lt(Î :, l929)4 Section X)[VII, p. 79.

^UExtract of an Entry in, a Register of Deaths" 7'i
(Edinburgh: New Register House, April. 21, 1971).

■ . ■■ , , ■ ■ : . _ , 7
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Mr. Frank Warrack*s interest and participation iri 

the life and welfare of the people of Carnwath may also be 
noted. During the First World War he served as chairman 
of the local tribunal (the board locally formed and 
civilian in character, which decided whether or not certain 
men could be exempt from military service),' Mr, Warrack 
also served as a Justice of the Peace of the county of 
Lanark. In addition to this community service, the 
Founder of the Warrack Lectureship also served as a member
of the local School Board and as a trustee of the local

%Nursing Association.^
Also desireous for the improvement of the village 

of Carnwath, Mr. Wat'rack"'contributed .sums amounting to 
1730 toward the erectio&of.a new town hall, which unfor
tunately, he did not live tôYsee completed.^ His generou- 
sity was not limited to Carnwath, for like his elder brother 
Sir James Howard Warrack,. he gave of his means to the city
of his birth, Montrose 3

Hamilton Advertiser;. September 20, 1930, p. 8,
.̂Hoyal National Directory of Scotland. 1915 

(London: Slater's Directory Ltd., 1913), P# 92B.
Kelly's;' (Slater's) Directory :of Scotland (London 

Kelly's Directérlès Ltd!'/ 1928)7 ÿ*"397#
3t3-
4

3'

Hamilton Advertiser, September 20, 1930, p. 8 
Ibid.
Hamilton Advertiser, September 27, 1930, p. 8 
Hamilton Advertiser, September 20, 1930, p. 8
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Why Frank Warrack handed pver to the General

Trustees of the United Free Church of Scotland certain
investments which would bring a gross income of 130 for

1the purpose of establishing a lectureship on preaching,
ocan not be exactly determined. The late Reverend Sawers,

of St. Mary's Church,.Carnwath, in a sermon on the Sunday
after Mr. Warrack's funeral said:

As a further proof of his love for the Church, 
and Of his desire for its progress and welfare, he instituted^and endowed a lectureship on
preaching,

The Church of Scotland Yearbook, 1940, p. 203.2This writer speculates the possibility of Mr. 
Warrack's interest in founding a lectureship on preaching 
arising from a friendship with the late Rev. S. Stephen Walker, the minister who ordained Mr. Warrack as an elder 
in the Presbyterian Church in Singapore. That a close 
friendship existed between the two men may be ascertained 
from ..the fact that Mr. Walker's first child was born in 
Singapore on February 17, 1899 (while.Mr. Warrack was 
living there) and named Frahk Warrack Walker; see Hew Scott, ed., Fasti Ecclesiae Scoticanae, I (Edinburgh:
Oliver & Boyd, 1923), /H.

Further, Mr. S. S. Walker also attended the funeral 
of Frank Warrack. Mr. Walker left Singapore in 1907 and 
transferred from the English Presbyterian Church to the 
Church of Scotland in 1911# He served Cramteun, a parish 
o;f. thé Church of Scotland, from 1912*to I949. This parièh 
ideated relatively close to Carnwath, Mr. Warrack's hem# 
community from 1907 until his dbath in 1930.

That Mr. Warrack may have been influenced to provide for "better training of preachers"^in ; the Theological 
Colleges of his Church Bbdy because of the influence of the preaching of Mr, Walker (who was not educated in these 
Colleges) is pure conjecture. However, Mr. S. S. Walker's own strength as a preacher is verified by the statement in Greer's History of the Presbyterian Church in Singapore, 
pp. 97-98. "The distinguishing feature of Mr. Walker's ministry has been its attractive power over young men; h# has ever been a fearless preacher of righteousness, 
but he has not lacked the wooing note of the Evangelist 
with the result that men have not only been awakened to
their need but led to Him who is its full .y

3Hamilton Advertiser, September 27, 1930, p. 8,
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Whether the idea of a lectureship which would bring eminent
preachers to speak of their profession to students preparing
for the ministry was.Mr. Warrack's original idea or an idea
suggested to him by someone else, cannot be answered of a
certainty, John A. Hutton and James Black, the first and
third lectures respectively on the Warrack Foundation, both
hinted at one possible reason which lay behind Mr, Warrack's
founding of the Lectureship, Both lecturers noted that Mr,

1Warrack felt "sermons might be shorter" and therefore
asked that the lecturers on this foundation "refer particu-

plarly to this requisite of good preaching. Whatever the 
reason or reasons which lay behind Frank Warrack's actions, 
there can be little doubt that his gift has provided a 
continuous gift of literature on preaching to many ministers 
in Scotland and aborad for fifty years.

Another view of Mr. Warrack can be seen through a
brief sketch of his'family, He was married to the former

%Amy Archibald Gumming,
Frank Warrack's.father, James, (1821-1894) was one 

of "Montrose's most respected citizens."^ At the time of 
Frank's birth, he"was an insurance agent,^ but in following 
years was first a clerk to a wood merchant, and then started 
on his own as a ship-broker. Also, at one time, he was

^Hutton, p. 8.2 ' 'Black, p. 122.
•̂ "Extract of ah Entry in a Register of Deaths. "
L  ' ' '^"Death of MrV- James Warrack, Montrose," Montrose- 

Arbroath Review. March, 1894# Letter from Miss Mary Smith County of"Angus Librarian, Montrose, May 6, 1971*
^"Extract of an Entry in a Register of Deaths."
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nassociated in the ownership of several sailing vessels* 

Outside of his business as ship-broker, "he was best known 
as honorary secretary of the Royal National Life-Boat 
Institution, which office he held for nearly thirty years." 
James Warrack also participated in the affairs of Montrose 
and was a long time member of the Session of Free St.
John's C h u r c h .

The mother of Frank Warrack, Martha Jane, was the 
daughter of Francis Japp, a former provost and partner in 
the firm of J.&F. Japp, cabinet makers and upholsters.^ 

Frank Warrack had three sisters and a brother.
His brother was the well-known Sir James Howard Warrack 
(I833-I926), a partner in the firm of Messers. John 
Warrack & Company, Leith.. James was Knighted in 1919, 
being created a K.B.E.^"principally in connection with , 
his services on the Admiralty Transport Arbitration Board, 
of which he was vice-president.^ Sir James was also a 
director of the British Imperial Council of Commerce,

M̂ontrose-Arbroath Review, March, 1894#
^Ibld.

4lbld.
"UGxtract from Montrose Year Book and Directory for 1927" listing the obituary of Sir James Howard Warrack, 

Letter from John Butchart, Editor of Montrose Review, 
Montrose, Hay 4 , 1971.-------------- --------------

^"The Late Sir. James Warrack, K.B.E., A Notable
Mohtrosian," The Scotsman, November 1, 1926, p.

Y'i.aYY.-;./V
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Director of the Bank of Scotland, Caledonian Insurance
Company, And Worth British Rubber Co*, Ltd., a chairman
of Leith Chamber of Commerce as well as of the Leith

1Nautical College*
It can thus be seen that Frank Warrack came from 

a family, which on all sides, participated actively in 
public life. He continued notably in this line of service 
to the communities in which he lived.

In summary, Frank Warrack, although virtually 
unknown today, was a man who loved, served and supported 
his church and the community in which he lived. This love 
was reciprocal, as a local newspaper at the time of his 
death bears testimony. After the funeral service on Tues
day, September 16, 1930, in Walker Memorial Church, the 
newspaper noted ^the cortage proceeded to the cemetery*
All through the village shops were closed and blinds were 
d r a w n , -

"Warrack, Sir James Howard," Who Was Who 1 
II (London: Adam & Charles Black, 19291, 109^,

Hamilton Advertiser, September 20, 1930, p. 8.



I. PREACHING AND THE MINISTER'S PROFESSIONAL ROLE
The Role Of The Minister

"The sermons of a man without vocation are apt
]to be little better than unconscious soliloquies,#*,"

Unless a preacher has a lively sense of the task in
which he is engaged, W#'M# Macgregor is saying, his
message will not reach people. Simply : a man must
know his role if he is tq.preach#

However, some, analysts assert ministers do
Pnot know their roles today. And.here is the rub.

It is all very well and,good,to tell students pre
paring for the Christian ministry the rules for sermon 
construction and how to find sermon-illustrations.

W# M#' Macgregor,/For Christ and the Kingdom 
(London; Student Christian Movement Press, 19327?
p* 34f 2 . 'On the British scene there is this from 
Stephen Verney's Reorientation; Report on a Pilot 
Year of Further Training for the Clergy (Coventry; 
Urban Studies Department of Coventry Cathedra, July, 
1970), p. 1, "Through all of our discussions with 
the clergy,.one concern kept breaking through 'what 
is my role’?'"

On the American side, Reuel Howe in "Theo
logical Education after,Ordination," Making the 
Ministry Relevant. ed. by Hans' Hofmann'%'New York: 
Charles Scribner'S Sons, I960), p. 147, reports that 
many ministers "are restless and uncertain about 
their vocations."

32
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But,if they do not know what their function is, all 
the emphasis on how to get sermons into polished 
form, is of no avail. Thus the importance can be 
seen for examining a series of lectures on preaching 
to see if the roles and functions of the minister are 
discussed.

Perhaps if this uncertainty about the minister's 
identity were a new "problem" it might not be of 
interest to examine the fifty-year-old Warrack Lecture
ship on Preaching for possible clues as to how various 
men have portrayed the role of the minister. But that 
there has been unclarity over the minister's role can 
be documented in literature dating back at least 300 
years# Richard Baxter (1613-1691), in his famous and 
influential -The Reformed Pastor first published in 1656,
suggests that people outside the ministry especially

1had a stunted concept of the minister's role# Also, 
between the years l88l and 1902, the topic of Church 
and the Christian Ministry were of such interest that 
at least eight books were written on the subject in

y
1 ■Richard Baxter, The Reformed Pastor, ed# with

an introduction by John T. Wilkinson (London: The
Epwprth Press, 1939), P* 125. This book has gone ... \
through more than twenty, editions from 1656 through •-.m
the year 1959 'has influenced such men as Thomas
Rutherford, Thomas Chalmers, Marcus Dods, John, Charles
and Samuel Wesley. See pp. 19-20, 27-47.

Further, Yngve Srilipth/says this in A Brief |
History of Preaching#; ' trahs# ' by! Karl E# Mattson (Phil- 
adelphia: Fortress Press,; 1965), p. 163, "The greatest 1
name among the Presbyterians - and Anglicanism's great
est loss, even in the history of;preaching - is Richard ^
Baxter (1615-1691), whp^through his treatise of 1656,
The ...Reformed Pastor, influenced the free church clergy ]
for c e n t u r i e s T . " . ' . . J

f i, .'"•K’-.’iVx; . V'.V • .-vj: -h': •' vY-'J___
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Britain»^ Further, John Kelman (1864-1929), the well-
known Scots preacher at Aberdeen, Edinburgh and New
York City, writing in the early 1900s, stated there

2was a conflict in views regarding the ministry.
From the Anglican side during the same period (early >
1900s), W» Edward Chadwick bluntly stated "as perhaps'

...never since the first centuries of her existence, the 
Church and the ministry are on their trial before the 
world*

This uncertainty surrounding the minister's
role is refered to in four of,the'Warrack lectures
covering the period from 1933 through 1936. Sidney
M. Berry puts it succinctly:

...in our own time...the.preacher * s vocation 
has become the subject of some doubt and mis
giving. Men are not altogether sure about the 
place it will hold in the society of thefuture.7

  ^  -

Donald MacLeod, The Doctrine and Validity of j
the Ministry and Sacraments of the National Church of
Scotland (Edinburgh: William Blackwood and Sons,
Ï903), pp. 78-80.

^John Kelman, "The Christian Ministry," The |
Expository Times. August, 1908, p. 492*

^W. Edward Chadwick, The.Pastoral Teaching i
of St. Paul; His Ministerial Ideals'" (Edinburgh;
T & T Clark, 1907), p. 22Ü.

^Sidney M* Berry, Vital Preaching (London;
Independent Press, Ltd., i93S')','. pp. l'3'-io, 20-21.
E. D. Jarvis, If Any Man Minister (London; Hodder &
Stoughton, 193ÏT, pp. 8l-8'2. 'wFight, p. 38. Craig, 
p. 19*

^Berry, p. 16.

____
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^See pages vi-vil in the text above.
^A. C. Craig is refering to the■eighteenth 

and nineteenth centuries in his Preaching in a 
Scientific Age (London: , SCM Press, Ltd»', 1934) •

^Ibid,, 19-27.
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A. C. Craig, the 1933 lecturer, is the only writer
(in the surveyed material from the last one hundred
years^) who contends there was a time when ministers
"were at ease in their spirits concerning their
office" since they and their people knew what was

Pexpected of them. However, Craig leaves no doubt
that preachers in the earlyvi930s were uncertain of 

%their vocation.^
Thus since this confusion regarding the 1

identity of the preacher has been a problem down to |
the present day, it seems to be of value to examine 1
a body of literature on preaching, given over a span 
of fifty years, to discover how men known for their |
power to attract and hold the people, have portrayed . ,
the preacher in his various ministerial roles. For ^
if these men have "reached" the people as preachers, '--w
their views of the minister's vocation might,-at least 
warrant examiniatlon. " :

. This examination shall seek to assess the 
replies of the Warrack lecturers to such questions as:
What does it mean to be a minister? What is the right-
ful place of. a Christian minister in society? In the -ï
Church? In his, own thinking? For unless preachers
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■have an understanding of the ministry, it may be true

' ' ' ^  - - ' - ' " ' '  Ithat their sermons will "be little better than uncon-
1scions soliloquies."

However, before we consider the image of the 
minister as presented in the Warrack Lectures,on 
Preaching, a definition of terms shall, be given.

'The term "minister" is used overwhelmingly
by the Warrack lecturers.to designate the one ordained

P ' ''■!to the ministry in the Reformed tradition. For the ,
. . jterm

"minister" belongs peculiarly to the Reformed 
tradition'in contrast to "priest" in the 
Catholic and Anglican traditions, and "pastor" 
in the Lutheran and many other protestant 
churches.3

',‘1

1Macgregor, For Christ and the. Kingdom.. p. 34*
%he notable exceptions are D*'T. Niles and 

A, Boyd Scott. Niles never uses the term minister, 
but does use the term pastor and pastoral.a total of 
17 times.‘ Scott uses the term minister 7 times but 
uses the term pastor and pastoral 32 times, Niles 
was a Methodist and Scott a minister of the United 
Free Church of Scotland.

pH. Richard Niebuhr and Daniel D. Williams, 
editors, The Ministry in Historical Perspective (New 
York: Harper & Brothers Publishers193b') » P* viii. J

Historically, he Reformers customarily spoke %
of the minister as pastor...but they,.called him most ]
frequently 'preacher' (Prediger or Praedikant). The *
term 'pastor* came into general use only during the  ̂;
eighteenth century under the influence of Pietism, 
especially in Lutheranism, The German Reformers also 
adhered to the medieval usage and called the preacher ' / i
Pfarrer..*. The common people most generally called 
the minister 'preacher'-..,é" "The term 'minister* was .m
gradually introduced;into English-speaking countries ,4
by the Nonconformists and Dissenters, Dependent upon 
Calvinism, they distinguished'the Protestant 'ministry' 
from the Anglican 'Clergy. '; - Wilhelm Paulk, "The 
Ministry in the Time -.of the Continental Reformers,"
The .■Ministry in Historical Perspective. p. 116.

_ - .. -j
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Although in popular lay usage today the terms are

1apparently used interchangably, this dissertation 
will conform to the pattern established in the Warrack 
Lectures* That is, when the term "minister" is used 
by these men, it refers to the Reformed church's 
ordained leadership in general. Usually, whenever 
the term "pastor" is used by the lecturers, it refers

pto the minister in his function of pastoral care.

The Minister; As Primarily A Preacher Or A Total Minister?
When the question is raised as to which of the 

minister's roles should stand first, one would expect 
the majority of the Warrack lecturers to give that 
place to preaching. For as Wilhelm Paulk in his essay 
in the book The Ministry in Historical Perspective 
asserts : "Nothing is more characteristic... of Protestan-
tlsm then the importance it attaches to preaching."^
And further, John Galvin, the. Reformer to whom Scotland 
traces its spiritual ancestry, held preaching to be the

------- T------Mark Gibbs and,,T. Ralph Morton, God's Frozen
People (London; Collins Fontana Books ' 9.

^Back in I9O6, a writer for The Expository Times 
(published in Edinburgh) suggested that the term "pastor" 
is the best title for a minister of Christ, This opinion 
undoubtedly was, and still is, a rather.:,uncommon one in 
Scotland. The Expository Times. Vol. 14, No. 4, January 
I9O6, p.^13.

^Paulk, -%e' Ministry in the Time of the 
Continental Reformers," p. 110.



A closer look at this subject reveals that no 
pattern is established historically speaking. For 
lecturers in the period from 1921 through 1962 declare

\
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primary ministerial'function. Nevertheless, an 
examination df the published Warrack Lectures reveals 
that preaching has not always been the central role 
of the minister in the lecturers' opinion.

To be sure nine of the thirty-six lecturers 
do claim that preaching is the primary function of 
the •minister. Yet, balancing this thrust, is the 
assertion of ten other lecturers who urge students 
preparing for the ministry to "Have nothing to do 
with the foolish suggestion that the two offices [of 
preacher and pastor] might adventageously be severed,"^ 
In addition, the lecturers of 1931, 1941 and 1949 
while stating that preaching has always been the pri
mary function for the minister, also maintain that
this ministerial task can not be spearated from other 

%functions,^

a

^Ibll. 131. See also T. H. L. Parker, The '
Oracles of God: M  Introduction to the Preaching of /.vj
John Calvin (ïiondohLutterworth Press," 1947), 
pp. 6'G4bl.

Harry G, Goodykoontz in The Minister in the ]
Reformed Tradition (Richmond, Virginia : John Knox
Press, 19634, p.* 38,.says "The Scottish view of the \
ministry is a direct outgrowth of the view of the 1,
continental Reformers, particularly John Calvin." ^

%ames S, Stewart, Heralds of God (London: ;
Hodder & Stoughton, 1946), p. ÏFS. *

-̂ L. Maclean Watt, The Preacher's Life and Work
(London; H# R. Allens on Limited, 1932 , pp. xvi, . :7, 180. H, H* Farmer, The Servant of the Word (London:
James Nisbet & Co., Ltd., 1 9 6 0 pp. 18-19, 23-24#
R. E, McIntyre, The Ministry of the Word (London: .
Thomas Nelson And Sons, Ltd., 1930")', pp. 9-11.
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1preaching must come first for the minister, while 

lecturers from 1922 through 1969 are equally emphatic 
in their assertion that preaching ahd pastoral work

3cannot he separated. However,- when these statements 
(on the important ministerial roles') are considered 
according to smaller time units, a slight pattern 
does emerge. For in the first fifteen years of,the 
Warrack Lectureship, six of the lecturers state the 
primary function in the minister's- life is preaching 
as overagainst three men who warn future ministers 
not to exalt the preaching office above others. In 
the last thirty-five years, seven men hold that a 
balance must be maintained between all of the

..Hutton, p. 169. Black, p, 1?. Gossip, 
pp, 243-46. A, Boyd Scott, Preaching Week, by Week 
(London: Hodder 1& 81oughton”, 1929), PP. 23-24.
Philip, pp. 18-19, 113* Frank Cairns, The Prophet 
of the Heart (London: Hodder & Stoughton,"1934)4
p.'Snr A. A. Cowan, The.Primacy of.Preaching Today 
(Edinburgh: T & T Clark,'1933)1' PP.. 7, 14. David
A. MacLennan, Entrusted with the Gospel (Philadelphia:
The Westminster Press, 1^567, pp.""2̂ *39# Hamish C.
MacKenzie,. Preaching the Eternities (Edinburgh:
The Saint Andrew Press, 19^3TT~ppr"l3, 31^32, 73, 82, ' ,
93-96. 71

^Sclater, pp. 100-101. James Reid, In,Quest 4
of Reality (London: Hodder & Stoughton Limited,-;
tri92A0 j, pp,. 4, 171, 200. Henry Sloan Coffin, 1
What to Preadh (London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1926), 4
pi 119. ""Berry, p. 41. W, M, Macgregor, The Making 'J
of a Preacher (London: SCM Press, Ltd., 194344'ÿ. 31 # ']
Stewart, p.: 106. Robert Menzies, Preaching and 
Pastoral Evangelism (Edinburgh : The Saint -Andrew 
Press, 196'34'1 p T ' y i i Wright, pp. 11-12, 42i Small, 
pp. 66-68. Stuart: W. MeWilliam, Called to Preach 
(Edinburgh: The Saint Andrew Press, 19697, PP. 3-4.

, ,  ■' v-r-H  ̂ : y \ ^   .. ...'...\
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ministerial functions, while only two men hold rigidly
to the concept of preaching as being the primary work

1of the minister.
Thus it would appear that after the first 

fifteen years of the Warrack Lectureship, preaching 
viewed as the primary task of the minister gives way 
to a view which sees preaching as placed on a plane 
with other ministerial functions. Nevertheless, one 
point needs to be observed.

The nine lecturers who assert that preaching 
must not be given a preeminent place among the various 
tasks in the minister's life, do not say preaching 
must be Intertwined with all ministerial functions.
For these nine lecturers say.that preaching and pas
toral offices must be linked together. And by "pas
toral office" these lecturers mean the counseling,
visiting, and supporting functions of the minister.

2Thus, only one of these lecturers would see preaching 
on a level with more than one other ministerial 
function.

'#1

i

David MacLennan in Entrusted with the Gospel# 
p 29, stands with one foot in each argument. For he 
says that if preaching.is seen as an entrustment then 
"It will not be worship or preaching, pastoral coun
seling or pulpit work, Christian social service or the 
exposition of God's Word; it will be, as it always 
has been for the perceptive minister, 'both.*.and.' 
Nevertheless, because we accept the Biblical view of 
preaching and unrepentantly stand in the tradition 
of the Reformation, we shall give primary place to 
sermon making.

^Coffin, p. 119.

■a
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';.' When representative homiletical and pastoral
; . .literature from the fifty year period prior to the '-f
i .. ■ - ■ 4

inauguration of the Warrack Lectureship is surveyed, 't
y . : ' ' 'vpreaching is seen to .be depicted as the principle /

3 Mfunction of the ministry. Only John Kelman strongly 
implies the work of the minister is done equally in 
his preaching and other offices*^ , James Stalker (1844- : .̂ 0
1927), minister at Kirkcaldy and Glasgow and professor 4I
at the Free Church College in Aberdeen, also suggests 
that preaching cannot be separated from other parts 
of the minister's life. Nevertheless, he also states: 'L4
"Yet, preaching is the central thing in our work."^ ' •1||

In summary: is there a main function in the
ministry according to the Warrack lecturers? Particu
larly in the first fifteen years of the Lectureship, - ';J|
the lecturers reflect the prevalent attitude already vi
established in the period from 1871-1920; namely, 
preaching is conceived-of as-the primary task of the 
minister. Thus, up until the middle of the 1930s, a

I I

1See page vii of the text above.3Henry .W. Smith#,The Preacher.as Pastor or
Preaching in Connection with :Work-in the Parish and 
the Study TEdrnburgh": "Wiîïiam Blackwood and Sons,
1882')',' 2. W, G, Blaikie, For the Work of the
Ministry (4th ed, ; London: j'.",ffisbet.& Co., 1883), ' 1
pp. 334-33# John Watson, The Cure of. Souls (London:
Hodder & Stoughton, .18961, p. 1. C. H. Spurgeon, ]
An All-Round Ministry: Addresses to Ministers andStudent's (I'ondon; Passmore and Alabaster, I900),
P.""2Bi7  H. H. Henson, The Liberty of Prophesying , ̂
(London: MacMillian and Co., 1909), pp# vi, 1,

^John Kelman, The War and Preaching (New 
Haven: Yale University : Press, 1919)7 PP# 134-53# . I

^James Stalker, The Preacher and His Models# 7
(London: Hodder & S tough ton," "T89l)'7 pp# 22-23# M

■ .- . , I
- ■____  v . y ,  . i  ... , . - v.'; . .  i  ........... .1
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good many Warrack leéturers continue the emphasis
placed upon preaching as being the number-one function
of the ministry. This emphasis is not surprising in
Scotland, For two of Scotland's most influential
spiritual leaders, John Knox (1313-1372) and Thomas
Chalmers (1770-1847), were recognized mainly for their

]powerful preaching.
But in the early 1940s this emphasis is shifted.

Only two out of a total of twenty-two lecturers from
1941 to the present contend preaching is the primary
role to be fulfilled in the ministry. For ten lecturers 

2in this period affirm that the pastoral role is com
plementary to that of preaching. Further, it is per
haps not entirely invalid to refer to the argument of 
silence here. Sine e ten of the twenty-two lecturers 
in this thirty year period do not refer to any of the 
minister's roles as being "primary," it would seem 
plausible to suggest that they too conceive of preach- ^
ing as being on a par with other ministerial functions* ^4

At least this much can be documented; the
X{preaching and pastoral offices are said to be inter- ■

twined by most of the Warrack lectureres in the last.

2 "Edwin Charles Dargon. A History of Preaching ,1
From the Close of the Reformation Period To the I'n'd ' t
of the Nineteenth Century# 43724l94bV' 11̂  Tlondon ; ■ .. $1
Hodder & St ought on7"l?12)", 4SoT"""̂ Brilloth, A BriefHistory of Preaching# p, 162.2*" ' ' '#0 Farmer, Macgregor, Stewart, McIntyre, Menzies,
MacLennan, Wright j .Niles, Small,, ' and Me William, '
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thirty years of the Lectureship, This is a signifi
cant change in emphasis, first for a country like 
Scotland which for centuries conceived of the ministry 
as a preaching office;^ and second since an .examination 
of the recognized premier lectureship on preaching 
(the Lyman Beecher Lectureship at Yale University) 
"discloses the centrality of preaching in the lecturer's

pconception of the ministry,"

The Minister; As Leader Or Only Gifted Individual?
Having surveyed, the question of whether or 

not preaching is viewed as the primary function of 
the minister, we now consider a related question. Is 
the minister seen as a leader in the parish or is he 
looked upon as the person who does almost all of the 
work?

Harry G, Goodykoontz in his hook The Minister 
in the Reformed Tradition writes : "To lead God's
people to carry out their ministry is always the 
function of the pastor."^ This may have been the 
minister's task, but there is sparse reference to 
■this concept in the Warrack Lectures, In fact, direct 
mention is made of the minister's leadership function

%att, p. 7.
Robert S. Michaelson, "The Protestant Ministry <,

in America: I830 to the present," The Ministry in ^
Historical Perspective# ed, by Hieburh and Vifiiliams, jj
p,'.{282, RitZinger, Study of Pastoral Care in the  ̂j
Lyman Beecher Lectures, 1872-1937," p# 123# Permission to quote from any portion of this thesis was 
given to this writer in a letter from Dr, Pitzinger ' j
dated February 8, 1973* j

3p ^ g e  1 4 8 ,  ' ;
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1by only six lecturers* And it is interesting to

Roffin, p. 127
^Scott, p. 43. Burnet, pp. 106-107.

V»

observe that these six men all delivered their lectures 
within the first twenty-five years of the Warrack 
Lectureship, To be precise, from 1942 to the present,
there is no direct reference in these lectures to ..y

'  ■ ■the leadership function of the minister, q-
Surveying the topic more closely, we note 

James Reid in 1924, Henry Sloan Coffin in 1926, and 
L, Maclean Watt in 1931 are the only men to specific
ally state that "Most ministers are,,.leaders of con
gregations whose corporate life and work it is theirs 

2to guide," Frank Cairns in 1934, Sidney Berry in 
1936, George MacLeod in 1937 and W,, M, Macgregor in 
1942 only refer indirectly to the minister's leader
ship role. Thus, just three out of the thirty-six 
Warrack lecturers under examination make explicit 
reference to this ministerial function, and they all 
lectured within the period from 1924 through 1931*

Although only six lecturers refer to the 
leadership function of the minister, fewer mehtion ;
its opposite implicatibhw Just A, Boyd Scott in 1928 
and A, W. Burnet in 1933 allude to the concept of 
the minister as assuming the position of "running 
the congregational show" by himself,^ Again it may

SI

^Reldi p. 84. Coffin, pp. 119, 127-28. Watt, ^
pp, 164-66, Cairns, pp. 37-3o, George F, MacLeod, ’ ^
Speaking the Truth-ln Love (London: Student Christian
Movement Press, 1930, p. 110, Macgregor, p, 21,

' 1 . Î irT
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Blail̂ ie, The Ministry# pp#, 217-18# George 
Anderson, Thé'Scottish Pastor (London: William Black
wood and Sons,"T91lT7~PP# 20, 91#2Stephen Verney, Re orientation: Report On a
Pilot Year of. Further Training for .the Clergy (Covenant 
Cathedral: Urban Studies Department, 1970), p. 4,

■■ ■ ;i
be noted that these men also lectured well within >%
the first half of the Warrack Lectureship's history#

As there is little mention of the leadership
role of the minister in the Warrack Lectures, there
is likewise slight allusion to this function in the
literature surveyed from the fifty year period prior
to the Lectureship. Only W# G# Blaikie writing in v>

. : ' ' ' .

1873 refers to the minister as a leader of his parish . 7
while only George Aderson in 1911 declares that the -y;
Presbyterian minister "is the system itself....," ''■','1

-S.;:The results of the above examination of 
Warrack material are somewhat surprising first be
cause there is such slight reference to the minister's 
leadership role, and second because what reference is 
found in ..the • Warrack Lectures encourages future mini
sters to lead*and not assume the burden of carrying 
out the congregational program by themselves. For a 
report on a pilot year of in-service training for 
ministers held at Coventry in 1969^1970, reveals that
"the clergy are trained in a dominating type of lead- 

Pership.##»" Of course this report surveyed ministers 
from mainly the Anglican tradition# Nevertheless, a 
similar observation is made of this dominating role 
of the minister in areas of leadership by Mark Gibbs
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and T# Ralph Morton in their 1964 book God's Frozen
People - a book which discusses the religious scene
among Anglicans and Presbyterians in England and
Scotland alike,^ Further, James A, Whyte, writing
on the ministry of the Church of Scotland in I964
also declares that

the main burden of the success and failure 
of the congregation,.,is made to rest fairly g 
and squarely on the shoulders of the minister.

Denominational and Ecumenical Affairs
The emphasis given to the minister's leader

ship role in general by several Warrack' Lecturers 
finds a larger range of support when specific areas 
of ministerial concerns is-examined* A •case in point 
is the minister's role in denominational and inter
denominational affairs.

Although James T. Cleland, lecturing in 1963, 
is the only.man on the Warrack Foundation who alludes
to the minister's need to share his knowledge and to

%give his guidance on denominational affairs,-^ eight 
lecturers speak of the minister's leadership role in

‘Gibbs and Morton, God's Frozen ^ p. 13,
James A, Whyte, "The Church of Scotland," 

Preparing for the .Ministry of the 1970s : Essays on
the British Churches, ed. by David"Li ¥dwards' (London: 
SCM Press, 1^64l/ PP. 96-971

•̂ James T, Cleland, Preaching to Be Understood 
(New York: Abingdon Press,"Ï963), p. 36. ’

"'.X.
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iinterdenominational- or ecumenical affairs.^ These 

eight lectuers, representing a period of time from 
1926 through 1963? suggest the minister can lead his 
parishioners in developing an ecumenical conscience 
and in preparing for service on the wider church 
scene# The minister "leads" in this area through 
preaching, teaching and via the substance and structure 
of the Service of Worship, In addition to these seven 
lecturers, ten others (representing a period of twenty- 
five years from 1931) make explicit, reference to the

pecumenical movement and church unity. However, these 
ten men, while giving strong support to this area of 
the church's life, do not suggest the minister is 
either a leader or a one-man-show in carrying out 
ecumenical concerns.

In refering to representative literature in 
the period from 1871 to 1920, one does not expect to 
find any allusion to the minister's role as leader

■Li'

Coffin, pp, 134,144-46.V Watt, pp..34-44, 239-60* Oswald B, Milligan, The ' ' Minis try,0f Worship 
(London: Oxford University Press',' 1941)4 pp, 19-20,44. .Farmer;ipp, 11-12* Stewart; pp. 34-33, llO-lll.
Cowan, p *, .23,. ' Thomas H, Keir, TheWord. ̂  Worship 
(London; Oxford University" Press," 19*62), p, 23, 
Cleland, pp,, 84, 36.

^MacLeod, pp. 121, 123. James Hutchison .■ 
Cockburn, . î‘The Church's Message for ah Age of Turmoil," 
unpublished Warrack Lectures of 1943, Chapter II, 
pp. 24-26,:, Chapter VI, pp. 19-20» Reinhold Niebuhr, 
Faith and History (London: Nisbet & Co., 1949), p.
274, David'HÏ' ÜT Read, ,The_. Communication of the
Gospel'(Ldndon: The SCM Press, t. 35. Craig,

<4
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in the ecumenical movement as such, since this

1movement came into existence later# However, 
particularly because of the struggles between the 
Free Church and the Church of Scotland, one does 
expect to hear at least some echo of advice con
cerning the area of church unity* And a few echoes 
there are in this literature, W# G# Blaikie in 1873 
and P* T* Forsyth in 1907 hint at the minister's 
function of leading people, through personal example,

pin the area of church unity* One other writer 
refering to this fifty year period of history suggests

pp. Ill, 118-19* Menzies,: pp. 1, 4, 38, 110, 112. 
MacLennan, PP# 49, 73* Wright, pp, 9-10. D. T.
Niles, The Preacherls Calling to Be Servant (London;
Lutterworth Press," T939) ) pp. 106, IÜ9T  A7 J. Boyd,
Christian Encounter (Edinburgh: The Saint Andrew
Press, 1961), pp. Ï,.I02vl03, 107#

1 The Ecumenical Movement can be traced back 
to the World Missionary Conference in Edinburgh in 
1910. From this conference plus the ones in 1937 at 
both Oxford and Edinburgh, the movement "towards the 
recovery of the unity qf all believers.in.Christ, 
transcending'differences,of creed, ritual and polity" 
gained its impetus-.''''’’The • movement ' "endeavors to give 
expression to that unity-by closer relations in con
ference, both for cooperation, in jcommon Christian 
tasks and with a view to the ultimate reunion of the 
Churches." F. L.' Cross, e d . The Oxford Dictionary 
of the Christian Church (London: ' Oxford University 
Press, I938I7 7 ^ . ’438','7977.

To be sure, referenceS-to the minister's need 
to concern himself with church unity go back further 
in history than I9IO. One case in point is Richard 
Baxter's contention already: in,,1636' in The Reformed Pastor, pp. 73-74: "He that...loveth not the unity
and purity of the Church, and abhorreth not discord 
and divisions...is not,fit to be a pastor of a Church."

^Blaikie, The Ministry, p. 229. P. T. Forsyth,
Positive Preaching and the Modern- Mind 
dependent 'Dress',' Ltd., 1937)4" P#""63,

(London: In-

r ' l l . '>} : * ;■. A‘<'-i ..y, %■ : -i:.. •iVîf L.fsi
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the minister, by personal-involvement in Christian

"1unity, could give leadership in this area*
In summary; a small percentage of Warrack 

lecturers discuss the leadership role of the minister. 
However, of these lecturers, the vast majority por
tray the minister as a.leader df his people rather 
than a do-it-yourself man in interdenominational 
affairs. The^minister is encouraged to "lead" by 
creating an awareness of these subjects through 
preaching,.teaching and personal^example. Further, 
it is mainly the lecturers In the first twenty-five 
years of the Warrack Lectureship who address them
selves to the:minister's function as leader.

: Before proceeding to the next area of inves
tigation, it can be suggested that the strong emphasis 
on the need , for a minister to be a leader in ecumenical 
concerns comes almost exclusively.from Warrack Lecturers 
whose denominational affiliation lies outside the 
Church of Scotland. , Perhaps the reason such scant 
reference is made to ecumenical concerns can be traced 
to the education provided in the Theological Colleges 
of the Free Church of Scotland (the institutions in 
which thirty of the-Warrack lecturers received their 
basic theological education). For as one source sug
gests

Webber, A History of Preaching# II, 94-93* 
^Henry Sloan Coffin, H. H. Farmer, D. T. Niles,
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The fact that the foundation of these colleges 
aronse out of a tragic division in the Church 
meant that there was a strong denominational 
emphasis in the teaching and life of the 
Colleges*^

Whether or not this is the only contributing factor to 
the relatively slight emphasis on ecumenical concerns 
among the Warrack lecturers who come from Scotland 
must be left open to debate* This is, however, one 
possible explanation to explain the above observed

pfacts*

Social Issues And Politics
The leadership role of the minister is dis

cussed by the Warrack lecturers also in relation to 
the subject of social issues and politics*
Social Issues.

Sixteen of the lecturers from 1922 through 
1936 declare that the local parish minister can lead 
his people in becoming aware of, and involved in 
social matters* As in the area of interdenominational

^Gibbs and Morton,- God's Frozen People, p. 163*
It is possibly true to say that even today 

church unity is far from being a vibrant affair in Scotland* As a newspaper reported,.in December of 1970, 
the Moderator.of.theiGeneral Assembly of the Church 
of Scotland convêyei;t6e- impro.csion in ,a speech that 
"The various dehomlhaiidns in Scotland now showed 
more goodwill and co**Qperation towards eagh other. 
Although he did not think there would be unity 'for a 
very long time, ' he-was'looking for practical co
operation." See ".Church..Still Very Much Alive," 
(Dundee) Courier and Advertiser,Dec* 16, 1970, p. 3*
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affaires, these sixteen lecturers^ feel the minister 
can lead his people mainly through preaching# For 
in preaching, they contend, the minister can teach 
new values and awaken consciences to ethical problems#
Yet, these lecturers counsel, the minister must be 
alert to two things. First, he must realize his lim
ited knowledge on many technical sides of social

2concerns and "speak with due modesty and restraint."
Second, these lecturers point out, the minister must 
indeed sensitize his people; he must awaken them to
areas of social concern.. Yet at the same time, the
people must see that the solution to these problems "•
demands their personal involvement and not the minister* s.:■
That is, it is for the minister to lead his people to 
an awareness.of social .problems and injustices "to 
exhort and warn, rather than to administer and 
organize."^

In sharp contrast to the many lecturers who 
suggest the minister can be a leader in the aréa of 
social duties, there is but one lecturer who suggests

^Sclater, pp. 89-90. Reid, pp. 18-20,923-26,
101-103, 109. Coffin, pp. 83-86, 102-106, 114-13,120, 129-131, 141. 8C0tt, pp. 228-29. Philipp pp.
32, 33-36. Cairns, p. 89. Berry, pp. 39-64.; Mac 
Leod, pp. 30-31. Farmer, p. 121. Macgregor, pp. 76- 
77. Stewart, pp. 19, 28-30, 96-98. Jeffrey, pp.,918- i
20. McIntyre, p. 99. Menzies, pp. 9-10, 14-I3, 33- 3
36, 89-90. Cowan, pp. 28, 33. Wright, pp. 34-33. J

^Sclater, p. 90. 7j
^Philip, p. 36.

••
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the minister might ,carry out social action on his own. 
Only L. Maclean Watt, lecturing in 1931, gives the 
picture of a minister "carrying the hall" hy himself 
rather than being a leader to stimulate his people 
to take what they might feel to be the appropriate 
response to particular issues.

This same note of concern that the minister
be a leader in the area of social duties is sounded
by a number of writers of literature in the fifty
year period prior to the beginning of the Warrack
Lectureship. From the year 1873 through 1914, six
men declare that pressing social concerns

are things that the Christian preacher 
cannot pass by on the other side. He has 
been made a minister for the very purpose 
of - grappling with them and it will be 
treachery to his office and treason to his 
Lord, if he refuses to deal with them*^

As reflected by the sixteen Warrack lecturers who 
treat this subject, these six men maintain the minister 
can be a leader in ethical issues, mainly via his 
preaching.^ One of these six writers^ feels the

" Rvatt, p. 27.
^William M. Taylor, The Ministry of the Word 

(London: T. Nelson and Sons fï'87 0  ), p. 2867
. ^Blaikie, The Ministry, p. 47. W. G. Blaikie, 

The Preachers of Scotland From: ; the. Sixth to the Nine- 
teenth Gehtury^TEdihburgh: T & T Clark, T88BT, PP*
3124*13* TaylorThe Minis try 7  PP« 283-86, 293* An- 
derson, The Scottish Pastor, p. 4# Stalker, The 
Preacher, pp. 81-83. Charles Silvester Horne, The 
R̂omahc'ê of Preaching (London: James Clarke & Co.,
[l%4j ), pp. 91-92,. lOi* . John Henry Jowett, T ^  
Preacher: His Life and Work (3rd:.ed*; London:
Hodder & Stoughton, "@^1^^, p ^  78-79, 96-100.

^Horne, The Romance of Preaching, pp. 70-71.

:  '  - 9  ' ^  /  ; /  ;  '  . -
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minister must not only preach about social duties, 
he must also become involved in them* This point 
(about the minister actively participating in the 
alleviation of social problems in addition to 
leading his parish through preaching on social issues) 
is missing in the Warrack Lectures*

One writer of the representative homiletical, 
pastoral and historical literature from the 1871- 
1920 period cautions ministers against "splitting" 
their churches through their actions in public 
affairs,^ while another writer bluntly denounces the

2minister who mentions social topics from the pulpit* 
This latter writer, C*-H* Spurgeon (1834-1892), finds 
a counter-part in the Warrack lectureship in the per
son of Hamish MacKenzie,. Both men use the identical 
illustration of Robert Leighton (1611-1684) who re
fused to preach about pressing current concerns, to 
point up the advisability of remaining silent on 
similar issues.^

Thus it can be seen that in both the literature 
from 1871 through 1920 and’the literature from the 
Warrack Lectures 1921 to 1970, there is a fair amount 
of reference to the minister's leadership role in the

^Forsyth, Positive Preaching, p. 78. 
^Spurgeon, An All-Round Minis try. pp. 325-26 
^Ibid*, 325, MacKenzie, Forward*
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area of social concerns# That certain of the Warrack
lecturers suggest students preparing for the ministry
should become leaders for their people in this area
is not surprising# For

...by about the year 1910 there was scarcely 
a sermon preached at all events in the Free 
Church and High Church pulpits - which did 
not include among its "applications" a ref
erence to the duty of "Christianizing every 
sphere of huhan activity."!
But social concerns were not only being dis

cussed from pulpits during- this period. After a
pslow start in the 1890s, both the Free Church and

the Established Church in the first two decades of
the twentieth century established committees and
agencies which carried out concrete forms of social 

%service.*^
Even prior to the period around the turn of 

the present century, Thomas Chalmers between 1819 and 
182'3 inaugurated and superintended "perhaps the 
greatest and most effective parochial organization 
which the Christian Church has ever seen in operation," 
showing concern for the neglected poor and unchurched 
among Glasgow's crowded tenements.^ When Chalmers was 
called to teach at the University of Edinburgh in 1828,

4-------
Ernest H* Jeffs, Princes of the Modem Pulpit 

(London: Sampson Low, Martston & Co., Ltd.'4'''"'CL95ll'3'7'"'
p. 2.

^J. P. Fleming, A .History of the Church of 
Scotland 1873-1929 (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1933),
ppTT?6-77,

^Ibid.. 179-186. J. H. S. Burleigh, A Church 
History of Scotland (London: Oxford University Press,
'ï9’6ô)7 pp* 413-16'.'''

^Taylor, The Scottish Pulpit. p. 200.
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he went down to the West Port, "a district second 
only in depravity to the scene of his remarkable suc
cess in Glasgow,"^ and from a tanner's loft, preached
and organized a large-scale parish which served the

2degraded people of the area. This mission work in 
Scotland's "underworld" was carried on after Chalmer's 
death in 1847 by men in Glasgow, like Thomas Guthrie 
of St. John's Church, Robert Buchanan of Tron Church, 
and Mr* MacColl of the Wynd Mission and by others in 
Edinburgh.^

Because of this background of social concerns 
among Scottish Presbyterians, it is not surprising to

^Webber, A History of Preaching. II, 276.
^Taylor, The Scott.ish Pulpit. p. 201.
One Warrack lecturer, J. Hutchison Cock- 

burn intimated in Chapter I, p. 10, that some people 
regreted to see Chalmers leave this pioneer Church 
work among the working class and poor in Glasgow and 
Edinburgh and take a professdr's chair in a univer
sity. (From 1823-1828 he had the chair of Moral Phil* 
osophy at the University of St. Andrews, and from 
1828-1843 the chair of Divinity at the University of 
Edinburgh.) But two factors were involved in his 
decision to leave the parish. (1) As a result of 
the burden of this work in Glasgow, his health suf
fered. Thus he could not have stayed on long in the 
parish. (2) Also it must be remembered that his 
ambition to become a professor was "valued chiefly 
as an opportunity to influence the youth of the 
country and particularly those who intended to enter 
the Christian ministry." See Burleigh, A Church 
History of Scotland. : pp. 317, '337.;9Webber, A History 
of Preaching. II, 289-291; and Blaikie, Preachers 
of Scotland, p. 8,

^Taylor, The Scottish Pulpit. pp. 238-39. 
, History of ^’reaching'. II. 278-79.Webber, A

.... y  -,
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1find twenty-six of the thirty-six Warrack lecturers 

under examination emphasing the importance of ministers
being alert to social issues. Also, three of the

,

Warrack lecturers; namely, Henry Sloan Coffin, George
MacLeod, and Reinhold Niebuhr have become well-known
particularly because of their leadership in the area

pof social and ethical concerns. Thus the directive
that "preaching should express social concern"^ and :
that ministers should awaken people, to take positive %
action regarding ethical issues is expected to be
found in the Warrack Lectureship,

Politics,
When the subject of politics is considered, 

it might be presupposed that future ministers would

1In addition to the sixteen Warrack lecturers 
who discuss the minister*s leadership role in the area 
of social concerns,, ; ten other men mention that , the |
minister must be informed about them.

Black, pp, 26, 55, 75. Gossip, p. 159. Watt, 
p. 27. Burnet, pp, ^4~45* CCockburn, Chapter I, pp,
8-10, Chapter II, p, 24. Niebuhr, pp. 2Ô5, 274.
Craig, pp. 49, 109. Small, pp. 47-48. Boyd, pp. 14-
15, Cleland, pp. 46-47. > \!

^On Coffin, see Jones, The Royalty of the ' *
Pulpit, pp, 158-59,425. On Niebuhr, see Jones, p,142 and Harold H. Zietlow,. "Thieiicke's \new refor
mation* in ethics;■ Walking between two worlds," J
Lutheran Forum, Feb., 1970, p. 10, On MacLeod, see 1
Burleigh, A Church History of Scotland, pp. 413-14.

5 ••̂ Cowan, p. 28,

1
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be encouraged by the Warrack lecturers to assume an 
active leadership role in this area# For one thing, 
the history of Scottish preaching since the Refor
mation reveals that alongside the preaching of the
Gospel there has been a pleading for specific, polit-

1ical courses of action from the pulpit. Then too,
in the fifty year period prior to the beginning of
the Warrack Lectureship, a survey of representative
literature shows seven v/riters from 1876 through 1914^
advocating that the minister preach on political sub-

%jects and five writers suggesting the minister par
ticipate personally in the political arena* Only one
writer in the material surveyed, cautions the minister

kto "keep clear of the heat and dust" of politics#^ 
Although there is a great emphasis on the 

minister’s leadership role in the area of politics

1Blaikie, Preachers of Scotland, pp. 297-99
Taylor, The, Ministry, pp. 296-97. Stalker, 

The Preacher. pp.*~B4-'B5ê W. Boyd Carpenter. Lectures 
on Preaching (London; MacMillian & Co , 189577PP*
209-11 .• Watson, The Cure of Souls, p. 71.. Henson. 
The Liberty of Prophesying, pp. 158-165. Spurgeon,

Horne, The-Ro*An All-Round'~Elnistry, pp. 281-82, 
mane6 of Preaching, pp. 14-15.

^Blaikie, The Ministry, p. 234. Taylor, The 
Ministry. pp. 296-97. Robert W* Dale, Nine Lectures 
on Preaching (London; Hodder & Stoughton, lB'7'8), pp. 256,' 2'5o. Jowett, The Preacher, pp* 81-62. 
Horne, The Romance of Preaching, pp. 278-80.

^Andrew Benvie, The Minister at Work; Pulpii 
Pew and Parish (Edinburgh; Oliphanÿ, Anderson & Per
rier, 19117, p. 45.

«'J
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g prior to the inauguration of thw Warrack Lectureship,

only eleven of the thirty-six lectures under examina
tion discuss ,the topic. Of.these eleven men, only the 
lecturers of 1936, 1937, 1949, 1952, 1954 and 1969^ 
feel that the minister should not abstain completely 
from making comments on politics from the pulpit, but
should use the pulpit "to infuse new spirit into true

Ppolitical activity." Meanwhile, the three lecturers 
of 1925, 1925 and 1941^ feel it best not to mention 
political concerns from the pulpit. The remaining 
two lecturers who mention the subject of politics, *
namely those in 1931 and 1939, suggest the minister 
keep clear of political entanglements in his preach
ing but that he may participate in politics as an

I
ordinary citizen.^

In summing up theminister’s role as leader 
according to the Warrack lecturers, the following 
points can be made. In the area of denominational 
and interdenominational affairs,the minister is por
trayed as a leader of his people mainly through his 
preaching function by just over twenty percent of the 
lecturers. Almost half of the Warrack lecturers en
courage future ministers to assume a leadership role 
oh social and ethical concerns mainly through guidance

^Berry, pp. 60-61. MacLeod, pp. 106-107. 
McIntyre, p. 12. Craig,., pp. 110-111. Cowan,-, pp. 28- 
29, 33. McWilliam, p. 8l.

’MacLeod, p. 107*
•̂ Black, p. 73. Gossip, p. 35. Farmer, pp. 28-29. 
't'Watt, pp. 28-29, 86-̂ 8?. Small, p. 67.

i
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from the pulpit* However, only six lecturers suggest
the minister should be a leader in the area of politics*.

But, the main point to be observed here is that 
in denominational and interdenominational affairs, in 
social duties and politics, only one of thelecturers 
intimates that the minister shpuld^carry out the neces
sary action by himself.* .Based upon the evidence above, 
the conclusion reached is this: the over-riding majority
of Warrack lecturers view the minister as a leader, not 
as the only competent person in the parish who does all 
the work*

The Minister; As Example Or Ordinary Citizen
Having viewed the Warrack lecturers concept 

of the minister’s role as leader, we go on to con
sider their view of his role as example and/or■as an 
ordinary citizen*
The Minister As Example

If there is only slight reference in the 
Warrack Lectures to the role of the minister as leader.
there is even scanter allusion to the concept of the
minister as an example to others* Granted twelve out

1of thirty-six lecturers maintain that the minister’s

.Gossip, pp* 39-40. Philip, pp* 163-64. 
Watt., pp* 12-14, 42> 48, 227. Cairns, p* 200. 
Stewart, p* 193. Cockburpb, Chapter I, p. 17. 
Jarvis, p. 87. McIntyre, p. 51* Menzies, pp. I4, 
32-33, 47-49. Wright, pp. 14-17. Niles, pp* 98-99 
MacKenziea, pp. 107, 118-120.
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?;•' "own life is the best sermon he can preach****"^

However, this is not a large percentage of lecturers 
. considering the-frequent reference given to this

; ministerial role in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries#

For the portrait of the Minister as an 
• example to his flock and the community is painted

by a proportionately large number of writers in the 
fifty year period prior to the founding of the War- 

. rack Lectureship# No fewer than twelve authors from
1873 through 1912 depict the minister as fulfilling
the role of example# James Stalker, writing in 1891 
puts it thus: ’the great purpose for which the min-

half of the nineteenth century suggest they are not 
casting, the minister in a new image* For they refer 
to Robert Leighton (1611-1684) who exclaimed *The

. 'S'ÿî
. j.-;

iister is settled in a parish’ is to live among his -, , 3
jpeople as an example of what the true Christian life J

is meant to be.^ But even these writers in the second

^Watt, p. 13.
%laikle. Th'e .Mlnlstpy. p-p.» 1, 239-40. Dale, ,

Nine: Lectures on Preaching# pp*. :255f36. Smith# The 
Preacher as Pastor # pp* 12-15*': Taylor, The Scottish » ,
Pulpit# p* 122. ' Stalker# Thé Preacher# p. 56.' Robert 
K'THorton.# ' Verbum Dei (London:: T„* Fisher Unwin, 1893), J
pp. 225-229. Spurgeon#' Ah3:âll-R6ünd Ministry # p. 329, " ' ' 3
A.' Wallace Williamson#.. ldeàïs: :6i' W  : j
William Blackwood And Sons, 1901), pp. 33-34, 177, 200* ĵ
Chadwick, Pastoral':Teachihg# pp* 211-12. Anderson, fi
The Scottish Pastor# p. 149* Benvie, The Minister at ,,
■Work#' pp* 11, 28-30. Jowett, The Preacher# pp* 28-31 *
55-56* . ; - ;; . . 3 j

%  talker. The Preachei # p. 56. '

1-t
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Sunday’s sermon lasts but an hour or two, but holiness 
of life is a continued sermon all the week long...’ 
and also to Geoffrey Chaucer (1340-1400)- whose "poor 
parson of a town" first manifested the gospel in his

2life and conduct and then expounded it from the pulpit.
The fact that five Warrack lecturers also refer to 
Chaucer’s exemplary "country parson"^ suggests they 
too are passing on a traditional view of the minister 
to students preparing for the ministry.

The impression must not be left that■the 
Warrack lecturers are reflecting a tradition handed 
down from Chaucer only. For the idea of a minister 
leading an exemplary life also.finds expression in 
Richard Baxter’s The Reformed Pastor of 1636. In 
this book Baxter wrote to laymen; "see that you love 
and imitate the holiness of your pastors..#,"^ In
deed this idea is older’yet* •. It runs back in the '
literature on the ministry at least as far as Ambrose
(339-397), bishop, of: Milan,, who suggested in his On 
the Duties of Ministers (386) that the clergy should 3
be the most exemplary embodiment of Christian ethics.^ J

— ----- T------- '■!Taylor, The Scottish Pulpit# p. 122.
^Horton, Verbum Dei, pp.,226-29*
^Philip, p. 162. Watt, p.* 11. Stewart, 

p.. 193* Menzies, p. 48* Mackenzie, p. 111.
' ̂ The Reformed Pastor, ed. by John T. Wilken- 

son, p. ■63*
^G. H* Williams, "The Ministry in the Later 

Patristic Period (314-430)." The Ministry in Histor— - 
ical Perspective. ed. by Niebuhr and Williams'",' p"*' 9l,
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But more* This idea of a minister_being an example 
of the Christian-^life is also deeply engrained in the 
Scottish tradition, A passage from The First Book
of Discipline (1360) tells the story*^ At what was
somewhat equivalent to a service of installation,
the-minister was charged that

,%*with all careful Diligence he will attend 
upon the Flock of Christ Jesus; over which he 
is appointed Pastor; that he will walks in the 
Presence of God so sincerely, that the Graces 
of the holy [sicQ Spirit may be multiplied 
into him, and in the Presence of Men so soberly 
and uprightly, that his life may confirme, in 
the Eyes of Men,'that which by Tongue and Word 
he perswaded unto Others,^
At this juncture it may be observed that this 

concept of the minister is still given support today %
in England, One writer in 1964 declared "it is saint
liness, more than anything else, which impresses the 
man outside the Church."^ Further, a survey in 1968

%

The Book was drawn up at Edinburgh by John ' '
Knox and five of his fellow-Reformers as a plan for 
ordering and maintaining the new Scottish. Kirk, Cal- ;:i
vinist influence is apparent throughtout the. Book* j
See Burleigh, A Church History of Scotland, pp, 163-
177. ~ ' %%

^William Dunlop, ed*, A Collection of Con- 
fessions of Faith.,.of Public.Authority in ^he Church I
of Scotland,  ll" '(Edinburgh: James Watson printer, - W
172257323=29. 4

This teaching is in line with that of John --1;
Calvin (1309-1364) who said of the minister;, *It 3
Were better,..for him to break his neck going up into \ ’[
the pulpit, if he does not take pains to be the first 1
to follow God.* Quoted in Parker, The Oracles of God,
P* 60. " '

G. G* Herklots, "The Church of England," ;
Preparing for the Ministry of the 1970s, ed, by 
MïvaFds', p. .29. , , ' \'j
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of nearly 300 parish ministers of; the Churoh of Eng
land and the Free Churches in an area of the English 
Midlands, revealed that seventy-nine percent of them 
gave a high assessment to their roles of being an 
example to, laymen "of what it is to be a Christian."‘ 

Before concluding this section on the role 
of the minister as example, one other point made by
four Warrack,lecturers needs to be highlighted. The

' ’ ■ - plecturers of 1951, 1943 and 1949 remind their aud
iences that both minister and laymen alike need live 
their lives ;asfan example of Christian faith* Further, 
the 1937/8 lecturer, D* T, Niles, has been quoted else
where as supporting this idea*^ The impression given 
by these lecturers is that the minister does not have 
a superior role to play, in contrast to laymen, as an 
example of the Christian life*

This leads us to a consideration of the Warrack 
Lectures to see whether or not the minister is por
trayed as also an ordinary citizen.

#

*1Stephen Mayor, "How Ministers See Their 
Work," The Expository Times * Oct*, 1970, pp* 19, 22*

^Watt, p, 11, Cockburn, Chapter V, p. 14* 
McIntyre, p. 116,

^D* T* Niles, quoted in "Ecumenical Chronicle," 
Memorial Sermon by Bishop Harold de Saysa for D. T* 
Niles, The Ecumenical Review* Oct,, 1970, p# 453•

j
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The Minister As Ordinary Citizen

To begin with, few Warrack lecturers discuss 
the minister’s role as an ordinary citizen. Only the 
lecturers of 1921 and 1962 speak directly to this sub
ject, with the lecturers of 1951, 1950, 1951 and 1959 
alluding to it* Both John Hutton in 1921 and Hamish 
Mackenzie in 1962 assert that the minister can not 
live as. an unordained Christian and share normal per
sonal friendships or participate in the usual "social 

1engagements," MacKenzie is the most emphatic of the
two, for he maintains a minister "can never be an

2ordinary citizen,"
Countering this emphasis is the contention 

of E. D. Jarvis in 1950 and David H. C, Read in 1951
that the church suffers from the man who "never for
gets he’s a minister"^ and thus is viewed by many as 
living "in a dUst-proof case lîkeçthe clock on a Vic
torian mantelpiece,"^ Read is, particularly concerned 
to emphasize that if a minister is "remote from the 
life of Monday to Saturday"^ and if he fails to realize 
and portray that he, as others, is a man "with passions 
struggling with daily, problems,,, involved in the same

Hutton, pp, 194>96, MacKenzie, pp, 115-16,
^Mackenzie, p* 115* He also asserts that 

since "worldliness is a snare" for the minister, he 
must not be "out where other men are" but in the sanc
tuary* See especially pp* 110-11,

^Jarvis, p, 87*
^David H, G, Read, The Communication of the 
(London; SCM Press, 1952)'»’ P*’ 467
5Ibid.. 47.
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.web of sin and circumstances like everyone else" his

1preaching will suffer* Further, L* Maclean Watt in
1931 and R. Leonard Small in 1959 also suggest the
minister has a life to live outside of his profession
as minister when they intimate that he may participate

2in the political arena as an ordinary citizen,
As in the Warrack Lectures, so too in the

' \representative literature from 1871 to 1921, there ]
is only slight reference to the concept of the minister 
as an ordinary citizen* W. G* Blaikie in 1873# James 
Stalker in 1891, John Watson (Ian Maclearn) in 1897,
W* M, Taylor In 1876 and John Henry Howett in 1912 give 
the impression‘that the'minister is expected to par- 
ticipate in every-day life as an ordinary citizen and L

jalso as a minister* However, these men stress the im- 
portance of the minister leading a life in public which j
is not in contradiction to the life he exhibits as a 
preacher*^ Only Andrew Benvie in I9II asserts that 'vj
the minister is always a minister and thus cannot '3
function as an unordained Christian in society*^

Looking at the minister’s role as an example 
and/or as an ordinary citizen in summary form, we note 1

^Ibld.. 65.
^Watt, pp. 28-29, 86-87. Small, p. 67.
^Blaikie, The Ministry. pp. 242,244. Taylor, 

The Ministry* p* 259* Stalker, The Preacher * p* 165* 
Wat son* ' The Cure of Souls* p. 234* Jowett* The 
Preacher* p, 53*

^Benvie, The Minister at Work* pp, 31-32*
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that the following observations can be made, (1) 
Although there is great emphasis in history up to 
the twentieth century on the ministerial role of being 
an example of the Christian life for others, less than 
one-third of the'Warrack.lecturers .refer to this rold. 
(2) The lecturers who discuss this role have not 
lectured in any particular period of the Warrack -■ 
Lectureship’s history, hut represent almost the en
tire spectrum from the 1920s to the 1960s# (3) The
point these lecturers make is that the sermon is of 
little value unless the preacher’s life is worthy of 
respect# For the lecturers feel people will lose 
respect for his message if the preacher’s manner of 
life makes them lose respect for him# This is a shift 
in emphasis from earlier writers on the subject# For 
reflected in much of the literature written prior to 
the Warrack Lectureship is the portrait of the minister 
as exemplifying a "superior" type of life in contrast 
to the unordained Christian# (4) Few lecturers de
pict the minister as being able to lead a life as an 
ordinary citizen# And since just over fifteen percent 
of the men speaking on the Warrack Foundation discuss 
the subject, it may be conjectured that the remaining

1Of# particularly Smith, The Preacher as 
Pastor, pp# 12-13; Stalker, The Preacher# p# 36J and 
Anderson, The Scottish Pastor# p# 149*

4#
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elghty-five percent conceive of the ordained minister 
as unable to participate in life as an ordinary citi
zen since they fall to mention the subject at all#

The Minister; As Mouthpiece Of God Or 
Sinner Talking To Another?

Up to this point, the role of the minister 
presented by the Warrack lecturers has been viewed 
with respect to his involvement in preaching plus his 
total ministry# Now the role of the minister solely 
in his preaching capacity will be discussed#

Mouthpiece of God
In 1873 the professor of Apologetics and Pas

toral Theology at New College, Edinburgh wrote that a 
weak point in Scottish preaching has been that the

preacher has- too often stood on a pedestal, 
deliyering his dissertations,before the peo
ple *##he has not so readily come'down to ' 
their level,nor touched their actual feelings, difficulties, and aspirations*...T

If this was an apt description of the situation in the 
latter half of the nineteenth century, can it, accord
ing to the Warrack lecturers, be applied to the third 
through seventh decades of the twentieth century?

A perusal of the thirty-six Warrack Lectures 
under consideration may easily give cause to answer

1Blaikie, The Ministry# p. 49*
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• this question in the affirmative# For the following
images of the preacher are portrayed; he is a,mouth

)1 
3

1 Ppiece of God, a tool in God’s Hand; .one who stands
between God and man,^ as one who has come back from 
the Secret presence pi-God with a message to declare#^ 
(It may be noted here that the Warrack lecturers are 
portraying traditional concepts of the preacher at 
this point. For in the fifty year period preceding 
the Warrack Lectureship, six writers of.homiletical 
and pastoral literature depict the preacher as speak
ing to his. people after coming from "the presence of
the Lord,"^ while one writer openly declares the

■ 6preacher is a mouthpiece of God and two writers'refer 
to him as a herald.^) These images all too readily 
cast"the preacher in the mold of one who stands "on a 
pedastal." However, several considerations must be

Burnet, pp. 114-16, Milligan, pp. .23-24* 
Stewart, pp. 47-48# Keir, pp. 134-33# Mackenzie,
pp. 29-30#2Sclater, p. 86#

^Black, p. 158# Philip, pp. 27-29* Watt, 
p. 2# Berry, p. 94. Craig, pp. 8-9. Mackenzie, 
pp. 27, 33.

^Hutton, p# 169* Black, p. 137* Gossip, 
pp. 149-30# Philip, p. 130, Stewart, pp. 192,
198-200, 211-12.

-̂ Watson, The Cure of Souls# p. I04. Spurgeon, 
An All-Round Ministry# p. 337, 344. Chadwick, Pastoral Teaching# pp#" 276-77# Horne, The Romance of Preaching# 
p." 121'# kelman, The War and Preaching# pp. ..184-83# 
Horton, Verbum Dei, pp. 13, 17, 24-23, 34-33, 233.

Smith# The Preacher as Pastor# p. 4 #
^Chadwick, Pastoral Teaching# p. I48. Kelman, The War and Preaching# p. 201* , '



iNine of the thirty-six men under examination 
delivered their lectures in the period from 1921 through 
1943 with only three men representing the period from 
1952 through 1962,

^Reid, pp. 9, 119# Gossip, pp, 37, 58.
Philip, p. 21, MacLeod, pp. 34-36, Milligan, p. 1. 
Stewart, pp, 69-70. ' McIntyre, p. 8. Cowan,^ p. 7.
Small, pp. 14-13, 20-21. Cleland, p. 37.
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kept in mind when this image of the preacher is viewed 
in the Warrack Lectures,

First, the Warrack lecturers who convey this 
"aloof" concept of the preacher are few in number.
Secondly, the men who cast the preacher in this image 
delivered their series of lectures mainly in the first 
twenty-five year period of the Warrack Lectureship.
Thirdly, there are a number of lectures who consider 
the preacher as "spokesman" of God; not in the sense 
of someone withdrawn or separated from the people, 
but rather in the sense of one who Is concerned and 
standing alongside of others. :'For a good share of 
these men emphasize the preacher’s function of de
claring not what men-ought ,to do, but what God has 

2done for man. Thus there appears in certain of these 
lectures the apparent desire«to picture the preacher 
as getting his message from God; a message of Mgood
news" rather than getting a message of little hope
- • ' ' ifrom the world Of men. • It is probable that this re- >

ne wed emphasis in the last thirty years of the Warrack j
Lectureship on the proclamation of the good news of
Jesus as Christ and Lord is due to the influence of

Vi;

, 1
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C, H* Dodd (I884-) and Karl Barth (1886-1968) whose
"work has been dedicated to the service of the pul- 

1pit#" For from 1941 through 1969 nine Warrack
lecturers refer to Dodd a total of fourteen times and 
ten lecturers refer to Barth a total of twenty-two 
times* Meanwhile, in the first twenty years of the 
Lectureship no lecturer refers to Dodd and only one

plecturer refers to Barth,

One Sinner Talking To Another
A mere handful of lecturers stress that 

preachers "have this treasure in eapthen vessels,"
To be precise, it is only the three lecturers of 1937

John A, T, Robinson, "C, H, Dodd," p# 44 and 
William Horden, "Karl Barth To-day," p* 77 both in 
Theologians of. Our Time # edited by A* W, Hastings and 
Jii, Hastings'TSdinbürgh; T & T Clark, 1966),

%ee Appendix 0,
^MacLeod, p. 64# Jarvis, pp, 23, 83* Wright

P# 17. 9
4;•■Jarvis, p, 23,

•Z  . • '1930 and 1936^ who portray the preacher as "a fellow i{
sinner and a fellow straggler" on life’s way with his d
p e ople,4 The lecturers of 1924, 1936, 1941, 1942 and 'j
1936 do, however, lend witness to the preacher’s com- 1' ' - '
mon side. For these five men emphasize that preaching
at its best is not oratorical (after the jhshion of John J
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|r Calvin^) but "talking" to people in their own language
;• in the naturalness and spontaneousness of serious

. pj ■

private conversation.
Looking over the past one .hundred years 

. through the window- of the material " Under examination ;. W
, for this dissertation, we can see that the image of i||

the preacher as a common sinner, speaking in a common 
language is not painted large on the canvas of history.
For like the Wàrrack lecturers in the 1921-1970 period, 
there is slight indication in the writings from the 
1871-̂ 1920 period that the preacher is a friend of his 
people "talking" about the gospel in the tone of ordi- 
nary conversation.^

Nevertheless, this last-named aspect of preach- 
- ing (which conveys:the true meaning of homiletics^)

shout.oneself hoarse, nor to take on an unctuOus 
tone, nor to be hypnotized by a concern for éloquence, 
but to speak in the tone of ordinary conversation."

A* M. Fairbairn said of Calvin that "Modern 
oratory may be said to begin with him, and indeed, 
to be his creation." Cambridge Modern History..II#
373 cited in Parker# The Oracles of God# p.774:. '

^Eeid, pp. 29, 33, 161. Berry, pp%.37,. 143. '
Farmer, pp* 37-38. Macgregor, p. 67. Smalll" pp. 22-
23.

^Blaikie, Preachers of-'BcOtland.# pp. 320-21.
Forsyth, Positive breaching# p. 13* -James. Stalker,
"Pr eaching "( Qbr is t'ian ) ' # Inc y cl opae dia of Religion 
and Ethics# ed* by James .HasMngsTlTTEdinburgh; T 
& T Clark, I9I8), 213* Kelman, The War and Preaching# 
pp. 162^63,: 174,

^Jean-Jacques von Allmen in Preaching"and 
Congregation# trans. by B, L* 'Nicholas~TLÔndon':.; Lut
terworth Press, 1962), p. 14, says " ; from
which.the word homiletic comes# does not mean to

1
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does find expression in the Warrack material* Thus, 
to more than balance the three lecturers who give the 
picture of the preacher as isolated, standing high 
in a pulpit, almost literally talking down to the 
people, there are seven men who would place, the, 
preacher on the same level as his people in terms of 
his sinfulness, his use of contemporary;, language and 
his concept of preaching.

^Milligan, pp. 23-24. Keir, p, 134* MacKenzie,
p. 30*

%ones. The Royalty of the Pulpit, p. 268,

0

Summary,
Henry Sloan Coffin, the 1926/7 Warrack lecturer, 

wrote in 1943 that all ministers "need reminders of
pwhat our work'is at least once a year," In summary 

fasion what, according to the Warrack lecturers, is 
that work?

The men on the Warrack Foundation suggest 
ministers have various functions to fulfill. A list
ing of some of the different functions which appear 
in the Warrack.material reveals the minister is seen 
as a preacher, a teacher, a priest, a pastOr, an admin
istrator, a leader, a herald, a theologian, an example, 
an ordinary citizen, a man of prayer, a writer of 
articles for newspapers and parish newsletters. How
ever, only several of. these functions are discussed 
by a representative number of lecturers.

^4
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Perhaps the function which is most conspicuous

by its absence, is the "function of administration* In
1a day when other writers=on the ministerial scene are 

conveying the minister’s frustration at the excessive
involvement in administration, there is little more

. ' ' ' Ythan a whisper of this function in the Warrack Lectures*'
Perhaps-the: function which the average reader 

might expect to find highlighted by the lecturers, 
namely, preaching, also fails to receive the antici
pated emphasis throughout the fifty-year history of 
the Lectureship* To be ..sure; preaching is stressed 
as the main function of the minister during the first 
twenty-five years of the"'Lectureship’s history. But 
in the last twenty-five years, preaching plus pastoral 
care are consistently depicted, as together being the 
primary ministerial functions. As will be seen later, 
the priestly and pedagogical functions of the minister

Goodykoontz, The Minister, pp. 139-40. Howe, 
"Theological Education after Ordination," p. 147* 
Samuel W* Blizzard, "The Minister’s Dilemma," The 
Christian Century. April 23, 1936, pp* 308-10. George 
A." Eutlrrck'.- de sus; Game Preaching (New York; .Charles 
Scribner’s Sons, '194677 PP* 119-20. Seward Hiltnèr, 
Ferment In The Ministry (Nashville; Abingdon Press, 
1969), pp* E^72, 81484. Raymond Calkins, Thé Elo
quence of Christian Experience (New York; The Mac 
Millian"^oV, 1 9 2 ? P* 199* James E. Freeman, The 
Ambassador (New York; The MacMillian Co., 19287. 
Michaelson, "The Protestant Ministry," p. 286*

^Coffin, pp. 136-37* Watt, pp. 74-83, I8I, 
Small, pp. 63-64*

' y
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receive less emphasis. Why preaching is related more 
closely and consistently to the former function, that 
is to pastoral care, rather than to the latter func
tions is a question to be considered in following 
chapters*

Suffice it to say here that several shifts 
in emphasis regarding the relationship between preach
ing and the role of the minister occur during the past 
one hundred years as reflected in the Warrack Lectures.

7; , (1) In the first fifteen years of the Lecture- ' y
ship, the lecturers continue the tradition handed down 

1 from the period of 1871-1920 and beyond; namely, that
V. the primary function of the minister is preaching.

However, during the last thirty-five years the majority 
1.-' of lecturers make a shift ih emphasis* From 1936
13 ‘ onward, they almost unanimously assert that preaching

can not be elevated above the pastoral function of the %
minister as being the primary ministerial function*

: Y■ (2) Although literature from the fifty year
: period prior to the Warrack Lectureship and from the
y tumultuous history of the Scottish pulpit gives sanction

' ' . j)to the minister making political comments in the pulpit ^
plus participating personally in political affairs,

' ’ 4 I

only a small number pf lecturers, would allow the 
preacher to speak on political matters from the pulpit 

r while even fewer would allow him to participate actively
in the political arena#

■ ' ■ , i
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(3) There is strong evidence in Christian 

history to suggest that the minister has been viewed 
as someone who must live a life--/v/orthy of example.
Less than one-third of the Warrack lecturers discuss 
this aspect of the minister’s life# However, those . 
who do portray the minister as an example, do so not 
in the sense of making him a pattern for others to 
follow. Rather, their concern is that there be no 
discontinuity between a minister’s personality in 
the pulpit and in public# For these lecturers feel 
if there is such a contradition it would bring about 
a distrust of the minister and even: of his message#

(4) Not many writers of the homiletical and 
pastoral material (examined for thisidissertation) 
in the past one hundred years depict the preacher as 
a fellow sinner and fellow struggler on life’s way 
with his people# Nevertheless, there are a few lect
urers on the Warrack Foundation who do cast the preacher 
in this image# This, however, is not. to be construed
as a shift in emphasis# For there are still other 
lecturers who, directly or indirectly, convey the image 
of the preacher as "elevated" above his people, speak
ing in almost oratorical style#

The Relationship Of The Minister To Others 
To discuss the role of the minister in a 

general sort of way is one thing. To examine the

■i
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suggested role of the minister in his person-to-person 
contacts is quite another matter# For in this respect, 
general theory does not so readily apply* Thus it 
should be of interest to survey the Warrack Lectures 
to see how the men oh this Foundation delineate the 
minister’s role in his relationship to people#

Relationship To Parish Staff;And Other Ministers y
A mere;Y handful of lecturers address themselves |

'.Ito a consideration of the minister in his relationships ' "
with members of his parish staff and/or to other 'j
ministers# '̂

Relationship To Parish Staff
Of the four men who discuss the relationship

of the minister to the members of his congregational
staff, only the 1926/7 Warrack,lecturer mentions the
possibility of a minister serving a parish together
with "a staff of men and women of varied training and 

1gifts." The point Henry Sloan Coffin makes in this 
connection relates to preaching# He suggests such a 
staff may assist the minister in planning a sermon 
series* The two lecturers of 1948 and 1930 claim a 
minister must have a close and happy collaboration

^Coffin, pp# 123-26# Of course Coffin was ' - q
serving' the large congregation of Madison Avenue '
Presbyterian Church in New York City when he delivered 
his lectures* Few men on the Warrack Foundation 
served churches which had a large staff of profes- 
sional people#

- '3!1
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with his organist and choir director. For, G. J.
Jeffrey and E. D* Jarvis maintain smooth and unified
services of worship are a reflection of such relation-
-ships. One lecturer discusses, in a passing sort of
way, the minister’s involvement with his elders. In
1931 D. H. C. Read cautions ministers against letting
their elders "pour warm water" on their zeal to preach 

2judgement.

Relationship To Other Ministers
The minister’s relationship to his predecessor

and successor is cited by the 1931 and 1939 lecturers.
L*- Maclean Watt asserts that ministers should be loyal
to. their predecessors while R. Leonard Small cautions
against being intimidated by the remembrance of one’s
predecessors while in the pulpiti Both Watt and Small
stress that kindness should characterize a minister’s

%attitude and relationship to his successor.^
What should be the relationship between one 

minister and another? Only G. J, Jeffrey and E. D. 
Jarvis address themselves to this question. Both 
lecturers build up a picture of brother ministers 
strengthening each other in their despondent hours,4

Jeffrey, p. 37* Jarvis, p. 63* 
^Read, pp* 32-33#
%att, p. 178. Small, p. 29. 
^■Jeffrey, p. 77. Jarvis, p. 92.

'9̂
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In addition, Jeffrey refers to the "demon of jealousy" 
which can arise between ministers regarding each other’s
preaching if they, consider each other as competitors

' nrather than as partners in the gospel.

Relationship To Assembled Congregation 
And Entire Parish'

In contrast to the above topic, there are con
siderably more voices with the Warrack Lectureship 
calling ministers to an awareness of their responsib
ility to their congregations and parishes as a whole.

Relationship To Assembled Congregation
To be precise, twenty-two lecturers offer 

counsel on the subject of a minister’s relationship 
to his congregation assembled for worship. Of this 
total, five men suggest the worshipping congregation 
supports and encourages the minister (particularly in 
his preaching) by the loyalty and confidence they ex- 
•'pross in their minister’s ability to break the bread

pof life for them. In a similar vein, six additional 
men speaking on the Warrack Foundation attempt to es
tablish the importance for the minister of maintaining 
a vivid concept of the congregation as a fellowship of

beffrey, pp. 67-68, 90.
^Black, pp. 17, 156-57. Gossip, pp. 79-80. '

Philip, pp. 33“3o* Burnet, pp. 187-88* Berry, p. 100.
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which he is a part.^ For this fellowship assists the
preacher in his task* As David Read declares

Some Warrack lecturers, while urging ministers 
to lay hold of the encouragement offered them from 
their assembled congregation, also sound a certain note 
of warning* Eleven lecturers caution ministers against 
the snare of scolding' from the pulpit,^ while four 
lecturers warn against the somewhat synonymous pitfall 
of exhibiting an attitude of conceit, particularly at

It is not simply that the Church supplies the .
background, supports the preacher, fills the "7
pews; but that a man called to declare the 
Wbrd of God is working in close harmony with '^
a body of men and women who are seeking truly 
to be the Body of Christ, His instrument for 
the recreation of the world - beginning where 
they are* It is as one of this vital fellow
ship that the preacher will declare the Word, 
and when he.specifically seeks contact with ; 
the, pagan world they are his information- 
service, his oo-workers, his bridge-head*
Preaching, to be effective in our world, must 
breakfwith the tradition of the "solo" per
former and be constantly related to the 
Christian community in action.^

.^Hutton, p* 82. Reid,.pp. 137-38* Coffin, 1
pp. 130-31, 133. Burnet,'pp. 19-21. MacLeod, pp. 92- 
93. Bead, pp. 93-93, %

^Bead,.p. 93. " ;
'̂ Sclater, pp. 134-33# -TBlack, p. 101* .Watt, 3pp. 194-93# Cairns, pp. 39̂ -4i.\ •Burnet, p, 178. , .

Berry, pp. 122-23* MacLeod, p. 103* Macgregor, p. 28.
Craig, p. 10.6. Cowan, pp. 110, 117# McWilliam,,-p. 73# ^

It is interesting to note that five consecu- jtive authors of published Warrack Lectures refer to {
this subject pf scolding from the pulpit, i.e. Watt, 3
Cairns,. Burnet,. Berry, MacLe.od. |

I
3tit
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■ ■ ' 1 ■ . the beginning of their ministry. Both scolding and

conceit are snares for the minister these men declare,
since these faults break down his relationship with
his people in addition to hindering his ability to

pcommunicate the gospel of reconciliation.
Several other lecturers set forth other con

siderations which they feel affect a minister’s re- ' -
lationship to his assembled congregation. Thomas i
Keir declares that it is a privilege for the minister ]
to preach to an audience, thus suggesting the minister 
ought to possess this attitude toward his people.^
Similarity, D. T# Niles asserts that the preacher j
must really "be servant to those to whom he preaches*"^
In another direction, James Wright maintains a con- j
gregation may wrongly unite around an "eloquent" !
preacher rather than be united to Christ.^ ,

In sum, the Warrack.lecturers who speak of a .y;
minister’s relationship to his assembled congregation |
form a consensus of opinion on the subject# For these !

.

 ____
Watt,/pp^ 34T33) 147. Macgregor, p. 43. !

Read, p. .84. MacKenzi'S, p. 108. {
Four other lecturers also refer to the young preacher, the minister in his first charge. Read, p.

81-83; Philip, pp. 33-36; and Wright, p. 49 give ■ I
counsel to young preachers suggesting they remember 
to preach to older Christians as well as to. younger ' .4
ones. Small, p. 29, advises men not to feel inferior 'i
to their predecessors. • ...3 :o

^Cf. Cairns, p. ,41;/Berry, pp. 122-23, Macgregor, p. 43; and MacKenzie,:p. 108* '
Page 1. Yij
4page 52. - ' '
^Page 11, '

. - 1 #
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men endeavour to establish the criteria for unified 
and effective services of worship. And one of the main 
criteria, these lecturers contend, is the minister's 
ability- to create an atmosphere where mutual respect, 
concern,' and rapport are established between himself 
and his congregation so the preaching of the Gospel 
may have free course.

Before concluding this section, it should be 
noted that the subject of the minister's relationship 
to his assembled congregation .also comes under dis
cussion at another point in this dissertation; i# e, 
in Chapter IV#,, ‘ . ;

Relationship To Entire Parish
Just as a minister's relationship to his 

assembled congregation is one. of the criteria for 
predicatory excellence, likewise his relationship to 
the entire parish bears directly on the effectiveness 
of his total ministry. So contend the Warrack lecturers 
who discuss the subject of ministerial relationships.

A case in point is the mutual support which 
minister and people can lend each other# Five lecturers ;
describe the encouragement and inspiration members of ij
the parish can give their minister by praying .for him^ ■
and by remaining loyal to him#"” As J# R* P* Sclater " J

' - ' J

puts it, the members of a minister's parish "endure '
— ; -

"Black, p. 155» Watt, pp. 171-72# Jarvis, 
P, 92.

^Sclater, pp. Ix-x. Burnet, pp. 187-88.

i\
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' ' his mistakes; they encourage-him to do his best ; and

■ ' : 1 by their Friendship and loyalty help him to g r o w . "
And this support is reciprocal* yFpr the lecturers of

>} 1924, 1936, 1942 and 1930 hold that a minister can
offer people in his parish understanding, compassion

parish, there is an inherent danger to be avoided,

le X,

and love provided he gets close to them and makes 
them feel that he is one of them.

A further instance cited by several Warrack 
lecturers of ministerial relationships influencing 
t he effectiveness of one's ministry occurs in the

%area of youth work# As a leader in youth activities^ 
and as a preacher "bringing to consciousness" youth's  ̂ :
yearning to play a part, "in stemming the tide of human 
suffering,"^ a-minister can establish a vibrant re
lationship with young people in his parish. Henry 
Sloan Coffin and L. Maclean Watt label this the most

tr
important ministry committed to the Church#^

Important as it is for the minister to estab-
- ■ 1lish meaningful relationships with members, of his ,

. -

P -• ■ jReid, p. 162* MacLeod, pp. 123-24. Macgregor,
pp. 27, 33# Jarvis, pp. 11-12. \ '

^Menzies, pp. 36, 91#
^Beld, p. 75.A. Boyd Scott, p. 38 and A. A. Cowan, pp.30-34 also underscore the need to "reach" young , !

people through preaching. ■ ' y'" ;
^ C o f f i n ,  p .  138. Watt, p p .  2 6 4 $  2 6 9 - 7 0 .
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This danger is two-fold* In one direction, the
minister may try so hard to be "liked" that he dis
sembles his profession^ or indulges the tastes and
pleases the fancy of his members, thus forfeiting his

2leadership role* In another direction, two lecturers 
warn, against Mthe danger of mistaking personal popu
larity for ministerial success*"v

In sum what, according to a number of Warrack 
lecturers then,,is the nature of a minister's rela
tionship to his parish as a whole? First, the rela
tionship is a supportive one* That is, minister and 
people respond to each other's needs. The minister 
feels strengthened and encouraged when he knows his 
people pray for him and trust him. The people receive 
guidance and compassion from the minister through his 
helpful sermons,"* his friendship-, his eagerness to 
help, and his identification with them in their 
struggles* Second, the minister's relationship to 
young people-may be.characterized' by the confidence 
he places in them and his awareness of their inner 
longings. Third, the minister must not lose the respect 
of his people or lose sight of his leadership function 
in striving to enter into,a purposeful relationship 
with the members of his parish*

"t  ---MacLeod, pp. 111-12* 
button, p. 177* Berry, p* 123 
^Quote from Jeffrey, p. 71# Philip, pp. 37-38* 
•̂Reid, p. 75. Philip, p. 57.

N , . ■■____ '______ . ... -i-nf ... 4..;., % '__ - % : - ■ V , ' " Z " '      . ... . ./r*.... ..(“i. J
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A number of observations may be made on the 

discussion above, (i) The burden for establishing 
relationships with people is squarely on the minster.
He must be alert to the encouragement of others. He 
must reach out to young and old aiahe and enter into 
their struggles-to obtain meaning, identity and inner 
cairn. He must "win for himself"^ the respect Of his 
people. He .must constantly give "himself to [his] 
parish in a fresh and decisive commitment,.,," ts.)

The impression is given that the establishment of 
relationships is hot a difficult process. Only D# T, 
Niles suggests otherwise. Says Niles, "We do not 
know the secret of being God's servants to others by 
giving ourselves to receive their service,"^ (3) 
Wholesome relationships are established by the minister 
with members of his parish through the concern and 
understanding he evidences in his preaching and in 
his personal involvement with people, (4) Just one 
lecturer discusses the possible tension and friction 
which can arise between a minister and certain members 
of his parish.^ (3) This subject of the minister's 
relationship to his entire parish is discussed by a 
fairly large number (forty-five percent) of the War
rack lecturers.

1Jarvis, p. 82,
^Keir, p. 14,
^Page 100,
'̂Cairns, pp. 188-91

t
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Relationship To One's Laymen And The Entire Church 

Unlike the relatively large total of men who 
refer to the above subject, only a small number of 
lecturers discuss the minister's'relationship to lay
men and to the whole church*

Relationship To One's Laymen
In fact, only two out of the .thirty-six 

Warrack lecturers-under examination refer directly 
to the minister's relationship to laymen# These two 
lecturers of 1937/8 and 1961," D# T-/Niles'and A# J# 
Boyd, both spent the major portion of their profes
sional careers in India. Of the.five men who refer 
indirectly to this relationship'''between minister and 
laymen, four delivered their lectures during the first 
fifteen years of the Lectureship.I y ;

There is a sharp contrast in the emphasis
these two groups of lecturers make on the subject as
there is between the periods when they delivered their
lectures. John Hutton and Frank Cairns draw a keen 
distinction between the vocation of the minister and 
that of a layman. James Reid and Sidney Berry also,
imply that the minister's vocation is superior to

P ■'that of the layman. Hamish Mackenzie, the only man
in the group to lecture after the first fifteen years

*1
Button, p. 21# Cairns, p. 183. 
^Reid, pp. 4-6. Berry, pp. 64, 136

'I
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of the Lectureship, lends strong support to this  ,

1 V;differentiation* Over against this contention is 
that of D* T* Niles'and A. J* Boyd who lectured within 
the last fifteen years of the Lectureship* Both of

: p: ..

these men vigorously hold that the calling of the
minister and the calling of the layman cannot and 
must not be placed on different planes. The ministry
of the ordained Christian and the ministry of the lay-

2man, are both essential for the church's life. Further,

''W

Niles and Boyd depict the minister's special responsi
bility towards laymen as encouraging, training and

%equipping them for their ministry to the community. .
The minister, these two men maintain, carries out this

■ ■ k"equipping" function mainly through his preaching."* y
let, the preaching task of the minister can never be,
isolated from its concern for laymen. As Niles has it: •

'' ' ^3#A preacher cannot preach the peace that is in
Christ and say at the same time: My task is
to preach, but that man's task is to serve in j
the hospital. Instead, he has himself to share
in his brother's work as a doctor by learning |
so to preach that his message illuminates what j
the doctor is doing. The reverse is equally 'J
true, that the work of the doctor is so to i
serve in his hospital that he provides proof i
of the conséquences of the Gospel which the ',i
preacher is proclaiming.^ 1

P̂ag,e. 23. .
%iles, pp. 23-24, 36, 63, 82-83. Boyd, ,]

pp. 94-93. \ M
%iles, pp. 81-84. Boyd, p. 94.
^Niles, pp. 23-24. ..Boyd, pp. 93-96. j
^Page 23.

,
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D, T* Niles, T* H*, Keif and A. j# Boyd view ministers, 
together with the entire Church, as partners in reach
ing the world with God's message in Christ.^ The min
isters preach the Gospel, these men hold, and the 
whole Church carries "the Gospel to the whole world, 
not in word only hut by the witness of its;own life.

iNlles, pp. 6-62, 82-83. Boyd, pp. 94-96.
^Pôsitive Preaching, p, 39#
^Farmer, pp. v-vi, 21. Whale, p. 46# Cock- 

burn, Chapter I, pp. 1, 21-22, Niles, pp. 101-102. 
Kelr, pp. 121-23. Boyd, pp. 19, 118-19.

- 4
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It is clear from an examination of the pages refered 'j||
to above, that Niles and Boyd regard the laymen's 
work as ministry. Also it can be observed, these two 
lecturers do not only regard as church-work the ser
vices ministers and laymen render the church organi
zation# For both of these former servants in Asia TiS
portray the minister and layman alike as serving and 
witnessing in the work-a-day world.

Relationship To The Whole Church
This point of minister and laymèn witnessing 

together to the world is also reflected by several 
lecturers in their portrayal of the Church. Six War
rack lecturers, representing a period,,of time from 
1941 through I96I, echo P* T. Forsyth's statement 
made in his 1907 Lyman Beecher Lectures; namely, that 
"It is Church ,sand preacher together that reach the >*11

p . ; ' % ' / - - .world." H. H., Farmer, J, S. Whale, J. H. Cockburn,

J
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"1 ‘in obedience" to God's will* '"To Serve the Present 

Age," the original.title of H* H* Farmer's lectures,
is a phrase which sums up the task of preach and

■•■■• ’ 2 Church together according to the above six men.
Another view,of the relationship between the 

minister and the whole church finds expression in 
the Warrack Lectures* Arthur Cowan.and Hamish Mac 
Kenzie depict the church almost as a receptacle for 
the preacher to fill with God's Word,#̂  That all the 
people of God, together with the minister share in 
God's ministry in and to the world, failsctOofind 
expression in these two lecturers' concept of the 
church.

There remains one concept of the church which 
three men on the Warrack Foundation present* The 
lecturers of 1921, 1947 and 1936 build up a picture 
of the church as a. community which receives strength 
and encouragement from God to carry out its task of 
serving the world.^ The implication is that apart 
from this view of the church, the minister and people 
will be discouraged in their task*^ Perhaps this is 
what Adam Burnet was getting at when he said he

A

^Boyd, p* 119*pThe Servant of the Word, p. vi*
-̂ Cowan, pp. 13-14• MaôKenzie, pp. 24-23*
'̂Button, pp. 87-88, 107, 119-20. Niebuhr, 

p. 270. Wright, p. 89.
^Cf. Hutton, p. 88 and Niebuhr, p* 270. " %!

'•!
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delivered his lectures out of

the profound conviction that,what a man 
setting out to preach needs most of all is 
not even the best advise he can get about 
his art,..but a true.conception of the 
Church of Christ*...

Summary.
. In summary, what counsel can be gleaned from 

the Warrack Lectures on the subject of a minister's 
relationship to others.?

(1) A mere total of five lecturers discuss 
what might be considered as the minister's relationship 
to his congregational staff or other ministers. All 
of them suggest that,, if harmony and helpfulness char
acterize these relationships, the minister's preaching 
may also prove to be helpful to others. However, less 
than fifteen percent of the Warrack lecturers under 
examination discuss this,, facet of ministerial rela
tionships, Of course, it should be noted that only one 
writer of the material surveyed from the 1871-1920 j
period discusses this subjects Therefore, in regard ^
to this subject, the Warrack lecturers continue in 
the pattern of earlier homiletical and pastoral writers 
since few of them depict the minister in his relation
ship to his congregational staff and/or to other 
ministers.

a

Æ

■J

'1

^Page 17. . ' : i
%ohn Watson in The Cure of Souls, pp. 167-68, ",

feels if more large congre gat ions’̂ ad a staff of min- . . j,
isters, one of the ministers could concentrate more J
on preaching. ■ Also, Watson stresses, p. 147, that /
ministers should not criticize one another but "stand j
by" each other in time Of need. ^
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(2) The Warrack lecturers also reflect cer* 

tain emphases,made in-the period from 1871-1920 on 
the subject of the minister's relationship to his 
assembled congregation. The point that minister's 
should not criticize their people or assume a su-

Perhaps the new thrust made in the Warrack Lecture
ship (in contrast to the literature from 1871-1920)

attach to the minister's relationship to his assembled 
congregation. For over sixty percent of the lecturers 
contend that a relationship of mutual respect and con
cern needs to be established between minister and 
people for predicatory effectiveness.

(3) A successful ministry is also dependent 
upon a positive relationship between minister and 
people according to a large number of Warrack lecturers. 
This shows somewhat of a development in thought from

Watson, The Cure of Souls,p. 173* Chadwick, 
Pastoral Teaching, p./222.1

^Forsyth, Positive Preaching, pp. 70-71* 
Kelman, The War and Preaching.' pp. 173-76,

-^Forsyth, Positive Preaching, p. 100.

2 1 perior attitude toward them is made also by a number
'of men speaking on the Warrack Foundation. Further, 

the point that a congregation may encourage its 
minister^ is reflected in both bodies of literature.

is the importance a relatively large number of lecturers vL
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the literature in the fifty year period prior to 
the founding of the Warrack Lectureship* In this 
period (1871-1920) a number of writers suggest there 
should be a solidarity between the minister and his 
flock. (Of course this point was already made by 
Augustine But the point that this re
lationship is necessary for an effective ministry, 
arises only in some of the Warrack material (and not 
in the background material surveyed for this disser- ig;
tation.) Nevertheless, that ministers receive encour-

2agement from their people, that establishing rela-
%tionships with young people is of great importance,^ 

and that the burden for building relationships with 
young and old alike rests on the minister^ are points 
made in both bodies of literature. " /I

(4) The Warrack.lecturers depart only slightly 
from the stance taken by the writers in the 1871-1920 
period on the subject of the minister's relationship Li
to laymen. First of all, few writers in both bodies

George H. Williams, "The .Ministry in the 
AnterNicene Church (c. 123-313," The Ministry in '
Historical Perspective* ed. by Niebuhr and Williams, 
pp. 73-74.2Anderson, The Scottish Pastor* pp. 139-40.

^Blaikie, The Ministry* p. 198. Stalker, The 
Preacher* p. 173.

^Stalker, The Preacher* p. 173. Watson, The 
Cure of Souls* pp. 149^30. Chadwick, Pastoral Teach
ing* pp."^T, 104-103.
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1of literature discuss the subject. Second, the dis

tinction between the minister's vocation and that of 
the layman is stressed by the majority of these writers 
representing both periods of history (1871-1920 and 
1921-1970).^ Third, the point where two men on the 
Warrack Foundation- depart from the earlier emphasis 
centers on the sphere where the laity carry out their 
Christian service. All five writers from the 1871-1920 
period who discuss the service of the layman, depict- 
him as involved solely in assisting the minister in 
"church" affairs. The 1937/8 and 1962 Warrack lecturers, 
in Contrast, portray ,the minister and layman together 
serving and witnessing'in the "secular" world. Thus 
it may be observed/ that although

The Reformed'Church of Scotland was from the 
beginning conscious of the value of lay sup
port and through its Eldership endeavored to 
secure this3 . y,

neither the minister's relationship with elders or
with laymen in general is discussed very much in the

-J-

J'aie*

Warrack Lectureship, 4

Blaikie, The Ministry, p. 220. Taylor, The 
Ministry, pp. 264-657 D. MacLeod, Church and Minista 
pp. 77-7o# Henson, The Liberty of Prophesying, pp. 
vi-vii. ?.See particularly D. MacLeod, Church : and 
Mihistry.'pp. 77-78 and Henson# The Liberty of 
Prophesying, pp. vi-vii.

^G. D. Henderson, Church and Ministry; A 
Study in Scottish Experience XLondon: Hodder &
Stoughton"pT957), p# 193.

^In fact, the role expected of the laymen in 
ihe Church of Scotland seems to be suggested in the 
Ordination Service. The Moderator, after the act of

'/"I

"Hi
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(3) Only iwo, writers of the literature sur

veyed from the 1871-1920 period set forth the relation
ship between the minister-and the entire church. These 
two men, writing in 1907' and 1914, declare that the
church and ministers together reach the world with ^

1 ■■ the Gospel. Further,-.these two authors strongly
assert that ministers, through their preaching, "enable"
the church to "become the instrument of freedom and

2righteousness" in the world. This latter aspect, of 
ministers building up the church in its faith, is not 
mentioned by the Warrack lecturers in their portrayal 
of the relationship between ministers and the entire 
people of God. Otherwise, nine of the eleven lecturers 
who discuss the subject, like the two men writing in 
1907 and 1914, do stress the importance of ministers

Ordination, addresses the people, asking: "Do you,
the members and adherents of this congregation, 
receive, N.N., whom you have called to be your Minister, 
promising him all due honour and support in the Lord; 
and will you give of your means, as the Lord shall 
prosper you, for the maintenance of the Christian 
ministry and the furtherance of the Gospel?" The 
Church of Scotland Ordinal and Service Book (Edin
burgh: The Church of Scotland Committee on Publi
cations, 1948), p. 23,

"^Forsyth, Positive Preaching, pp. 31-33, 38- 
39# Horne, The Romance of Preaching, pp. 164-63#

^Horne, The Romance of Preaching, p. 163.

■  ̂ -__i < L  f  .3__ r:'- > i .  _■ - a - U  J  i_ -.. - -h-4-,>■ ' . L ____   >
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1and the church serving the present age together,

Here a further point may be observed. These nine 
Warrack lecturers do not portray the minister as a 
representative of the church. That is, they do not 
consider the church to be present only where there 
is a minister. Rather, they conceive of the church

pbeing present wherever the people of God are present. 
Thus it may be stated that the minister's relationship 
to the entire church is discussed by,a significantly 
larger number of men on the Warrack Foundation than 
by writers in the 1871-1920 period. Although two 
writers in this last-named period plus one Warrack 
lecturer^ declare that the wholes concept of the 
church and its importance has, suffered in Great Britain, 
nevertheless, only a relatively minor number of the 
writers under examlination in the last one hundred 
years seek to make a contribution toward rectifying 
the situation.

In many respects, these Warrack lecturers 
are carrying on an emphasis of Thomas Chalmers who 
asked, 'Who cares about any Church but as an instru
ment of Christian good?' Quoted in Henderson,
Church and Ministry, p, 9*""p. 'John Kelman in The War and Preaching*. pp, 
170-71, is the one writer in the material under 
examination from 1871-1920 who depicts the minister 
in this "representative" role,

^Forsyth, Positive Preaching, p, 30, Kelman, 
The War and Preaching, pp, 170-71,

Cockburn, Chapter II, p* 4*
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(6) Jesus* exclamation, "I am among you as 

one who serves" (Luke 22:27), has been called the key 
to all Christian ministry. Yet, only three Warrack

■

lecturers propose that the posture of service should -
2characterize the minister's relationship to people.

This lack of emphasis in the Warrack material on 
service is highlighted further when homiletical and 
pastoral literature from 1871-1920 is surveyed. For 
in this material no fewer than eight writers (repre
senting a period of time from 1876 through 1908) 
stress that service should be the distinctive feature .
of those ordained to the Christian ministry in their -ï||
relationship to others,^ >

(7) Interspersed throughout the above section 44
on the relationship of the minister to others, there Ig;
has been the counsel from a number of Warrack lecturers 
that ministers should lay hold of the support and

Church," The Ministry in Historical Perspective, ed, 
by Niebuhr and Williams, pp. 1-2, Goodykoontz, The 
Minister. pp. 18-19, 39.

“Farmer, p. vi* Jeffrey, p, 87. Niles, pp. i#
33-33, 38-39.

^Taylor, The Ministry, pp. 10, 1 2,I4. Smith, >'
The Preacher as Pastor, pp* 11-12, 196, A, B. Bruce, y
The Training, of the Twelve (4th ed.; Edinburgh: T &
T Clark, 1808T7 PP* 340-41, 510. Spurgeon, An All-
Round Ministry* pp, 262-63, Williamson, Ideals of
Ministry * p. 31. James Hastings, 'Hlinist'er A j-:
Dictionary of the Bible* III, ed, by James Has’tings
(6th ed,'; Edinburgh:- T & T Clark, I9O6), 376,
Chadwick, Pastoral Teaching* pp, 117-18, 121-23# E,
C. Dargan, ''Ministry, ' A"!Dictionary of Christ and the 
Gospels. II (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1908), lB?T r
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encouragement offered by members of their congregations, ' ■!

»'lAt the same time, some of these lecturers have warned J
• • " iministers against getting "too close" to their people, . ]

Thus it is not surprising that several men on the
1 'IWarrack Foundation - state bluntly: "There is no lone- ^q

plier calling on earth than that of a Christian minister,"
For only one lecturer states that he would allow the
minister to establish, personal friendships with mem-

%
bers of his congregation,^ Therefore it can be seen 
that although a number of lecturers suggest a minister 
can best help his people by "getting close to them,"4 
even these men apparently would not allow the rela
tionship of a minister■with some of his members to be 
described as "personal,"

(8) A final observation may be noted regarding 
the minister's relationship with others. With the 
minor exception of the 1937/8 and 1962 Warrack lecturers 
the minister is not portrayed as building up the church 
or facilitating the action of the church's ministry. 
Clearly the emphasis is on the minister, either separated, 
from or together with the people of God fulfilling his

- 1

>

^MacKe nzie, p,116 * ' Me William, pp, 83-84 •
Jeffrey, p, 77* , ..... ;• -

^Jeffrey, p. :77.-. ' - .F L . ' V'George Anderson in The Scottish Pastor* p, 6, 
and John Kelman in The War and- Preaching., p, 208* also state that the.ministerJl^ads 'â ohel̂ ^̂  ̂ . '

^McWilliam, p. 84* . - -
'̂Seq footnote 1, page 81, :
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ministry* That is, with the two exceptions just noted, 
the Warrack lecturers suggest that the professional 
ministry of the church finds its place not within the 
total ministry of the people of God, but in addition 
to their ministry; not in edification, but in imple
mentation of their own ministry*

The Qualifications For The Role Of Minister
pm IIitnwntwuia iiii in e*w**rww*weeewwew**weimww

Miat, it may be asked at this juncture, do 
the Warrack lecturers consider the general qualifi
cations for the role of minister to be? (Specific 
qualifications such as a sound education and a dis
ciplined devotional life which are listed by the 
lecturers will be considered in following chapters*)
At present, the more general qualification, as set 
forth by the men on the Warrack Foundation, will be 
presented*

Spiritual Qualifications 
It can be stated at the outset that according 

to a majority of the Warrack lecturers, the chief 
qualification for the minister is not intellectual 
or technical, but spiritual* That is, a strong per
sonal experience of, and attachment to Christ is con
sidered the sine qua non for the minister, particularly 
in his capacity as preacher* îVhile only tv/o lecturers
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:, declare outright that the main qualification of a

1preacher is spiritual, twenty-one lecturers infer 
as much*

A Minister Must Haw A Vital Relationship To God
The decisive secret of good preaching is the

preacher's own right relationship with God* So,insist
2thirteen Warrack lecturers. In fact, over fifty per-

.V t

A:

cent of the lecturers assert that a preacher can only
%declare from the pulpit what he has first received*- 

The note "I know whom I have believed" (II Timothy 1:
12) must sound from the preacher's lips if he is to 
communicate the Word of God* Or again, this conviction 
(on the part of the lecturers) may be summed up in the 
words "we too believe, and so we speak" (II Corinthians) ]
and "I received from the Lord what I also delivered to  ̂7]
you" (I Corinthians 11:23)* Therefore, nearly sixty- {

 ̂Ifive percent of the Warrack lecturers suggest the most ,

1

>i

^Watt, pp. 29$ 38# Wright, p# 73#
^Hutton, pp* 22-23* Reid, pp. 164-64# Gossip, 

p.. 123# Coffin, pp. 188-89* Philip, pp# 61-63, 71.
Cairns, pp. 119-20, 184-83# Burnet, p. 108,*,Berry, 
pp. 92-93* Macgregor, p. 36. Stewart, p. 36. Jeffrey, ,
p. 11* Menzies, pp. 118119* Cleland, p. 110. 1

Ĥiltton, pp. ,129-31# Black, pp. , 44-46. Reid, ' ̂
pp. 3, 164-63# Gossip, 23-24, 122. Philip', p* 30*Watt, pp. 32-33, 202-220. Cairns, pp. 196-97# Burnet, ipp.' 108-109# MacLeod,pp. 19-20, 90, 123-26.Macgregor, pp. 30/32-33,167# ^Jeffrey, pp. 11, 24,
31, 89# McIntyre, -pi '20, . Jarvis, -p*. 84* Read, p. . • .
66. Menzies, pp. 28-29# Cowan, pp. 1Ô9# 111. Mac Lennan, p. 30. Wright, pp. 73-76. Niles, pp. 30-31,
96#
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urgently needed equipment for the preaching of the 
Gospels is a vital relationship with God,

By making these contentions' for the place 
and need of spiritual qualifications (especially in 
preaching) the lecturers are ontinuing the emphasis 
made in the fifty year period prior to the founding 
Of the Lectureship*. In this period from 1871-1920, 
four authors hold the prime qualification of a min- 
ister is a personal relationship to Christ, five 
writers suggest an effective preacher is one who 
lives much in.Cod's presence,^ while four men in 
this period assert-that "Unless, we speak what we 
know and testify what we have seen, we shall seek in 
vain to move the hearts ofmen*"-̂  ' . Thus the suggestion 
that the minister's relationship to God is the pri
mary qualification for the role of minister (partic
ularly as preacher) echoes down the corridors of the 
last one,hundred years of history.

Blaikie, The Ministry*, p. 14* Stalker, The 
Preacher*.pp, 33$ 138, 199-200* Horne, The Romance 
of Preaching * pp. 113-17* Kelman, The War vând-Preach
ing'*'̂ pp. 168 ♦ Kelman, "The Pilgrim's Progress," The 
Kposltory Times* Jan., 1906, pp. 167-68*

•-^Blaikie, The Ministry* pp. 30, 36.-38,''81. 
Blaikie, Preachers of 'Scotlandpp# 300, 341-42. 
Taylor, The":Wnistry* -p*- 39* .Smith, The Preacher 
is Pastor* p." '39.' '"Hortdn* Verb'um Del* pp. 174-73, 
194-957 Ï99* Spurgeon, An All-Round Ministry* pp. 
372-73. .

^Quotation from Carpenter, Lectures on Preach
ing* p. 13* Stalker, The Preacher* p. 191. Spurgeon, 
An All-Round Ministry* pp#'398-99/ Kelman, The War 
;Zd'l^eâùETng:' " p r i ^  --------

‘fi
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>’ A Minister Must Have A Lively Sense Of A Call

The implication that the minister must have
a lively sense^of.a Call^ to the ministry also resounds f|
in both the literature from 1871-1920 and in the War- /
rack Lectures on Preaching 1921-1970* In almost every
respect of thia subject, some men on the .-Warrack
Foundation reiterate certain emphases made in the
fifty year period prior to its inauguration* The
following points witness to this fact. First, unless
a minister has the conviction of a call from God, his
ministry (especially his preaching ministry) will

2lack inspiration and power* Second, a. lively sense
of a Call and the rememberance of one's ordination 
enable the minister, to face discouragements which 
arise in the course of his ministry.^ Third, as 
encouraging as the recollection of one's Call and 
ordination may be, one lecturer and one writer (from 
I87I-I92O) insist that only a disciplined devotional

J

1
'1

*■ ' s ' " ; ' ' '
The Presbyterians in Scotland, following John Calvin, speak of a "double call" —  a secret or 

inner call of , which the minister ,is conscious before 
God and an external call from a particular church*
See Goodykoontz, The Minister in. the. Ref ormed - Tradi
tion. pp. 31 j '’='71 72' and Henderson» Church and Ministry 
p.''T31 * Unless . otherwise stated, the word "Call" in 
this paper rèfers to the inner call from God* ‘

^WABEâCK LECTÏÏEEES: Berry, pp. 22-23; Mac
Kenzie, pp. 23, 28* |

1871-1920 Literature : Smith, The Preacher /
as Pastor, p. 3; Jowett, The Preacher, pp. 6-7, 14,
Ï6*, 19; Chadwick, Pas t oral Te aching. p.-221; Kelman,
The War and Preaching. pp. Ï68, 201* « j

%AREÀCK LECTDEEES: Jeffrey, pp. 92-93, 95;
MacKenzie, pp. 30, 114.187141920 Literature ;• Williamson, Ideals of 
Ministry. -ppy T9* 32-33S Chadwick,. Pastoral Teaching 
pp’i,'' 76477* 221; Kelman, The War Land : Preaching. pp.
199-200. I
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life can support the minister in his hours of
"Idejection*' Fourth, because of the conviction that

it was God who called him the minister can give his
Pcomplete self to his work. Fifth, the minister must

realize that because of his Call and his ordination,
%he has been set apart to do his work*^ In this con

nection it is suggested that the minister should not 
chafe under this "setting apart." Rather, he should 
allow this "status" to be a source of inspiration for 
his ministry.^

Although there are the above similarities 
between the two bodies of literature on the subject 
of the minister's Call (and ordination), there.is one 
point of contrast. . Several writers in the 1871-1920 
period emphasize the need for the minister to give a 
whole-hearted responsel to .his Call (from:God and the

^WAKEACK LECTUSEES.:- Burnet, p., 109.1871-1920- Eilterature ; Stalker', The Preacher.
p. 53, 200. -

%AEEACK EECTÛÉEÈS: Jarvis;,< p.- 95; MacLennan,
p. 23; -Niles,pp. 44$ 49; Mackenzie, p. 29*

I87I-I92O Literature: Benvie, The Minister
at Work.-pp. 23$..'23̂ ;./ / . ' - \

^WARRACK EECTUEE^S: Berry, pp. 24-25; Kelr,
pp. 126-28; MacKenzie, pp. 114-13#

1871-1920 Literature : James Hastings, "The 
Christian Ministry," The - Expository Times. Feb.,
1900, pp. 231-32; Kelman) "The Christian Minister,"
p. 492.

^WARRACK LECTURERS,: Berry, pp. 24-25; Mac
Kenzie, p. 113#-

1871-1920 Literature : Hastings, "The
Christian Ministry," p. 231-32.

IÏ
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ncongregation) so that he may do his work effectively.

Several Warrack lecturers, however, would reverse the 
process. For they claim it is the fulfilling of his 
various ministerial tasks which allows the minister 
to be faithful to his Call and/or ordination.

Personal Qualifications 
In addition to the spiritual qualifications 

for the role of minister listed above, there are var
ious qualifications which may be termed personal to 
be found in the published Warrack Lectures on Preach
ing. A number of these qualifications (such as the 
need to maintain a disciplined study life) will be 
discussed as they arise in the following chapters.
At present, the broader traits which the lecturers 
declare are necessary for the role of minister will 
be delineated.

A Fllnister Must Be Humble And Sincere
Eight men on the Warrack Foundation, including 

the first and the most recent lecturer, suggest the 
minister's life must be marked by humility.^ Most of 
these men suggest it is.especially' important that 
humility should characterize the minister in the pulpit

■̂ 'Blaikie, The : Ministry, p. 13* Stalker,. The 
Preacher, p. 50* Williamson, Ideal’s of Ministry, pp. 
20-21. , >

^Scott, pp. 28-30* MacLeod, pp. 112-13* 
Milligan, pp. 1-2*' .Niles, -p. 115*

^Hutton, p. 176. Wattpp * 167-68 * Burnet, 
pp. 164-65* Berry,, p. I4. Stewart, p. 205# Craig, p. 8. MacKenzie, pp. 107-108.: Mc'William, pp. 82-83*

Id
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since pride, conceit and self-centeredness are in- 
conggruous with the Gospel. This emphasis placed 
upon humility as a qualification for the role of min
ister, is also to be found in the literature from
the fifty year period prior to the Warrack.Lecture-

*1 'ship's beginning.'
However, when a number of Warrack lecturers 

suggest that sincerity and integrity^ should mark a 
minister's life.,and, particularly his preaching, this 
suggestion can hardly be found in the literature from 
I87I-I92O.4 As with humility, these eight Warrack 
lecturers assert a lack of sincerity and/or integrity 
will interfere with the minister's ability to commun
icate the Gospel in his preaching and in his total 
ministry.

A Minister Must Be Industrious
According to the Westminster Directory,a 

Christian minister must "perform his whole ministry..,

1

ITaylor, The.Ministry, p. 21. Spurgeon, An 
All-Round Ministry,; pp. ' 37'8-o'0. Forsyth, ; Positive 
Preaching.' pp’.':83484. Chadwick, Pastoral Teaching. 
p. 200. Jowett, The Preacher. p. 242.

Indeed,'this emphasis placed on humility as 
a necessary qualification, for the role of minister is 
also found back in the seventeenth century in Richard 
Baxter's The Reformed Pastor, pp. 95-96.

^Black, p. 46. Gossip, pp. 224-25# Cairns, 
p. 188. Stewart, p. 41* Wright, p. 62* Small, p. 99.

-̂ Craig, pp* 103-104, 114. Me William, p. 75#
^Kelman, "The Pilgrim's Progress," p. 168.
%he preparation of a Directory for the Public 

Worship of God to replace the English Prayer Book, was
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1painfully, not doing the work of the Lord negligently," 

Five Warrack lecturers and five writers in the 18?1- 
1920 period^ give hearty support to this directive 
forumlated in the mid seventeenth century and would 
present it as a qualification for the role of minister. 
The point these writers make is that the ministry, 
especially preaching, can not be easy if its responsi
bilities are realized and its duties are faithfully 
discharged,^

A Minister Must Be Able To Face Piscouragement
A further qualification for the role of minister 

according to a large number of Warrack lecturers is

the first task of the Westminster Assembly which 
gathered on July 1, 1643# Although adopted by the 
General Assembly of the Church of Scotland in 1649 as 
a guide to ministers in the conduct of public worship, 
it fell into disuse after I69O. See Burleigh, A 
Church History of Scotland, ppi 223-26, 386.

^The Westminster Direc t or y ed. with an in
troduction and notes by Thomas Leishman (Edinburgh: 
William Blackwood & Sons, I9OI), p. 33*

%utton, pp. 139, 193-94. Watt, pp. 63$ 161. 
Jeffrey, p. 34* Jarvis, p. 82. Wright, pp. 94-93*

^Dale, Nine Lectures on Preaching, p. 62. 
Stalker, The Preacher, pp. 164-63, 219* Carpenter, 
Lectures on Preaching, pp. 213-14* Watson, The Cure 
of Souls, pp'. 228, 238-39* Spurgeon, ^  All-Round 
Ministry, p. 40I,

‘̂This emphasis is in sharp contrast to the 
oft-quoted words of Thomas Chalmers written in 1803; 
'after the satisfactory discharge of his parish duties 
a minister may enjoy five,days in the week of unin
terrupted leisure, for the prosecution of any science 
in which his taste may dispose him to engage.* Quoted 
in Burleigh, A Church History of Scotland, p. 313*
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the minister's ability to face and overcome dis
couragements*^

The reason why discouragements and times of 
despair arise, according to eight lecturers, is often 
due to the lack of apparent results in one's ministry

1Only, one Warrack lecturer,/ Thomas Keir, sug
gests the minister is not susceptible to discourage
ments* The Word in Worship, p. 8*

^Reid, pp. 6-7. Watt, p. 37. Burnet, pp. 19- 
20, Berry, pp* 134-33. Stewart, pp. 20-21, 198-99. 
Jeffrey, pp. 90-91. Small, pp. 44-43. MacKenzie, pp. 
111-12.

^Reidy pp. 8, 174-176.
^MacLennan, pp. 23-24.
^Gossip, p. 38. Cairns,'pp. 23-24. MacLeod, 

p. 16. Mclntyrs, pp. 84-83. •

a
2particularly in his preaching. This lack of striking 

visible results, the unresponsiveness of a too easily 
contented congregation and the despondency of empty -
pews are obstacles which can deaden the minister's -
enthusiasm for his work. Thus he must be able to face 
these discouragements. The means suggested whereby 
the minister may surmount these feelings are numerous.

One way out. of these feelings is "to open our 
eyes afresh to the wonder; of oup message"^ and to 
steady ourselves by remembering that "we have been 
entrusted with the gospel"^ which is the root of the 
minister's confidence.

A second means of gaining encouragement is by ? 
remembering the glorious succession of ministers in 
whose footsteps present day ministers stand.

■jI’I
-J
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As many as twelve Warrack lecturers claim a 

third way a minister may rise from moods of depression 
and discouragement is by drawing strength from com
munion with God, by gaining confidence in the remem-
berance that he is a laborer together with God, and/

. ■or by falling back on one’s sense of an understanding 
and merciful God.^

In like manner, the recollection of God’s

■i

tgrace, God’s love which even ministers don’t deserve, 
is a fourth means for surmounting discouragements. :/•

Fifth, in low moods the minister can get hope '
and inspiration back into his ministry by mixing with 
his people, steeping himself in their needs and remem-

"Zbering he has been appointed to help and guide them.^
By looking at the even wider scope of one’s ##

ministry, a man may gain encouragement in a sixth and 
seventh manner* Notwithstanding the apparent lack of 
results which attend a man’s ministry, he must believe 
in its vital importance for mankind. He must feel it

Hutton, pp. 198-201. Sclater, p. 90. Reid,
PP 6-7, 177-79* Gossip, pp. 29-26. Burnet, pp. 14- ii
19, 173* Berry, pp. 69-66. MacLeod, p. 127* Milli- '• i’;gan, pp. 2-5. Stewart, pp. 201^209* Jeffrey, pp. ^i
18, 68, 86-87* McIntyre, p. 119* Jarvis, pp. 29,
92-93*

^Stewart, pp. 90-92. Jeffrey, p. 16. Craig 
p. 9* MacLennan, pp. 94-33* Niles, pp. 81-89*

^Hutton, pp. 20-21. Reid, pp. 79, 184-89*
Cairns, p. II3. Jeffrey, p. 26-27*

%
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1is the most worthwhile work he can do. Similarly, 

no fewer than sixteen lecturers contend that a firm 
belief in the greatness and importance of the preach
ing task will deliver a minister from despondency and 
give him joy in his work. (In fact, one lecturer 
holds that a lack of conviction about the importance 
of preaching is a prime reason for the shortage of 
candidates for the ordained ministry.^)

An eighth means of facing discouragement in 
the ministry is by accepting the parish in*which one 
is located and by believing the work in even a small 
parish is vitally important.^ (It may be noted at

Hutton, pp.. 33-34* Philip, p. 13. Cairns, 
pp. 46-47* Berry, p.: 14* Farmer, pp. 10-11. Mac- 
gregor, p. 29. ' '

button, pp. 120-23*. Sdater, pp. 73-74*
Reid, pp. 1-2. Gossip, p. 62* Coffin, pp. 187-88* 
Cairns, p. 72. Berry, pp. 13, 17, Ï9, 146-47* Far
mer, pp. 31, 148-49* Stewart, p. 198. Jeffrey, p.
63* McIntyre, p. 3*. Read, pp. 86-87* Wright, pp. 
73-76. Small, pp. 19-20. Mackenzie, pp. 33, 81.
MeWilliam, pp. 1-2.

^McWilliam, pp. 1-2.
One writer of the homiletical literature 

from I87I-I92O which has been surveyed for this dis
sertation, addresses himself to the question of the 
shortage of candidates for the ministry* C. 8. Horne 
in The Romance of Preaching, pp. 37-38, like McWilliam^ 
some fifty years later, feels youngmen don’t present 
themselves for the ordained ministry because preachers don’t sound its glorious note.

^Gossip, 242. Scott, p. 218. Philip, pp. 34, 
177-78. Jeffrey, p* 86. Mackenzie, pp. 71, 113-14*



congregation. Philip is joined in this insistance 
by four writers from the 1871-1920 period, for they
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this point that only five Warrack lecturers mention 
the work of the country minister. Of these five lec- 
turers, two suggest it is easier to visit.and write 4
sermons in a country parish than in a city congrega- -
tion. Adam Philip, who devotes an entire chapter ,4!

1
I

to the work of the country minister, insists it is 
just as hard, if not harder, to carry out these min
isterial functions in a small and often isolated

too maintain the work of the ministry is arduous '4
in rural and small village parishes.^) j

------- _ ------ f
Sclater, p. 101. Jarvis, p. 39. %
W. G, Blaikie writing in 1873 agrees it is *7"

easier to visit in the country parishes than in city 
ones. - The Ministry. pp. 184-83. y-d

^Philip, pp. 161-64.
A. J* Gossip, p. 242, maintains the work of ,̂

the country,;minister is vitally important since "it 
is out of such.,.jjparishesj[ that much of the best life
blood offthe church is pumped continually into.the 
great congregations in the cities." L. Maclean Watt 
feelé that although the entire life of a country par
ish depends on the minister (p. 63), his ministry in 
such a place can be invigorating (p. 199).

%mith.,' The Preacher as Pastor, p. 196.
Inskip, The'Pastoral Idea, pp. 139-41# Anderson,
The Scottish Pastor, p. 9# Horne, The Romance of 
Preaching, p. ' 3'8".

Back in 1636, Richard Baxter wrote in his -7
The Reformed- PastCr. p. 113,' that" all ministers/knov/
"that the smallest parish hath so much work that may 
employ all their diligence night and day...^”

1

1
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In concluding this section on the minister’s 

need to face and overcome discouragements, it is in
teresting to observe thàt although thirty Warrack lee» 
turers discuss this topic, enly four writers of homi
letical and pastoral literature in the 1871-1920 
material surveyed refer to it. Further, the majority 
of men on the Warrack Foundation declare a minister 
may surmount feelings of discouragement by recalling

belief that his ministry and preaching are important. 
Two of the writers from the 1671-1920 period agree 
a minister must lean on God’s strength through prayer 
while the other two writers hold that by maintaining

Ê
that God will strengthen him.and by maintaining the , 7

'1
a thrill of one’s vocation, a minister can keep from

2 ’ 1moods of discouragement.
Summary #

In summary form, what points are made by the 
Warrack lecturers regarding the qualifications for 
the role of minister?

First the majority of lecturers contend the 
chief qualification is spiritual. That is, the min
ister’s relationship to God andhis sense of a Call to 
the ministry are both necessary if he is to serve and

1Chadwick, Pastoral Teaching, p. 186. Ander- . 
son, The Scottish Pastor, pp. 9-10. - -- j

Jowett, The Preacher, pp. 16-18, 24. Ander- y
son, The Scottish Pastor, pp. 9-10. ]
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preach with joy, conviction.and effectiveness* Of 
the tv/o considerations, twice as many lecturers dis
cuss the minister’s relationship to God as discuss 
the minister’s need to have a lively sense of Call, 
Then- too, it may he observed the contention by the 
lecturers that the spiritual qualification is pri
mary for the role of minister is also made in the 
fifty year period prior to the inauguration of the 
Lectureship,

Second, of the personal qualifications listed 
by the men on the Warrack Foundation for the role of 
minister, those of humility and industry are also 
stressed by writers from the 1871-1920 period. How
ever, the suggestion that sincerity and the ability 
to surmount ministerial discouragements are necessary 
qualifications for- ministers to cultivate and develop, 
is made only rarely in the period from 1871-1920, 

Third, eighty-five percent, of the Warrack 
lecturers clearly imply a minister’s ability to over
come discouragements is a qualification for the min
istry, Only one lecturer suggests.it is precisely a 
minister’s "own wrestling, and defeats and sorrows.,,.
which, in the hands.of God, may be'a man’s supreme

1qualification for preaching the Gospel,"

heffrey, pp. 52-33.

3



1Howe, "Theological Education after Ordi
nation," pp. 130-31#

^See Appendix F,

.7 ' ' . ' ' . . ' . "'^1
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i Fourth, over fifty percent of the Warrack !
lecturers assert that a prime qualification for preach- ■ .̂ 1
ing is the heed to declare what the preacher believes, * <4
It may be conjectured that"the lecturers are present- ■7||
ing a concept derived from the nature of their theo- -tip
logical training. For studies in the United States
have shown that."the most influential mentor image 4
for ministers is usually one or more of their profes-
sors" in theological college. Indeed, many ministers
reported that ■ ç

they think of themselves carrying out the
picture of him lecturing to the class out
of the wonderful things he knows and be- . ylieves,! • 7/

It is possible the Scottish lecturers on the Warrack
Foundation may also have this concept of preaching 

' '
and lecturing. At least; it can be documented that • .-7;!
every one of the lecturers who received his training . /:
in Scotland refers to either a former professor or y!

ijprincipal of one of the Scottish Theological Colleges, 7/J
^

These thirty-two lecturers together refer to these cy
professors and principals more than two hundred times 
in their published lectures. Thus it is at least ij
conceivable that these thirty-two men on the Warrack 7
Foundation are perpetuating a "feeling" from their yjj
days in theological college at this point rather than

“r.. ' ; ■ ■ ‘'I



The Authority Of The Minister
Having viewed the role of the minister and

several of the qualifications for his role, the question
of the minister’s authority will now be discussed. For
the question of authority "is wrapped up with the very

1nature of his function as a minister of the Wqrd,"
Thus there appears to be reason to examine how the

—̂ —  -------------------

John Bright, The Authority of the Old Testa
ment (London: BCM Press, ïpè?), P# 21,

^  "  - 7  : - : " V - t /

conveying a veritable observation from their years 
in the parish ministry:.

Fifth, the responsibility for acquiring and 
maintaining the various spiritual and personal quali
fications rests squarely on the minister. He must 
screw up his will power and maintain a disciplined 
devotional life plus a lively sense of his Call from 
God so his preaching and total ministry may be effec
tive and so he may surmount feelings of discouragement.
He must prod himself along so he may remain indus- 
'trious in discharging his ministerial duties. He 
must constantly be sure he is displaying sincerity 
and humility in his total ministry and preaching.
That the minister may find assistance from others in 
maintaining these qualifications is not suggested 
often by the Warrack lecturers,. Sf

,

1

1
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Warrack lecturers approach the question of authority.
That many of the lecturers consider this an important 
topic may be ascertained from the fact that fifty per- 
cent of them discuss the authority of the minister,

J
' - ' ' 7Authority By Reason Of The Word . yj

71As would be anticipated in a lectureship on 
preaching, the majority of consideration is given to 
the authority of the minister in his preaching capa-  ̂i
city rather than in his overall ministerial capacity,

Further, it might be expected from such a ‘
lectureship given in the theological colleges of a

'church in the Reformed tradition, that a prominent ;vj
place would be given to ministerial authority derived |
from proclaiming the Word of God, This expectation,
however, is not realized. For only six men on the {
Warrack Foundation assert that the minister, as preacher, J

*1 ■derives his authority from the Gospel which he preaches,
To be sure, four other lecturers hint at the fact that 
the preacher’s authority accrues from preaching which 
is, based on the authority of the biblical Word*^ Never* 
theless, these four writers do not delineate the 
preacher’s authority as resting solely on the^Gospel 
he proclaims.

Reid, pp. 22-23# Stewart, p, 213# Read, 
p, 82, Menzies, pp. 129-30. MacLennan, p. 48# Me 
William, pp, 82-83#

^Philip, p# 143# Farmer, pp. 83-89# Mac 
Kenzie, pp. 19-22, 39# Cleland, pp. 41-42#
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Authority By Reason Of Experience 
From v/here then, according to the majority of 

Warrack lecturers, does the minister gain his authority 
as a preacher? His authority lies in experience answer 
the majority of lecturers.

Experience With The Truth
Seven lecturers maintain it is the minister’s 

personal experience with the Truth, i,e, with Christ,
"Iwhich gives authority to his preaching. Through per

sonal committment to, and devotion with Christ the 
minister is able to speak from the resources of his 
own faith. This, declare these seven lectures, allows 
the minister to strike the note of authority in his 
preaching.

■ 7 -

With People
Yet, according to a number of Warrack lecturers,

there is another form of experience which a minister
may possess which lends authority to his preaching.
This experience is a matter of entering into, and

Psympathizing with the concerns of others. As James

pp, 142-43, Wat tBlack, p, 24, Philip, 
p. 194. Burnet, p* 116. Stewart, p* 217. Niles, 
pp. 30-32.: Boyd, pp. 80-81.

This emphasis on authority resting on a min
ister’s experience of the ‘Truth, approaches the reason 
given by John Knox as tfco ̂ why St. Paul had authority. 
For Knox in his essay 'jThe: ]#nl8try' in the Primitive 
Church," pp. 18-19, intimM^e-s the apostle’s authority 
inhered ’’in the relationship he sustained with the
historical event infwhich the■church began,"2 . : r-Cleland, pp. 41-42*

4P','-

•'f

'I
-1
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Cleland has it, a sermon, may lack authority because
it is ’more concerned about the truth than about men.’
This experience is gained also when the minister faith-
fully discharges his other duties. For

a minister’s-other duties, as the pastor and j
administrator or a church, are not trouble- ]
some interferences with his work in the pulpit
«...They are rather enrichments of his pulpit . m
work...furnishing him with...the right to speakwith a u t h o r i t y / . . - ;

On a wider scale, the minister gains another form of 
experience which entities’-him to preach with authority, 
This experience comes into being and is maintained by 
his participation in the whole witness of the people 
of Godl

It is this participation and empathy with peo
ple which lies behind several Warrack lecturers’ in
sistence that the preacher’s authority must never be 
"a loud-mouthed authoritarianism."^ For preaching 
must not appear to be an authority which gives assured 
answers. Rather, the minister must be prepared to ad
mit "we know in part" and reflect in his preaching, 
not only the certainties, but also the doubts of com
mitted Christians.^

Page 42.
^Macgregor, pp. 68-69# Coffin, pp. I3O-3I. 
^Coffin, p. 131*
^Farmer, pp. 90-92.
^Craig, p. 42.
Also see Farmer, pp. 83-89 and Menzies, p. 49 
^Read, p. 90. MoWilliam, pp, 23-25.

J =•_- - ...... i tf'. A. ,
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Summary.

^Berry, pp. 28-29.
^The phrase quoted is that of D. Vif. Cleverly 

Ford in his Preaching Today, p. 87.

■fiK;

Thus in sum it can be observed that a goodly iS
number of Warrack lecturers insist a minister can not 7#
ask for "an accepted status and authority because he
bears a certain title and has a few degrees after
his name." Rather, the minister as preacher must •• yf
gain his authority (1) through preaching which is
based on the authority of the Word and/or through
his experience with Christ and (2) through his ex- - .4#
perience with people in their needs and concerns. .r
Therefore the emphasis from the Warrack material is
clearly not upon a type of authority assumed by a
man in the pulpit who is "six feet above contra-- 

2diction." Instead the emphasis is upon the minister 
speaking with a note of authority because he is basing 
that authority upon the biblical Word which he believes 
speaks to man’s present condition. Or the minister

■1

%

is speaking from an authority derived from his in- 
volvement with people’s needs and his desire to bring 
concern and understanding to those needs.

The whole.tone of the discussion of a minister’s 
authority as preacher is almost totally different from 
the tone of the writings of men in the fifty year 
period prior to the Warrack Lectureship’s inauguration,



1Kelman, The War and Preaching, pp. 201, 206.
^Blaikie, The Ministry, pp. 4, 11-12, 33* 

Blaikie, Preachers of Scotland, p. 342. Forsyth, 
Positive Preaching, pp. 29-34, 40-44*

^Kelman, "The Pilgrim’s Progress," p. 167* 
Kelman, The War and Preaching, p. 210. Smith, The 
Preacher as Pastor, pp. 4-3*

^Kelman, "The Pilgrim’s Progress," p. 167* 
Kelman, The War and Preaching, p. 210.

^Kelman, The War and Preaching, p. 201. Jov/ett, 
The Preacher, pp. 108-109*

Henson, The Liberty of Prophesying, pp. 22- 
23# This emphasis is to be expected from Henson who 
belonged to the Church of England.

'̂Princes of -the Modern Pulpit, p. 3*

117
For there, only one writer (from the material surveyed
for this dissertation) alludes to the preacher’s

1authority as derived from- his sympathy with men" while 
only two writers suggest' the preacher’s authority is

pgained through his proclamation of the Word of God*
The rest of the writers intimate the minister’s author- -7:.

%ity as preacher comes from his Call to the ministry, 
from his personal character,^ his knowledge of the 
spiritual world^ or from the authority of his office.^ :||

Perhaps this change of tone between the lit
erature from I87I-I92O and the Warrack material from 
I92I-I970 is due to a change (or revolution?) in the
realm of preaching and in the church as a whole. As
Ernest Jeffs states in 1931

Instead of mounting to his pulpit as to a 
throne, the modern preacher is rather in the 
position of being summoned into the witness 
box* No longer does he speak with the ma- y 
jestic authority of a prince and an ambassador.'

—  ' J
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And as observed by James Black in 1923» Reuel Howe in 
I960, Cleverly Ford in 1969 and Leonard Griffith in 
1971» the present age is suspicions of and often hos- 
tile to, all authority. Therefore, it is probable 
that the Warrack lecturers are reflecting the changed 
attitude toward authority which arose during the first 
years of the Lectureship’s history.
Summary Of Chapter
.■ 'Ï * It should be observed that a more detailed 
summary appears at the,conclusion of each main section 
Of this chapter. At this juncture, a broader summary 
of points made throughout the chapter is presented.

(1) There are two somewhat unexpected find
ings in the material from,the Warrack Lectureship re
garding the roles the minister is. to fulfill. One 
function which has been discussed often within the 
last fifty years, namely, the minister’s over-involve- 
ment in administrative affairs, is mentioned by only 
three lecturers. The other somewhat surprising dis
covery regarding ministerial functions in the Warrack 
material pertains to the function of preaching* From 
1871 through the 1930s, preaching is almost always 
presented as the minister’s main function* However,

    ------
Black, The Mystery of Preaching, p. 22. Howe, 

"Theological Education after Ordination," p. 147*Ford, Preaching Today, p. 13# Leonard Griffith, The 
Need to Preaching"TLendon: Hodder & Stoughton, 1971),
p. 29#
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in the Warrack Lectures from the early 1940s to the 
present, preaching plus pastoral care are consistently 
depicted together as being the primary functions.
Thus, most of the lecturers in the last thirty years 
conceive of the minister as more than a preacher ad
dressing an audience,

(2) The Warrack lecturers* discussion of 
the minister’s devotional life comes under examination 
in Chapter V*. However it can already be seen from 
the material set forth in this first major chapter 
that great emphasis is placed on the minister’s re
lationship to God andhis devotional life. Nearly 
sixty-five percent of the lecturers intimate that the 
main qualification for a minister (especially in his 
preaching capacity) is a vital relationship to God.
One-third of the men on the Warrack Foundation sug
gest a :• disciplined devotional life is necessary for 
the surmounting of discouragements in the ministry.
Further, according to one-fourth,of the lecturers, 
personal.-devotion with Christ isc;needed’ in order to 
speak with authority*

.(3) fWith respect to qualifications for the 
role of minister, it has just been observed that the 
main qualification listed by the lecturers is said 
to be spiritual.. Granted there is,- much emphasis 
throughout; the Lectureship on the need to maintain a *4
disciplined study life (as will be observed in Chapter i



^Goodykoontz, The Minister, p. 237, Burleigh, 
A Church History of Scotland, p, 411,
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V). Nevertheless, the intellectual or scholastic 
competence of the minister is not portrayed as a pri
mary qualification for the role of minister. This is 
somewhat surprising. For since the time of John Knox 
(1313^1372), the minister’s intellectual ability 
(particularly his knowledge of Scripture) has been 
deemed as the main qualification,for the ordained 
ministry in' the Scottish Presbyterian Churches,

(4) The minister must, be a "strong" indi
vidual, That is, .he must be able to face dis
couragements largely On his own. He must maintain 
a disciplined devotional life. He must remain in
dustrious in the discharging of his ministerial duties.
He must give himself totally to members of his parish 
in helping them with their needs and concerns. He 
must consistently examine himself to see that he is 
remaining humble and sincere in his preaching and in 
caryying out his total ministry. He must assume the 
responsibility for establishing and maintaining re- 
lationships with his assembled congregation and with 
members of his parish. Further, few lecturers sug- '1
gest a minister needs the support and challenge of his 
professional peers. Thus the overall picture of the 
minister in the Warrack material shows him to be a 
strong, competent individual, maintaining self- 
confidence mostly without outside support.

7 , -~ '  • I -  L _ _ _ ----- :  l . - i .  ' _  ' :  '>  - ,  4
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(5) A further point emerges from the Lecture
ship regarding relationships* Although over sixty 
percent of the Warrack,lecturers contend that a re
lationship of mutual respect and concern needs to
be established between a minister and people for ef
fective preaching and ministry, only several lecturers 
would allow the minister to establish a "personal" 
relationship with any of his parishioners,

(6) To be sure, a number of men on the War
rack Foundation suggest a minister’s relationship with 
the people of his parish is a supportive one, e.g, 
each gains strength from the other, Granted further, 
a large number of lecturers maintain a successful min
istry is dependent upon a positive relationship between 
minister and people. Yet, since few lecturers would 
allow the minister to establish close personal friend*-- 
ships with laity and since few lecturers would allow 
him to lead a life.as an ordinary citizen, and since 
the majority of lecturers depict the minister as a 
self-willed, independent, detached individual, it may 
be suggested that the minister is presented as "dif
ferent" from unordained "persons. At least it may be 
stated that the majority of Warrack lecturers would 
not have the minister find his identity with people, 
but as an ordained minister.

(7) Various changes in emphasis regarding the 
role of the minister:are to be discovered between the 
literature examined from 1871-1920 and the Warrack 
material from 1921-1970.

- ' v ;
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(a) Only a small nuitber of Warrack. lecturers 

would allow the preacher to discuss politically re
lated subjects from the pulpit and fewer would permit 
him to participate actively in the political arena. 
However, many writers, of the homiletical and pastoral 
literature in the fifty year period prior to the War
rack Lectureship give sanction to the minister making 
politically related comments from, the pulpit and to 
his participating personally in political affairs,

(b) Even though the majority of Warrack 
lecturers use the term "minister" (a term which de
notes the function of useful service) to describe the 
one ordained to the ministry in the Reformed tradition, 
only three lecturers propose that the posture of ser
vice should characterize the minister’s relationship
to people. In the literature from 1871-1920 however, 
it is. stressed that service should be the distinctive 
feature of those ordained to the ministry in their 
relationship to others,

(c) A large number of writers from the 1871- 
1920 period depict the minister as an example of the 
Christian life. Less than one-third of the Warrack 
lecturers however state the minister is an example 
for other people.

(d) Writers in the fifty year period prior 
to the inauguration of the Lectureship suggest the 
minister’s authority as preacher rests on either his 
Call to the ministry, on his personal character,«on

■m
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his knowledge of the spiritual world, or on the 
authority of his office. Few of these writers claim 
the preacher’s authority is gained by basing his mes
sage on Scripture and even fewer allude to the preacher’s 
authority as derived from his sympathy with people, 
while a farily large number off Warrack lecturers main
tain the preacher gains his authority from both sources* - 
Fourteen lecturers hold a preacher’s authority is de
rived from the authority of the Word of God which he 
feels speaks to man’s present condition and from the 
preacher’s involvement as minister with people’s needs,

(8) In conclusion it may be asked: Do the
Warrack lecturers clarify for theological students 
the roles a minister should fulfill and give them a 
lively sense of their future vocation?

An affirmative answer may be given to this 
question in the sense that many lecturers suggest to 
theological students that their ministry will take on 
meaning and be effective mainly in the sense in which 
they, as ministers, are conscious of and alert to 
relationships with people. For many lecturers state 
that (a) preaching must be seen in relationship to 
other aspects of the ministry, particularly to pastoral 
care; (b) predicatory excellence and effectiveness 
depends on a relationship of mutual respect and con
cern between the preacher and his congregation; (c) 
the minister is a leader in his congregation and not 
the only gifted, competent person to carry out the
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ministry of the church; (d) the minister must lead 
his congregation and not dominate it; and (e) the 
minister’s authority is derived from the authority of 
the Word which he feels speaks to men’s present con
dition and from the.preacher’s involvement with 
people’s needs.

Therefore the picture of the minister which 
emerges from the Warrack Lectureship is the portrait 
of a man who should establish relationships with 
people so that he may effectively carry out his mini
stry, especially his pulpit ministry.

'a
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II. PREAGHING AND THE MINISTER’S PASTORAL CAPACITY
The Duties-Of Pastoral Care 

It was pointed out in the previous chapter 
that most of the lecturers speaking in the last-thirty- 
five years of the .Warrack,Lectureship declared;that
preaching was interrelated with the minister’s- pastoral

1 ' ■ '7,'/ - .role* The purpose of this present chapter shall be
to discuss the relationship between preaching and the
minister’s pastoral role as it is presented in the
Warrack Lectures on Preaching*

V-

The Duties of Pastoral Care As They Shape 
The Work Of The Minister 

Those aspects of ministry which the Warrack 
lecturers list under the heading of pastoral care are 
(1) general visitation in homes, (2) visitation for 
the specified purpose of ministering to the sick, 
aged, dying and bereaved, (3) counseling troubled, 
h.urt.lu, people plus those to be married, (4) pastoral 
evangelism and (3) pastoral preaching* A total of 
thirty-one lecturers, representing a period of time

Cf* pages 24» 23, 41#
^Sclater, Black, Reid, Gossip, Coffin, Scott, 

Philip, Watt, Cairns, Burnet, Berry, Farmer, Macgregor, 
Stewart, Niebuhr, Jeffrey, McIntyre, Jarvis, Read, 
Craig, Menzies, Cowan, MacLennen, Wright, Niles, Small, 
Boyd, Mackenzie, Cleland, MeWilliam.
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from 1922 to 1969, speak about the various duties of
pastoral care. Six Of these,men strongly suggest
this aspect of ministry is a duty which a minister
must not neglect*

Six lecturers speak of pastoral care in a
general sense. These men declare this is a duty to
be fulfilled by a minister for its own sake* The
two strongest statements on the obligation to engage
in pastoral care are made by J. R, P. Sclater in 1922
and R* E. McIntyre in 1949* Pens Sclater

...it will be disastrous if men, starting 
out on their ministry, think that the pas
toral office, is negligible, and the preach
ing office all in all. They are do orne dp 
from the beginning to be bad preachers.

The men preparing for the ministry at Aberdeen and 
Glasgow in 1949 were told bluntly by Mylntyre: "Do
not allow anything to lead you to neglect your pastoral 
duty to individual members of your flock.,.*"^

The point then'is obvious as far as six lec
turers are concerned: men are ordained not just to
preach. They, are to remember that "the care and cure 
of souls is 0jheirJ business.

^Sclater, pv- 101. Cairns.,(title page), Me 
Intyre, p. 100. < Menzies, ..pp/'86-87, 107* Niles, pp.9, 33-38. Cleland, p., 36.

^Sclater, p. 101.
^McIntyre, p. 100.
^Oleland, p. 33* Although the term "cure of 

souls" has been used for many years, and has even 
appeared in the title of some books such as John Watson’s 
The Cure Of Souls (Lyman Beecher Lectures on Preaching, 
ÏB97),' %ndrevN'Eenvle in his book written in 19II, The 
Minister At Work, pp. 34-33 suggests the term "is not 
scriptural and it savours of priestcraft and quackery..,."

7 ' - ' - ' ' '  ' '''''Y-'',..— 444:4 ' ..v: 717.4
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As noted earlier, thirty-six writers of homi
letical, pastoral and historical literature in the 
fifty-year period prior to the beginning of the Warrack
Lectureship were surveyed for this paper. Three of 

1these writers would insist as strongly as the six 
Warrack lecturers mentioned above that ministers 
must realize the necessity of participating in the 
function of pastoral care. Four other writers in this 
I87I-I92O period discuss the topic of pastoral care 
without insisting that it is a duty which must not 
be neglected,^

The evidence would suggest that this insistence 
upon fulfilling the function of pastoral care is not 
a new thrust in the,Warrack material. For in the 
fifty year period prior to the Warrack Foundation, 
and indeed throughout the entire period of Christian 
history, this emphasis can be found with the same
amount of stress.3

1,'Williamson, Ideals of Ministry, p, I4. * Watson, The Cure of Souls, pp. 172, 173# Henson, The 
Liberty of.Prophesying, p, 20.

^Blaikie.The Ministry, p. 183# Spurgeon,
An All-Round Ministry.,''to Forsyth, Positive
Preaching, pp. 68469. Benvie, The Ministry At Work, 
PP* 34-33*

^William G. Blaikie, Professor of Apologetics 
and Pastoral Theology at New College, Edinburgh from 1868 to 1898 writes in For The Work Of The Ministry, 
p. 183 "The practice of pastoral intercourse between 
a minister and his people has received the strongest 
commendations from earliest times."

Works which may be cited for evidence here 
include Ignatius* epistle to Polycarp (c 69-o 133)
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The Duties of Pastoral Care As They 
Shape The Focus Of Preaching 

This section, plus the one which immediately 
follows speaks almost exclusively in general terms.
The exact ways, in which the Warrack lecturers see the

,specific duties of pastoral care relating to the func- .
tion of preaching, shall be spelled out in the remainder
of this chapter#

It was pointed out in Chapter One that during .
the last thirty-five years of the Warrack Lectureship,
the majority of lecturers suggested that the preaching

1and pastoral offices are interrelated. Just how the 
duties of pastoral care are related to preaching shall 
now be presented.

Perhaps Robert Menzies, the 1933 lecturer, 
put it most succinctly when he said

...the minister is not merely a preacher; he 
is also a pastor, and however important the . | _
work of the preacher may be it needs to be ■
supplemented and carried through to a con- 
elusion by the work of the pastor. The two 
act and react on each other. It is in his 
pastoral capacity that he discovers what the

: ^
Cquoted in Blaikie For The Work Of The Ministry. p.. T
I83J; Chrysostom’s On Tïïe Priesthood, circa AD 386 
quoted from George H. Williams "The Ministry in the 
Later Patristic Period" in The Ministry In Historical 
Perspective, Niebuhr and Williams ; Ambrose’s On The 
Duty Of Ministers, written., in'386' Lquoted in Goody- ‘
koontz The Minister In The Reformed Tradition, pp.
44«43j; Gregory the Great’s Pastoral Care, circa AD 
600 (Westminister, Md: The Newman Press, 1936);
Richard Baxter’s The Reformed Pastor, 1656; plus the 
references listed in footnote number two, page 127. .34

See page 23 above.
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of this relationship when he stated if the minister
6is "to he a good pastor, he must be a preacher."

Thus from the early years of the,Warrack 
Lectureship right through to the most recent lectures

real needs of his people are, and on the 
other hand it is the quality of his pulpit 
work which gains him an admittance to the 
hearts of his people#^

2Fourteen other lecturers also believe this relation
ship is very close. This is a close relationship 
because preaching has its setting "in the midst of 
the company of souls given [to the minister’s] charge 
and care."^ i

In 1923, James Black maintained that only when 3]
his pastoral work has been done faithfully does the j
minister’s preaching become enriched*^ Thirty-three
years later, G. J# Jeffrey suggested that if the j

-- ' .minister is invisible all week' he . will be incompre- -'j
S ’ "7)hensible on the Sabbath.3 . S. W. MeWilliam also spoke . .4

given on this foundation, reference is made to the* , i
; ̂necessity of carrying out the duties of pastoral care 

for the effectiveness of preaching.

^Menzies, p. 33* ‘f-
^Black, p. 18. Scott, pp. 27-28. MacLeod, 

p. 90. Farmer, pp. 93-94# Jeffrey, pp. 72-73# Me ' , '
Intyre, p. 112. Menzies, p. 107. Wright, p. 42. 7
Niles, p. 60. Small, pp. 67-68. Mackenzie, p. 62.  ̂ ]
Cleland, pp. 32-33# , Me William, pp. 3-4# ' 'i

^Scott, p. 28. '4
^Black, p. 18. -'-'I
Jeffrey, p. 42. - J
^MoWilliam, p. 3. -'I

   :    ^
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Several lecturers go so far as to maintain

that the man who is an admirable pastor cannot be
1ineffective in the pulpit. The reason why this min

ister will be effective in his preaching relates to 
the pastoral relationship he has with his people.
That is, since he has ministered to his people in 
times of trouble, and since they haveucome to "love
him at the fireside" v/here he sat at the time of a 

2great sadness, the people will "listen to ’their own 
man’ (ungifted though he may be) as they listen to 
nobody else on earth.

Therefore within the history of the Warrack 
Lectureship, eleven out of thirty-six lectures 
emphatically declare that only when the minister 
faithfully engages in pastoral care does he become 
effective in his pulpit ministry.. The reason he, 
rather than some guest preacher is able to communicate 
effectively is because the people want to listen to 
him - the man that has ministered to their needs.^ 
Further, other ministers may "provide people with a

1Farmer, pp. 93-94# McIntyre, p. 112. Mac Kenzie, p. 66. Cleland, pp. 32-33*
^McIntyre, p. 112.
^MacKenzie, p. 66.
‘̂H. H. Farmer in 1941 put it this way: "I

am in entire agreement with... a medieval handbook 
of instruction, The Regimen Animarurn; ’Who can law
fully preach?’ it asks, and the answer given is, 
’Priests, deacons and sub-deacons who have the care 
of souls.’ This is a piece of ancient wisdom which 
is still valid and important.", pp. 93-94#
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theology about their faith” but only their minister 
can provide them with ”a theological understanding 
of their lives,

Although the percentage of men who emphasize 
this point in a general way,does not appear to be 
very impressive, it will be seOh that there are many 
more lecturers who speak to tîae relationship between 
pastoral care and preaching when the specific respon
sibilities of pastoral care are considered. But first 
the findings from the 1871-1920 period regarding 
preaching and pastoral care in general will be 'pre
sented*

An observation which can be made regarding 
this background material is this : there is a dif
ference in emphases between this literature and the 
Warrack material. From 1873 through 1912, twelve

pwriters” address themselves to the relationship be
tween preaching and the duty of pastoral care. Stated 
in somewhat different terms, this means that one-third

Niles, p, 60,
^Blaikie, The Ministry, pp, 181-82, Taylor, 

The Ministry, p..,239* Stalker, The Preacher, pp* 
2'5™8'-,'Ŝ Smith, The ' Preacher As Past or, pp, 13, 33- 34, 63-70, Taylor4-The Scottish-Pulplt, pp, 82-84, 
Horton, Verbum Dei, pp* 26'2-63*~~ Watson, The Cure of 
Souls, pp, 130-31, Spurgeon, M  Ali-Rouhd Ministry, 
pp, 263-63* Williamson, Ideals Of Ministry,: pp, 33- 
36, Forsyth, Positive Preaching,.p p , 39, 68-69* 
Dargan, A History'Of Preaching, II, 172-73, 337-38, 
Horne, The Romance Of Preaching, pp, 246-247#
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of the writers surveyed in the fifty year period prior
to the Warrack Lectureship assert that there is a 
definite relationship between preaching and pastoral .I-
care, while nearly ninety percent of the Warrack lec
turers make this claim#

These two bodies of literature also contain 
some similar emphases. Many Warrack lecturers and -lï
many writers from the 1871-1920 period assert that
"the pastorate and the pulpit act and react upon each 1

1- ' -other#” Then too, the writers surveyed in this back- %
ground period would join the Warrack lecturers in
championing the local minister’s preaching above that
of some guest preacher because the people understand
their minister who serves them as pastor, while they
do not understand the man filling their pulpit for

2one Sunday only.

   :------------

Quote from Taylor, The Ministry, p. 239. .
Also speaking to this consideration are Blaikie, The 
Ministry, p# 182; Smith, The Preacher As Pastor, pp." ,2
3ÿ-3’4> 68-69; Horton., Verbum Dei, pp. 2ÏÏ2-é3; Watson,
The Cure Of Souls, pp. 130-31; Spurgeon, to All-Round }||
Ministry, ppT 362-63; Horne, The Romance Of Preaching, 
p p .246-247; Dargan, A History Of Preaching,.II, 337- 
38, 488; Taylor, The Scottish Pulpit, pp. 82-83, 188- 
190, 193; Williamson, Ideals of-Ministry, p. 32,

^Smith, The Preacher As Pastor, p. 13, Watson,
The Cure Of Souls, pp. I3O-I3I, Spurgeon, to All- 
Round Ministry, pp. 362-63* Horne, The Romance Of 
Preaching, pp. 246-247.

i
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A further similarity is that both groups of
writers make reference to concrete persons whose pulpit

1and pastoral ministries were interrelated. These 
writers give specific witness to ministers whose preach
ing was effective because they were diligent in their 
duties of pastoral care. Six writers from the 1871- 
1920 period refer extensively to the witness of Thomas

p - -Chalmers, Twelve Warrack lecturers refer to Chalmers

The following six writers refer to.the ministry 
of Thomas Chalmers (1780-1847): Blaikie, The Ministry,
p, 183; Taylor, The Ministry, pp. 283-84 and The' '-̂c'o't- 
tish Pulpitpp.: T8'8-190, 193;, Stalker, The Preacher, 
pp. ' 238-252; Williamson,. Ideals Of Ministry , - P.. 32.Dargan, in his.. History Of Preaching, II, 337- 
38 refers to the ministry of-iCbehezer JDrskine ..(1660- 
1736), Ralph Erskiné; (1683-1?32) and Richard Baxter 
(1613-1691). ' ' ' : ' ^Taylor in The. Scottish Pulpit, pp. 82-84 re
fers to the ministry of Samuel Rutherford (1660-1661).

^Six out of the twenty-nine books (exclusive 
-of the periodicals) surveyed from the 1871-1920 period 
contained lengthy discussions of the preaching and pas
toral activities and abilities' of Thomas Chalmers, The 
three aspects of Chalmer’s life and work which receive 
attention in these books, are (1) his. assertion when he began his ministerial life that two days in the parish 
were sufficient to fulfill one’s ministerial duties 
while the other five days may be devoted to academic work (this at St. Andrews University in his case), (2) 
his conversion experience which resulted in his new 
conviction that the work of the ministry is a full-time 
duty, and (3) his pre-eminent position as a preacher 
was matched by the fact that "he was one of the most 
eminent practical pastors of his or any age." (quote 
from Dargan, A History. Of Preaching, II, 488.) Bee 
also Blaikie,"“The Ministry, p. Ï83; Taylor, The Min
istry, pp. 283-84 and 'The Scottish Pulpit, pp. l88'- 
191, 193; Stalker, The .Preacher, pp. 221, 238-262; 
Williams on, Ideals Of Mini's try', p. 32.

Another book surveyed for this paper^-F, R. 
Webber’s A History Of Preaching In Britain And America, 
Vol. II, gives more space to Thomas Chalmers than any 
other Scottish preacher. See pp. 264-69, 276-78, 282- 
296, 338-39, 386, 443.

. _: % 3 _ ' L - j -  ij
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1a'total of thirty-eight times* - : Thus this one man 

appears to be the person both groups of writers felt 
was the outstanding example of a minister whose pas
toral work strengthened his pulpit ministry.

an
In summing up the duties of pastoral care, it 

can be concluded that there has been a basic thrust 
for the past one hundred years in the homiletical

pliterature of Scotland, England and the United States 
regarding the relationship between the preaching and 
pastoral roles. That thrust is this: the preacher
needs to fulfill the duties of pastoral care in order 
to be effective in his pulpit ministry. This is the 
emphasis of the British material surveyed from the 
I87I-I92O period, of the Warrack material from 192I- 
1973, the Lyman Beeb.her material from 1872-1937, and 
of various contemporary writers surveyed from the Con- 
tinent. Great Britain and the United States.^

1Sclater., p. 118, Reid, p. 121. Gossip, pp.
182, 112, 70. Coffin, -p. 28. Philip, pp. 18, 26, 34,
42, 44, 50, 51, 53» 62, 70, 74,.76,, 119, 128, 129, 134,
165. Watt, pp. 152,-223. Burnet,* pp. II9, 156, 168,
175. Stewart,'-:pp. 102, 172,. 202'-. ;: • Jeffrey, p. 17.
Menzies, pp. 37, 42. Wright, p. 50. MaoKenzie, p.
69. Cleland, p. IO7. '2 ' - This sweeping statement regarding the thrust
of homiletical literature can be made'if one accepts 
the judgment of Robert S. MichaeisOn, who in his essay 
"The Protestant Ministry in America:" 1830 to the Pre
sent" says that the'-Lyman Beecher Lectures reflect the 
homiletical thought for the United,.-States. See Niebuhr 
and Williams. The Ministry In Historical Perspective.
p. 282. _ ----------  ̂ ---------------------

^The Swiss theologian, J.’ J, Von Allmen says 
in his book Preaching'and. Congregation, translated by
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It can also be observed that the lectures on 

the Warrack Foundation reflect the prevailing opinion 
of the homiletical writers in Great Britain during the 
I87I-I92O period; namely, that pastoral care is a duty 
which must be given-as much attention by the parish 
minister as his;sermon preparation.

It can be noted further that less than one 
half of the Warrack'lecturers address themselves to 
the subject of pastoral care in a general sense* (Later 
it will be seen that almost ninety percent of the War
rack lecturers speak of one or more of the specific |
duties involved in pastoral care.) Another related • nJ
observation is that'when these lecturers do speak of 
pastoral care, they are not saying anything new about 
it or its importance. Rather, they are merely restating 
opinions-already stressed in earlier and contemporary 
homiletical literature in Scotland, England and. the 
United States.

" ’! 
" 1

B. L'.' 'Nicholas (London: Lutterworth Press, 1962), pp.
49-30 that "one cannot prepare a sermon away from the 
parish to which it is to be addressed."

D. W. Cleverly Ford, a recognized spokesman 
for the Church of England on homiletics today, suggests 
in his Preaching Today (London: Epworth Press and '̂;
SPCK, 1969), p. 97 that "Preaching is not a separate ' i
profession, it is one way in which the pastoral office _ -j
is accomplished."

The American, Charles Kemp, contends that "The 
great preachers have usually been faithful pastors.
The great pastors have, very often been effective preach
ers.?* See The Preaching Pastor (St. Louis: The Bethany,
Press, 19661, p* 13. Also on the American scene there 
is similar evidence. In.the final issue of The Pulpit.
/Which focused solely on preaching and which gave way ,|
to the new periodical Ministry in 1969, Robert G. Mid
dleton penned "We do not intend to minimize preaching: 
we. intend to give this indispensible and demanding task 
its proper setting by seeing it in relation toctotal 
task of the church’s ■mission.** "From Launching Pad to 
Orbit", The Pulpit, July-August, 1969, p . .3*
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The Need For Pastoral Visitation
The previous section dealt with the subject 

of pastoral care in a general sense* This section 
will focus on one aspect of pastoral care; namely, 
pastoral visitation.

According to the previous discussion, some 
Warrack lecturers viewed pastoral care as a duty which 
must be fulfilled for its own sake, while other lec
turers on this foundation saw pastoral care only from 
the viewpoint of assisting the minister in his preach- 
inc. The present examination of pastoral visitation 
(as one aspect of pastoral care) discloses that the 
same two emphases are to be found here as well* That 
is, some lecturers see pastoral visitation as a duty 
in and of itself, while others contend visitation L
should be done to strengthen one’s pulpit work. .4̂

FurtherJ the diseussions of 'the lecturers’
views on pastoral care showed that only a few lee- \

turers portrayed this aspect of the ministry as a
duty to be fulfilled in and for itself, A larger num.- yj
ber of lecturers saw pastoral care as a part of the / i
ministry which should be carried out in order to j
serve preaching. The same results are not to be vF-J

, 'Ifound when this specific area of pastoral care (pas- {
toral visitation) is discussed. For practically as '^
many lecturers maintain pastoral visiting is an end i
in itself as those who see visitation as a means to
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enrich one’s preaching.. The exact Statistics on

r i

.this subject are revealing. Regarding pastoral care,
- '. ' ''" ' ^it was shown that six lecturers said it was a duty in

its own right while twelve men suggested pastoral
care is a duty because it aids preaching. Regarding
pastoral visitation, it. will be seen that thirteen 

1lecturers view this aspect of pastoral care as a 
duty in and of itself, while eight of these same lec-

pturers, plus six others,, contend that pastoral visi
tation should also be done for the sake of one’s - ^
pulpit ministry.

'1
The Need For Pastoral Visiting As An End In ..Itself

Pastoral visitation may be viewed as an end
in itself according.to thirteen Warrack lecturers.
Five of these men maintain that this ministerial
function must be fulfilled because it serves the people i;|

% - of one’s parish.^ People are served in this pastoral Vi
./nfunction by the minister expressing personal interest V-t!

in them and their needs during his visitation*

Sclater, p. 101. Black, p. 69* Reid, p. l8l.
Philip, pp. ,166-6:7. Watt, pp. 63-80. Berry, pp. .130- 
31. Macgregor, p. 48* .Jeffrey, p. 88. Jarvis, pp.
77-78. Menzies* pp. 33-36, 73, 107, Wright, p. 48. Fn
Small, pp. 74-73. MacKenzie, pp. 66-67# " J

^Sclater, pp. 77, 100-101. Black, p. 39# Reid, dp. 139. Gossip, p. 98. Coffin, pp. 119, 123-24# % .
Philip, p. 69# Watt, pp. 78, 134-3$# Cairns., p. 122.
Burnet, pp. 112-114, Berry, pp# 89-90. Jeffrey, pp.
27-28. Menzies, pp. 33-37# Cowan, p. 18. Cleland, \\
pp. 32-34, 112-113.

^Reid,.p. 181. Philip, pp. 166-67# Watt, pp. ft67-68, 70, 8l,:<84Vr Jeffrey, p^ 86. Small, pp. 73-76.
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But pastoral visitation may also be viewed 

as an end in itself according to a total of eleven 
lecturers simply because it is the minister’s duty* 
These eleven lecturers are in agreement that visitation 
is a ministerial duty# They do not agree, however, on 
the mechanics of pastoral visitation# For example,
J# M. Black in 1923 and L. M# Watt in 1931 suggest 
the minister make a specific number of visits per week

1and spend only a certain amount of time in each visit. 
J. R. P. Sclater in 1922, W. M. MacGregor in 1942, 
and II. G. MacKenzie "in 1962 counsel against any regi
mented type of visitation. MacGregor says that visi
tation which is ruled by too rigorous a time-table is
an affront to people because then the minister is more

2concerned with the clock than with people’s needs. 
Sclater and MacKenzie add that while regular visitation 
is important, it is impossible to visit in every home 
once each year because of the minister’s heavy work
load.3 Another aspect of visitation upon which there 
is disagreement among the lecturers is the matter of 
prayer. Vifatt and MacLeod stress the importance of 
praying in the home at the conclusion of each visit,^

fl

il

1Black, p. 69. Watt, p. 80.
^MacGregor, p. 48.
3sclater, p. 101. MacKenzie, pp. 66-67. 
Svatt, p. $9# MacLeod, p. 112.
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1while Philip and Small say this is not a necessity 

even though it may have been practiced by ministers 
in former days#

A ^inal area;of disagreement among the lec
turers on this subject of pastoral visitation is 
found in their statements/regarding their Scottish 
forefathers# In his 1931 Warrack Lectures., Watt 
said that "in old days'many men never did any regular 
visitation#" The lecturers of 1942 and 1962 however, 
declared that ministers during thé nineteenth century 
in Scotland did follow a patter of systematic visi- 
tation#-̂

What, according to the Warrack lecturers, is 
the purpose of pastoral visitation when it is viewed 
as an end in itself? Various purposes are suggested,
A number of lecturers suggest this ministerial function 
is a way of expressing pastoral interest in all areas 
of family life plus concern for both young and old 
alike,^ Other men on the Warrack Foundation declare 
that through home visitation people may be led to

^Philip, pp# 166-67. Small, p# 73.
^Watt, p# 63.
^MacGregor, p# 48. MacKenzie, p . ,66.
^Philip, p# 166# Watt^ pp, 67, 69. Jeffrey, 

p# 48# Jarvis, pp, 77-78. Wright, p. 48, Small, 
pp. 74-73.
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]attend services of worship and to adopt a Christian 

Pway of life* Also, some lecturers say it is through 
visitation that a man ministers to the sick and dying 
and comforts the bereaved,3 Finally, E, D, Jarvis 
would add that pastoral visitation may strengthen 
the person’s faith and also that there are times when 
during home visitation, parishioners strengthen the 
faith of the minister who has come to call.^

The emphasis then, of the thirteen Warrack 
lecturers who speak on the subject of pastoral visi
tation, may be summed up in the words of L. M, Watt, 
Speaking to the theological students at Edinburgh and 
St* Andrews in 1931 on the topic of visitation, Watt 
urged; "Never neglect this part of your work" for it 
is not a means to another end, but an end in itself*^

The Need For Pastoral Visitation As A 
Means To pAid One’s Preaching 

Countering the view of the thirteen Warrack 
lecturers who contend that pastoral visitation may be

Watt, p* 78.• Berry, p. 131* ,
Sclater in., 1922 •cautions against the idea that 

"a house-going ministry makes a church-going people."
He says this idea holds brUe only if the preacher is 
v/ell prepared in the pulpit. For ?*your people prefer 
to have the best out of your head rather than put of 
your heels," See .Sclater, p. 77.

“Menzies-, p* 107#
Watt, pp. 83̂ 84# Menzies, p, 73,
Jarvis, p. 78. 
Watt, p.;69,

, 31'A'" 9
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considered as an. end in itself, are fourteen lecturers 
who suggest this ministerial function be viewed as a 
means to aid one’s preaching. ' It may be noted here, 
that eight^ of these fourteen lecturers also stressed 
the importance of viewing visitation as a function to 
be carried out as an end in itself. Thus only six 
lecturers in the history of the Warrack Lectureship 
portray the role of pastoral visiting merely as a 
means by which to enrich one’s preaching.

By Learning The Situation And Needs Of People
A closer analysis of these lecturers’ views

reveals that ten of the fourteen men suggest visitation
aids preaching because it helps the minister know the
situation and needs of the people to whom he preaches.

Four lecturers^ hold that through days of
pastoral visiting the minister learns the contemporary
situation of his people. By knowing their situation
through personal contact, the preacher can speak to
their heart, James Black says

...that is why no preacher, however great, 
can afford to do without the intimate human 
knowledge which he acquires by ’visitation*’ 
Otherwise, he ends by addressing an audience 
and not a congregation,,.4

^Sclater, Black, Reid, Philip, Watt, Berry, 
Jeffrey, Menzies,

^Gossip, Coffin, Cairns, Burnet, Cowan, Cleland.
^Sclater, pp. 100-101, Black, p. 39* Cairns, 

p. 122. Cleland, pp. 32-33, 112-113.
^ B l a c k ,  p .  3 9 .



By Gathering Sermon Material
Pastoral visitation is also a direct aid to 

preaching according to five lecturers^ because it 
helps furnish the minister with subjects, materials 
and illustrations for his sermons, James Reid, the 
1924 lecturer, told the thological students at Aber
deen, Edinburgh and Glasgow that by thinking of his 
Sunday’s message during the week while he was out 
visiting, he was able to gather material for his 
forthcoming sermon.^ The other four lecturers who 
address themselves to this topic suggest that material 
is gathered for preaching in a more indirect manner. 
These four men relate that sermon suggestions, for

142
In addition to knowing the situation of the people 
in general, the minister must also know the particular 
needs of his parishioners so that in his preaching he 
may bring a specific word of God to bear upon those 1
needs# That at least is the contention of seven lec- V

1 'V)turers. These men maintain that pastoral visitation ,:'V
thus helps the minister preach a relevant message. .:F

%

1Gossip, pp. 102-104. Philip, p. 69. Burnet, 
pp, 112-14, Jeffrey, pp. 27-28.' Jarvis, pp. 77-78,
Menzies, p. 33* Cowan, p. 18.pSee especially Cowan, page 18.

3Reid,.p. 139* Gossip, pp. 98-99* Coffin, . ;/'I
pp. 119, 123-24, Berry, pp. 89-90. Jeffrey, pp. F-x
27-28, 30. ' 3^

^ E e id , p . 149.  . #
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example, caome freely to the minister*s*.mind during 
the course of his pastoral visitation.

Of the five men who speak of gathering sermon 
material through visitation, H.S. Coffin is the only 
lecturer who does not discuss other reasons for carry
ing out this aspect of pastoral care*

Summary «
In summary form, what facts arise from the

material written by the Warrack lecturers on the
topic of pastoral visitation? James Stalker (1848-
1928) in his 1891 Lyman Beecher Lectures and.A. J,
Gossip in his 1923 Warrack lectures both relate that
Alexander Whyte (1836-1921)

"always said that the worst advice he ever .1
received was when his session told him to ■■'J
preach, and not worry about running in and F|
out of people’s h o m e s . |

This advice to give visitation an important place in
one’s ministry is sounded by fifty-three percent of
the Warrack lecturers.

A second fact which emerges from the above 
examination is that only six out of the nineteen 
lecturers who speak on the subject of pastoral visi
tation portray this ministerial function solely as a 
means to enrich one’s preaching. This is a signifi
cantly lower percentage when compared to the back
ground nmaterial surveyed for this'paper. For in the
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I87I-I920 period, six out of twelve books which spoke
of pastoral visitation suggested this ministerial
function was important only as a means to aid one’s 

1pulpit work. Further, five out of nineteen Warrack 
lecturers maintained that visitation be viewed as an 
end in and of itself while only one writer from the 
material surveyed from the 1871-1920 period makes a

psimilar assertion. A final observation arises from 
comparing the literature from the fifty year period 
prior to the beginning of the Warrack Foundation with 
the printed material from the Lectureship. Eight 
Warrack lecturers set forth both views of visitation 
(as being an end in itself plus a means to another 
end) with only five writers from 1871-1920 presenting 
both views.3

Thirdly, it can be seen that a majority of the 
Warrack lecturers who encouraged ministers’ to carry 
out their function of pastoral visitation delivered

Smith, The Preacher As Pastor, p. 71. Blaikie 
Preachers Of Scotland, .pp. 334r33e;iStalker, The 
Preacher. pp. 221-23# Carpenter, Lectures On Preach
ing. pp. 236-37. InSkip* The:Pastoral Idea. pTTFST 
Kelman, The. War And Preaching.. P. 202.

^iowett, The Preacher, pp. 179-210.
3Blaikie, The Ministry; Taylor. The Ministry; 

Watson, The Cure Of /Souls Benvie, The Minister At 
Work; Anderson, The Scottish Pastor.

J::'
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their lectures during the first fifteen years of the 
Lectureship’s fifty-two year history. This remained 
a constant emphasis however in the 1871-1920 pastoral 
and homiletical literature.

Closely related to the above statistics is a 
fourth observation. The majority of men who portrayed 
pastoral visitation as a means to aid one’s preaching 
rather than as an end in itself, delivered their 
lectures within the first fifteen years of the Warrack 
Lectureship’s history. Conversely, the majority of 
those who depicted pastoral visitation as an end in 
itself, lectured well after the first .fifteen year 
period. Thus a shift of emphasis regarding pastoral 
visitation has taken place in the history of the War
rack lectures. That is, in the earlier years of the 
Lectureship, visitation was mainly seen as a means 
to another end; namely, to aid one’s preaching. In 
the last half of the Lectureship’s history, visitation 
was stressed as an indispensable part of one’s parish 
ministry. However, a study of the 1871-1920 material 
reveals that writers representing a period from 1873 
to 1919 consistently stressed the importance of visi
tation mainly:;-to assist the minister in preparing a 
better sermon*.

A fifth discovery emerges when an examination 
is made between the Warrack lecturers’ views regarding 
the general subject of pastoral care and the specific

......... :__    ^ •__ :___ ilj__ —  : - ~ '____7;___......... ......  -_____y. . '■/. - -■ : ... .
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area of pastoral care known as visitation. When the 
lecturers speak of pastoral care generally, forty-seven 
percent claim a man should fulfill this ministerial 
function solely because it is an aid to his preaching. 
However, when the lecturers discuss the specific area 
of visitation, only twenty-six percent maintain visi
tation should be viewed merely as an aid to a minister’s 
pulpit work. The material from the fifty year period
prior to the start of the Warrack Lectureship contains

1no such contrast. For ten writers speak of pastoral
2care as an aid to preaching, while ten writers also 

hold that pastoral visitation helps to enrich one’s 
preaching.

Various observations may be made regarding the 
mechanics of pastoral visitation. Two Warrack lecturers 
and two writers from the 1871-1920 period^ declare that

Blaikie, The Ministry; Taylor, The Ministry; 
Smith, The Preacher As Pastor; Taylor, The Scottish 
Pulpit ;.. Watson. The Cure Of Souls; Spurgeon. An aTI- 
Round Ministry; Forsyth, Positive Preaching; Dargan, 
History Of Preaching. Vol. II; Horne, The Romance Of 
Preaching.

^Blaikie, The Ministry and Preachers of Scot
land ; Taylor, The Ministry ; Smith.The Preacher As 
Pastor; Stalker, The Preacher; Carpenter, Lectures On 
Preaching; Watson, The Cure Of Souls ; Inskip, The 
Pastoral Idea; Benvie. ,The- Minister At Work; Anderson, 
The Scottish Pastor; Kelman, The -War And Preaching.

^Stalker, The Preacher, p. 223. Watson, The 
Cure Of Souls. pp.’TÏÏ^-BT. ~
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3 systematic visitation is a necessary function for the

minister to fulfill. Three lecturers on the Warrack
*]Foundation, but only one writer from the 1871-1920 

period, assert that regular visitation is impossible 
because of the minister’s work load (particularly in 
large congregations). These two conflicting views are 

V:. still to be found in Scotland. On the subject of
visitation of the sick only two Warrack l e c t u r e r s ^

' lay heavy stress on the importance of fulfilling this ij
'• ■ ministerial duty, while four Scottish writers^ from

1873-^1911 empasize such visitation. On the subject 3';̂
of whether or not to pray when making each home visit, . y-J, ' .. '-MfJ
there is also disagreement^ Two Warrack lecturers 
suggest the minister should pray whenever he visits 
in a home while three lecturers suggest this is not 
necessary. Only two writers in the 1871-1920 litera
ture speak of this and they maintain prayer should be 
used only if it arises naturally out of the v i s i t . ^

1Anderson, The Scottish Pastor, pp. 96-97•
^The late professor Ian Henderson of Glasgow, 

writing in. 1969 states bluntly that ministers no longer 
do systematic visitation. See Scotland: Kirk And
People (Londons Lutterworth Press,1969)> P* 90. A 
present day minister of the Church of Scotland, The 
Reverend W. J. G. MacDonald,^in a newspaper interview 
said that after eighteen years in the ministry he 
still tries to do systematic visitation in his parish. 
Michael Pye, "Priests In Their Parishes," The Weekend, 
Scotsman. January 30, 1971, p# 1.

%att, pp. 68, 83-84. Small, pp. 74-75.
^Blaikie, For The Work Of The Ministry, p. 190. 

Taylor, The Ministry Of The Word, p. 2ÏÏ7T Watson., The 
Cure Of Souls, p. 240, Anderson, The Scottish Pastor, 
p. 74.

^Taylor, The Ministry Of The Word, p. 269, 
Watson, The Cure Of Souls. p. TÊ6.

A':-;... '... - . - ' " A . T  "_______________________ -- ■■ , .■ I :< -i'.:
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The final,fact which arises out of the above 
material concerns the purpose or object of pastoral 
visitation# The Warrack lecturers'who speak of pas
toral visitation see various values in this area of 
the ministry. It helps the minister learn of and meet 
people’s needs; it helps him strengthen this parish
ioner’s faith (and even allows them to strengthen 
his); it assists the minister in keeping his sermons 
relevant and also assists him in gathering illustra
tions and subjects for his sermons# These same emphases 
are found in the pastoral and homiletical literature 
written between 1871-1920# In this literature there
is less emphasis upon gaining insights into parish-

1ioners’ needs and concerns, than upon gaining famil
iarity between pulpit and pew as a result of such 

2visitation. There is however, in the literature from 
the earlier period, less emphasis than in the Warrack 
material on gathering sermon material^ and on streng
thening each other’s faith through home visitation.4 
According to an examination of the Lyman Beecher 
Lectures (1871-1937) at Yale University the values

Blaikie, The Preachers Of Scotland, pp.7334- 
333. Carpenter, Lectures On Prèàching. pp* 236-237. 
Inskip, The Pastoral Idea, p. l6'3'."

^Blaikie, For The. Work Of The Ministry, p. 188 
Taylor, The Ministry Of The Word, pp. 271, 279. 
Stalker, The Preacher And. His Models, p. 221. Watson, 
The Cure Of Souls, pp. l86’-lB7. Inskip, The Pastoral 
Idea, p. 18*5. Benvie, The Minister At Work, p. l6l.

3'Kelman, The War'And Preaching, p. 207.
4raylor, The Ministry Of. The Word, p. 279.

’'if///-/-- . i.
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seen in pastoral visitation were threefold;

"visiting increases the pastor’s knowledge 
of his people; it creates a spirit of under
standing among the people; and it adds vi
tality to the pastor’s message*"!

Thus of these three bodies of literature, the Warrack
material appears to be the only one which places a
heavy emphasis on the importance of carrying out
pastoral visitation as an end in itself, that is of
meeting the needs and concerns of people* In contrast,
the pastoral and homiletical literature from Great
Britain (1871-1920) and that from the Lyman Beecher
Lectures (1871-1937) places the empasis upon pastoral
visitation as a means to enrich one’s preaching.

The Place Of Pastoral Counseling And Psychology
Another aspect Of pastoral, care touched on by 

the Warrack lecturers, is the subject of pastoral coun
seling. Now it should be noted at the outset of this 
discussion that although' the ministerial task of help
ing individuals with personal problems is as old as
the ministry of our- Lord, the specific approach used

2in pastoral counseling today is relatively new.

^Ritziïger, "A Study Of Pastoral Care In The 
Lyman Beecher Lectures, 1872-1937", p, 166.

^Ministers of all ages have carried out his 
ministerial function by intuition rather than.by a 
discipline of instruction. In contrast, pastoral 
counseling has been taught within the systematic 
atmosphere of a clinical setting since the 1930’s in 
the United States. Pastoral counseling has, grown 
in prominence since the time of Sigmund Freud (1836- 
1939) and the rise of psychotherapy.
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The Role of Counseling

Because pastoral counseling is a relatively
new title for an old ministerial function and because
specific training in pastoral, counseling had been
confined mainly to the United States within the past
fifty years, it- is not surprising to find only slight
reference to this ministerial function in the Warrack
Lectures on Preaching delivered in the theological
schools of Scotland from 1921-1973• David H. G. Read
who lectured in 1931 and Stuart MeWilliam who delivered
the 1968/69 lectures, are the only men on the Warrack
Foundation to use the term "pastoral counseling."
Read’s use is limited to a single listing of this
term with other ministerial functions while MeWilliam

1refers negatively to non-directive counseling*
Five other lecturers also refer to this func-

2tion. The sum of what these men say about this role

There was almost no work done in the field . '
of clinical pastoral education in Great Britain until 1
the beginning of the i960.’s. See Louis Marteau, "A j
Short History Of Pastoral Care And Counseling In Great |
Britain And Its Present Challenge." The Journal of ,
Pastoral Care, Vol. 27, June 1973, p. 94* '-VSee also Edward E. Thornton, Professional Edu- .
cation for Ministry. A History of Clinical Pastoral • l.j
Education (Nashville; Abingdon Press, 1970)", pp * 24,
40 and Ernest Bruder and Marian Barb, "A Survey of Ten ■
Years of Clinical Pastoral Training at Saint Elizabeth’s *1
Hospital," J ournal of Pastoral Care. Summer, 1936, p. 86*

^Read, p. 32. Me William, p. 26. -
^Reid, pp. 4-3. Coffin, p. 119. Watt, p. 36. ÿ

MacLeod, p. 110. Jeffrey, p. 13*
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is that people in distress and with personal problems 
will come to the minister or open their hearts to him 
when he visits them in their homes. These people con
fide in him because they feel he is a person who will 
understand* Four of these lecturers suggest the people 
feel this way because the minister has been among them 
for some time and his total ministry has meant some- 
thing to them* Only one lecturer, James Reid in 1924, 
insists people come to the minister with their personal

pproblems because his preaching ministry is effective* 
Just as there is but scant reference to this 

ministerial function in the Warrack literature, so 
there are only three writers of the literature surveyed 
from the 1871*^1920 period who refer to the "counseling" 
role of the minister.. Two of these writers refer ex
clusively to the qualifications of the minister for 
this role.^ The third writer, W. 0. Blaikie, Profes
sor of Apologetics and Pastoral Theology at New College, 
depicted the role of the minister in counseling in 
terms which became popular over seventy years later 
in the United States. "The Protestant pastor’s duty 
-in cases of conscience," Blaikie maintained, "is not 
to prescribe, but only to give guidance to enable people 
to resolve these issues for themselves."4

.ig%
'•ri;

Coffin, p."119* Watt, p. 36# MacLeod, p.
110, Jeffrey, p. 13*

^Reid, pp. 4-3,
^Watson, Thé Cure Of Souls, p. 190* Anderson, 

The Scottish Pastor, pp. 6*8̂ 70.
4Blaikie, For The Work Of The Ministry. 2nd ed*. 

referred to on page 260 of John McNeil: A History Of
The Cure Of Souls (New York: Harper & Brothers. 1931)*

aLPIlMul.l —» w
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Slight reference, can be .found in this literature 

(from the 1871-1920 period) to the role of counseling 
and qualifications for that role. Likewise six men 
on the Warrack Foundation, merely make a statement of 
fact on the subject. That' is, the Warrack lecturers
merely state that peoplerWill cone to the minister to

. . % . • "1 "unburden their most intimate problems," It can be
established, therefore, that the, role of pastoral coun
seling is referred to only slightly in both the Warrack 
material and in the"pastoral and homiletical literature 
written in Great Britain in the fifty year period prior

- V ' / pto the inauguration of that lectureship.

The Relationship Between Preaching and Counseling
Since only a handful of Warrack lecturers 

touched on the subject of pastoral counseling, it 
might be anticipated that only a few lecturers would 
discuss the relationship between preaching and counsel
ing* This assumption proves correct. Only three 
lecturers address themselves to this subject. Further, 
what is Said on this topic by the Warrack lecturers is 
only slightly more specific than their comments on 
counseling per se.

H, S, Coffin, who delivered the lectures for 
1926/27, depicted counseling as an area of ministry

‘MacLeod, p. 110.)'See page 15 of text above,

■ ,.y
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which provides subjects for preaching*. Without using 
the word "counseling", James Wright in 1936 referred V
to this ministerial role when he suggested that the

^Coffin, p. 119, 
^Wright, p. 87*
^Reid, p. 3*
4Ibid.. p. 4.

preaching Of the gospel is one means whereby a minister
pmay exercise a ministry of healing and prevention.~

Only James Reid lecturing in I924, speaks directly 
to this topic. Reid asserts that preaching is speak
ing to individuals and their needs even though the 
minister may think he is speaking.only to the congre
gation as a whole. "Good preaching," says Reid, "is 
extraordinarily individual and personal without our 
knowing i t R e i d  further claims that effective 
preaching leads to spending time upon individual c a s e s . 4  

Thus when preaching leads to counseling, one function 
supplements, the other.

There is no direct reference, to preaching and 
counseling found in the survey of the pastoral and 
homiletical literature from 1871-1920,

The Resource Of Psychology 
Even though only seven Warrack lecturers speak 

of the ministerial function now labelled "counseling,"

;v - -  t o ’ '
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twenty-three lecturers discuss psychology; the 
discipline upon which much modern counseling is based*
Of these twenty-four lecturers, fifteen speak favorably 
about psychology while eight refer to psychology in 
negative terms#

The fifteen lecturers who speak favorable about 
psychology may be divided into three groups# A group 
of four men suggest that ministers "should know modern 
Psychology," since "some intimate knowledge of psychology 
is nearly essential^ to understanding the people to 
whom they preach. A group of six lecturers maintain 
that a study of psychology offers^many positive con
tributions for a minister, who desires to understand 
contemporary man# But these lecturers also caution 
that as a new science* psychology sometimes attempts 
"to step beyong its sphere and to make affirmations 
about religion which it has no business to make because

pthat is not its province." A final group of lecturers 
refer freely to psychology without offering any nega
tive judgments concerning it,^

■■ J #

. '3

Quote from Black, p. 73* Bee also Watt, p# 
277; Cowan, pp. 18, 27, 62; and Stewart, p. 106.2Quote from Reid. Also see Reid, pp. 4-6,
37, 51, 55-57, 95-96, 193; Coffin, pp. 69, 95, 102; 
Scott, pp. 44, 56-57, 65-66; Cairns, p. 97; Berry, 
pp. 54-56, 74, 101, 155; Niebuhr, pp. 6, 19, IO3-IO5, 
189-190.

^Whale, pp. 133, 146. Menzies, pp. 9, 26, 
124. MaoLennan, pp. 65, 67, 71-72, 76-78, 85, 91. 
Boyd, p. 59.
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Eight Warrack lecturers, representing a time

"Iperiod from 1921-1961, speak critically of psychology. 
Several lecturers declare that ministers should beware

Pof that "altogether damnable psycho-analysis" for it 
is "humbug"^ and;hot of much use for preaching^ since 
it destroys some aspects of the Gospel’s teachings.^ 
Other lecturers are more mild in their criticism of 
psychology while contending it cannot replace insights 
gained by the minister through his personal observations 

This last emphasis follows closely that of The 
Reverend Andrew Benvie in his book published in I9II 
entitled The Minister At Work; Pulpit. Pew and Parish. 
Pens Benvie: "It is a life school the minister must
attend not a psychological institute. Theory counts

nfor little, experience for much."'̂  In the fifty year 
period prior to the Warrack Lectureship, it may be 
noted that one additional writer (of the material sur
veyed) discusses psychology. Contrary to Benvie, W. 
Edward Chadwick asserts: "I believe every Christian

9

'̂ Benvie, The Minister At Work, p. 33#

Hutton, pp. 90-92. Gossip, pp. 92-93# Mac 
Leod, pp. 40-41, 67# Cockburn, Chapter I, pp. 11, 
16# McIntyre, pp. 13-14. Farmer, pp. 16, 133, 139# 
MacKenzie., pp. 21, 31, 47, 84# Me William, p. 26# 

%Iutton, p. 92.%̂Gossip, p. 92.
^MacLeod, pp. 4O-4I, 67. ;j
^Cockburn, Chapter I, pp. 11, 16#
^Gossip, pp. 92-93# MacLeod, p# 67. Farmer pp# 16, 133
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minister should have some clear, if elementary know-

1ledge of the principle of psychology.• * Thus while 
there are twenty-four Warrack lecturers who- discuss 
the subject of psychology, only two writers in the 
I87I-I9SO period speak of it, A possible reason for 
this wide difference may be due to the fact that 
psychology was just making itself known in Scotland 
near the time when the Warrack Lectureship was founded,'

Summary,
In sum, there are several conclusions which 

may be drawn from the above discussion on pastoral 
counseling and psychology. First, there is only slight 
reference in the Warrack material to that area of

" ;  -----Chadwick, The,Pastoral Teaching Of St, Paul, 
pp. 56-57. See also pp.-4r^5,-J77. .......

^Ih A History"Of Preaching In Britain And 
America, Vol7 II, F. R, Webber refers to two preachers 
at Free St, Ceprge^s j,tEdinburgh,r;> He. says that Alexander 
Whyte (1836-1921), "the greatest,preacher in his gen
eration,” held to main line theology in his exposition 
whereas his successor, James Black (the 1923 Warrack 
lecturer), dften used "religious psychology,” See 
pages 469, 532* Webber states: ■"This is but an 
evidence of the change that came; oven preaching in 
the comparitivély.short time that, elapsed between the 
days of Alexander Whyte and thosefof James Black.”See p, 532,.

One possible source for the interest in psychology during this time may have'. been the printed 
sermons of John HenryNewman (1801-1890). One writer 
maintains that the sermons of Newman.from the 1834- 
1842 period ."had a profound influence on the religious 
life not only of Oxford but of the whole country.”
(See The Oxford Dictionary Of The Christian Church. 
edited by F, L* Cross, p, 949.T One of Newman’s main 
contributions to the thought of,his age  ̂according to Cross, "lay in the field of psychological analysis,,..” 
(page 950), The fact that a number of Warrack lec
turers! were reading Newman’s sermons is attested by 
the fifteen references they make to Newman’s works 
in their lectures, (See Appendix G),
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pastoral care which has come to be labeled "pastoral 
counseling," This is due to at least two facts; (1) 
counseling is a relatively new title to an older min
isterial function, and (2) the new approach of counsel* 
inc today has grown largely in the United States in 
the period well after the beginning of the Warrack 
Lectureship on Preaching, (R. E, McIntyre speaks 
critically of this, clinical pastoral training. In his 
1949 lectures McIntyre declares that he does not feel 
ministers should be trained as they are in the United

"IStates "to practice psychotherapy,,,")
Second, the five lecturers who do mention 

this topic, do not say anything concrete about it 
other than stating the fact that ..people will come to 
the minister to share their personal problems simply 
because he has been among them as minister for some 
time. The other lecturer who mentions counseling, 
does so in only one sentence, ,In that sentence he 
speaks negatively of what has been labelled non
directive counseling.

Third, only three lecturers see "counseling" 
as having a relationship to preaching, while none of 
the writers surveyed from 1871-1920 mention this re
lationship, (It will be seen in the last section of 
this chapter that a larger number of Warrack lecturers 
do address themselves to the more general topic of 
"pastoral preaching,")

^ M c I n t y r e ,  p .  1 3 -
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Fourth, while only nineteen percent of the 

Warrack lecturers discuss the topic of pastoral coun
seling, sixty-four percent of them do discuss psychol
ogy, the discipline upon which much modern counseling 
is based* On the other hand, only one of the lecturers 
who discusses pastoral counseling maintains it has a 
direct relationship to preaching. That relationship 
is this; when the minister’s preaching is effective, 
people will come to him with their problems* On the 
other hand, ten lecturers hold that psychology helps 
a preacher to understand the people to whom he is 
speaking.

The Value Of Pastoral Relationships 
Just as the specific ministerial duties of 

pastoral visitation.and counseling aid and enrich one’s 
preaching (according to forty-two percent'of the War
rack lecturers) so the more general area of pastoral 
relationships are said to strengthen the minister’s 
predicatory excellence*

It was already suggested in the summary of 
Chapter One above that the Warrack lecturers urged 
ministers to establish relationships with their peo
ple so they may; more effectively carry out their

1pulpit ministry. This is a strong emphasis in the 
Warrack material., Over sixty percent of the lecturers 
emphatically suggest there’. iS;, .a definite correlation

8̂ee. Çhapter I, p. 123.
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between pastoral relationships and effective preaching. 
This emphasis is not peculiar to a certain period of 
time in the Lectureship’s history. Throughout all 
five decades of the Warrack Lectureship, there has 
been constant admonition that ministers establish a 
pastoral relationship with their parishioners in order 
to make their preaching more meaningful and effective,^
In fact, John A. Hutton,-the first.lecturer on the
Warrack Foundation,' set the stage for stressing the 
importance of pastoral relationships for preaching. 
Hutton said he believed ministers were entering a 
period when sermons, which showed "real feeling" for 
the people ministers had come to know, would be more 
effective than sermons filled with "extravagance of

pspeech and gesture."

The Value of Pastoral Relationships For
Effective Preaching

H. H. Farmer, in his 1941 lectures, declared:
our preaching, poor as it may be, can gain
power and effectiveness if it comes to people 
out of the heart of a true and^deep pastoral, 
that is personal relationship.^

The truth of this statement is reflected in sixty-one

"1During the 1950’s, seven of the nine lecturers stressed the importance of establishing pastoral relationships in order to strengthen one’s preaching.
The other four decades contained either three or four 
lecturers who made this emphasis*

^Hutton, p. 189.
^Farmer, p. 94#
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percent of t.he lectures given on the Warrack Founda-

1 ' - tion# Thus, rather than putting the main emphsis
upon pulpit gifts, oratorical ability, and week-long 
sermon preparation, the majority of Warrack lecturers 
declare that effective preaching is mainly the result 
of pastoral relationships#

' Many of the Warrack lecturers claim that pas
toral relationships help to make preaching effective 
for several reasons* In the first place, people want

■ P
to listen to their own minister. They want to listen 
to him because there is "a close, and lasting bond be
tween preacher and people."^ The minister’s people 
will come to love him in the pulpit as they love him 
at their fireside,^ This emphasis, by six Warrack 
lecturers, can be stated in the analogy of the tenth 
chapter of John’s Gospel. The people in the pews 
know: the voice of their shepherd and not that of a 
stranger, even though he be the most well-known pulpit 
giant in the land.

Reid, pp. 180-181. Gossip, p. 97* Coffin, 
pp. 124-125* Scott, pp. 34-35* Philip, pp. 56-57* 
Watt, p. 206. Berry, p. 91. MacLeod, p. 90. Farmer, 
pp. 93-94* Macgregor, p... 53* Stewart, p. 218. Me 
Intyre, pp. 112-113. Jarvis, pp. 82-83* Menzies, 
p. 114* MacLennan, p. 27* Cowan, pp. 14, 118'.
Wright, pp. 12-15* Niles, pp. 59-60. Small, pp* 69- 
71* 'Mackenzie, pp. 62-69,,127* Cleland, p. 119. Me 
William,, p. 81. ■ 3

^McIntyre, p. 112. Jarvis, pp. 82-83* Cowan, 
pp. 14, 118* MacLennan, p. 28# Small, p. 71. Mac 
Kenzie, p. 66.

^Mackenzie, p. 127. ■
^ M c I n t y r e ,  p. 1 1 2 .
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There Is a second reason given why pastoral
relationships strengthen preaching. When people
hear their minister, he "may stumble, lose technique,

1forget quotations and humanly be seen to fail" but
they will still listen to him. People receive and
believe the Word of God proclaimed by their minister
whom they love, even though his delivery is not per- 

2feet, McIntyre sums Up this point when he says

\iles, p. 59-60.
^Gossip, p. 97. 

p. 53* Stewart, p, 218» Cleland, p, 119
5̂Gossip, p, 97# Farmer, p* 93# Macgregor,

■S

What [the minister] says will carry the .4
surcharge of what he is. His Christ- J
centered goodness will speak through his 
most stumbling words and make them « what -,
all preaching,should : be - the Word of God,^
Pastoral relationships enrich preaching for 

a third reason. Simply;-administer of a congregation 
can get his message across because he lives among his 
people. Thus he can'express the truth of God in 
personal ways. Put more profoundly; the preaching 
of a minister who is ^  rapport with his people can '
provide those people with a theological understanding 
of their lives,^ The minister can provide that under
standing since he himself can understand God's reve-

: . - ' ' - 3 d
lation in'the concrete historical situation of his
parish.^ j

MacLeod, p* 90,
^Philip, p# 36, 'Berry, p. 36, MacLeod, p,90, Farmer, p. 94# McIntyre, p, 112, Cowan, p. 14#
-^McIntyre, p. 112,

..
. > ■ •v'- •. .-flhAIYLif f
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The fourth reason why pastoral relationships 

enhance a minister's effectiveness in the pulpit is 
closely related to the above point. If the minister's 
sermon throbs with the same type of pastoral affection 
tenderness and sympathy as shown in the rest of his

1ministry, his preaching will be highly effective.
As A, A, Cowan said in his 1934 lectures, "the minis
ter's affectionate interest in [his hearers] solves 
the problem of communication" and helps him speak the

ptruth of God's Word effectively.
Further, the minister who lives among his 

people is able to preach to the heart of his parish
ioners' needs,^ This is the fifth reason why pastoral 
relationships help a minister's preaching to become 
effective, A minister who sits where hie people sit 
during the week can nourish them wisely and fully with 
God's Word on Sunday,^'

The Value of Pastoral Relationships For the 
Involvement Of People In Communication
According to other Warrack lecturers, pastoral 

relationships vitally effect a minister's preaching

' Reid, pp, 180-81, Macleod, p, Mac
gregor, p, 33* Jarvis, p. 76, Cowan, pp, 117-18. 
Niles, p, 19# MeWilliam, p. 82.pCowan, p, 118.

^Reid, p, l8l. Gossip, p, 97* Scott, pp. 
34-33# Watt, p. 206. Berry, p, 91. Menzies, p, II4, 
Small, p, 73. Mackenzie, p. 66, MeWilliam, p, 81,

^Scott, p. 33.
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^Philip, p, 36. MeWilliam, p, 82. 
^McWilliam, p. 82.
^Cowan, p. 118. MeWilliam, p. 82,
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for another set of reasons. People become involved 
in the communication of his sermon if a minister has 
developed a pastoral relationship with them both out
side and in the pulpit.

First of all, if a minister has developed j
close relationships with his people (by being among 
them on other days than Sundays) the people "will be 
'with' him even before he starts to preach, the essen
tial rapport between pulpit and pew will already be 
established,"^ When a minister begins to preach to 
a people who are open and receptive, his message is

2bound to strike home in his fellow believers' hearts.
Secondly, when a minister exhibits love for 

his people throughout his total ministry and "through
out his sermons, he is able to communicate even "hard 
things" from God's Word,^ If the people feel during 
his sermon that the minister is unapproachable there 
will be "a tragic breakdown in communication,"^ How
ever, wherever the preacher evidences a love for his 
people, they will gladly respond to him and his message,^ 

Thirdly, the minister who has a vibrant pas
toral relationship with his people is able to involve 
them in the communication process simply because the

^Small, p, 69. V
^Coffin, pp, 124-23. Jarvis, p. 83. Wright, I

p. 13# Small,: pp. ■ 69-71 f Mackenzie, p, 68,

V 4 >  .
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people sense their partnership in hearing and respond-

1 ' : ing to the Gospel, The sermon then becomes a united
effort, a mutual participation of minister and people,'

Sidney M, Berry^ lecturing in 1936, sums up 
the emphasis of twenty-pne lecturers in the Warrack 
Foundation's history regarding the importance of pas
toral relationships for preaching. He says:

Don't listen, then, for a,moment to those 
who would tell you that you cannot be a 
good preacher and,: a good pastor at the same 
time, I am. absolutely^ certain that for most 
of us the very , reverse’“'is true, and that 
without that knowledge/of men, and love for 
them, created and sealed in personal relationships, we shall never preach effectively 
at all,3 :
A thrust then of over half of the Warrack 

lecturers is that the establishing of pastoral rela
tionships between minister and people is indispensible 
for effective communications in one's pulpit ministry.

It may be noted that this thrust closely par
allels that of Phillips Brooks in his Lyman Beecher 
Lectures at Yale University. In fact, four Warrack 
lecturers^ use words approximating those of Brooks, 
while four other lecturers^ reveal their dependence

Farmer, pp, 57-72• Cleland, pp, 111-12. 
^Cleland, p, 112,
^Berry, p, 91,
^Berry, p, 91, McIntyre, pp, 112-13. Small, 

pp. 67-71, Cleland, p, 119. MeWilliam, pp, 71, 81,
Kenzie, pp. 68-69Farmer, p p . 94-95. MacLennan, p. 27. Mac
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upon his thought at this point. However, only one
of these eight Warrack lecturers refers to Phillips 

1Brooks by name. In his lectures delivered in 1877
Brooks said:

The preacher needs to be pastor, that he may 
preach to real men. The pastor must be preacher, that he may keep the dignity of his work 
alive. The preacher who is not pastor, grows 
remote. The pastor, who is not preacher, 
grows petty. Never be content to let men 
truthfully say of you, 'He is a preacher, but 
no pastor;' or 'He is a pastor, but no preach
er,' Be both; for you cannot really be one 
unless you are also the other,2
Thomas B, Ritzinger, in his unpublished doc

toral thesis on the Lyman Beecher Lectures, writes:
"The above statement summarizes the thought and feel
ing of this important body of homiletical literature,"^

Thus it.can be stated that the emphasis in 
the Warrack material upon pastoral relationships being 
important for preaching (1) is related to the emphasis ijj
made by Phillips Brooks in his 1877 Yale Lectures, (2) 
is an emphasis made.by the Lyman Beecher lecturers 
from 1872-1957, and (5) is also stressed in the 1871- 
1920 British homiletical and pastoral literature sur
veyed for this, dissertation^^

^MacWilliam, pp. 71, 80,
^Phillips Brooks,^Phillips. Brooks On Preaching 

(London:_ 8PCK, l965y; p, 77. :
^See footnote number..bne, page 149.
^It is not surprising that the British homi

letical literature from the ,1871-1920 period should 
contain an emphasis upon the need to establish pastoral 
relationships for effective preaching. Thirteen of

i
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In summary, it can be seen that stressing 

the importance of pastoral relationships for effect
ive preaching is not a new emphasis to be discovered 
in- the Warrack material# This emphasis is made con
sistently during the one hundred year period from 
I87I-I97I in both British and American homiletical 
literature. Indeed, this emphasis dates back to at 
least the middle of the seventeenth century in Great 
Britain, For in the Westminster Directory, the minister 
is urged to make use of "his residence and conversing 
with his flock" so that he may preach effectively.

these books surveyed are also Lyman Beecher Lectures 
given by men from Englànd and Scbtland, (As seen 
above, the Beecher hectares contained this emphasis 
upon pastoral relationships*). The over-all thrust 
of the 1871-192Q''British literature on this point is 
that a minister 3/ho .spends, time among his people can 
effectively preach because he is above to identify ;
with t h e m T h e  minister whose "whole interest is to 
be absorbed in the investigation of scholars and the '.-i
controversies of theologians" (Dale,. Nine Lectures On 
Preaching, p.l22) is likely to ■forget/his people in 
the preparation and delivery of, sermons, '

The. works which make this emphasis directly 
are; Dale, Nine Lectures On Preaching, pp, 20-22;
Horton, Verbum Dei, pp, 262-63; Watson, The Cure Of 
Souls, p, 172, Spurgeon, ^  All-Round Ministry, pp,
3o'8̂ o9; Horne, The Romance Of - PreachingT P. T67, -j

^Le.ishman, The Westminster Directory, p. 33,
According to J., ÏÏ, 8, Burleigh's A Church History Of 
Scotland, pp* 226-27, The Directory has remained one 
of the official standards of the Church of Scotland 
ever since it was approved in the late l640.'s.
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The Opportunity-. For Pastoral Evangelism 
In addition to discussing pastoral visitation, 

pastoral counseling, and pastoral relationships, some 
of the men under the Warrack Foundation suggest min
isters should carry out the function of pastoral 
evangelism* ' Six lecturers assert that ministers have 
an opportunity to carry out this function in their 
daily ministry* Nineteen lecturers declare that 

;• pastoral evangelism is also a vital part of a minister's
pulpit ministry on Sundays*

According to these lecturers, pastoral evangelism
is the portraying of the love of God in Christ plus the

1calling of people to respond to that love,' Or more 
simply, pastoral evangelism is helping people to re
alize the presence of God in their lives and leading

?them to make a committment to the Lord Christ,

The Opportunity For Pastoral Evangelism
‘ In The Parish

The minister of a parish has a key role in
%. evangelism*^ As he visits the sick, the aged and the

bereaved, the minister has unique evangelical oppor
tunities to present the love and comfort as well as

^Farmer, pp. 63-66,
^Berry, p. 34* Menzies, p. 14* 
-̂ Wright, p. 23.

■■ X "  v v -  ,>-.7



^Menzies, pp. 69-77*
• ̂ Coffin, pp, 132-33* Small, p* 66.
^Menzies, p. 71. Boyd, pp, 86-87.
^Menzies, pp, 121-22, Boyd, pp. 86-87.
• M̂enzies, pp. vii, 11, 69# Indeed, this is 

the thrust of Menzies entire hook, of lectures entitled 
Preaching And Pastoral Evangelism,

Small, pp, 66-67'

168 . it.
"1the challenge and demands of The .Christ, In his day- 

to-day ministry, the minister should be alert to the 
people who have;' Strayed .-from .the flocks as well as 
those for whom the church has no appeal. That.is, 
the minister'can become interested in people aS persons 
in his parish activities.^ As he,shows genuine con
cern for their whole life; .he is able to communicate 
the love as well as the demands of God in Christ,^ o|

Six Warrack lecturers then, urge ministers to ;3|
' ' i

grasp the opportunity of pastoral evangelism within 
the context of their daily life and work in the parish.
Several different views toward pastoral evangelism 
surface in a study of the presentations made by these 
six lecturers. The 1933 lecturer for example, declares
that almost all the minister does could serve the pur-
pose of evangelism,^ The 1939 lecturer, however, 
cautions ministers against devoting too much time to 
seeking the "wanderers and the careless,"^ Another “3]
difference in emphasis centers on the individual 
reached for Christ while carrying out the function of 
pastoral evangelism. One lecturer directs ministers
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to seek individuals for the church,^ while several 
lecturers declare that individuals who are won for 
Christ must become involved in the life and witness

pof the congregation.
There is more unanimity of emphasis regarding 

pastoral evangelism in the homiletical and pastoral 
literature from the 1871-1920 period than in the 
Warrack material. All three writers who discuss this 
subject stress (as do the six Warrack lecturers men
tioned above) that "evangelism is at the heart and 
center of the ministry."^ While these three authors 
declare that almost all functions of the ministry 
present opportunities for evangelism, they do not 
agree with Richard Baxter's dictim in 1656 that "the 
work of conversion is the great t h i n g , L i k e  the

' I t :  / :

^Mackenzie, p-. 80.
^Niles, pp. 101-102. Boyd, pp. 86-87.
% . . . . . .

-"̂ Quote from John kelman's article on 
Progress in the January, 1906 issue of The Es 
Times, p. 168. The other two writers areJG, H. Spur 
geon. An All-Round Ministry, pp. 330-31 and C, S, 
Horne, The Romance Of Preaching, pp. 218, 25*

^IVilkinsoh, !; John„.T, ed.,,Richard Baxter's 
Gildas Salviahus; The Reformed Pastor, p. 78.

six Warrack lecturers, the three authors from the 1871- ' '
1920 period see evangelism as encompassing the pre
sentation of both the challenge and the love of 
Christ,

■

- - - ■ ■■___ : ._______ L._____7...: • ... .■ V d ' ............. .... ..... hd
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The Opportunity For Pastoral Evangelism

In The.Pulpit 
While only six Warrack lecturers discuss the 

opportunity for pastoral evangelism in the total; parish 
ministry, eighteen lecturers declare that ministers 
should grasp the opportunity to carry/out the func-

“Ition of evangelism in.their pulpit ministry*
What role does preaching serve in the task of 

evangelism according to these eighteen lecturers? 
jS* M* Berry said that "while pastoral work is a very 
important factor in winning people to the church##*

ppreaching is the greatest factor of all." Five other
%lecturers agree with him.^ Because preaching plays 

such a vital role in the total task of evangelism, 
four lecturers declare that every; sermon should con
tain an "evangelising note*"^ Several men on the War
rack Foundation remind their audience that evangelical 
preaching must also be supplemented by personal talks,^

^Sclater, p# 94» Reid, pp. 23, 88-90, 100. 
Coffin, pp. 162-64» Scott, pp. 57-58. Philip, p. 142, 
Watt, pp. 92-93» Berry, pp.' 53-54, 107, 129-133» Farmer, pp. 65-66, 95-96. Macgregor, pp. 77-78. Jar- 
vis, p.<11. Read, p. 85* Menzies, pp, 10-11, 14-31* Cowan, pp. 23, 25» Wright, pp.. 52-53, 64* Niles, pp.. 28, 1Ô1-102. Small, pp. 83-88, 91» Boyd, p. 2, 
81-82. Mackenzie, p. 26.

^Reid, p. 89» Berry, pp. 53, 107.
^Coffin, p. 164» Philip, p. 142. Farmer, pp. 65-66. Jarvis, p. 11. Cowan, p. 25»
^Berry, p. 53» Farmer, pp. 65-66. Jarvis, 

p. 11. Cowan, pp. 23, 25»
^ C o f f i n ,  p. 163»
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the minister's love and understanding revealed in

c
3

1 2personal contacts, weekly teaching in sermons, and

^Scott; p,.59. 
^Berry, p. 53,
^Coffin, .p, 163* Nile's.;i pp. 28, 101-102.

Boyd, p. 82. -I',
‘̂Philip, p. 142. Watt, pp. 92-93. Berry, pp. 53-54. Jarvis, p. 11. Cowan, p. 25. Niles, p. 28
^Coffin, p. 158. Mackenzie, p. 26.,
^Coffin, p. 158. Macgregor, pp. 77-78. Men

zies, pp. 15-30. Cowan, pp. 23-25. Small., p. 86.
"̂ Farmer, pp. 65-66.
^Reid, pp. 89-90. Scott, pp. 74-75# Berry, 

p. 107. Niles, p. 28.

#

the strengthening fellowship of fellow believers.
There are several differences of opinion ex

pressed by the Warrack lecturers regarding evangelistic 
preaching. First, six lecturers stress that it is 
the local minister, in his preaching week by week, 
who is the best evangelist.^ Several others, however, 
hold that it is often most "wise to invite in another 
speaker, because the people are accustomed to his own 
message, and a stranger puts the Gospel freshly."^ 
Secondly, five lecturers maintain that evangelistic 
preaching has a certain "emphasis and quality which 
marks it off from other, kinds" ... while five lecturers 
assert that ministers can accomplish the task of 
evangelism through their normal style of preaching,
providing their sermons contain "something of the

7 8quality of a knock on the door"'̂  of people's hearts.
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Thirdly, there is a difference of opinion among the 
Warrack lecturers regarding the response people give 
to evangelistic preaching. Robert Menzies, who devoted 
his entire series of lectures to the subject of preach- ■ /
ing and pastoral evangelism, suggest evangelical preach-%
ing ought to lead to a personal decision plus a self- . -

1 ' commitment to Christ. Six lecturers say ministers
shouldn't look for a stereotyped response to preaching
which might be labeled "evangelical." They suggest
there will be variety of responses ranging from a

2rebirth or reawakening to a realization or renewed 
awareness of the presence of God in their lives.^

While the above differences in opinion may 1
be noted, a majority of the eighteen lecturers under |

.

discussion agree upon the substance of evangelical (
preaching* The lecturers urge preachers to present , (i
"Christ to men in such a way as to win them into a :.A

L Ipersonal love and loyalty to H i m . , J
A final aspect of evangelical preaching is )

.n

presented by six Warrack lecturers representing a i

^Menzies, p. I4#
^Reld, pp. 23, 100.
%cott, pp. 58-59. Philip, p. 142. Berry, ,

pp. 53-54, Wright, pp. 52-53. Boyd, pp. 81-82. , j
^Quote is from Reid, p. 88, See also Coffin^ 

pp. 162-64* Scott, pp. 57-58. Philip, p. 138. Far- r,
mer, pp. 65-66. Menzies, pp. 15-31* Cowan, pÿ. 23- 
25, Wright, pp. 52-53, Niles, p. 28, Small, p. 86. •

m
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period of time from 1922 through 1939# That subject

]is "open air preaching." Of these six lecturers, '
three suggest open air preaching is something which
every minister must do to reach people who will prob-

2ably not be reached otherwise, two lecturers maintain
zit helps ministers learn how to speak,and three 

declare this type of preaching can involve the entire 
congregation in witnessing to the Gospel, particu
larly in the follow^up work to the sermon.^ H. H. 
Farmer in his 1941 lectures, claims it is this follow- 
up work to open.air preaching which reveals how the 
pastoral aspect of the .ministry aids preaching. For 
pastoral relationships need to be established after a 
minister has spoken to a "new" audience at the cinema,
canteen, dance hall or fairground if a permanent

bresponse is to be gained.-
The topic of evangelical preaching receives 

some attention in the British homiletical and pastoral 
literature from the fifty year period prior to the 
founding of the Warrack Lectureship. First, as was

1Sclater, p. 94# Scott, p. 34# Berry, pp. 
129-132. Farmer, pp. 93-96. Wright, p. 64# Small,,
pp, 83-91,

Sclater, p. 94, Berry, p. 129. Small, p. 86
^Sclater, p. 94. Wright, p. 64,
^Scott, pp. 34-36. Berry, p. 129. Farmer, 

pp. 93-96,
^Farmer, pp. 93-96, Small, pp. 83-86.

■1
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   ----See especially Niles, p* 28#2Macleod, Ministry And Sacraments, p, 7»
^See footnotes 4, 7,^and 8, page 171#
^Blaikie, Preachers Of Scotland, p. 321# 

Macleod, Minis try, And B'i'cr ament s, p. 7# Horne, The 
Romance Of Preaching# pp. 217-;21o,, 231#
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1 "Jmentioned by several Warrack lecturers, the stress ' ..yj

' ' 4̂of much in evangelical preaching "has been towards >
2an exaggerated individualism." Secondly, several

writers in the 1871-1920 period declare that too sharp
a distinction has been made between instructive and
persuasive elements in preaching. As in the War#*

%rack material,' stress is placed upon a type of
preaching which encompasses both of these elements.^

Summary.
In summation, what can be said about the sub

ject of pastoral evangelism as. presented in the Warrack 
Lectures on Preaching, 1921-1973?

First it may be seen that eighteen of the 
thirty-six lecturers mention the subject of evangelism 
as it relates to preaching, (It is not surprising that 
fifty percent of the lecturers speak of evangelism 
since a majority of these men received their university 
and theological education at a time when evangelical 
revival movements affected all branches of the Church
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in Great Britain,^ Further, many of Scotland's 
"famous preachers" of the late nineteenth century 
[under whom many of the lecturers no doubt "sat’j]

pwere avid evangelists. ) These eighteen Warrack 
lecturers represent the .first five decades of the 
Lectureship's history. In the, decade from 1930- 
i960, seven of nine lecturers discuss preaching and 
evangelism, with Robert Menziee devoting his entire 
series of lectures in 1933 to the.subject. Why there 
was such a stress upon this subject in the lectures 
given during the 1930*s;may be due in part to Billy 
Graham's All Scotland' Crusade in 1933, the growing 
consciousness in Scotland during this time of the 
need to take the Gospel to the people at factory or

McNeil'on page 239 of his A History. Of The 
Cure Of Souls# 'says "In the century"”and a half from 
EbenezerTBrskine (d. 1734) to Henry Drumond (d. 1897) 
Scotland was frequently stirred by evangelical re
vival movements., . some of which affected all branches 
of the Church* These movements, especially in the 
nineteenth century, were not anti-intellectual, but 
were embraced by scholarly men many of whom added 
lustre to the annals of the Scottish pulpit. They 
also called forth an extraordinary amount of lay 
activity in personal evangelism." Burleigh, A Church 
History Of Scotland, p. 328.

^Henry Drummond, George Adam Smith, James 
Stalker and John Watson all were Dwight L. Moody's 
helpers in his crusades in Liverpool, Glasgow, Lon- 
donerry and elsewhere. See especially G. A. Smith, 
Life of Henry Drummond (London: Hgdder and Stoughton,
1907), Chapter four. See also Webber,. A History Of Preaching In Britain and America., II, 4937'"49B-300.

X : ' :. -■ ,v-'
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fairground, and to the lecturers of the period like -Li
D* T* Niles and Robert Menzies who had such a fervent '4

• Iinterest in evangelism, plus men like D, H# C, Read and -1
. ; ' 7

Robert Small whose education abroad no doubt broadened '’
their vision of taking the Gospel to all people, - j

A second finding in this section on pastoral ■■ ,
evangelism is that the lecturers who appeared during ■ M

the first fifteen years of the Lectureship's history, 
treated evangelistic preaching as if it were in a 
special class. Beginning with Sidney Berry in 1936 
however, many lecturers presented the idea that the 
spirit of evangelism ought to run through almost every 
sermon a minister preaches; /

Also revealed in this examination of the War
rack material is the emphasis the lecturers place upon 
the minister's role in evangelism* The lecturers give 
to the minister the- key role, both in evangelistic 
efforts in the parish and in the services of worship*
A distinct rejection of "traveling evangelists" is re
vealed in most of the Warrack material since in the 
opinion of many lecturers the local minister, in his 
daily pastoral relationships with the people and in 
his weekly preaching, is the key person in reaching 
and holding people for Christ and the church#

A fourth finding is that preaching is accorded 
the most important role in evangelism by many Warrack 
lectures#
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Closely related.-to this fourth point Is the

:A%

emphasis found in several. Warrack lectures that min- ' //L
isters are failing in the kind of proclamation which

1reaches the undecided and uninterested. This con
tention can he found in the material from the fifty .
year period preceding the beginning of the Warrack ' ,;
Lectureship as well as in current British homilectical

pmaterial.
Sixth,, there is no one opinion expressed by 

the eighteen lecturers who discuss evangelistic 
preaching regarding its style, technique, or the 
response people make to the sermon. The lecturers 
do, however, agree upon the substance of evangelical 
preaching; namely, that preachers ought to present
the love and demands of Christ as Lord. .

Yet another area of evangelism to be discus- /
sed is "open air" preaching. The emphasis here is 
that ministers ought to be involved in this type of 
preaching, particularly in areas such as the factory,
the cinema and the fairgrounds' - areas where they can ■ ''‘pi?
reach people who might never come to a church building.

^Read, p. 83. Menzies, pp. 10-11. ^
^Blaikie, Preachers Of Scotland, p. 321. ..,31Horne, The Romance Of Preaching."'p. 2l8. This em- 3̂

phasis is still to be found in Great Britain in the 
late 1960*8. D, W. Cleverley Ford, the Director of 'Ij
the..College'of Preachers,’■ asserts in his book Preach
ing Today. p. 73, that "Preaching is and always has 
been the inspiration of -mission. When preaching is 
at a low ebb, mission is at a low ebb," i

1
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A final finding is that the Warrack material 

contains little that is new regarding pastoral evangelism 
when compared' with the British homiletical and pastoral 
literature surveyed from the fifty year period prior 
to the Lectureship's inauguration. Both bodies of 
literature champion the idea that evangelism is at 
the heart and core of the ministry, that instruction 
plus persuasion ought to be part of most sermons, and 
that much preaching contains an exaggerated individ
ualistic note.

The; Function Of Pastoral Preaching
The material presented thus far in this chapter 

reveals that a large number of Warrack lecturers dis
cuss the pastoral duties of ministers plus the rela
tionship of those duties to preaching. Thus the 
question may be asked: is there something-which might
reightly be called 'pastoral preaching* .according to 
the lecturers?

Only two men, both delivering their lectures 
in the 1920's, use the term 'pastoral preaching.* (It 
may be noted that the, 1935 lecturer David A. MacLennan, 
wrote a book published by Westminster Press in 1933 
entitled Pastoral Preaching..) .Henry Sloane Coffin 
entitles one of his 1927/28 lectures 'Pastoral Preach- 
ing.* The 1928 lecturer, A. Boyd Scott, uses the 
term 'pastoral preaching* several times.^ Both lecturers

Loffln, pp..119-151, 
Ŝo'ott, p. 31, 74.
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use the terra to apply to a wide area of topics.
Coffin discusses topics, such as pastoral visitation, 
social responsibilities,, economic and industrial 
relations, church unity and-Holy Communion under the 
theme of pastoral preaching. A.. B. Scott is less 
specific. In fact, it is his contention that "pas
toral preaching includes those [kinds of sermons]
that are entitled ethical and doctrinal, and even the

1evangelistic type..." That is, according to Scott, 
when a minister is "primarily engaged in the shep
herding of a congregation" his preaching should always

2take on a pastoral approach.
This very idea is germane to the thrust of 

the lectures glen by other men on the Warrack Founda
tion. Lecturers such as James Reid, A. J. Gossip,
A. W. Burnet, Sidney Berry, H. H. Farmer, W. M. Mac
gregor, R. E* McIntyre, E. D. Jarvis, A. A. Cowan,
D. T. Nllea, R. L. Small, S. W. MoWilliam and others^ 
all portray preaching as a shepherding of people. Sid* 
ne.y M* Berry says that the test of our preaching

^Scott, p. 74# L
^idem.
^Hutton, pp. 20-21. Reid, p. 32# Gossip, 

pp. 131, 230, Scott, pp. 31-32. Burnet, pp. 131-32,
Berry, pp. 33, 38-39, 91. Farmer, p. 94# Macgregor, 
pp. 43, 33, 67, 70. Niebuhr, p. v. McIntyre, pp.
21-23, 112. Jarvis, pp. 76-78. Menzies, pp. 46-31#
Cowan, pp. 24-23, 118. MacLennan, pp. 67-68. Wright, 
p. 13. Niles, pp. 39-60. Small, pp. 68-73# Cleland, 
pp. 108-109, 126. McWilliam, pp. 3-4, 82.
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is whether the hungry are fed with the bread 
of life, the darkened and the doubtful are 
illumined with the Divine Light, and those 
who are facing the.overwhelming odds in the 
battle of life are left in no doubt that 
there is-, in God a power which can carry them 
through.

McWilliam in his 1968/69 lectures goes so far as to 
suggest that one aspect of pastoral care is preaching 
itself. R. Leonard Small says that a minister simply 
must preach to his people if he is to be a shepherd 
of his flock.^ Therefore, in the opinion of some 
lecturers, preaching is pastoral care in the context 
of worship. That is, a minister can guide, nourish, 
yes even counsel his people through his weekly preach- 
ing.^ Perhaps that is why Scott said in 1928, that 
"the preaching of men called and ordained as ministers 
in regular charges, is first- and last, pastoral 
preaching*"^

The Function Of Pastoral Preaching For 
Meeting The Needs Of One's Flock 
It was pointed out in the section above on 

pastoral visitation that over one-fourth of the

^Berry, p. 36.
^McWilliam, p. 3*
^Small, pp. 67-68.
^Reid, pp. 4-3# Burnet, pp. 131-32. Berry, 

pp. 33-36. Stewart, p. 100. Menzies, p. 33# Wright 
p. 87# Small, pp. 72-73#

3
73#

Scott, p .  3 1 #

N; -Ï1



s dater 5 pp« 123-24, 137* Black, pp. 47-49* 
Reid, p. 32. Gossip, pp. 133, 230. Coffin, pp. 108, 
123-23* Scott, pp. 72-73* Philip, pp. 39-60. Cairns 
pp. 118-19* Burnet, pp. 112-14, 131-32. Berry, pp. 
33, 38-39, 82. Macgregor, pp. 40, 67, 70. Stewart, pp. 100, 103, 118-19# Jeffrey, pp. 26-30# McIntyre, 
p. 22. Jarvis, p. 30. Read, p. 87* Menzies, p. 83* 
Cowan, p. 18. MacLennan, pp. 67-68. Small, pp. 42- 
43, 72-73, 87,

^Cairns, pp. 118-119* Berry, pp. 33, 38-39* 
Small, pp. 42-43,87*

^Niebuhr, p. v. Cockburn, Chapter I, pp. 3-6.
^Cockburn, C h a p t e r  I ,  pp. 3-6
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Warrack lecturers encouraged ministers to visit their ■ 
parishioners in order to become acquainted with their 
needs. But what should the minister do after he has 
discovered those needs? The answer to that question 
will be presented in this section.

1According to twenty lecturers, once the min
ister (through his pastoral work) has discovered 
what the real needs of his people are, he can then 
proclaim the Gospel in such a way as to speak to the 
heart of those needs. It is only by speaking clearly 
and caringly to the real hurts and needs of the people 
he knows pastorally, that a minister can preach effec
tively." In this sense, these twenty lecturers suggest 
a minister is carrying out what might be termed #pas- 
toral preaching.*

Because of this type of, preaching, the minister ^
%should realize that his sermons have a limited life*^ ’

Speaking of such sermons, J. H. Cockburn says ?
the more up-to-the-minute, the more limited..,. j
The eternal Gospel must be preached to men of ,
a particular time or it.will not be,listened to, in spite of its eternal nature.^

McIntyre agrees. He says that preaching to particular

, [
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*1needs is preaching the Gospel. Thus in the opinion 

of some Warrack lecturers, the sermon which is 
preached to one's own people in such a way that it 
hears directly on their daily needs has a .good

pchance of being both relevant and evangelical.
Therefore preachers fail, no matter how 

beautiful their style may be, if their sermons do 
not bring God's Word to the specific needs of their 
people who sit in the pews on Sunday*^ That is the 
opinion of at least six lecturers,^ (It may be noted 
that these six men all delivered their Warrack lectures 
during the period,when so-called 'life-sitnation 
preaching* was in vogue.^ It may further be noted

^McIntyre, p. 22.
Macgregor, p. 70. Jarvis, p. 30.
^Gossip, p. 133#
^Reid, p. 32.- Gossip., p. 133# Berry, pp. 

38-39. Btewart, pp. 103, 118-119# Macgregor, ' p. 67. 
McIntyre, p. 22,5Two American preachers and professors at the 
height of their careers in the 1920*s..and 1930's are the best example of life situation.preaching. Harry 
Emerson Eosdick's method is described in Edmund H. 
Linn, Preaching As Counseling (Valley Forge, Pa.;
The. Hudson Press, 19”663i" Eos dick discusses this type 
of preaching, which originates in the experience of 
the people to whom it is preached, with the specific 
aim of bringing help to that situation, in an article 
entitled;’’What Is The Matter With Preaching?” Harper's 
MagazineJuly, ' 1928.

The other American.preacher to use and dis
cuss this type of preaching is Halford E. Luccock.
See his ^  The Minister's Workshop (Nashville : Abing-
don Press, 1944)/ Pp. 50-72, 83-92.
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that the second and third lecturers in the Warrack
series, J. R. P. Sclater and J. M. Black respectively,

1speak favorably of life-situation preaching. The 
only other lecturer who speaks of life-situation 
preaching by name, J, C, Mackenzie, is highly critical

pof it. Mackenzie was the thirty-ninth Warrack 
lecturer.)

The Function Of Pastoral Preaching For 
Proclaiming The Gospel To One's Flock
While only two men on the Warrack Foundation

use the term 'pastoral preaching' directly, it may
well be applied to the concept of preaching presented -
by fifty-five percent of the lecturers.^ It is the 
type of preaching which applies the Gospel to the real 
needs of people in a direct way. But above all, it 
is the type of preaching done by ministers located 
in a specific charge. Through their pastoral approach 
in the pulpit, they can reveal their concern and under
standing while breaking the bread of life according to 
the emergent necessities of their people*^

^Sclater, pp. 123-124. Black, pp. 47-48, 
^Mackenzie, p. 93.
■̂ See footnote 1, page 181.
^Small, pp. 42-43, 87.
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’’Effective and richly fruitful preaching of 

1 -Christ” to one's flock is the result of several factors 
in the opinion of several lecturers. The most impor- . .
tant factor is the minister's own religious experience - 
his walking with God - so that he knows of Whom he 
speaks#^ A second-factor, especially for young preachers, 
is to appropriate "the funded experience of a people 
as recorded in the B i b l e in such a way as to speak

' ' \  , -■ s

the Gospel to a heart of need*̂ ' A closely related , ̂
factor necessary for preaching Christ is the need to  ̂i
preach biblically*^ Finally, a preacher who is also 
an understanding pastor is able to present the Gospel 
of his Lord in terms he is sure his people understand.^

A survey of the British homiletical and pastoral 
literature from 1871-1920 reveals several identical 
emphases as the Warrack material on the subject of 
pastoral preaching. As in the Warrack literature, a .-j
fairly large number of authors discuss this type of . f
preaching without actually using the term 'pastoral " ,

7  '. ''. jpreaching*»’. Further, several authors in the fifty , j

J

^Philip, p. 39. ' ■ . *7
^Sclater, p* 137# Cowan, pp. 71-72.
^Cowan, p. 13* '7]
Svatt, p. 22* Mackenzie, p. 108* .
^Black, pp. 123-26. Reid, pp. 38, 123-29*Philip, p* 143* Jeffrey, p. 22, McIntyre, pp. 22-23, 7

Craig, p. 30, Menzies, pp. 130, 143# Cowan, pp. 17-19#
^Gossip, p. 230, Berry, p. 38* McIntyre, 

pp. 22-23* Small, p. 42.
^Blaikie, The Ministry. p. 182 and Preachers . 7 .1

Of Scotland,-pp. 341-342. Stalker, The Preacher, pp.
ÏÏÏ6-T6'8. ÏÏarpenter, Lectures On Preaching^ P. 26. * •!
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year period prior to the inauguration of the Warrack 
Lectureship also hold that a minister must help feed. . 
his flock through preaching simply because he has a

1 . Ipastoral relationship to them* A final similarity
between these two bodies of literature regarding the
subject of pastoral preaching is the importance placed
upon preaching to the needs of people - needs ministers

?discover through their, pastoral work#
A number of emphases are seen in the 1871- 

1920 literature which do not appear in the Warrack 
material# First and most obvious is the emphasis 
placed upon preaching one's own experience# Three 
writers from the 1871-1920 period imply that a preacher 
with an experience of life can preach pastorally to 
his people#^ This is in contrast to the emphasis of 
several Warrack lectures who maintain a preacher gains 
this experience, needed to speak to people, only from 
his pastoral relationships, A second differenceiin 
emphasis, relates to the timeless message of the Gospel# 
Four writers contend that a preacher, if he is also a 
pastor, must hot only.speak to the timely needs of his

Watson, The Cure Of Souls# p. 34# Forsyth, Positive 
Preaching, pp*. 3$"^9i Jowett* The Preacher, pp# 73- 
76. ' Horne, The.. Romance Of Preaching# p#' I'l6# "Notes 
Of Recent ■Exposituohi"*'- The Expository Times # June,
1917, p# 386i" John Edwards7 ’’PreacEung in the Twentieth Century," The Expository.,Times# July, I.918, pp. 
461-64# KeIman#.• The' War And? Preaching# pp# 190-91#

^Carpenter, Lectures On Preaching# p. 26.
Forsyth, Positive Preaching# p. 69#'” ’’'Towett, The
Preacher# pp. 74-73. .

Blaikie, The Ministry# p. 182, and Preachers 
Of Scotland# pp. 341-42. Jowett,, The Preacher# pp. 73-77#

%talker, The Preacher# pp. 166-68. "Eotes of 
Recent Exposition," The Expository Times# p. 386. Kel-, 
man, The War And Preaching# pp.-190-91#
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' 7%flock but also adapt his message "to the universal

'- ' . . 1 needs common to them with all: fhe ages" of men.
This emphasis upon the needs of manking which remain
timeless is not stressed in the Warrack material.

Summary.
In summary.form, what are the main emphases

of the Warrack lecturers regarding the function of
pastoral preaching?

First, according to more than half of the
lecturers, a minister in his pulpit ministry can and
should guide, nourish and shepherd his flock. As one
of the Warrack lecturers put it: "the preacher who
is also a faithful pastor will make a better preach- 

2er.. . That is, preaching and pastoral care are 
dynamically bound together. This view is to be 
found in the literature from the fifty year period 
prior to the beginning of the Warrack Lectureship 
as well as in the present day homiletical literature.^

Blaikie, Preachers Of Scotland, p. 342.
Watson, The Cure Of, Souls, p. 34» Forsyth, Positive , 
Preaching, p. 3# Edwards, "Preaching in the Twentieth 
Century, pp. 461-64»

p. 73.
The Professor of Practical Theology at New 

College, Edinburgh wrote in 1873 that the sermon 
itself is a "feeding or shepherding of the flock" 
on Sundays, See Blaikie, The Ministry, p. 230. P.
T, Forsyth, a Scottish born and educated scholar,  ̂ j
said in 1907 that ministers are "entrusted with the * ̂7
pastoral care of a congregation from its pulpit." ,{
See Forsyth, Positive Preaching, p. 69# A present- i
day minister of the Church of Scotland, Campbell Me 
Lean, said in a lecture on February 24, 1971 to '
divinity students at St. Mary's College, St. Andrews: ■ %'v}
"When a minister is in relationship with his con- ,yi
gregation, he can accomplish alot of pastoral work 
in the pulpit."

.--j: " ' *
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Another emphasis is that ministers carry out 
the/function of pastoral preaching best when they 
are speaking directly to the needs of their people# 
The effectiveness with which a minister meets 
people's needs in the pulpit depends to a large ex
tent on how well he knows them as a pastor# This 
■point of preaching to needs is also found outside 
the Warrack literature both prior to the founding 
of the Lectureship and in recent homiletical litera
ture 1

A third finding is that although'over fifty 
percent of the men of the Warrack Foundation discuss 
what may be called;■'pastoral preaching', none of 
them suggest that ministers in preaching to the needs 
of their congregation are also speaking to their own 
needs. In their discussion on pastoral preaching, 
the lecturers thus fail to urge ministers to identify 
with their people through their preaching style and 
content at this point. .

Finally, the implication of over fifty per
cent of the lecturers on this subject, is that preach
ing is most effective if it is the preaching of a 
local minister whose sermon applies the message of 
the Scriptures to his people's particular needs and 
thus helps them with the job of living.

1For references to the 1871-1920 period see 
footnote 2, page 183# For recent material refering 
to this topic see Ford, Preaching Today# pp. 60-61. 
and A. Leonard Griffith, The Need To Preaching 
(London: Hodder And Stoughton, 1971), p. 41*

■
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Summary Of Chapter.

In sum, a number of emphases appear in the 
Warrack Lectures regarding the relationship between 
preaching and the minister's pastoral capacity. ".f

(1) Almost all of the printed Warrack lec- i
'1/ : 1tures contain references to one or more of the •A

specific duties of pastoral care. This large figure 
(eighty-eightpercent) is not surprising when it is ' J|
found that these men have served on an average of ]
twenty-six years in the parish ministry prior to 
the time they delivered their lectures* , x

(2) What the lecturers say regarding the - J
minister's pastoral functions and., how these relate /
to preaching, is not new. The importance placed i
upon the necessity of carrying out these pastoral -J
functions to assure effective preaching is an emphasis A
to be found (a) in the British homiletical and pas- *

- , J
toral literature from the fifty year period prior 
to the founding of the Lectureship, (b) in the Lyman 
Beecher Lectureship at Yale University and (c) in 
some recent homiletical literature in the United 
States, Canada, and Great Britain.

(3) Over forty-five percent of the lectures 
stress that ministers should fulfill the duties of 
pastoral care solely because this will aid preaching.
Many of these men delivered their lectures during the 
first third of the Lectureship's history. (It may be 
pointed out that these lecturers were sounding the
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the identical note as heard in the British literature 
surveyed from the 1871-1920 period*) During the last 
half of the Warrack Lectureship's history however, 
many of the lecturers stress the duty of pastoral 
care as an end in itself.

(4) Another shift in emphasis occurs during 
the Lectureship's history regarding general and 
specific duties ofvpastoral care. Also during the 
first third of the Warrack Lectureship, specific 
pastoral duties are treated quite extensively. Then, 
the lecturers appearing after the mid 1930's speak 
of these duties in, more general terms* Further, 
such functions as evangelical and pastoral preaching 
received 'individual, treatment in the years from 1921- 
1933# Following this, period, many lecturers suggested 
that evangelistic and pastoral preaching ought not 
to be viewed as separate types of preaching, but ought 
rather to be an integral part of most sermons.

(3) While many lecturers describe how pastoral 
work enriches, aids and supplements preaching, only 
several lecturers denote that when preaching is effec
tive it will mean ministers will have to spend more

1time in pastoral counseling and guidance.
(6) Most Warrack lecturers feel that a minister 

can do much 'pastoral* work through his pulpit ministry. 
This idea was also expressed in the fifty year period

1
R e i d ,  p .  4 #
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prior to the start of the Lectureship and is still 
stressed according to a sampling of homiletical 
literature from the United States^ Canada, and Great 
Britain.

(7) One aspect of the minister's pastoral 
capacity was not treated in the Warrack material.
The fact that a minister should carry out his pas
toral functions, that he should establish pastoral 
relationships, that he should be inspired to do this 
shepherding work is stressed by the Warrack lecturers. 
Yet the reason "why" he should do so received only 
vague expression* The theological emphasis at this 
point (that Christ has set persons, free so they can
be free for others, for example) is missing. Thus, 
in much of the Warrack material, the minister's pas
toral function is seen to be more a duty than an 
inspired delight.

(8) An over-all observation of the Warrack 
lecturers' presentation is that a minister's pastoral 
function is not a task for certain hours in the week, 
but that it involves his daily activities and contacts 
and also his pulpit ministry.

(9) Because of the stress placed upon a min
ister's pastoral capacity, a type of preaching is 
presented, in much of the Warrack material which 
stresses the element of love for people, an under
standing of their problems, and a confidence in the

- " t- V  ' ■>'  ...   ... _j.t.
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grace of God. While there is also alot of material 
in the Warrack literature on correct sermon style 
and form, this 'pastoral* approach receives.greater 
emphasis, particularly in the last two-thirds of the 
Lectureship's history 1

J
;
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Ill. PREACHING AND M F  MINÏSTÊR'%

What: is the ;r.eiatiôhship/îb6tweeh;:a; minister*s 
priestly .duties^ eyid his .greaGhing^ \ What is, the-re-

1% .

.lationship between the sermop ahî/the'rest of a 
'worship serVioe, between thej sermoh:-and the' sacra
ments, between the sermon and prayer?' Wliad/;according 
to the Warrack lecturers, should be the minister's ^
concept of worship? * How, according to the men on • ■ -
t his 1 e c tureship ADn - : preac hing, should a minister - 
conduct-worship?' ' ihibtpresentlchapter will^address ■ '
itself to these que'Stions. '

The chapter :..will be\ divided .into'two\'.m̂  
part’si The fir Si. section will % be theor eticalA ih: - 
nature. It will present the . Warrack lêctûf̂ ers.' ; . 4
viewS; or theories ' of', worship-. The second section 
"'willjhe more' practiCai. since iÿ '̂ 3.11.'deal with the 
lecturers' counsel on.hpw to conduct vmrship.

;A;(i

In this chapter-,; the priestly work of a 
minister shall be,limited almost entirely to his . %-y 7
work'as leader of worship.' - ;

W
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The Mlaiister'G Concent ^  Worship 7

The Warrack Lectureship is a lectureship on A-

preaching. Nevertheless, Mr, Frank Warrack, the
founder, usggested a lecturer on this Foundation j
could speak not only of "the Sermon and the methods '
of effective preaching" but also about the "conduct
of public w o r s h i p . The lecturers of 1940, 1944, .7
and i960 spoke almost entirely on the topic of wor- ■

2ship and the sacraments, while four other men de
voted at least one of their five lectures to the 
theory of worship and how worship should be conducted,^

In presenting their concept of worship, thirty 
lecturers^ discuss such topics as the purpose and

4see page 1* .
^Milligan, The Ministry of Worship. Whale,

"Liturgical Unity of Pulpit and.Lord's Table," Kéir,
The Word in Worship. Sclater, the 1922 lecturer said 
on page ix of the preface to-his 1927 Lyman Beecher 
Lectures, The Public Worship of God, that only chapters
three, four and five contain the material from his
Warrack Lectures, The titles of these chapters reveal they did not speak directly to the subject of 
worship, but rather of the sermon and its preparation. Thus Sclater's Warrack Lectures can not be 
considered as being directed to the subject of worship, .„

ĵScott, Philip, Burnet, Berry,
^Eclater, Black, Reid, Gossip, Coffin, Ecott,

Philip, Watt, Cairns, Burnet, Berry, Macleod, Mil- "
ligan, Farmer, Stewart, Whale, Niebuhr, Jeffrey, Me 
Intyre, Jarvis, Read, Craig, Menzies, Cowan, Wright, . %
Niles, Small, Keir, Mackenzie, Cleland.

...y
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The Place of Worship In The Church's Activity

A number of lecturers on the Warrack Foun
dation discuss the importance and purpose of worship 
for the Church as a whole plus the importance of 
worship for the individual members of a given parish, 
The number of lecturers v/ho speak on this topic, 
together with the comments they make regarding wor
ship, reveals there is a high esteem for all of the 
various parts in worship on the Warrack Lectureship.

The Purpose And Value of Worship ,
1According to eleven lecturers, Christian 

worship is viewed as serving various purposes for 
the individual worshipper. • In and through the ser
vice of worship, the individual can ascribe glory and 

2honor to God. That is, the individual can show his
response to God's action with the nation Israel and
in the Incarnation by offering praise, thanksgiving 

%and himself,^ ' Response is the key to worship in the 
opinion of five lecturers.^ They feel that all of 
worship should be built around the response of the 
worshipper. Thus these five lecturers suggest min
isters must see that worship is directed "outward

^Reid, Coffin, Philip, Watt, Burnet, Milligan, 
Farmer, McIntyre, Cowan, Keir, Cleland.

P̂hi]ip, p. 93. Burnet, pp. 32-33. Milligan, 
pp. 11-12, 63. Cowan, p. 13.

^McIntyre, p. 7. Milligan, p. I4.
^Burnet, pp. 32-34# Milligan, pp. II-I4, 41, 

36. Farmer, pp. 77. McIntyre, p. 7. Keir, pp. II3-I5
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towards God and not inwards toward our feelings 
about God."^ One of the ways the minister accomp
lishes this end is to encourage the worshipper to
join him in proclaiming God's great acts in word and 

2song. A final purpose of worship according to the 
1926/27, the 19,30 and the 1931 lecturers is to be 
educative,^ This purpose is refuted by Mackenzie 
in his 1962 lectures;^/ (This change of opinion re
garding the didactic element in public worship from 
the early years of the Warrack Lectureship to the 
later years reflects the change in opinion and 
practice regarding this matter in the Church of 
Scotland. In the l8th and 19th centuries worship 
did contain a definite didactic approach.)^

James Reid, the 1924 Warrack lecturer, sets 
forth a suggestion not found in the other lectures 
on this series regarding the individual and worship. 
It is Reid's opinion that "worship is only real when 
there is no contradiction in any of its acts or

Quote from Farmerj p. 77, See also Burnet, 
pp. 61-63, 71; Milligan, pp. 11-12, 14-13; McIntyre, p. 7 and Keir, p. 113.2Cowan, p. 13.

193'

267—68

^Coffin, p. 51, Philip, p. 86. Watt, p.

^Mackenzie, p. 89.
5̂Burleigh, A Church History of Scotland, pp.
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rituals" with a person's attitude and actions in all 
of his relationships in daily life,^

The remarks of some lecturers about the im
portance and purpose of worship for the congregation 
as a whole reveal a common emphasis. In corporate* 
worship, the goal of binding people to the minister 
and to each other can be reached. Thus worship, by 
binding minister and people to each other, helps give 
life to the parish.^ Perhaps it is because this pur
pose of worship is so important in the lecturers' 
opinion that six^ out of the thirty men who discuss 
the concept of worship speak of corporate worship in 
their presentations.

One lecturer maintains that ministers should 
explain the meaning and practice of worship to their 
congregations^ while another lecturer in the Warrack 
series (James Black) claims students at the theological 
colleges of Scotland in the mid 1920»s lack "any saving 
and controlling idea of the theory of worship."^ Thus 
Black's emphasis appears to be upon helping ministers 
know the theory of worship without urging the ministers 
to pass this theory along to their parishioners.

^Reid, p. 69.
^Philip, pp. 83-86* Burnet, p. 68. Milligan, 

pp. 12, 26. McIntyre, p. 86.
^Burnet, pp. 47-48, 30-31, 81.
'̂Philip, p. 86. Burnet, pp. 47-48, 81. Mil

ligan, p. 26. McIntyre, p. 86. Cowan, p. 13. 'Cleland, p. 82.
^McIntyre, pp. 7-8.
^Black, p. 40. Yet, it might be added. Black 

doesn't present a theory of worship in his 1923 Warrack Lectures.

■I
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The Purpose And Value Of A Liturgical Emphasis

It has just been seen that when a group of 
Warrack lecturers discuss the value of worship there 
is unanimous agreement regarding its value, for the 
Church. However, when many of the same lecturers, 
present their views on the advisability of ministers 
having a liturgical emphasis in their parishes, 
there is sharp disagreement.

Among the lecturers who declare that an em
phasis upon the liturgical, the cult, the rites, or 
ceremonies is healthy for a worshipping congrégation 
are men who delivered their lectures since 1940,
These lecturers maintain that such an emphasis helps
to recover the concept of the Church as a Body rather

2than as individuals gathered for worship. They also 
assert that a minister who dispenses with liturgical 
disciplines leads his people away from the insights
of the Christian ages 3 Two lectures hold that another
value of encorporating liturgical responses into worship 
is the opportunity it gives the people to take an audible 
part in the service.^ (One of these lecturers feels 
that the small part which the people have in the cor
porate worship of the Scottish tradition is deplorable*)^

1 • ,Milligan,, Niebuhr, McIntyre, MacLennan, Keir,
^Milligan, p. 12, Niebuhr, p, 272. Me Intyre, 

p. 86. Keir, pp. 31r32, 33-36.
^Milligany. p. 12, 'Niebuhr, p. 272*
^Milligan, p. 46. MacLennan, pp. 28-29,

M il l ig a n ,  p . '47.
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Four additional lecturers decry the cold,

1drab and joyless atmosphere of Scottish worship.
These lectures of 1923, 1936, 1931 and 1936 suggest

2that brighter interior decorations, less intellect-
%ualism in the minister's approach to worship/^ plus

more movement and drama in the service would add more
joy, intimacy and inner warmth to the congregation
assembled for worship,^ Thus, these men can be added
to the list of lecturers who see value for.the Church
(especially the Church of Scotland) in encorporating
some of the liturgical emphases into worship.

The two lecturers who warn ministers of the
dangers of a liturgical emphasis lectured in the early 

151930's.^ Both men feel that ministers are already 
turning to the "aest!^tic" side of religion, to "cere
monialism" and to "pageant" in worship and thus leading 
people away fr.pm "faith" and "the knowledge of God 
that saves the soul.

^Gossip, p. 233. Berry, p. 144. Read, pp. 
80-81. Wright, p. 38.

^Wright, p. 38.
^Berry, p. 144. Read, pp. 80-81.
'̂Berry,-p. 144. Read, p. 81.
^Philip, pp. 77-78, 83. Cairns, pp. 39-60.
A. J. Gossip intimated in his introduction 

to W. M. Macgregor's book of lectures, that he, Mac
gregor, deplored the ritual and ceremonialism of 
certain kinds of worship. Macgregor, The Making of 
A Preacher. p. 16.

C a i r n s ,  p .  39.
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There is a. difference of opinion among some

lecturers regarding the liturgical value of having a
clear unity run through hymns, prayers, lessons and.
sermon. The lecturers of 1930 and 1936 claim there

1should be such a unity.- The 1939 lecturer argues 
against such unity. He maintains that if there is 
only one note sounded throughout a particular service, 
some people who desperately need to hear another note

p(be it challenge'or comfort) will be neglected.
There is also a variance of opinion regarding 

a final aspect of the liturgical emphasis; that is, 
the subject of creeds and confessions. The lecturers 
of 1940, 1949, and 1930 declare that there is great 
value in .having a congregation affirm its faith in a 
creed like the Apostle's Creed.^ They feel it would 
give the worshipper the opportunity to make a joyful 
response to the proclamation of the Gospel*^ Two of 
these men suggest, therefore, that ministers’preach 
about the Creeds.^ The 1931 lecturer however, says 
bluntly: "I object to even anything like a creed
being said" especially at a service of Holy Communion.

^Philip, p. 73* Berry, p. I40. 
pp. 77-78.

^Milligan, pp. 52-53. McIntyre, pp. 82-83 
Jarvis, p. 38.

^Milligan, pp. 52-53.
^Milligan, p. 52. Jarvis, p. 58.
^ W a tt, p . 2 1 2 .

A
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(Several lecturers discuss creeds and confession pluj 
their value to both clergy and laity; but these men
do,not speak of their use in corporate worship.)1

The Purpose And Value Of The Christian Year
One particular emphasis in the liturgical side 

of worship is discussed more often than any other by 
the Warrack lecturers. Over fifty-eight percent of 
the lecturers discuss the value and purpose of the 
Christian Year for the preacher and for the service 
of worship as a whole.

"IA, Boyd Scott' in his 1928 lectures entitled 
Preaching Week- By Week, states that the doctrines contained in documents like the Westminster Directory 
ought to "run into the-realities of the believer's 
life," See page 220, . ,

Adam ..Philip, the 1930 lecturer, believes such 
documents as the Book Of Common Order, the Directory 
of Worship and the.Catechism-all assist the minister 
in knowing how to/prepare and cpnduct worship. See 
Thoughts On Worship and.Preaching by Philip, pp. 99-
Too; n 5 ,n:28. ^  .---------Sidney Berry deplores the "trimming down 
of the creeds" to cold.documents. He feels people 
cannot joyfully affirm their faith in watered-down 
confessions. See Berry's 1930 lectures. Vital Preach- 
in&f PP* 31-32.J, H. S, Burleigh on pages 134-33 of his A 
Church History of Scotland, states that the Westminster 
Confession of 1^4 is. still highly regarded in Scotland. Professor James A, Whyte of St. Andrews Uni
versity however, told this writer in January of 1970 
that although he encourages his students to read this 
document, he seriously dbubts if many do. Thus at 
least the younger generation of minister in the Church 
of Scotland may not all be familiar with the West- 
minster Confession.
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The vast majority of the twenty-one lecturers 

who discuss the Christian Year find real value in fol
lowing its themes and emphases. One advantage some 
lecturers see in following the Christian Year is that 
"certain historic events thus become perpetually con
temporary in Christian wqrbhip,"^ thus helping people
see how these events are related to the problems of 

2life. A closely related value of the Church Year 
is this; by following it a minister can help his 
people sëe the great truths.of the Christian faith 
through the Scripture readings' and the content of the 
sermoh#^ The Christian Year, if followed, provides 
the preacher with the opportunity to declare "the 
great•doctrines and historic facts of our faith.
It saves the preacher from a lack of variety in his 
preaching,^ saves him time from searching for texts,^ 
and saves him from glorifying himself.^ Further,

1Whale, p. 146.2Cowan, p. 103. See also Milligan, pp. 16- 
17 and Stewart, pp. 110-111.

^Black, p. 133. Watt, p. I4I* Cowan, p. 83. 
Small, pp. 48-49. Keir, p. 42. MeWilliam, pp. 39-40.

’̂■Reid, p. 130. See also Sclater, pp. 103-106; 
Gossip, p. 131; Coffin, 'Pp. 31-32; Macleod, p. 43; 
Stewart, p. Ill and Keir, p. 42.

^Black, p. 133. Jeffrey, p. 42. Jarvis, p. 27. Wright, p. 72, Small, p. 49*
^Sclater, p. 106. Scott, p. 83# Berry, p. 81,
^ B c o t t ,  p. 134. Keir, p. 37*
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an observance of the great festivals in the Church 
Year "has no small ecumenical value" in asserting the 
essential unity in Christ which is otherwise not 
apparent because of denominational divisions,^ The 
consensus of these lecturers is that the practice of
following the Christian Year is fruitful of much good

2to the minister and to his congregation* The total 
number of lecturers who speak favorably of following 
the Church Year is nineteen.

In contrast to this large number of lecturers 
who see value in the Christian Year for the minister 
and his congregation, are two lecturers who feel it 
has certain disadvantages. Adam Philip feels that 
preaching according to the Christian Year can be of 
value but feels it .could stiffen into "a hard and fast 
scheme."^ Hamish Mackenzie feels that "lifting a text
from a lectionary each.week is a cold process ;i4 It
should be noted however, that both of these lecturers 
also maintain that the Christian Year could occasionally 
be followed for setting the theme of the entire Service.

%

^Milligan, pp. 19-20. Stewart, p. 110.
^See especially Watt, p. 141; Wright, p. ?2 

and Keir, p. 37.
Ihilip, p. 100.
7lacKenzie, pp. 84-85.
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Summary*

A summary of the points made in this section 
on the place of worship in the7Church's activity will 
now be presented.

First, it may be observed that although only 
three men devoted their series of lectures to the 
topic of worship, nearly seventy percent of the lec
tures on the Warrack Foundation discussed the place 
of worship in the church's activity*

A second discovery about the attitude of some 
Warrack lectures on the subject of worship is that 
eight men feel that a good deal of emphasis should

Abe placed on the liturgical side of worship while . '
only two men (both lecturing in the early 1930?s) -rj
argue this leads away from faith and the knowledge .<l

of God.
Thirdly, over fifty percent of the lectures 

discuss one particular aspect of worshipl namely, the 
Christian Year. Every decade involved in the Warrack Ai
Lectureship has between three and six lecturers who 
discuss this topic* Only two lecturers suggest min
isters should not follow the Church Year in a hard -0
and fast manner.

Fourthly, the vast majority of lecturers who 
discuss this topic (nineteen of twenty-one) find great ~ "7
value for ministers and church members alike in fol- 
lowing the pattern of the Church' Year. For example, ' ^
congregations which observe the Christian Year are 
kept aware of their unity in Christ with other

1-i
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^Black, p. 133* Gossip, p. 131,
^Millig’an, pp# 16-17# Me William, pp# 39-40'
-̂ Webber, A History of Preaching# II, 420# 

The First Book of Discipline aIso~staEes that such 
festivals as Christmas, Epiphany and other seasons 
should "be abolished" from the realm. See A. A# Me 
Arthur, The Evolution of the Christian Year (London SCM Press
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denominations# In addition to this ecumenical value,
the observance of the Christian Year helps the minister ,|

'ifin finding texts for sermons, in presenting a variety i
of topics and in keeping from the temptation to 
glorify himself# . A/i

A fifth finding regarding the discussion on '4
the purpose and value of worship centers around the ^

' ' 'reported use of “the Christian Year in Scotland* Two s'/yjV,

lecturers in the -1920's-,' James Black and A# J# Gossip,'A'/ . . --̂ 0
state that ministers of the Free Church of Scotland

' ' , - 1 . v/do not follow the Church Year# The lecturers of -4
- ; ' ' 3%

1940 and 1968/69, CL B# Milligan and S. W# McWilliam JAM
on the other hand, declare that ministers of the Church -7

' ' ' ' - -of Scotland do have the opportunity to follow the j
' ^Christian Year in picking themes and texts for each ■ ]

Service#^
A sixth discovery arises- when the subject of 

the Christian Year is put into its historical context 
(for the Church of Scotland)# Since "for many gener
ation any suggestion of the Church Year had been looked 
upon in Scotland as rankest Romanism"^ it is not sur
prising to find one bitter attack upon "sacred seasons"
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in the literature from the fifty year period prior
1to the Warrack Lectureship* Another reference to 

the Church Year in this literature from 1871-1920 
contains no bitterness, only a statement of fact re
garding its disuse. Stalker in 1891 says that min
isters must make sure they include the leading facts 
and doctrines in their preaching since the Scottish 
churches don't observe the Christian Year/ Thus it 
is within the fifty-three year history of the War
rack Lectureship that the use of the Christian Year, 
plus its general acceptance in the Church of Scotland 
can be observed.

Finally then, it may be stated that of the 
twenty-five lecturers who discuss the place of worship 
(in its entirety or one of its parts) in the Church's 
activity, the vast majority maintain that the entire 
Service of Worship has great value for allowing people 
to respond to God's acts, for adding intimacy and warmth 
to a congregation's life, and for binding minister and 
people together. Thus in the opinion of most of the 
lecturers, ministers should make use of liturgical 
emphases in their planning and leading of worship.

^Benvie, on'page 89■ of The, Minister At Work 
'(written in 1911), says that "sacred seasons of the 
year, unknown in the Scottish churches, belong to the ,
category of 'weak and beggarly.elements,' the resus
citation of which, if addingtto the mechanical order- *
liness would at best add nothing to the spirituality • i
of our services." \ i

Stalker, The Preacher# p. 249*
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The Place of Preaching In The Churches Worship

Nineteen^ of the thirty-six Warrack lecturers 
examined for this paper, discuss the place of preach
ing in worship. Although there is not complete agree
ment regarding the relationship between preaching and 
worship among these lecturers, the vast majority of 
them attempt to erase any tendency to set preaching 
and worship in opposition.

The Sermon In The Context Of Worship
Perhaps it is due to the reported controversy 

between the role of the sermon and worship that there 
is a rather full discussion in the Warrack Lecture
ship regarding the place of the sermon in the context 
of worship.

The lecturers of 1924, 19,25, 1954, 1956, 1940 
and 1945 all refer directly to what they claim is a 
popular idea; namely, that either the sermon is to 
be elevated over worship or the sermon is a footnote 
which may be disregarded as "quite unessential to the 
purpose of w o r s h i p . The lecturers of I924 and I925 
declare that many people feel "the sermon occupies too

1Black, Reid, Gossip, Scott, Watt, Cairns, Berry, Macleod, Milligan, Farmer, Stewart, Jeffrey, 
McIntyre, Jarvis, Wright, Small, Keir, Mackenzie, 
Cleland.'

^Reid, pp. 16-17# Gossip, p. 227. Cairns, 
pp. 49-50, 55-58, 62-65. Berry, pp. 44-45. Milligan, pp. 4-5. Stewart, pp. 70-72.

%
^ C a irn s , p. 50.
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important a place in the service," while the 1936

;'■' and 1940 lecturers ■ report that preaching is magnified
1 ' '  ̂ . 2/; at the expense of worship or visa versa. Then, just

a few years later, James Stewart asserts that for
: some people, the pendulum has swung in the opposite
f direction^. Stewart reports in 1943 that some people
"'I .

"deny to preaching any integral place in the context 
'4 of the act of worship"' in Scotland*^ Therefore within

twenty years, some Warrack lecturers report that the 
attitude of some people in Scotland regarding the 

: relationship between the sermon and the rest of wor
ship has been reversed*

■ Has there been a change in attitude regarding
this relationship among the men who have spoken oni ■ : .

 ̂ the Warrack Foundation? An examination of their
7' printed lectures reveals there has been no appreciable
F; change over the years. On the contrary, the vast ma

jority of the nineteen lecturers who discuss this
in ' ■i: ■ topic all claim that preaching is an integral part of
' worship. The 1940 lecturer, 0. B. Milligan, goes so
f', ' far as to claim that the official position of the

Church of Scotland has never varied on the subject*
1 Says Milligan: "In all her standards the balance
ÿ between preaching the Word and acts of devotion" has

227
"T  -Quote from Reid, p. 16. See also Gossip, p
2Berry, pp. 44-45. Milligan, pp. 4-5.
^ S t e w a r t ,  p. 71.

i

I11
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'always been maintained throughout the history of

“1the Church of Scotland* The emphasis of the War
rack lecturers from Scotland would appear to support 
Milligan*s contention.

This can be seen by looking at the following 
statements# Four men declare that there is an in
tegral relationship between the sermon and the rest 
Of the Church*s service of worship# Because of this 
belief, the 1934 lecturer feels his lectures will be 
successful if he can convince his audience that they
must put the sermon back inside the service "where

%it belongs" rather than separated from worship.^
This is necessary, twelve lecturers hold, 

since preaching is not an isolated thing but an act 
of worship which effects and is effected by its con
text in the Church*s common worship.^ (Only one 
lecturer would suggest that the sermon can be con
sidered as separate from the rest of worship#)^
The only slight difference, of opinion among these 
twelve men centers on the point of whether or not
there ought to be a olear unity or harmony between ■ %r4

^Milligan, p. 9.
^Macleod, p. 35, Milligan, p. 5. Stewart, 

p. 74, Keir, p. v.
^Cairns,p. 36* - . '
^Scott, pp. 178-179, Cairns, pp. 49-50, 63.

Berry, pp. 44-47, I40# Maclepd; pp. 34-35* Milligan, 
pp. 3-5, 9, 61# 'Farmer, pp; 79*̂ 80. Stewart, pp. 37,
72-73. Jeffrey, pp. 56^37.. Wright, p. 60. Small, 
pp. 76-77. Keir, pp. v.,^32* 39# Cleland, pp, 82-
84, 88,

^Watt, pp. 241-242.

   . . v  v. -C." V, '... . .. . y... \ ^ j - - * * - . • > •  iI'-'l X . - 4. I.V.'.X'LX
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the sermon and the other parts of worship. Three 

1lecturers maintain there ought to be such harmony
pwhile two.men on the Warrack Foundation feel this - '

.unwise. In the opinion of these later two lecturers, 
the other aspects of worship (if different in theme 
and thrust from the sermon) can then speak to the
worshipper whose condition was not touched by the

3 . ' :sermon.^ .•<' '
Since these Warrack .lecturers hold to the

unity between preaching and the other aspects of
worship, five men^ are upset that the parts of worship
which precede the sermon had at.one time in Scotland,
been regarded as "preliminaries" by some people in
the Church of Scotland.^ . Perhaps that is why these *:
and other lecturers on this Series carefully delineate
the function of preaching as one aspect of worship.

Theologically then, what is the function of
preaching in the context of worship? According to

■ ■

the nineteen lecturers v/ho discuss this topic, various
functions of preaching are presented. First, preaching
is said to keep "the whole transaction of worship" on 'pi

gthe level of personal relationship. Secondly,
' '::9

■’ 1Berry, p. 140* Small, pp. 76-77. Keir, p. 32. ■■ 
^Scott and Wright.
^^cott, pp. 178-179. Wright, p. 60. (
P̂hilip,' Cairns, Stewart, Jeffrey and Small. 41%̂Philip, p. 76. Cairns, p. 31. Stewart, ■ i|

p. 71. Jeffrey, p. ,36. Small, pp. 76-77# - -,
^Farmer, pp. 79-80. ^

, .4. ' .f: X  : .y..-.,-. :.y -..jr.. i..
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of worship point,

^Mackenzie, p • 100«

;:4
preaching (as with other parts of worship) is a

nsacramental showing forth of Christ* A third function 
of preaching in the context of ■worship is to lead wor
shippers from the, praise of God tô.,a response to God's 
love; that is, to prayer and,concern for others at
the conclusion of worship and throughout the new 

2week,
A fourth function of preaching in the context 

of worship receives so much attention in the Warrack 
Lectureship that it needs to he examined now in some 
detail.

The. Sermon As The Climax Of Worship
While nineteen lecturers on the Warrack Foun

dation contend that the sermon must be seen as only 
one aspect of the entire Service of Worship,.two
lecturers hold that preaching is the climax of worship#

%James Black and Hamish Mackenzie^ both contend that Î- os
the sermon is the climax of worship. That is, rather 
than having an integral relationship to the other 
parts of worship, the sermon is "the crowning act of 
a Service"^ - that element to which the other parts

%

^Berry, pp. 46-47# Milligan,-pp, 3-4, 'j
Stewart, pp. 37, 73# Cleland, p. 84,

Ŵatt", p. 242. Farmer, p. §0. j
^Black, p. 134, Mackenzie, pp. 23, 72, 100. "''J

3
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1James Black, plus five other lecturers also 

speak of preaching as holding the central place in 
every Service* An analysis of their statements re
veals that although there is a change in semantics, 
their views, regarding the place of the sermon in wor
ship closely parallels the view held hy Black and 
Mackenzie* Thus a total of seven lecturers elevate 
preaching not only to the position of prime importance 
in a Service hut also elevate the sermon to the posi
tion of being the climax of worship itself*

The 1940 lecturer, 0* B. Milligan, challenges 
this position. He points out that the original Refor
mation leaders saw preaching as an integral and essen-

ptial part of a Service, not as the climax of worship.

n ' ' "Black, pp* 18-19*. Gossip, p* 34* Watt, pp* 
98-99, 183, McIntyre, p, 7*.. Jarvis, pp* 63-64#
Wright, p..9.

^Milligan,:pp* 3-8*
^Milligan, ■ p, 8* A recent publication by the 

late Professor: lanv-Henderson of Glasgow would support 
Milligan's contehtion at this point. See page 27 of 
Scotland: Kirk Âhà 'People (London: Lutterworth Press
1%9)#

^ M c I n t y r e - ,  p* 7*

In Milligan's opinion, preaching became unduly empa-
sized in the Church'of Scotland because of the attitude ./vi
of the people, not because of any official sanction

%on the part of the. Church*^ Regardless of where the 
elevated view of:, the sermon arose from, the point re- -
mains that seven men speaking on The Warrack Lecture- -
ship on Preaching declare that preaching "must have 1
the central place" in.worship*^' 1
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Summary.

In sum, what are the findings from the above 
examination of the place which preaching holds in the 
Church's Worship according to lecturers on the Warrack 
Foundation?

The most obvious finding is that the majority 
of the lecturers who discuss this topic maintain that 
preaching is an integral part of worship. That is, 
the sermon must not be viewed as separated from, or 
on a "higher level" than the rest of worship. Thus 
the majority of these lecturers view preaching as an 
act of worship which effects and is effected by the 
other aspects of the Service.

Closely related to this finding is the fact 
^that only two lecturers contend outright that the 
sermon is the climax of worship. Five other men on 
the Warrack Lectureship.would also elevate preaching 
to the position of prime importance in worship. There
fore thirty-six percent of the lecturers who discuss 
the place of preaching in worship relegate the sermon 
to the central spot in the Service,

A third discovery in, this study is that four
teen of the nineteen men who speak of the place of 
preaching in worship delivered their lectures during 
the first half of the Warrack Lectureship's history.

Finally, there is disagreement among the lec
turers regarding the views which people (laity) hold 
on the place of the sermon in worship* The lecturers

Lilli
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(who speak on this topic) from the 1920s and 1930s 
declare that the people either hold preaching to be 
above other elements in worship or else they regard 
the sermon as a mere footnote in the Service# The 
lecturer of 1943 claims that most people in Scotland 
deny to preaching any integral place in worship# The 
reports of these lecturers may indicate that the 
attitude of the people at this point changed over 
the years# However, the attitudes of the lecturers 
as a whole apparently remained fairly constant through 
the history of the Warrack Lectureship# Only several 
men in the early years of the Lectureship.set preaching 
above other elements of worship# Thus while the atti
tude of people in Scotland toward the sermon and worship 
is reported to have changed during the Warrack Lecture
ship, the lecturers suggest their own views and the , 
views of the Church of Scotland have remained constant#

The Place Of The Sacraments In The Church's Worship 
In addition to the sermon, there is another 

aspect of worship v/|iich receives considerable, attention 
in the Warrack Lectures on Preaching. The subject of 
the sacraments is discussed, by twenty lecturers.^

Gossip, Coffin, Scott, Philip, Watt, Berry, 
Macleod, Milligan, Farmer, Whale, Niebuhr,.,Jarvis, 
Read, Craig (pp. 111-112), Wright, Niles, Small, Keir, 
MacKenzie.

 .X'/;;
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■- Two of these men, the lecturers of I94O and I944, . "

'' '
f both devoted a large part of their presentations to &_%,
:,:;• " Baptlsm and Holy Communion, The views of these twenty
p ; lecturers regarding the relationship of the sacraments .’£

to worship as a whole, and to preaching in particular, 
shall now be presented, •«ÿ

■ ;'ât

: The Sacraments'" Function In
An examination of the Sacrament of Holy Com

munion reveals that there is a divergence of views 
among the sixteen lecturers who discuss this sacrament's 
function in worship. ' '

One notable différence is seen in the view 
of several lecturers regarding the impact which Holy
Communion makes upon the person•involved in worship.

2Four lecturers imply that, the main value of the Lord's 
Supper revolves around the "feeling" which worshippers ^
experience when this sacrament is being celebrated.
These four men speak of the "great thrill"^ and power
ful feeling which breaks over people in the "hauntingly 
impressive"^ Scottish communion services. Five other
lecturers^ suggest the significance of Holy Communion

6for the worshipper centers not in feelings but rather

--------- =r—  -----
Milligan lectured in 1940 while Whale deliv-  ̂j

ered the 1944 Warrack Lectures. " ,
^Gossip, pp. 41-42, Philip, pp. 107-109. ’.'j

Watt, p. 191$ Jarvis, p. 71.  ̂j
^Gossip, p. 41. Philip, p. 107, 4
^Gossip, p. 41. n
^Macleod, Milligan, Whale, Niebuhr, Keir, 1
^See especially Whale, pp. 141-142 and Keir, . J

pp. 157^138. I
' .
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centers around the action or-response of individuals
and the total congregation gathered for worship. One
lecturer presents the idea that participation in this

1sacrament is itself a response to God's grace.
Another lecturer declares that the individual wor
shipper is able to offer himself to God" in adoring
gratitude and faithful obedience which is the initial

2and final meaning of the eucharistie sacrifice."
Three Warrack lecturers also see this sacrament as 
showing forth the fellowship which all worshippers 
have with one another because they, as one body, share 
the gift of. Holy Communion.^ Finally, two other lec
turers describe the celebration of the Lord's Supper 
as action: the action of God giving himself to His
people which is then followed by the action of the 
people who respond with thanksgiving for this gift.^ 

Because of these differing views of Holy Com
munion, there are varying suggestions presented by 
the lecturers regarding how often the Sacrament should 
be celebrated. (The historical background of the 
question "how often should the Sacrament be celebrated 
in Scotland" should be remembered during the discussion 
below# Although Calvin favored a weekly celebration 
and John Knox a monthly observance, the dictum of

^Milligan, pp. 92, 97-98.
^Whale, p. 138,■ ;
•̂ Farmer, pp. 96-97. Niebuhr, p. 273» Whale, 

pp, 139, 141-142.
^Macleod, p #  9 7 ' .  K e i r ,  p. 3 .
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1392 calling for an observance of four times per year
in towns has come to be a pattern followed by many
congregations of The Church of Scotland to the present 

*1time.) Those lecturers who see this Sacrament as 
creating a special "feeling" in the worshipper sug
gest the Lord's Supper ought to be celebrated spar-

pingly so that it remains "special." Those lecturers 
who see Holy Communion as God's action and man's re
sponse to that action, declare that the Sacrament
.should be celebrated more frequently than the usual

%four times per year in Scotland.^ However, these 
lecturers set down no specific rules, declaring only 
that "the frequency of the celebration" depends upon 
the views of the individual minister and session.^

Closely related to..the frequency of celebration 
is the question: at which Service of Worship should
the Sacrament be celebrated? On this topic there are 
also differing views presented by the men on the War
rack Foundation. Once again it is those lecturers who 
see Holy Communion creating a special feeling among 
people who also maintain the Sacrament should be

^See Milligan, pp. 98-99 and Burleigh's A 
Church History Of Scotland, pp. 166, 268,Mill#   wiAfi»n H     y  U. J. f

^Gossip, pp. 45-44, Philip, pp. 108-109,111, Watt, p. 236.
^Milligan, pp. 98-99* Whale, pp. 123-159*

Keir, p. 138.
^Milligan:, p. 99*
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■ ■■' ' " ■■ 1celebrated at Special Services only# One of these

men says this Sacrament is robbed of its "rightful
setting" if celebrated at the close of a regular Ser-

2vice of Worship* The lecturers who stress Communion 
as involvement in the action of God's grace coming 
to people and the response of the people to that act 
take the opposite position. These lecturers regard 
Holy Communion as worship, at its highest.^ When Word 
and Sacrament are part of the same Service, the action 
of God's love and the element of challenge to the 
people is greatest,^

A final difference of opinion regarding the 
place of Holy Communion in worship centers around the 
lecturers' statements on what happens in the célébra- j
tion of this Sacrament. Six lecturers declare that 'p
the Sacrament celebrates the Real Presence of Christ.^
Three lecturers feel the Christian community merely
remembers Christ's sacrificial death and responds with Î
thanksgiving during the celebration of the Lord's .-.j

r clSupper, Another lecturer declares that the Eucharist "1
is a "corporate communion of God's people with him and
"  \ ■

Gossip, p. 44. Coffin, pp. 148-149. Philip, 1pp. 108-109. Watt, p. 236. ' *
^Coffin, pp. 148-149. j
^Macleod,' p. 97. Milligan, pp. 7, 98. Wliale, 

p. 158. ;
^Keir, p. 138. I
^^cott, p. 170. Philip, p. 109. Berry, p. 47, Z

Milligan, p. IO3. Whale, p4 120. Keir, p. 138# -i’
Coffin, pp. I49-I5O. Macleod,.p. 97. Niebuhr,

p. 273.
-

' , _ ..  ^ _ 'I
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1with one another,"' And a final view (of what occurs

during the celebration of this sacrament) is that the 
Christian community participates in the love of Christ

oduring a Service of Holy Communion.
An examination of the Sacrament of Holy Baptism, 

as presented in the Warrack Lectureship indicates there 
are four main views of this'Sacrament's function in 
worship. All four views regard the administration of 
Holy Baptism as proclamation*

One of these views suggests that in the admin
istration of Holy Baptism the minister is showing 
forth the grace of God (who takes the initiative in 
drawing near the child and making that child a member
of the Church). This view is presented by six lectur-

%ers,^ One of these lecturers contends that the: min
ister personalizes the presence of Christ to the con
gregation assembled for worship simply because he takes 
the child into his arms and baptizes the little ones.^ 

Closely related to this view is that of another 
lecturer who describes the administration of Baptism 
as a witness to the congregation of the fellowship 
which they have because of God's initiative and

^^cott, p. 39, Milligan, pp, 76, 78, 81-82
83# Whale, pp, 127-128. Jarvis., pp. 74-73# Read 
p, 73. Menzies, p, 66,

^ M il l ig a n ,  p . 8 2 ,

3
3

a^Whale, pp. 139, 141-42. ' '•*
^Miebuhr, pp. 273-274

’Si
r:4
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because of God's acceptance of each of them in this 

1Sacrament,
A third view of the function of Holy Baptism

2in worship: is.desciibed by-four lecturers. These 
men present the Sacramentias a proclamation of parental 
dedication. Through-the words of the minister and the 
act of presenting their child for baptism, parents 
are reminded of their task to.raise their children 
in the Christian faith and to renew their dedication 
to Christ as Lord, •

A final'View,-of • baptism presented in the War
rack Lectures portrays this'sacrament as a proclamation 
of the Christian life to those gathered for worship, -d
That is, this sacrament declares that a person has, 
and yet does not have, the new life in Christ, For 
although the person is placed into a new relationship 
.with God, the whole life of that person is one of 
trying to walk "in the .newness of l i f e , ^  |

Thirteen lecturers on the Warrack Foundation \ J
A '  ̂'refer to the topic of Holy Baptism, ̂ The above dis- - i

cussion reveals that eight of these lecturers see 7J
the administration of baptism in worship as a procla-  ̂ ^
mation of the Gospel, That is., when the minister is ‘yj
_______________  " I

^Scott, pp, 39-40, Niles, pp, 29-30. j
^Scott, p. 40. Milligan, p. 82. Jarvis, p. ^

73# Menzies, p. 66.
^Niebuhr, p. 273* . '
4scott, Philip, pp. 103-107. Watt, p. 249.Milligan, Farmer, p. 96. Whale. Niebuhr* -jarvis.Read,p.73# Craig, pp. 111-112. Menzies. Niles. ■Keir.
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7 administering Baptism, he is also involved in procla

mation. He is proclaiming God's grace, proclaiming
' - the need to respond to that grace, and proclaiming

the fact of fellowship for Christians who are brought
,  ̂ together by that grace. It is probably because of
•I this element of proclamation in the Rite of Baptism., .
;i ■ that these thirteen lecturers infer that Baptism

1i- should be a part of a regular Service of Worship.
In sum, it can be asserted that according to 

1', seven Warrack .lecturers the minister while adminis-
if'. tering the sacraments of Baptism and Holy Communion

is 1) proclaiming God's grace active in love, 2)
■ ;■ .V'A. showing forth the need to respond to that grace in

t: ' ' ■‘ praise and thanksgiving,,, 3) declaring that the ,com-
; munity assembled for worship can realize the fellow-

ship which is theirs because of the unifying aspectp;
f of the Sacraments, and 4) urging the worshippers to

participate actively-in the love of Christ both within 
t* and without the Church's fellowship.

y-."r' The Sacraments.' Relationship To, The Sermon
I 'Not only is the function of the Sacraments

discussed in the Warrack Lectureship but the relationship

^L. M, Watt specifically declares the minister 
i'f.l should do everything he can to get the parents to have
it the baptism at the church. See page 249. See also
r, Philip, pp. 103-107.

V..-, '."XXL .A':;.;...- ‘      . • .^*1/  '
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of the Sacraments to the sermon is also treated by

1ten lecturers on this Foundation*
Six out of the ten lecturers maintain there

is a need to preach before the administration of one
2or both of the Sacraments. There are three reasons

given suggesting why a sermon should accompany the
administration of the Sacraments* First, the people

%need instruction about the sacraments^ since, in the 
opinion of these lecturers, there is much misunder
standing concerning the meaning of Baptism and Com
munion*^ This instruction can be given through a 
sermon* Second, a sermon prior to the celebration of 
the Lord's Supper can help the worshippers gain a 
feeling for a vision of, the living Lord who invites 
His people to His table*Third, when a sermon is j
preached at a Service., where one of the Sacraments is j

-

^Coffin, pp. 148-49* Scott, pp* 164, I7O-I7I#
Berry, pp* 44-47#"' Milligan, pp* 76-78, 106-107. '.'q
Jarvis, pp*.63 6̂ 4, 71. Read, p, 73. Wright,.p. 32.
Small, p; 36*.' Niles, .p. 29. ‘MacKenzie, pp* 23, 72.p - , 'Coffin, Scott, Milligan, Jarvis, Read, Niles, *

TScottÿ pp#, 170-71. Milligan, pp. 76-77. ,
Jarvis, p. 7I* Niles, p* 29. Small,' p. 36#

^The;lecturers who suggest there is misunder
standing concerning the Sacraments, lectured in a period from 1928^to 1939. This contention is support 
by at least one source outside of the Warrack Lectureship, Professor Donald Baillie of St. Andrews in his 
book The Theology, of. The - Sacraments (London: Farber
& Farber LTD-, ; 1937TT p. 146 says that within the Church "there is widespread confusion and ignorance" regarding 
baptism and the,Lord's Supper*

'^ C o ffin , p# 149. S c o tt ,  pp. 164-66. Mil-
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administered, the minister can help the worshippers
see that both-word and Sacrament are tied to the

1decisive acts of God in Christ.
Another aspect of the Sacraments* relationship 

to the sermon receives attention in the Warrack material* 
That aspect concerns the distinction often drawn between 
the altar and the pulpit* Four lecturers give attention 
to this topic with two lecturers on each side of the 
discussion* S. M. Berry and ,0. B* Milligan, lecturing 
in 1936 and 1940 respectively, assert there should be 
no distinction between the table and the pulpit*^ As 
Berry put it, both the-. Word of God from the pulpit as 
well as the bread and wine of the altar are "charged 
with the grace of the"Divine 'Presence.#*."^ On the 
opposite side of the discussion- stand E* D*. Jarvis and 
H« C. MacKenzie,. the 1930-and 1962 .Warrack lecturers.^ 
These two men from Scotland declare that "thé Word comes 
before the Sacraments"^ (although Milligan claimed in 
his 1940 lectures, that "under the authority of the 
Church of Scotland unity has been restored".in the 
latest forms of the Communion Office between the sac
ramental and scriptural elements^)*

^Berry, p# 43» Milligan, pp* 106-107» Read, 
p. 73» Wright, p. 32.

^Berry, pp. 44-47# Milligan, p. 103,
^^érry, p, 47,
^Jarvis, pp. 63-64, MacKenzie, pp* 23, 72*
^Quote from MacKenzie, p. 72.
^ M il l ig a n ,  p. 1 03 .

J.--: ,



Summary*
A number^of observations can be made regarding 

the place of the Sacraments in the Church's worship as 
viewed by twenty Warrack,lecturers»

The most obvious observation is that the 
majority of the lecturers who-discuss the Sacraments 
stress the element of proclamation* The lecturers feel 
proclamation is involved in the administration of both 
Baptism and Holy Communion* , The worshippers can see 
the action of God's grace in both sacraments* Further, 
many lecturers suggest ministers preach a sermon before 
administering the Sacraments* In these sermons, the 
minister can a) give much needed instruction on the 
meaning of Baptism and the. Lord's Supper, he b) urge 
the worshippers to respond to God's action and God's 
grace, he can c) show the worshippers that Word and 
Sacrament proclaim the decisive action of God, and he 
can d) help those gathered for worship sense the fel
lowship which is there because of the unifying aspect 
of the Sacraments (i.e. they are all accepted by God's 
grace)*

A second observation in the above discussion 
of the Sacraments is the division among the lecturers 
into two groups* One group feels the main impact of 
Holy Communion centers around the feelings which evolve 
during a celebration of this sacrament* The other 
group strongly asserts the main emphasis is the Lord's 
Supper is upon the action of God giving Himself to His

'.'y;
-t., ", I
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people* Those who stressthe "feeling" aspect of 
Communion suggest this' sacrament should he celebrated 
infrequently and at"special services only. The group 
of lecturers which emphasises the action of God in 
the Lord's Supper urges ministers to celebrate this 
sacrament frequently and most often during a regular 
Service of Worship#

The third observation regarding the Warrack 
lecturer's discussion of the Sacrament shows another 
difference in opinion. I ..Two lecturers claim the sermon 
is more important than.‘the Sacraments while two lec
turers hold there is no distinction between altar and 
pulpit.

A fourth"observation is the large number of 
lecturers who refer to the Sacraments, Twenty of the 
thirty-six lecturers (either printed or avàilable to 
be read upon request) contain some reference to the 
Sacraments# This discovery is particularly revealing 
since a previous thesis written on the Warrack Lectures 
claimed only three lecturers made reference to Baptism 
when in fact, there are thirteen such references.^

John Bishop's thesis referred to on page iv' 
above, covered only the period from 1921-1933# however, j
there are eleven lectures who make reference to Baptism T
in that period# Further, Bishop on page 170 of his 
unpublished thesis includes J# R» P# Sclater as one 
of the lecturers in this category. Bishop wrongly refers to chapter six of Sclater's book# .The Public 
Worship of God. Only chapters three, four and’̂five 
contain material from Sclater's Warrack Lectures*
Bishop, in a letter dated'May 6, 1973, has given the 
writer permission to quote any part of his unpublished 
thesis*

..... . . .  .!
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A fifth observation is closely related, to

the observation immediately above* Although twenty
Warrack lecturers refer to the Sacraments, only three
authors of homiletical and pastoral literature written
in the 1871-1920 period make reference to either Bap-

1tism or the Lord's Supper* One of these three authors,
W# G* Blaikie, implies that a sermon should precede
the administration of the Sacraments* He suggests
that a baptismal address should precede the rite* In
the address, the minister should proclaim to the parents

2

Blaikie, The ''Ministry, pp. 194, 207-208, 212* 13* Forsyth, Positive. Preaching, pp. 3^4# Kelman, 
The War and Preaching# p. 137*

^Blaikie, The Miiiistry, p. 208.
^Ibld# p. 212";; ,

:{

1

their responsibility in the baptism of their child 
Blaikie*s comment that "In former days, in Scotland 
communion occasions were often... great preaching j
festivals"^ may give a clue to the reason why so many ^
Warrack lecturers refer to preaching at Services which 
include a celebration of this Sacrament* This custom 
may have been a part of the lecturers' tradition.

Thus it may be stated that while there are 
only few references to,the relationship between preach 
ing and the Sacraments in the material examined from 
the fifty year peripd^pribr to" ̂ he Warrack Lectureship,. '■ ' '.j-
a good number of lecturers: on..,this Foundation do refer -v 3

: ' '
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'>?'■to this relationship# These lecturers stress the -1

element of proclamation both in:the actual administra-  ̂ *'
tion of each sacrament and in the sermon prior to the 
observance of Baptism and the Lord's Supper* For these 
lecturers, a proclamation of God's acts of grace and pj
man's response to these acts of grace is important.

The conclusions reached in this section en- 
titled "The Minister's Concept of Worship" will now

' '

be presented in summary form.
First, in thirty out of the thirty-six War

rack Lectures examined, there is some reference to 
the Sacraments, the relationship between the sermon 
and worship, or to the subject of worship itself* The 
fact that eighty-three percent of the lecturers refer 
to aspects of worship other than the sermon or to ' -
worship itself, may be a bit surprising since they 
spoke on a Lectureship on Preaching#

Second, slightly more than fifty percent of 
the lecturers who refered to some aspect of worship 
other than preaching spoke during the first half of 
the Lectureship's history. However, nearly seventy- 
five percent of the lecturers who discussed the place 
of preaching in worship delivered their lectures during 
the first half of the Lectureship's fifty-three year 
history* Thus it can be seen that although the re
lationship between preaching and worship was discussed 
more in the first half of the Warrack Lectureship,

- v'fiv;
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throughout its fifty-three year history the lecturers 
make consistent reference to the topic of worship.

Third, many of the lecturers suggest preaching 
is an integral part of worship. As such, many lec
turers view preaching as an act of worship which 
effects and is effected by other aspects of the 
Service,

Fourth, if the report of the Warrack lecturers 
is accurate, then the attitude of the laity may have 
changed from the 1920*s to the early 1940's regarding 
the place of the sermon in worship. That is, some of 
the laity supposedly viewed preaching as the principle 
part of worship in the first ten years or so of the 
Warrack Lectureship's history. Later, the laity are 
said to "disparage, preaching" and view it as an in- 
trusion of the human element into ‘worship. Thus 
conclusions three and four would- indicate that the 
attitude of the laity regarding the place of preaching 
in worship changed over a quarter of a. century while 
the attitude of the majority of lecturers remained 
constant on the subject.

Fifth, one particular aspect of the liturgical 
side of worship receives considerable attention in 
the Warrack Lectureship; namely, the subject of the 
Christian Year, Over fifty percent of the lecturers

1S te w a r t , pp , 70 -71 ,
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I' \ ' ^y;.- discuss this subject, contending that the minister
i who follows the -pattern of the Church Year strengthens ' . ; y,
i -, his preaching and better enables his congregation to
1 focus on the main acta of'God in Christ# Also in

connection with the examination of this topic, the
over-all impression is that a more frequent use of
and general acceptance of the Christian Year in the
Church of Scotland developed during the fifty-three
year period covered by the Warrack Lectureship on
Preaching#

Sixth, the majority of the twenty lecturers 
who discuss the Sacraments and their relationship to 
preaching stress that ministers should be alert to 
the element of proclamation both in the administration 
of the Sacraments and in the sermon which ought to be 
preached prior to the celebration of either Baptism 

. • or Holy Communion# By preaching before the adminis-
- .  ̂ tration of the Sacraments, the minister can give much

needed instruction on the meaning of the Sacraments 
and about the response people should make to the grace 
of God given through them#

Seventh, several differences of opinion are 
7' expressed by the lecturers regarding the place and
by.

purpose of the Lord's Supper in worship. On the one 
1;: hand, there are some men on the Warrack Foundation who

claim the main purpose of Communion is to give the 
;; worshippers a special "feeling" of inspiration and

and God's love. These lecturers suggest this Sacrament

' \ ' ! . h ./ Y
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be celebrated infrequently and only at special Ser
vices. Some of these lecturers also declare there is 
a distinction between altar and pulpit; that is, that 
the pulpit should be elevated above the table* On 
the other hand, there are some lecturers ivho suggest 
the significance of the Lord's Supper centers not on 
feelings, but on action: the action of God giving
Himself to His people and the action of the people 
who respond to His love* These lecturers urge a fre
quent celebration of the Lord's Supper and suggest it 
should usually be a part of the regular Service of 
Worship* Some of these lecturers also maintain no 
distinction should be drawn between altar and pulpit.

Eighth, it can be asserted that the majority 
of Warrack lecturers see great value in the total Ser
vice of Worship. This view probably.explains why 
there is such a large number of men on the Warrack 
Foundation who discuss .worship and the Sacraments in 
contrast to the few references found in the homiletical 
and pastoral literature 'in the fifty year period prior 
to the Lectureship's inauguration* • %j

The Minister's Conduct Of Worship '
In addition to speaking about the minister's 

concept of worship, a large number of Warrack lecturers • y 
also offer advice concerning how a minister ought to - ]
conduct worship* it will be seen that many lecturers "i

::V< ■-..yy: =\', OUy.y.- -I --.-,.vxY;-- y.'./; LU-.  f 1
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suggest that preaching is enhanced through thorough 
preparation for worship, through a proper conduct of 
worship, and especially through the careful use of 
prayer in worship. -,

The Necessity of Thorough.Preparation For Worship 
.ft may he taken for granted that the men 

speaking on a lectureship on preaching would offer 
advice about preparing, thoroughly for each sermon they 
.. preach* What may not be so readily assumed is that 
these lecturers would also urge ministers to be dili
gent in preparing for every other aspect of worship*

^Maclennan, p. 28*
^Gossip, pp* 43-47» Philip, pp, 73-114# Watt, 

p# 239# Jarvis, p. 64* Maclennan, p* 28, Small, p, 
78.

...
-

However, the discussion below will reveal that to be i;»
the case; namely, many Warrack lecturers calim that 
every part of worship needs careful preparation by the 
minister* I
Preparing and Conducting The Entire Service

• i‘ ''The minister should prepare every "act of wor- " .
ship as painstakingly and Christianly as he has pre
pared the sermon*"^ This advice is sounded by six ' ■■
men lecturing in the years between 1923 and I960.
Although there are other lecturers who suggest min- - ;
isters give special attention to preparing certain

'aspects of worship, these six men declare that the 4
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entire Service needs careful preparation* -Thus there
should not be any "sloppy, slovenly work in public 

1worship," for as L# M, Watt says in 1931? all ser
vices of worship "must be true productions of the

phighest Christian Art#"
After the minister has carefully prepared for 

the whole Service he should then be conscious of sev
eral things as he conducts worship* First, four lec
turers (all speaking during the first ten years of the 
Warrack Lectureship) urge the minister to remember he 
must create a certain atmosphere for worship*^ James 
Black maintains "that the first thing that really mat
ters in any service is the atmosphere*"^ Three lec
turers claim it is the minister who creates an atmo- 
sphere of reverence, reality and expectation*^ One 
lecturer, however, suggests that the congregation and 
minister, between them, create the atmosphere in which 
the Gospel can be heard and acted upon#

/Second, several lecturers suggest ministers 
strive to be sincere, honest, warm and tender while
they conduct worship, 7

1Philip, p. 114, ',
^Watt, p. 239.%̂Hutton, pp# 149-130. Black, p. 133. Gossip, 

pp. 103, 217. Philip, p. 80.
B̂ia<3k| p; 153; 
5

p. 80,

p. 101,
7

Hutton, pp. 149-130, Black, p. 133, Philip, 

'Gossip, p. ip3i
Gossip, p. 217. Milligan, p. 82. Mackenzie,

-Lv', P. ■



"1Quote from Milligan, pp* 9-10* See also
Stewart, pp.. 188-89
pp . 3 6 , 187

^ P K l l ip ,  p . 104, B u rn e t, p . 8 0 . S te w a rt

; ' 7
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E Closely related to this suggestion is a third
v:-.' . factor two lecturers set forth as being important for
1 ■ ministers to remember as they lead a service* The
•f-' '>>■ awareness of self must be swallowed up, so that a

"sense of the Divine Presence permeates" the minister * s
conduct of worship, thus allowing Christ to work in

1the lives of the worshippers.
The fourth piece of advice ministers should 

' ■ keep in mind as they conduct worship is the importance
of worshipping alongside their congregation. If the • 
minister is to lead others in worship, then the con
gregation should see that he is truly sharing in the

2act of worship himself *.

and Conducting Various Parts of The Service .%
Lecturers on the Warrack Foundation offer ad

vice on how various parts of a Service of Worship 
should be conducted. Because the lecturers discuss '
the topic of prayer , so extensively, that aspect of •
worship shall be treated under a special heading below, -- '  ̂ Î

- ■ ' 1 

' ' ■' ' ■The Scriptures, ‘ ' i'-j
The Scriptures should not only be read well, ■  ̂;j

they should be read in such a way as to move and uplift
' 1

"I

'-1
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• ■ ' 1 ''those assembled for worship. Therefore, ministers ■• ,v

should spend time reading the Scriptures before the ■ i
P '

Service so they may read them during worship as if ' ,
%  'Mthey themselves were the author,^ The public reading {

of Scriptures is important, since the Scriptures, like
a sermon, proclaim God's truth'' (and, according to A# ^
J, Gossip proclaim it even better than the minister's
sermon). This is the counsel offered by six Warrack
lecturers. Three lecturers also speak on the subject
of selecting the Scripture readings. Two lecturers
suggest they be chosen with the subject of the sermon
in mind, while one lecturer strongly objects to this
practice. He suggests instead that the readings be

*

chosen to include'a note not dealt with in the sermon,
ÎThis might present a message to someone whom the sermon ; j

bypassed. ;

The Praise,
The hymns or praise have several functions in

7worship according to ten Warrack lecturers. First,

%-̂ Cairns, pp,. 172-173. 
^Gossip, p. 43# Watt, p* 2,
^Berry, p. 141# Jarvis, p. 64
^Wright, p,'60, •7 '-"'d'Gossip, Philip, Berry, Farmer, Jarvis, Read,

Wright, Keir, Mackenzie, Cleland

1 ! Watt, p. 2, Philip, p. 114. Jarvis, pp.
66-67* -d2Gossip, p. 43.# Maclennan, p. 28,
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the hymns help the preacher hy providing him with 
resource and illustrative material;^ by speaking to

pa worshipper whom his sermon has missed; and by
bringing, the message of the sermon home to the heart
of the worshipper.^ (It should be pointed out that
there is disagreement among the lecturers regarding
whether or not a hymn should be chosen to "prepare"
a congregation for the sermon. Two lecturers conceive
of the hymn either before or following the sermon-as
a means to help the worshippers better grasp the
preacher's message#^ Two lecturers strongly object
to using hymns "as a 'softening-up» process before
the all-important sermon."^)

A second ..function of . the hymns or praise in
worship is to give the congregation a vocal part in 

g 'the worship, to bind the congregation together in
7the unity of praise, and to allow the congregation

to thrill in the element of praisei* (Here, at this 
point also, a note of objection- is raised by one lec
turer, H, H, Farmer decries hymns which are selected 
mainly to stir people's feelings rather than deepen 
their apprehension of God.^)

'Cleland, pp* 30-31#
Wright, p, 60» Keir, p, 104# -
Berry, p# I4I, Jarvis,..;p. 64, Keir, p, 99-
Berry, p, I4I. Jarvis, p. 64#
%right, p. 60, Keir, p. 99. 
Philip, p. 87
8Gossip, p# 44 
9i

Philip, pp. 96-97# Jarvis, p. 63#'
Farmer, pp. 74~77,
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;.• In addition to speaking of the above function// ^

r; of hymns, four men on the Warrack'Lectureship offer a
y, wide variety of suggestion regarding music* These

 ̂ 'y ■ men say that ministers should know the history of
■ T■ Christian music because some of it is very rich while

y •' 2some of it is inappropriate today. These lecturers 
also add such detailed comments as: most hymns can
be cut by several verses;^ work out the hymns for an 
entire year;^ and give the praise list to the organist 
a day or even a week ahead of time.^ - ^

The Children's Address.
The Children's Address is mentioned by seven 

Warrack lecturers. Two of these men commend children's

keir, pp. 106-108, 116.
Read, p. 38. ■
^^arviS; p. 63.
^Mackenzie, p. 1Q2.
^Idem*
^Reid, pp. 30-31. -Gossip, pp. 197-200. Scott, 

Jarvis, pp̂ ), 69-71.. Wright, p. 70. Small,pp. 43-47# Jarvis, pp.1.69-71#. Wri pp. 78-79* Mackenzie, pp. 102-103,.
Jarvis, p. 70* Small, pp. 78-79#

^Wright, p. 70.
^Bcott,pp% 48* 47# Mackenzie, p . 1 0 2 ,

I• I

. 7addresses to ministers,V another feels many children's .'1
8sermons don't have a real message, while two other 

lecturers portray the children's portion of the Ser
vice as an institution established in Scotland which 
must therefore be dealt"■ with by ministers.^ If
ministers do indeed include a children's address within

t '
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the Service, then several Warrack lecturers would
suggest the address he clear, simple, pictorial,

-]practical and brief.*
The value of this part of worship is that 

the people who may fail to understand the regular
psermon may get much out of the children's address;

it may help the minister learn to be clear, simple
and imaginative in his regular preaching;^ and it
may be a real meansof communicating God's truth to
young people;^

Some of these same emphases can be discovered
in the material surveyed from the fifty year period
prior to the Warrack Lectureship* Already in 1888
the statement is made that "preaching to children is -
becoming quite a recognized branch of pastoral duty"
in Scotland,^ Also, there is the suggestion that a
minister can often communicate with young people

'6through the children's address. Then too, there is 
the suggestion from two authors that the custom of 
having a children's address in the Service can aid 
preaching from the pulpit. Only, rather than
  ^ -------

Reid, p# 31, Scott, p. 47, Mackenzie, p.,103.
k e M ,  pp. 30-31. Small, p. 79.
koeslp,‘pp. 197-200, Jarvis, p. 70. Wright, ,

p, 70.
^Jarvis, p. 69#q ■ •- y :^Blaikie, Preachers Of Scotland, p. 314«
Stalker, The Preacher, pp# 174-73, Benvie, ’

The Minister At Work. n. 129. '■mi I I, ■ ■ i  ..  f -*•
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emphasizing that this custom can help the preacher's 
style (as several Warrack lecturers do), these men 
suggest the children's sermon can "be a bridge" help
ing the young people over to the habit of listening

1to what is said from the pulpit,"

The Sacrament of Holy Baptism,
The Rite of Baptism is an important part of

^Blaikie-, The 'Ministry, p. 193# Stalker, The 
Preacher, p. 173#

khilip, pp. 103-106. Watt, p. 339. MU- 
ligan, pp, 82-83#^ Jarvis,pp, 72-73# .. -

^Milligan, p, 83# '
^Milligan, p. 82. Jarvis, p. 73#
Jarvis, pp.. 72-73

%

y
a Service of Worship and as such should be carefully ... ,
prepared for and conducted by the minister in the -

2opinion of four Warrack lecturers. Because the min
ister mediates the Presence of Christ in baptism,^ 
he should be warm, tender and very human in the admin
istration of the rite.^ To assist the minister in 
keeping this Christ-like attitude, one lecturer makes
the suggestion that he remember not to become a slave :
to any set form for baptism.^ ' - !

• ■■
It may be observed here, that although thirteen ]

Warrack lecturers refer to the Sacrament of Baptism, i
only four of them speak about the actual conducting ..‘7/id
of the rite. *
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The Sacrament of Holy Communion*

Holy Communion is celebrated in the most
appropriate spirit when the minister sees to it that

' 1he has prepared himself prayerfully and devotionally.*
This, is the main thrust of what the Warrack■lecturers 
say regarding the conducting of a service which in
cludes the Lord's Supper. The only other counsel 
from the lecturers on this topic is that the minister 
should be sure the entire service with Holy Communion 
keeps within the ordinary limits of a regular Service*

It may also be pointed out that two lecturers 
briefly discuss the subject of private communion in 
homes# Both men, speaking within the first decade 
of the Lectureship, recommend the practice to minister*^

Preparing and Conducting Special Services
As seen above, some Warrack lecturers maintain 

the Lord's Supper should be celebrated during,a regular 
service while other lecturers assert that this Sacra
ment should be a part of a special service only. How
ever, none of. the lecturers on this Foundation address 
themselves to the topic of how a special service of 
Holy Communion might be conducted. Therefore, the 
present investigation will focus only on the special 
services at which the minister conducts weddings and 
funerals.

"1

2

^Philip, p. Ill, Watt, pp* 232-33# Milligan, -p. 102, pScott, p. 164» Watt, p* 232* Mackenzie, p* 101. 
^Coffin, p. 148. Watt, pp, 237-38.



kblllp, p-. 112. Watt, pp. 239, 247-48 
Jarvis, pp. 73, 76,

68—69

p* fV, fO#2Coffin, pp* 103-104, Menzies, pp* 63-63,
3t'Watt, p. 247 
karvis, p. 73. 
khllip, p. 112 
^Watt, p. 150

pp* 239, 248. Jarvis, p. 76, 
^Blaikie, The Ministry* pp* 206-207,

y  - p : -  - ' ' r  % ^
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Weddings ;

The Marriage Service, together with brief 
comments on how it may be conducted, is treated by 
three lecturers. (Two other lecturers refer to 
marriage, but only to the need for teaching about 
its meaning# ) These lecturers make the following 
rather trite suggestions to ministers: 1) encourage

" - , -Zcouples to-have their wedding ceremony in the church;^ 
2) do not be tied to any one order for the Marriage 
Service;^ 3) be aware of the beautiful Benediction 
in the 1364 Book of Common Orderp 4) do not mumble

C ' :'-ythe Service; and 3) make thorough preparation for a v|
brief and simple ceremony.^ ’ '̂ 7

The one reference to the Marriage Service 
discovered in the material from the 1871-1920 period, 3
suggests many of the same things to ministers as do . -j

8 "Ithe Warrack lecturers. That is: prepare a simple
but brief order, remember that there is no set litur
gical form to follow in Scotland, and do not include '
"lumbering prayers." in the Service, There is however, .d
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one additional subject mentioned in this reference 3
from 1873 which is not found in the Warrack material#
The minister should, see that a brief address is part ; ■,
of the ceremony*

Funerals *
The Funeral Service, including the Burialy

Service, must not be, conducted.without adequate prep- 
1aration. Because it is an impressionable time, the 

minister should proclaim the truth of the Gospel 
through the reading of Scriptures, the prayers, and

2 Xan address* However, the entire Service should be 
brief*^ This is. the sum of the counsel offered by 
four Warrack lecturers who mention the subject of 
funerals*^

The one explicit reference in the Warrack 
material to delivering a sermon at a funeral service

.-y
is balanced by the one.reference uncovered in the j

uhomiletical and pastoral literature surveyed from the
.. 4

' "^Watt, p.# 239» Menzies, p. 77. - ’ ‘ |
Zphilip, pp. 112-113. Watt, pp..230-31. J

Jarvis, p* 73# Menziesp* 77# ‘ I
^Watt, p. 230.
La 1One other topic relating to funerals, but '

not to funeral services, is an old custom in Scotland j
called "chesting" the dead*,. .L# M» Watt in 1931 : days j
that a service often was conducted by a minister in 
the home when the undertaker; placed the body in the coffin. However, Watt declares that he "killed" the custom in his particular parish. See Watt's The 
Preacher's Life And Work,-pp. 230-32. ' 1

''•I
•li
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fifty year period prior to,the beginning of the 
Warrack Lectureship* In'that one reference, W* G# 
Blaikie, Professor of Apologetics and Pastoral Theology
at New College, assumes that, a sermon will be part of

. ' I 1 ' :\/7 'the Funeral Service, The other reference to funerals
is made by C. H, Spurgeon* The nineteenth century
Baptist preacher indirectly refers to the possibility
of preaching on the subject of death both before and

2 'at funeral services*

The Indispensability of Prayer
Prayer is an- indispensable part of worship*

This is the forthright declaration of three lecturers
%on the Warrack Foundation, The fact that two lec

turers devote entire chapters to the subject of
prayer, that five men treat prayer in a section of
‘ 8 their lectures,^ and the fact that a total of sixteen

lecturers speak about prayer^ adds credence to the
importance of prayer for worship and preaching in
the sight of many Warrack lecturers.

1Blaikie, The Ministry* p* 208*
'Spurgeon, ^  All-Round Ministry* p, 369#
^Gossip* p* 49, Burnet, p. 96* Niles, p. 93#
^Burnet, pp* 8I-II4* -Niles, pp. 91-114,
^Gossip, pp, 46-33, Scott, pp* 183-86. Philip, 

pp. 87-96, Milligah, p p .20-43, Keir, pp. 30-34#
^Gossip, Scott, Philip, Watt, Cairns, Burnet,Berry, Milligan, Jeffrey, Jarvis, Maclennan, Wright, Niles, Small, Keir, Mackenzie,
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The discussion which follows will seek to 

reveal the importance of prayer for worship, for the 
sermon, and for the preacher. The place of prayer 
in the minister's life will be presented in Chapter 
V, Thus, the present investigation will focus on the 
place of prayer in worship plus the relationship of 
prayer to the sermon.

Prayer Is Vital For Worship
In the opinion of four Warrack lecturers, one

of the hardest yet most important tasks of a minister
1is to lead a worshipping congregation in prayer.

This particular ministerial^-function "cannot be done
2 ‘ too well," Since "it is impossible to exaggerate

the importance" of prayers in worship, the minister
must be diligent in his preparation for this part of

%the Service*^ Further, .-the minister should be alert
to the needs of people as he leads'prayer* Then too, 
the minister should be,sensitive to the type of 
atmosphere he is creating'’for worship by his prayers.
- :■ ■■■. Prepare adequately for leading prayer. This
is the counsel which thirteen lecturers offer ministers 
Since it is such a tremendous responsibility (because

1Gossip, p. 49. Scott,.p. 184# Burnet, pp, 82, 96. Miles, pp. 92-93.
^Burnet, p. 96.
^ Q u o t e  f r o m  Gossip, p. 4 9 .



of the type of service conducted in the Church of
Scotland and the old Free Church.of Scotland),^ the
minister must prepare for leading prayers with elab- 

2 'orate care. Two lecturers;go;so far as to suggest 
that no part of Worship needs greater preparation

3 ■- ""than the prayers.^ One .reason why preparation is so 
vital is due to the fact that the unprepared minister 
leaves the worshippers too much at the mercy of his 
present mood.^

So how should the minister prepare his prayers 
according to several Warrack lecturers? The main 
thing the minister should do is continually think of 
the congregation while preparing the prayers*^ Through 
his visiting and identification with the people of his 
parish, the minister will be able to sense their needs

1Gossip* p# 47.Milligan on pages 68 and 69 points out that 
the composition of the prayers was left to the discretion of the officiating minister ever since the 
Westminster Directory was issued in the mid-seventeenth century,

^Gossip, p. 49. Scott, p. 184# Philip, p#
87# Cairns, p. 69. Burnet, pp, 82, 96-97, 101, Mac- 
lennan, p. 29. Miles, pp, 92-93. Small, p, 77.

^Philip, p. 87, Cairns, p,;69.
^Gossip, p, 47. Philip, p, 89» Jarvis, p. 68,
^Philip, p. 94. - Watt, pp, 244-43. Milligan,- p. 23* Jarvis, pp, 67-68, Maclennan, p. 29#

3 ’:

3 ^
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and thus he able to include those needs in the prayers 

1on Sunday* If a minister does not prepare the exact 
words of prayer before thé Service, he should strive 
to enter into the feelings of the worshippers and 
give expression to those feelings in prayer to the

p,bost of his ability. Another way for a parish min
ister to prepare for prayer is to steep his mind and 
heart in the Scriptures (especially Christ's prayer 
in John 1?)^ and in the great prayers of the saints#
He should Oven commit to memory some prayers from 
the various manuals, of his .and other churches#^ It 
would also be helpful to youhg ministers if they kept 
a note-book, of memorable petitions from the treasures 
found in Christendom's service-books#^ These later

6
suggestions now lead to a discussion about the value 
and place of written or free prayers

Prepare for both written and free prayer. That 
is the suggestion of some Warrack lecturers. Four 
lecturers urge young ministers especially, to write

p. 29,
]"Philip, p, 94. Milligan, p, 23. Maclennan,

Thilip, p, 92. Burnet, p. loi. Jarvis, pp. 
67-68, Mackenzie, p. 1Ô2.

^Philip, p. 92. Burnet, p, 102, MacKenzie,p, 102, 6L# M, Watt on page 243 of his printed Warrack

2 ' " ■ ' Berry, p, 142. Jarvis, p, 68, J% ' - RH^Burnet, p, 101, Niles, p, 93. -,j
4i

Lectures reports that the General Assembly declared 
in 1839 that the reading of a prayer in public worship 

:fv either from a book or manuscript, was contrary to the ,
laws of the Church of Scotland* However, he further 

f., reports that the General Assembly had, by 1931? sane- -u
t, tioned the use of books of prayers for public worship, , 1

I ' '!
, J  . - ,■ 'Î     -..... V;,........ '
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out their prayers. One lecturer feels young ministers

Pshould not be reluctant to pray extemporaneously, 
while two additional lecturerers say either type of 
prayer is fine although they personally prefer the 
unread prayer,^ .

The value of the Written'prayer for the min
ister is that he can keep the prayers short and concise 
since there is nothing;particularly edifying about
"the graceless hodgepodge,of.unpremeditated 'free

A . - :prayer'."^ However, if ministers use written prayers,
two lecturers would urge they be spoken in such a 
manner that worshippers "feel" they are being offered 
freely:.̂

Which ever form the minister uses, written or 
free, he should especially make use of intercessory 
prayer for the lonely and forgotten.^ He should also 
include in the prayers, at times, such elements as 
confession, petition, thanksgiving and adoration.^

"1

^Scott, pp. 184-186. Watt, p. 243. Jarvis,p. 67. MacKenzie, p. 102.
^Berry, p. 143.
^Burnet, p. 102, Maclennan, pp. 27-29.
^Quote from Maclennan, p. 29. Jarvis, p. 67
^Bcott, pp. 183-186. Burnet, p. 102.
Gphilip, pp. 94-93. Burnet, pp. 96-97. Mil- ligan, pp. 24-23, 38-40. Miles, p.
^Burnet, pp. 83-97. Milligan, pp. 30-38, 47- 

48. Jeffrey, p. 33.
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All of these various elements and forms of prayer 
serve to create an atmosph 
especially for the sermon.
serve to create an atmosphere for worship,^ and "j

Prayer Is Vital For ' The .Sermon ■ ' .
The Warrack lecturers; suggest a number of 

ways in which prayer vitally effects the sermon.
First, the prayers set the tone of the Service in ' ;

' ' . 2 which the sermon is a part. Thus two lecturers
feel that worshippers can";gain a feeling of "expect
ancy" for the sermon because of the minister's 

%prayers.^ Second, because the minister has led the 
congregation in prayer up to the time of the sermon, 
he does not need to establish a rapport with the ' -
worshippers from the pulpit. That fellowship, that 
sympathy, that oneness is already there because of 
the minister's prayers.^ <j

Third, the minister who has wrestled in prayer ' %
before and during his sermon preparation, plus be
fore the actual delivery of the sermon, has gained a J

8 1sense of power from God for that sermon,^ Therefore J
in this connection, one lecturer commends to his

^Philip, p. 87. Cairns, pp, 68-71.2Philip, p. 87# Cairns, p. 71. Burnet, pp. 
82-83. Small, p. 78. Kêir, p. 33.

-̂ Cairns, p. 71. Small, p. 78.
^Burnet, p. 83. 
^Cairns, p. 68. Burnet, pp. 102-103. Milligan, p. 27.

   -   ...



^Milligan, pp. 63-64.
^Gossip, p. 49# Wright, p. 60.
^"Pastoral Theology," The Homiletic  ____

Vol. I, 1877, p. 317. Horton, Verbum Dei, p. 215* 
Jowett, The Preacher, pp. 159-1667 Horne, The Romance Of Preaching, pp. 208-10.

^Horton, Verbum Dei, p. 215*

247 ,3
;

audience the old Scottish practice of praying a short '"I
prayer from the pulpit just prior to the sermon, '■7
asking God to direct him andopen the hearts of the ”’"1

1worshippers to receive his message. ..i
IA final value of prayer for the sermon is that 

it often speaks to the heart of the worshippers who 37
may have been "bored" or "missed" by the preacher's /r/

2 7sermon.
Many of the points made by the Warrack lec

turers regarding prayer and its relationship to 
preaching may also be found in homiletical literature 
written by British authors in the period between I87I 
and 1920. In that literature there is also an em
phasis upon the importance of prayer and the need to 
prepare, even to write, prayers carefully.^ As in ;

the Warrack material, there is the suggestion that 
the minister spend as much time ,in .preparing the .
prayers for worship as he does in preparing his ser- y

U 'mon.^ Then too, the identical correlation is seen
between the sermon and the prayers in both bodies of
literature. That is, there is also the suggestion
in the 1871-1920 literature that people will be ,y
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attentive to the sermon only if they are also stirred

1by the minister's prayers* In fact, one author goes 
so far as to suggest that much of the minister's in
capacity in the pulpit is due to people being unmoved 
by his prayers prior to'the time of his sermon.^

Rather than spelling out in detail how a 
minister should prepare his prayers, the literature 
surveyed from the fifty year period prior to the 
Warrack Lectureship suggests merely that the minister 
have a deep sense of the presence of God and of the 
importance of his prayers as he writes them*^ Also, 
no discussion was found in this literature (as in the 
Warrack literature) regarding whether written or ex
temporary prayers are best. Both types are referred

Lto without drawing a distinction between them.^

Summary *
The conclusions reached in the above section 

will now be presented* The most obvious observation 
is that many Warrack lecturers place a great deal of 
emphasis on the necessity for preparation* The lec
turers talk a great deal about the need to be prepared

^Horton, Verbum Dei, p. 215* Horne, The 
Romance of Preaching,.pp* 208-209.2Horton, Verbum Dei, p. 213.

-^"Pastoral Theology", The Homiletic Quarterly,
p. 317.

^"Pastoral Theology", The Homiletic Quarterly, 
p. 317. Horne, The Romance of Preaching, p* 2087
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for the entire Service'as well as for each part of 
worship. Six of the fourteen lecturers who stress 
the importance of preparation for worship assert the 
minister must he as well prepared for each part of 
worship as he is for the sermon.& In fact, several 
men speaking on the Warrack Foundation declare that 
no part of worship (sermon included) needs greater 
preparation than the prayers.

Closely related to this observation regarding 
preparation are the answers given by many of these 
fourteen lecturers to the question: why is the min
ister's preparation for worship so important? The 
answer which appears on the surface of the lectures 
is this; since each part of worship is so important, 
it should be prepared for carefully. However, two 
other answers emerge upon a closer examination of the 
material.

One of those answers is this: what the Service
of Worship becomes, depends almost totally upon the 
minister's preparation and conducting of the Service, 
Many of the lecturers declare that the minister is 
almost completely responsible for the "atmosphere" of 
worship. Only one'Hlecturer suggests the minister, 
plus the peoplecreate the atmosphere for each service 
The other reason why preparation is so important is 
because each part of worship effects the sermon. Thus, 
while seven lecturers declare outright that the various 
parts of worship are not merely a framework for the
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sermon but exist in their own right, they also go on 
to say that the proper ; conducting of these aspects of

1the Service greatly enhance the effect of the sermon. 
Further, although five lecturers renounce the term 
"preliminaries" (the term which .many people in Scot
land formerly used to describe those elements of wor
ship precedeing the sermon), and although the 1943 
and 1948 lecturers declare they are glad the term is 
no longer heard in Scotland, nevertheless these men 
leave the clear impression that the various elements
of worship do indeed "prepare" for the hearing of the 

2sermon* Since in the opinion of some lecturers the 
minister creates the atmosphere for worship and since 
each part of worship prepares for the sermon, the 
minister must arrange for these various parts 
thoroughly.

A third conclusion reached in this section 
on the minister's conduct of worship is that many 
Warrack lecturers create a high ideal of the minister. 
Many lecturers portray the local minister as a man 
who must be warm and tender in leading worship, as a 
man who must be alert to the needs and feelings of

Vhilip, pp. 75-77. Cairns, pp. 49-51. Ste. wart. pp. 70-72. Jeffrey, pp. 36-37, Small, pp. 
76-78, Keir, pp. 32, 39* Mackenzie, pp. 101-102.

^Philip, p. 76. Cairns, p. 31* Stewart, p. 
71. Jeffrey, 36, Small, p. 77.

. . .  3
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his people as he prepares for worship, and as a man 
who must make thorough preparation for every Service 
he conducts. The Warrack lecturers therefore sug
gest it is by a minister's own effort that each 
Service becomes "successful," Only one lecturer 
suggest the Holy Spirit enables the minister and 
people to worship meaningfully.

Another finding in this section is the great #
'iemphasis many Warrack lecturers place'upon prayer. %

Once again the main impression left by the sixteen '"3
lecturers who discuss prayer is that prayer vitally
affects the sermon. By creating an atmosphere of
expectancy for the sermon because of his prayer, by
gaining a rapport with people through his prayer,
and by getting in touch with the power of God in his
personal prayers before writing and preaching his
sermon, the minister.is able to preach an effective
sermon,

A fifth conclusion observed in this section •.
is that more lecturers are-apparently more concerned 
with the theory of worship,,'and the individual parts 
thereof, than they are with the practical issue of 
conducting worship. For while thirty lecturers pre- 7
sent their concept of worship, only twenty-four men 
on the Warrack Foundation make suggestions as to how 
the minister should conduct a service or lead 
worshippers in its various parts. The subject of 
the Sacraments particularly highlights this point.
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While thirteen lecturers discuss the concept of 
Baptism, only four lecturers refer to the adminis
tration of the Sacrament. Again, although sixteen 
lecturers discuss the theoretical side of the Lord's 
Supper only five men make suggestions regarding the 
preparation and conducting of a celebration of 
communion, .

A final conclusion is the fact that sixty- 
seven percent of the 'Warrack lecturers discuss, in 
some detail, the mechanics of preparing for and 
conducting worship, while only a handful of authors 
of the literature surveyed from the 1871-1920 period 
speak on this topic. ' Also in this connection, it 
can be seen that the writers of this literature 
from the fifty year period prior to the inauguration 
of the Warrack Lectureship present many of the same 
suggestions as the Warrack lecturers. That is, 
authors"can be found who encourage ministers to pre
pare faithfully for worship and especially the prayers, 
to prepare and read Scripture carefully, to prepare 
thoroughly for Special Services, and to realize the 
importance of hymns for worshippers. Thus, with few 
exceptions, the Warrack lecturers present nothing on

- ; % 
- "f.

^Williamson, Ideals Of Ministry * p. 69.
^"Pastoral Theology", The Homiletic Quarterly, 

310. 314-13.
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the subject of conducting worship which had not 
already appeared in print in the fifty years prior 
to the beginning of the Warrack Lectureship in Scot
land# The lecturers merely spell out these sug
gestions in greater detail*
Summary Of Chapter

In summary, a number of changed attitudes 
regarding the relationship between preaching and the 
minister's priestly duties are documented in the 
Warrack material*

(1) First nearly ninety percent of the Warrack 
lecturers made some reference to the relationship 
between the sermon and worship, to various parts of

]  V  • •The material surveyed from the fifty year 
period prior to -the; Warrack Lectureship covered material 
written in 1871 through 1920. , Thus the years 1871- 
1971 are reflected in the material surveyed for this 
thesis.

worship or to the subject of worship itself. However, U
-Ionly twenty-seven’percent of the authors of the homi-

' . ■ ' 1letical and pastoral literature surveyed from the ' . 4
fifty year period prior to the Warrack Lectureship y,
refered to this topic. Further, seventy-five percent

' Hof the Warrack lecturers who discussed the place of ,
preaching in worship delivered their lectures during 
the first half of the Lectureship's history. Thus

"'llit may be stated that in the one hundred year period
4  p  i  jfrom the l87Q's to the 1970's two changes in emphasis ;

occur. One change is reflected in the intense interest , "{
in aspects of worship from 1921- to 1973 in contrast to * %
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the slight reference to worship in the, 1873-1920 
period. The other change is the obvious need to 
clarify the place of preaching in worship during the J, 1
first half of the'-Warrack.Lectureship's history while * 1

1
the need for such clarification was not so apparent '
in the 1948-1973 period, :

(2) Closely related to this first point is 
a second. Although the Warrack Lectureship is con
cerned mainly with preaching, there have been con
sistent references to the subject of worship by 
thirty-two out of the thirty-six, lecturers through
out the Lectureship's history*

(3) Third, a number of changes in attitude 
concerning various aspects of worship can be sub
stantiated by the investigation carried out for this 
chapter# A more frequent use and general acceptance 
Of the Christian Year in the Church of Scotland de
veloped during the history of the Warrack Lectureship. j
Children's Addresses became accepted during the period y7

1
covered by the Warrack Lectureship, In the British %
literature from the 1871-1920 period, one lecturer
recorded that Children's Addresses were only "becoming" 
a pastoral duty. The attitude toward the Lord's 
Prayer changed from the time when the 1934 lecturer 
began his ministry and the year 1940* Frank Cairns 
claimed he had been rebuked for repeating the Lord's

■71
- 4

' ' 7 I
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1 " ')Prayer at the beginning of his ministry, 0, B.

Milligan, however, stated in his 1940 lectures that ■ . ' j
' jthe Lord's Prayer should never be omitted ffom a 

'' 2Service of Worship, Concerning Holy Communion, lec-
turers representing the first decade of the Warrack / ^

*7Lectureship (with one exception)^ claim the main 
value of the Lord's Supper revolves around the y
"feeling" which the worshippers experience during |
the celebration of this Sacrament, Therefore these

■

lecturers suggest an infrequent celebration of the ' i
Lord's Supper at special services only* However,

tlectures representing the third, fourth and fifth J
- 'hdecades emphasize the action of God in a celebration 

of Holy Communion, These lecturers urge a frequent 
celebration.of this sacrament, mainly during regular 
services of worship.

(4) A fourth"change in attitude concerns the 
Marriage Service, Marriages in homes were the tra
dition for ministers- to-accept in the 1871-1920 period 
while the 1931 Warrack lecturer indicates ministers 
are to encourage chUrch Weddings* ■

(3) A fifth/observation concerns the reported 
changed attitude of the laity. One change is the

- ^ J a r v i s ,  i n  1930

Cairns, p, ;69« -̂i
Milligan, p. 46. -4
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laity’s attitude regarding the place of the sermon 
in worship* During the first 'two decades of the War- 
rack Lectureship, the lecturers declare the laity 
had either an elevated view of preaching or else 
felt the sermon was inferior to the rest of worship. 
Then in the third decade, one lecturer reports the 
laity degrade preaching altogether, (The lecturer 
does not indicate whether or not this is due to a 
poor quality of preaching in the 1940*8.) Another 
change in attitude on the part of the laity concerns 
the 'preliminaries." Apparently some of the laity 
still refered to the parts of worship prior to the 
sermon as "preliminaries" in 1930 and 1934 but no 
longer did so by 1948.

(6) Sixth, an overview of the material in 
this chapter suggests there is a slight movement 
among the lecturers toward accepting a more liturgical 
emphasis for worship in the Church of Scotland, How
ever, it must be pointed out, no majority of opinion 
exists regarding the importance of the liturgical 
elements in worship. Nevertheless, throughout the 
history of the Warrack Lectureship a good number of 
lecturers do recommend the use of creeds, collects, 
liturgical prayers, orders of worship from other 
Christian denominations, and the use of the Christian 
Year. At least more of the lecturers from 1940 onward
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do show an openness to occasionally making use of 
these more liturgical elements in services ministers 
must conduct»

(7) Finally, although the lecturers state 
there has been no change in their attitude regarding 
the integral relationship between preaching and the 
rest of worship, and although many lecturers spend a 
great deal of time speaking about the effects which 
the various elements in worship have on the sermon, 
there is a constant change,of^emphasis in every decade 
of the Warrack Lectureship regarding the relationship 
between the sermon and other, aspects of worship. First 
one lecturer will claim preaching is the pinnacle of 
worship and then another lecturer will declare no 
distinction should be drawn between.preaching and 
other aspects of worship. Lecturers continue to por
tray one attitude or the other throughout the Lecture
ship’s history.

.
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IV. PREACHING .AND THE MINISTER'S PEDAGOGICAL FUNCTION
In previous chapters, it has been observed 

that the Warrack lecturers relate various functions 
of the parish ministry to preaching. The present 
chapter will show that while some lecturers discuss 
the minister's role as teacher in the parish, the 
majority of men on the Warrack Foundation relate the 
function of teaching to preaching.

The Teaching Ministry In The .Parish
"The Presbyterian minister is 'the teaching

and preaching elder,* and the two adjectives are not
1to be.separated in the pulpit." This statement by 

James Cleland summarizes the scope and emphasis of 
the Warrack lecturers regarding the minister's peda
gogical function. That is, the lecturers who discuss 
the minister's pedagogical role comment on the min
ister's opportunities for teaching in and out of the 
pulpit. However,ias might well be expected"in a lec
tureship on preaching, the vast majority of■> these 
lecturers discuss the role of teaching in preaching 
rather than the minister's teaching function outside 
of the pulpit.

'Cleland., p. 91.

2 5 8
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The Opportunity Of Teaching In Class
Although only seven Warrack lecturers dis

cuss the minister's teaching role outside the pulpit, 
these men suggest that there are a farily large num
ber of places where the local minister could exercise 
his pedagogical function.

Four of these seven lecturers maintain parish 
ministers must be alert to the great opportunity of
instructing persons%in the Christian faith in their

—  2Communicants*.Clàfeses» As persons gather in these 
classes to prepare for their first communion, the 
minister can, and»should, teach the essentials of 
Christianity as well as the responsibilities involved 
in church membership. One lecturer goes so far as to 
assert that any neglect in this particular teaching

%opportunity "is nothing short of ministerial scandal,V 
Three Warrack lecturers contend that the min

ister should consider teaching in Sunday School classes 
an excellent opportunity for bringing "children early 
to the feet of Christ."^ The 1928 lecturer, A, B,
Scott, asserts that the minister's teaching in-a Sun
day School class is a more effective means of instructing 
youth than through the children's address during worship.^

^Coffin, pp. 103-104, 141-142. Scott, pp. i
47-48. Watt, pp. 262, 273-75. Milligan, pp. 87-88. j
Jarvis, pp. 46*47. Menzies, pp. 39, 63-65. b|

^Coffin, pp. 141-42. “‘Watt, p. 262. Milligan, 
pp. 87-88, Menzies, p. 39. 3

^Milligan, p. 88. J
^Quote from Watt, p. 273; see also Scott, pp.

47-48 and Craig, pp. 46-47. ^
^Scott, pp. 47-48. 7 .'
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Two lecturers see a further teaching opportunity in
relationship to Sunday School# These men suggest
the parish minister can he involved in the instruction

1and supervision of Sunday School teachers.
Other teaching opportunities mentioned by

some Warrack lecturers include instruction on mar-
2riage to couples in premarital sessions, plus the 

instruction of youth in Bible classes and other youth 
gatherings.^

It is interesting to note that in the selected: 
British homiletical and pastoral literature surveyed 
from the fifty years prior the Warrack Lectureship, 
five authors were found who mentioned the role of 
teaching in the parish,^ Unlike the seven Warrack 
lecturers, these authors merely listed the subject 
of ministerial teaching without discussing this func
tion in any detail. These authors, representing the 
years from 1876 to 1909, indicate a minister can teach 
the Word of God in his pastoral contacts with people,^ 
he can give instruction regarding Biblical interpretation
  .

Scott, p. 48. Craig, pp. 46-47,
^Coffin, pp. 103-104, Menzies, pp. 63-63* 
^Jarvis, p. 47, Craig, p. 46.
^Taylor, The Ministry# p. 29* Taylor, The 

Scottish Pulpit, p. 44# Watson, Cure Of Souls, pp. 75^%81 Chadwick.-Pastoral Teaching# pp. 322-23,
^Taylor, The.Ministry, • p. 29,
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1 2 in classes, he can instruct the ignorant and have

a permanent influence on people through teaching.^

The Desirability Of Teaching In Sermons
Wiile only seven Warrack lecturers discuss 

the minister's role of teaching within the context 
of classes, twenty-three men on the Warrack Foun
dation endeavor to establish that teaching is a vital 
aspect of the minister's pulpit ministry*^

Teaching Should Be A Part Of All Preaching
A. C, Craig in his 1952 Warrack Lectures 

asserts that while the minister is.able to carry on 
a teaching ministry in various classes and other 
gatherings of persons in the parish, nevertheless 
"the apex of the whole system" is the pulpit itself.^ 
It is obvious that many Warrack lecturers hold the 
same view since they direct their audience's attention 
to the function of teaching from the pulpit.^

^Watson, Cure Of Souls. p* 78. Henson, The 
Liberty of Prophesying, pp. 107-108,2Taylor, The Scottish Pulpit, p. 44»

^Chadv/ick, Pastoral Teaching, p. 322.
^Sclater, Black, Reid, Gossip, Coffin, Scott, 

Watt, Cairns, Burnet, Berry, MacLeod, Milligan,
Farmer, Macgregor, McIntyre, Jarvis, Craig, Menzies, 
Cowan, Maclennan, Small, Cleland,

^Craig, p. 47.
^Only two lecturers would disagree with Craig's statement. Jarvis on pages 46 and 47 of his published 

lectures feels that more teaching is done outside the 
pulpit than in it, Mackenzie on pages ?8 and 79 of 
his lectures vehemently rejects the idea that teaching 
should be a part of preaching.
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Eighteen lecturers, representing the time

period from 1922 through 1955, state unequivocally "
that there must be a large amount of teaching in
preaching. These men make this contention for '--'.wl

■ ' ■ -.1several reasons. • j
First, eight lecturers hold'that one of the [

p ' ’"ifunctions of the pulpit is simply to teach. Second, ' ‘
thirteen lecturers from the 1922 through 1954 period i
maintain the people in the pews desperately need " ,{

jconcrete instruction in the basic truths of the
3 ■ ■ : 1 Christian faith,^ A, J, Gossip,in his 1923 lectures . . J

asserts that ."never was teaching more required in ,j
preaching than t o d a y , O t h e r  lecturers agree, stating 
that people have doubts and difficulties with some 
of the statements of the'Christian faith in light 
of modern, scientific facts. Thus these five lec
turers urge young men preparing for the ministry to 
do everything possible in their ministry to make up -4

"1Eclater, Black, Reid, Gossip, Coffin, Watt, 
Cairns, Burnet, Berry, Mac.leod, Farmer, Macgregor, 
Cockburn, .McIntyre, Craig, Menzies, Cowan, Maclennan.

^Black, pp. 19, 67*68. Gossip, p.,, 126, Cof
fin, pp. 12-13* Watt, p. 1.3.* Macleod, p, 42. Craig, 
pp. 39) 104-103#- Cowan, p, 23,• Maclennan, p. 46,

- Êclater, p. I36, Black, pp. 18-19# Reid, 
pp. 112-113. Gossip, pp. 119-120, Cairns, pp. 87- 88. Burnet, p. 49. Berry, p. 30. Macleod, p. 42. 
Macgregor, p. 75. McIntyre, pp.; 13-17, 92. Craig, p. 39# Menzies, p. 9# Cowan, p. 23.

Ĝossip;, p. il9#
^Reid, pp. 112-14. Gossip, pp. 119-120. 

Cairns, pp. 87-88. Berry, p. 50. Menzies,, p. 9#
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for the deficiency in Christian instruction from the 

1pulpit* According to fourteen lecturers, one of the 
ways to make up for part of the alleged deficiency 
in Christian instruction from the pulpit is to preach

pon the fundamentals^of.Christian'doctrine* Since 
(in the opinion of many of these men) doctrine must 
be translated into modern terms, the techniques of 
good teaching must accompany the minister's presen- 
tation of doctrinal subjects.^ Another way in which 
ministers could make up for this "deficiency" in 
Christian instruction is to lay out a careful plan 
of Christian education for a year's pulpit work so 
persons confused by the change and flux of the modern 
world might be able to hear "the great fundamental 
truths for which the Church of Christ stands."^

A third reason given by some Warrack lec
turers for including teaching in preaching relates

i t

‘I1This is the particular thrust of Frank Cairns 
1934 Warrack Lectures; see pages 87-88, ' j

^Blaok, pp. 136-38. Reid, pp. 110-12, I14-I6. . '
Coffin, pp, 47-49. Cairns, p. 88,' Berry, pp, 48-49,
31-33, 79. Macleod, pp. 43, 46-47.. Farmer, p. 143. !
Macgregor, pp. 72-74. Stewart, pp. 67, 69. Cock- iburn, Ch. V, p. 3. McIntyre, p* 87-96. Craig, pp.. '
22-23* Cowan, p. 83. Small, pp. 37-38.

^Black, p. 138. Reid, pp. 110, 116, Cof- 1
fin, p. 47. Cairns, p. 88. Berry, pp. 49, 31# Far- ';mer, p. 143* Cockburn, Ch. V., p. 3* McIntyre, pp. ,1
87, 92, ' I

^Boffin, p. 13. Berry, p. 30. h
Î
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to the function of worship itself. In the opinion 
of three lecturers, one of the objects of worship is 
to make people think and to seek divine truth. Thus, 
preachers in their sermons should challenge people to 
think about Christian truth.

A fourth reason why teaching should be a 
part of pleaching is simply because so many people do 
not take advantage of other opportunities within the 
parish for continuing instruction in the Christian 
faith. Thus if there-were-.no systematic instruction 
given from the pulpit,, many people would not receive

pon-going Christian education. As mentioned Chapter
% ’III above, there is a great need in the mind of four

lecturers, to give further instruction to the majority 
of people in the pews about the meaning of the Sacra- 
ments,^ To reach the most people, the minister should 
carry on much of this instruction from the pulpit.

Thus for a.variety of reasons, eighteen War
rack lecturers suggest it is desirable, even impera
tive, that there be a certain amount of teaching in 
preaching.

^Coffin, p. 3i. Watt, p. 193# Craig, p, 39,
^Black, p. 19. Jarvis, p. 47- Craig, p. 39«
•̂ See page 221, footnote 3*
^Scott, pp. 170-171. Milligan, pp. 76-77. 

Jarvis, p. 71. Small, p. 36.



^"Mackenzie, p* 89 
^Ibid*. p. 78*
-̂Ibid.. p# 89.
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Teaching Has No Place In-U-M».»»—  W W W   .  K'wenrMM

Only one- lecturer pn ihé* Warrack Foundation 
would counter the opinion of the eighteen lecturers 
just mentioned, H, C, Mackenzie-in his 1962 lectures, 
declares that the pulpit is not the place for the .
minister to carry out systematic instruction,^ It 
is on this subject that Mackenzie criticizes the 
ministers of the Church of Scotland for what he con
tends is laying "an almost exclusive emphasis" on

?the aspect of teaching. Further, Mackenzie believes 
the object of Public Worship is not to educate but 
to glorify God,^

It may be interesting to note at this point 
the position of Mackenzie and that of four other 
Warrack lecturers on the theological debate of whether 
or not there should be distinction between kerygma 
and didache. Here these five lecturers, who represent 
the period from 1940 through 1969, clearly reflect 
the influence of C. H, Dodd's The Apostolic Preaching 
and Its Developments which was first published in 
1936, Dodd contended that in the New Testament preach- 
ing (kerygma) consisted of a public proclamation of 
central truths of Christianity for non-believers while .2-.
teaching (didache) .was mainly restricted to ethical 
instruction for believers. This discussion regarding

Â-'l
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kerygma and. didache appears in the Warrack literature
for the first time in the 1940 lectures of H, H, Farmer,

1Three Warrack lecturers refer directly to 
Dodd and his distinction between "preaching" and

gest that teaching should be a vital aspect of almost 
all teaching,^

It is interesting to note that before Dodd 
presented his hypothesis concerning the radical dis
tinction of preaching and teaching at Kings College, 
London in 1935, the Warrack lecturers who discussed 
this subject spoke as if teaching should be a part 
of preaching. The lecturers who referred to this 
topic after 1936 always make a point of stating that 
there should not be a sharp distinction between 
preaching and teaching.^ Thus it may be noted that 
0, H, Dodd's 1936 book did have an influence on the 
Warrack lecturers. Nevertheless, the position of

"teaching." All five lecturers who discuss this 3- - 1 j
subject believe teaching is a part of preaching. Two
of these men'(Mackenzie, and McWilliam) declare that

- - 2 teaching should seldom be incorporated into preaching
while three men (Farmer, Maclennan and Cleland) sug-

'.'4%

^Maclennan, p. 46, Cleland, pp. 85-88, I
McWilliam, pp. 12-13.

^Mackenzie, p. 74. McWilliam, pp. 12-13.% <^Farmer, pp. 29-30. Maclennan, p. 46, 1
Cleland, pp. 85-87. - - :t

^Farmer, pp. 29-30. McIntyre, pp. 13-18.
Jarvis, pp, 46-47. Craig, pp. 46*39, 104-106, Cowan, '
pp. 23-26. Maclennan, p. 46. Mackenzie, p. 74.
Cleland, pp, 83-88. MacWilliam, pp. 12-13.
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the lecturers prior to 1936 and the stance of the 
lecturers after that date regarding the place of 
teaching in preaching did not change appreciatively.
The majority of lecturers who discuss this subject 
in the course of the Warrack Lectureship clearly 
maintain that teaching should be a vital part of 
most preaching.

Summary.
In sum, it may be observed that only twenty 

percent of the Warrack lecturers discuss the minister's 
role of teaching within structured classes and gath
erings in the parish while nearly sixty-four percent 
of the men on the Warrack Foundation treat the subject 
of teaching in preaching.

Several lecturers maintain that teaching out
side of the pulpit is of great importance. Particu
larly do several lecturers stress the impact of teach
ing in communicant's classes. Nevertheless, the vast 
majority of men speaking on the Warrack Series, assert 
that the pulpit,is the apex of the teaching ministry.

The lecturers in the 1920*s,- 1930's and early 
1930*8 all claim there is a great need for ministers 
to include some teaching in sermons. The main reason 
why teaching from the pulpit is stressed in these 
periods is related to the apparent need for systematic 
instruction in Christian truth on the part of people
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the preaching of the Continental Reformers (John
nCalvin included) plus that of the seventeenth ai 

early eighteenth century Scottish preachers was

^Parker, The Oracles of God, p. 37
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who are confronting the influx of modern thought 
and also because these people failed to take advantage 
of continuing Christian education from other sources.

On the theoretical side, the majority of 
twenty-three lectureres who treat the subject of 
teaching in preaching claim that teaching must be a 
part of worship and/or most preaching should contain 
teaching. In this respect, the lecturers who appeared 
on the Warrack Lectureship following.C$ H. Dodd's 
published hypothesis regarding the distinction be
tween kerygma and didache all made an effort to stress 
their feeling.that.there should/not be a sharp dis
tinction between these two elements of preaching.
In fact, from 1922 through 1969, only two lecturers 
(those of 1962 and 1968/69) claim teaching should 
seldom be a part of teaching while twenty-one empa- 
size the need for the teaching element to be included 
in most of the minister's sermons. . - J

Finally, by comparing the British homiletical 'I
and pastoral literature from 1871-1920 plus several j

-other historical works on the ministry with the War
rack material, the "rise and fall" of teaching in 
preaching may readily be observed. It is stated that ’
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• ' 1predominantly teaching in nature. Then it is re

ported that in Scotland the last two decades of the
nineteenth century witnessed a decline in the teach- d

2ing element in preaching. However, from the end of "'-vj
■ ' . a d

the first decade of the twentieth century to the
sixth decade writers portray preaching as needing
to regain the element of teaching, often stating
.that Christian instruction from the pulpit had fallen
too much into the background in Scotland.^ Then,if
the 1962 and 1968/69 Warrack lecturers represent any
kind of consensus in Scotland, there is a slight
reaction against the claims for more teaching in
preaching.

The Teaching Methodology In 
The Warrack lecturers present a body of 

postulates which they suggest should be employed by

Paulk, "The Ministry In The Time Of The Con
tinental Reformer,", pp. 134-33* Burleigh, History, 
pp. 267-68. Fleming, Church Of Scotland, p. 224. . 1

Ŝraith, The Preàeher As Pastor, p. 20. k
Fleming, Church Of Scotland, p. 224#

^In addition to the material presented above 
from the Warrack literature, see also W. F. Adeney,
"Preaching," A Dictionary Of Christ And The Gospels, 
ed. James Hast ing s ( Edinburgh : T & T Clark,“T90ÏÏ77
p. 393; Henson, The Liberty of Prophesying, ppé 7,
204;.and Fleming, Church Of Scotland, p. 224,

,/i



^Black, p. 49. Coffin, pp. 12-13.
^Coffin, p. 13.
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ministers in their preaching. Although some of these
particular procedures are followed in the fields of
speech and rhetoric, the entire set of principles
are a part of the discipline of teaching. Further,
James Black and Henry Sloan Coffin in the early years
of the Warrack Lectureship suggest ministers apply

1the methodology of teaching in their pulpit work.
As a teacher plans a course of instruction, says
Coffin, so also must the preacher "follow a similar
educational system" of selecting subjects for train-

2ing a congregation in Christian truth and living* 
Therefore, this section will contain these rules 
and guidelines on preaching set down by Warrack lec- 
turers, rules which.relate to the methodology in
volved in teaching*

The Selection Of The Subject 
It has already been established above that 

the majority of Warrack lecturers urge preachers to 
include teaching in their sermons. This particular 
section will delineate the type of subjects which the 
lecturers maintain should be preached upon because, 
in their opinion, people need instruction in these
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areas of faith and also because some of these topics 
are simply the main subjects of the Christian faith.

The one.subject suggested most often by War
rack lecturers is the topic of the forgiveness of 
sins. Eleven lecturers urge men standing on the
threshold’of' the ministry to. preaChlon forgiveness 

1through Christ, Therefore, nine men on the Warrack
Series maintain that the way to make people aware of
their sins is to constantly preach on the topic of 

2grace. But this should not be the offer of "cheap 
grace," or else people will not take sin seriously.^ 

The subject of Christ is the second most 
frequently mentioned topic to preach upon in the 
parish ministry. Eight men urge ministers to con
stantly preach the crucified and resurrected Christ.^

'J

^Hutton, pp. 54-55, 60-6.1, 70. Reid, p. 45. 
Gossip, p. 239. Philip, pp. 24-23, 41, Cairns, pp. 
90-91, "Burnet, pp. 72-73. Macgregor, pp..70-71,
74* McIntyre, pp. 34-55, 59* Cowan, p. 124. Wright, p. 23. Boyd, pp. 35-56.

^Hutton, pp. 34-36. Reid, p. 45. Gossip, 
p. 239. Philip, pp. 24-26, 42-43. Cairns, pp. 90-
,91. Burnet, pp. 72-73. Macgregor, p. 63. McIntyre,pp. 9, 69. Wright, p. 23. 

^Hutton, pp. 54-56, 60-61, 70. Reid, p. 45. Farmer, pp. 67-68.
^Gossip, p. 169. Cairns, pp. 76-77# Philip p. 22. Stewart, pp. 68-69. Small, pp. 35-34. Burnet, p. 133. McIntyre, pp. 67-68. Cowan, pp. 68-69.

-, f i x - :
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As R. Leonard Small put it: "Preach Christ, first

1and last, and all the time." Nevertheless these 
men assert, ministers must preach not only a saving 
Christ, but also a challenging Christ* It is the 
inexhaustible theme of the total Christ which will 
keep a minister supplied with a subject upon which

phe can preach his entire ministry.
No remaining subject for preaching appearing

in the Warrack literature is recommended by more than
four lecturers. Four men suggest ministers preach
on the "great themes",of the Christian faith^ while
four lecturers declare there should be a wide variety

kof topics treated in the pulpit.^ One lecturer sug
gests ministers preach on congregational concerns 
(giving, recruiting workers, the obligation of members 
and the like),^ another recommends preaching on the
subject of repentance while another claims that "faith 
in God" is a top. 
their preaching.
in God" is a topic ministers should not neglect in

7 .

-̂ Small, p;. 34.
^See especially Cairns, p. 76; Burnet, p. 133; 

Stewart, pp.'68-69 and Small, pp.33-34.
^Coffin,; p./14. Philip, p. 41. Burnet, p. 123. Macgregor, p. 74.
^Eeid, pp. 85-87. Coffin, pp. 135-36. Philip^ 

pp. 140-41. Stewart, p. 166.
^Coffin, pp. 133-146.
^Menzies, p. 17.
^ H u t t o n ,  p .  3 0 .
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Finally, it must be pointed out that a vast 

variety of subjects for preaching are listed by the 
fifteen lecturers who suggest ministers preach a 
series, or course of sermons. These lecturers, rep
resenting the period from 1922 through 1939, suggest 
a series may be'preached on topics ranging from the 
Ten Commandments and questions asked by Jesus to the 
subjects of conversion and the careers of outstanding 
missionaries. It may/be noted/that the majority of 
topics suggested for a series of sermOns might fit 
into the category of."doctrine", and thus reflect the 
emphases on doctrinal preaching in this lectureship 
as discussed above.

Before leaving this area of investigation, 
it may be observed that the majority of men on the 
Warrack Series contend the minister should find his 
subjects for preaching in theBible. In fact, almost 
half of the Warrack lecturers insist that ministers 
should find their subjects in specific texts from the

pBible. Six of these men intimate that the text

' ?-------
^Sclater, pp. 106rl07. Reid, pp. 52, 105,151. Gossip, pp. 170-71. Coffin, pp. 24-28, 50-55, :

68, 74-75, 87-90, 141. Philip, pp. 151-59. Watt, 'pp. 141-42. Berry, pp. 84-83. Macleod, pp. 46-47.
Stewart, p. 167. Jarvis, pp. 32-60. Menzies, p. 21.
Cowan, pp. 44, 47, 78, 83. Wright, p. 66. Maclennan, /
pp. 30-31. Small, pp. 45, 49» ,

^Blaok, pp. 81,. 84, 87, 127, 140-41, 143.Reid, pp. 125-28, 131. Gossip, pp. 196-97. Coffin, 'ipp. 15-28. Philip, pp., 128, 143. Watt, pp. 112-14.
Cairns, pp. 78-80. . Berry, pp. 157-58. Macleod, p. •
77. Stewart, pp. 46, 158, 164-63. McIntyre, pp.57, 39-40. Jarvis, p. 16. Read, p. 74. Craig, p. ,48* Menzies, pp. 137, 146. Cowan, pp. 121, 123. . 'if
Small, pp. 48, 34^35. Mackenzie, p. 40. Cleland, p. 30. ^

. :  ̂ . ' V
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should, on occasion, be an entire chapter or even

1book of the Bible, Thus many of the Warrack lec
turers, while urging ministers to preach on biblical 
subjects, allow preachers to "pick" their subjects 
according to their own reading, study, and knowledge 
of the Bible, Only five lecturers were found to 
indicate that occasionally people and situations in 
the parish might suggest sermon topics to the preacher
or that the minister may discover topics in his

2general reading.
Therefore it may be stated that the emphasis 

by the Warrack lecturers upon selecting biblical 
topics might preclude that biblical preaching would 
be the norm in the Warrack literature. This is in
deed the case. The eighteen lecturers mentioned 
above who stress selecting a biblical text as the /j
basis for a sermon (especially H, H, Farmer, J, S. i
Stewart, R, E* McIntyre, R, Menzies, R, L, Small, A, ’ >1
J, Boyd and S, W, McWilliam) all elevate Biblical ■
preaching above topical or any other kind of preaching,^ ,1
At this point it may be Observed that the Warrack

^Blaok, -pp. 127-134, 141. Reid, p. 131. Cof- 
fin, pp. 21-23, Stewart, pp.,164-65. McIntyre, p. 
40, Craig, pp, 48-49.pGossip, p, 154. Coffin, p. 90, Jarvis, p. 60, Small, p, 45. Cleland, pp. 90-51.

^Farmer, p. 105. Stewart, pp. 169-170. Me 
Intyre, pp. 79-80. Menzies, p. 132, Small, pp. 44- 
45. Boyd, pp. 55-56. McWilliam, p. 7.
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material continues the emphasis placed upon Biblical 
preaching in the fifty year period prior to the in
auguration of this Lectureship, Several authors from 
the I87I-I92O period, plus the writers who discuss 
the history of this time, claim that biblical, ex
pository preaching was and should be the norm in 
Scotland's pulpits,^ Thus there is a continuing 
emphasis upon the type of Biblical preaching which 
is strongly dedactic in style and purpose in the one 
hundred year period from the early 1870's to the 
early 1970's#^

The Need For An Aim 
Sidney M, Berry, the 1936 Warrack lecturer, 

declares the best teaching advice a preacher can re
ceive is to set down in writing "the truth he wants 
to convey to his people in every sermon he preaches."^

:-------- Ï--------. Taylor, The Scottish Pulpit, p, 37. Blaikie, 
Preachers Of Scotland, pp, 338-391 Dargon, A History 
Of: Preaching, II, 145. Jeffs, Princes Of The Modern 
Pulpi't/" p , b ,

, J, R, Fleming on page 194 of his History of 
The- Church of Scotland says sermons were less strictly 
textual and moretopical "but with more complete under
standing of the Scriptural context and meaning,"

'̂ See also Keir, History Of Preaching, pp, 
lOrll and Chadwick, Pastoral Teaching, p, ix,

^Berry, p, 115.



1Hutton's entire book is directed to this theme. 
Black,, pp. 82, 91. Reid, pp. 134-135* Cof

fin, pp. 155-56. Philip, p. 127, Watt, p. 93, Cairns, 
p. 33, Burnet, p. 115'. Stewar#; pp. 119-121, Cleland, 
pp. 81, 95-98. . . ;

^Coffin, p, 155. Burnet, p. 138, Stewart,p. 121.
pp. ■.153-15&. Philip,' p. 127. Watt, 

p, 93# Cairns, p. 33. Cleland, p. 86,
.̂ Dale, Nine Lectures' On Preaching, p. 24.
Reid, p, 135. Burnet, p, 138
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Ten other lecturers offer this same advice to men
on the threshold of the parish ministry,^ Three of
them, like Berry, urge preachers to set forth their

2aim in a ŝingle sentence, • Having a specific aim 
for each sermon five lecturers assert, keeps the 
preacher from the most damaging criticism of all: 
"aiming at nothing and hitting it,"^ (All five of 
these lecturers use this phrase which Dale quoted 
in his 1878 Nine Lectures On Preaching as originating 
with Archbishop Whately,)^ Further, if the minister 
knows where he is going in a sermon his preaching 
will be effective since the aim of his sermon will 
then also be clear to his assembled congregation.^

Therefore it can be seen that eleven lecturers 
encourage preachers to adopt for their preaching the 
method of sound teaching; namely, to.know one's aim, 
one's goal, one's purpose.

Although only eleven lecturers explicity de
clare preachers should have an aim in mind before 
writing a sermon, fifteen.other men,on the Warrack

Jl
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Foundation also speak of the various aims which a

1minister should have in his preaching. Thus a total
of twenty-six men encourage ministers to have a
specific aim for each sermon they preach throughout
their pulpit ministry.

The first"category includes several suggested
aims, all of which are related to each other. Nine
lecturers Contend the aim of the preacher is to leave

2people face to face., with God, A number of other
lecturers describe this aim in slightly different
terms. The preacher should aim to bring people into
an encounter with God in Christ, seven Warrack lec- 

%turers insist,^ Or as nine other lecturers contend, 
the preacher's aim is to help people draw near to 
God and come into a saving relationship with Christ,^ 
In fact, three lecturers claim a preacher should aim 
to illicit a verdict from the people: to come to
Christ 3

1Sclater, Gossip, Farmer, Macgregor, McIntyre, 
Jarvis, Menzies, Cowan, Wright, Niles, Small, McWilliam,

^Reid, pp, 5-6, 24, 117. Gossip, pp, 73, 147,
237-38. Cairns, pp. 33, 37, 173. Burnet, p..131.
Stewart, p. 135, Jarvis, p, 13, Menzies, p, 12*
Cowan, p. 19, Wright, p. 12.

^Black, p. 21, Berry, pp. 64, 123-124. Ste
wart, pp. 31-32. Menzies, pp. 44-43. Niles, p. IO4. 
Mackenzie, pp. 27, 75. McWilliam, p, 14.

^Reid, pp. 10-12, 45-47, 90, Gossip, pp. 75,
106. Philip, p. 85* Cairns, pp, 31-32, 44-45, 61, 
Burnet, pp. 130-32. Berry, pp. 44, 47. Stewart, 
pp. 56-57. Small, p. 22.

^Black, pp. 56, 151- Gossip, pp. 133-138, 
Small, p. 23.



A fourth aim which the preacher should strive
for is to offer people the bread of life,^ the comfort

' ■ ' ‘ l±of Christ.^ The peace which comes from accepting the
■ 5grace of God.^ Ten lecturers urge ministers to make

k. this the aim of their preaching.
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Another aim listed in the Warrack literature y-j
• y ’lis the goal of exaulting Jesus Christ, According to ^

' ' j

seven lecturers, the ultimate concern of the preacher
is to "have all the light streaming from Christ" in /[

1 'every sermon.
Closely related to these first two broad aims .

Iis a third. This aim may be called the goal of pro- j
• hclaiming the acts of God so that the preacher and his ' ’

assembled congregation will be left glorifying the 
Lord, This aim is found in the lectures of four men,^

Quote from Philip; see also Black, p, 36; >i
Reid, pp, 91; 95; Macgregor, p, 79; Stewart, p, 61;
Wiles, p, 103; Small, pp. 26-27, 29, 31, ly

^Sclater, pp, 79-80* Black, p. 36. Stewart, a '
pp* 3, 62, 63-67, 94^93. McIntyre, pp. 23-24. i

This aim may result from the influence of 
Karl Barth (1886-1968) on these men,. W. P. Paterson 
at least feels that this goal of preaching has entered 
Scottish preaching through Barth and his school. See 
W. P. Paterson, The Rule'-Of kaith (London: Hodder &
Stoughton, 1912), p,*~406. It may also be noted in 
Appendix L below that eleven Warrack lecturers refer 
to Barth a total of twenty-two::.,times,

^Black, p, 124. McIntyre, p. 113,
^Hutton, pp. 109-110. Black, pp. 42-44,

Cairns, pp. 136-137. Cleland,"pp. 40-41.
^Hutton, p. 54. R'did, pp. 41-42. Philip, p. I

26* Cairns, pp. 90-91. Burnbt, p. 76, Macgregor,  ̂I
p. 63. McIntyre, p. 69. Wright, p. 23.

2%
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A fifth goal; suggested to preachers is the

aim of disturbing the comfortable* Six men on the
Warrack Foundation declare ministers must include the
disturbing demands of the Master as well as the peace
and comfort of Christ in their sermons,^ This is not
a new suggestion in British homilectical literature
since four British authors whose books were published
between 1899 and 1914 also suggest preachers aim at
comforting the disturbed and disturbing the com-

pfortable through their pulpit ministry.
A final category of aims which lecturers 

urge ministers to seek in preaching may be called 
the aim of leading .people to live a Christian life. 
This aim appears solely in the lectures from the 
first fifteen years of the Warrack Lectureship,^ The 
six men who discuss this aim believe a sermon should 
be an influence on the lives of people in the pews, 
Stated another way, these lecturers feel preachers 
should plead for the verdict of leading a good

^Hutton, p. 74, 89-90, Reid, pp, 45-46,
Farmer, pp, 67-68, Stewart, p, 27. Read, p, 18, 
Craig, p* 47,

^Smith, Modern Criticism, p, 281, Chadwick, 
Pastoral Teaching, pp, 106 •̂/To7“,""' Henson, Prophesying, 
p, 10, Horne, The Romanee Of Preaching, pp. ÏÏ7-ÏÏ8,

^Hutton, Sclater, Black, Gossip, Philip and 
Cairns all lectured in the years between 1921 and • 
1954.

wr'5i
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Christian life.^ This aim is also set forth in the
writings of... some British authors from the fifty year
period prior to the Warrack Lectureship, Three
authors, representing a time period from 1882 to
1907) also maintain preachers should aim to produce

2the desire for right living among their people.
Continuing the comparison of aims as pre

sented in this 1871-1920 literature and the aims, 
described in the Warrack material, it may be seen 
that all but one of the aims set forth in the earlier
literature reappears in the Warrack Lectures. The

%aim to exault Christ,^ to draw men into a saving 
relationship with God,^ to comfort the disturbed and 
disturb the comfortable, plus the aim to lead people 
to live a better life all appear in the Warrack 
material. Only the aim set forth by P, T, Forsyth ^]
in 1907 is not found in the printed Warrack lectures, .j
Forsyth maintained the preacher should make his first '1

aim the object of enabling the church to preach to '
the world,^

y

Hutton, pp. 14, 79-83. Sclater, pp. 79-80,
84. Black, pp. 36, 99» 131. Gossip, pp. 36-37» 131- 
133, Philip, p, 11, Cairns,pp. 103-103» 118-119.2 - jSmith, The Preacher .As Pastor, p, 21,
Blaikie, The Preachers;Of Scotland, pp, 10, 321, 342,
Chadwick, Pastoral Teaching, pp. 379-380. ;.t

'̂ Blaikie, Preachers Of Scotland, pp, 303-303.
Denny, "Preaching Christ," p. 393. ‘

^Smith, The Preacher As Pastor, p, 21. Tay-lor, Scottish Pulpit, pp. 267r268, Blaikie, The
Preachers Of Scotland, p. 10, ' '-J

^Forsyth, Positive Preaching, Chapter III *
and especially pp. 33-33.



Smith, The Pastor, As -Pr.eac-her, p* 21. 
Blaikie, The Preacher sa ,Qf. Scotland, p. 321# Chad* 
wick, Pastoral Teaching-, ;pp; 379^380#

C a irn s , p p . 8 8 , 103*
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In presenting the aims of the preacher, it

is interesting to note that several of the British
. . .  ' iauthors from the earlier period use the terms "preach" 1

1and “teach” almost interchangeably, while only one
pWarrack lecturer follows this pattern at times.

Further, it may be observed that one aim presented 
in thd; Warrack literature does not appear in the 
selected homiletical æd.\.pastoral literature from 
the 1871-1920 period. That aim is the goal of pro
claiming God* s acts in such a way that the people {
are left glorifying God*

The Awareness Of The Hearers ':!
Many Warrack lecturers apply another principle '

of teaching to the area of preaching; namely, being ■*;
alert to the situation of the people with whom one , ^
is dealing. The material presented in the following .
subsections will reveal how this principle affects 
the minister's approach, style and the length of his 
sermons. It will also be seen that writers of British 
homiletical literature during the past one hundred ' j
years have stated that preachers' must have an intimate 
acquaintance with their hearers for

t

:
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nothing is more., fatal to effective preaching 
than to get adrift from human life, and to  ̂
forget that we are speaking to human beings.

A writer from 1873 and one from 1931 both claim that
many of their contemporary preachers are virtually

Pignoring the condition of their hearers. If this 
is an accurate appraisal of the situation, it is not 
surprising to find British homiletical writers in 
the last one hundred years"consistently urging preachers 
to be aware, of the hearers of their sermons in their 
approach and in their style of delivery.

An Awareness Of The Hearers Affects The Preacher's 
Approach y: . ,

Know your hearers: the world in which they
live, their concerns, their level of learning and their 
knowledge of Scripture. For if preacher starts wrongly 
he will bungle the whole business* This is the advice 
of twenty-nine lecturers on the Warrack Foundation.^

9

1 ■ Quote from Cairns, p. 38. See also Black,
p. 37; Coffin, p. 124; Berry, p* 82; and Read, pp. 19-
20i

Blaikie, The Ministry, p. 49# Blaikie,
Preachers Of Scotland, p. 342. Inskip, The-Pastoral |
Idea, p. 4. CHadwi’ck', Pastoral Teaching, pp. ix, 19*

This idea goes lo'ack at least to the mid 
seventeenth century as seen in the writing of Richard i
Baxter's The Reformed Pastor, pages 73-76 of Wil- i
kinson's édition.

Blaikie, The Ministry, p. 49# Read, pp.19-20.
^Hutton, Sclater, Black, Reid, Gossip, Scott,

Philip, Watt, Cairns, Berry, Macleod, Farmer, Mac- 
gregor, Stewart, Cockburn, Niebuhr, McIntyre, Read,
Craig, Menzies, Cowan, Maclennan, Wright, Miles, Small 
Boyd, Mackenzie, Cleland, MeWilliam*

■kî..  - À-



Black, Reid, Gossip, Scott, Philip, Watt, 
Cairns, Berry, Farmer, Macgregor, Stewart, Read, Craig 
Wright, Miles, Small, Boyd, MeWilliam.

^Scott, p. 43. Watt, p. 36. Menzies, p. 113. 
Maclennan, p. 63. Wright, p. 41. '

^Reid, pp. 188-190. Gossip, p. 23. Cairns, 
pp. Ill, 130. Macgregor, pp. 43-44. Read, p. 46. 
Small, p. 21.

^Black, p. 97. Stewart, pp. 194-193# Miles, 
pp. 70-71. MacWilliam, pp. 13-16.

%lack, pp. 38-59, 112-14. Held, pp. 181-82. 
Philip, p. 51. Berry, p. 132, Macgregor, p, 26. 
Stewart, pp. 103-106. Miles, p. 86. Boyd, pp. 83-86.
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t; The lecturers insist that young men on the threshold

of a preaching ministry be intimately aware of the 
4 ■ people to whom they will preach week after week.
4 These lecturers are so insistent at this point be-
4- cause they believe such an awareness of people and
4 their concerns will affect the apporach preachers
'4- •4 use in their sermons as well as the kind of application
i'-’. they make of the gospel in those sermons.
4  ̂ Eighteen lecturers declare simply that preachers

1 ■ should know their people. This means, in the opinion
of five lecturers, it is just as necessary for the 4
minister to study the people to whom he will preach 4-i
as it is for him to study the Gospel which he preaches.^
Thus ministers must “feel with“ their people, care 4]
and love them, and get close to them.^ It is inter- 41
esting to note that nine lecturers say ministers must -Vi
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turers encourage preachers to understand the age in 
which people live.^ ,. As Reinhold Niebuhr said: “It

4̂
..." "

]get to know people. This is difficult, four lec- .if,
... 4

turers maintain, since each person is unique and since
the preacher's audience is such a heterogeneous group 1

2 'of people. Then too, getting to know people is ' 4?
something which candidates for the ministry have ' '"4
little concern (at least this is the opinion of W.
M. Macgregor in the early 1940's).^ Nevertheless, 
because he lives among them and because he faces 
mostly the same people every week, the preacher can 
get to know his hearers,^

Other lecturers go further than merely telling ISi
. . ' j#preachers they must know their hearers. Twelve lec- '4:

is...the task of the pulpit to relate the ageless -4*
6 - Gospel to the special problems of each age.“ That

. • I-'' J
^Black, pp. 38-39, 77. Reid, p. 32. Watt, p. -4

77. Macgregor,. p. 26. Stewart, p. 194. Read, p. 46. - .,4;
Wright, p. 41# ; Boydÿ p> 86# Me William, p. 7. yÿj

^Stewart, pp. 77. Craig, pp. 9, 12-13.Wright, pp. 46-47. Small, p. 96.
^Macgregor, p. 43. ,̂0
^Philip, pp. 32-33. Cairns, pp. 124-23.

Berry, p. 152. Wright, pp. 41, 37.
^Biadk^ pp, 22, 26-27, 31-3&. Reid, p. 47.

Gossip, pp. 20, 95-96, 101. Macleod, pp. 36-37# 4"'i{Stewart, pp. 11, 13, 17-18, 22-27, 48, 32-33# Nie- 
buhr, p. V. Read, pp. 16, 26, 29, 72, 79. Craig,
pp# 20-26, 110-111. Menzies, p. 33* Maclennan, pp.
63, 70. Mackenzie, pp. 18-19. Cleland, pp. 42-48. ’4;;;

^Niebuhr, p. v.
:

 ...............
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is, if the preacher understand the present, scientific
age this understanding' will go'far toward determining
the kinds of approaches he uses in proclaiming God's
Word to a specific congregation# If, for example,
there is disillusionment in the present-day world,
then the preacher needs to show people that God is
still at the heart of their experience# Thus the
preacher's presentation must take account of the
actual world in which people live if his message is
to be effective# This is especially true in the era
of radio and television# Since these media are a
part of the world in which people now live, the
preacher must understand the challenge these forms
of media present for the preacher. This is the opinion

2of eleven Warrack lecturers. For one thing, the
sermon is no longer the great event of the week for
most people living with these forms of communication
and therefore they are not as expectant as people of

%another generation#^ Also, many people simply accept 
as 'gospel' what other influential people have said 
on these media#^ Further, since television effects

1Black, p. 31. Reid, p. 47. Stewart, pp. 
22-23, 32-33. Read, p. 26.2Farmer, p. 13. Stewart, p. 176. Niebuhr, 
p. 80. Read, p. 82# Menzies, p. 40. Cowan, p.., 14. 
Maclennan, pp. 20-22. Wright, pp. 19-21. Small, 
pp. 91-99. Mackenzie, pp. 17-18* MeWilliam, pp. 32-70,

^Farmer, p. 13. Wright, p. 19, Mackenzie,
pp. 17-18.

^ S te w a rt, p .  176# M en zies , p .  40. S m a ll,
p . 40.
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people's habit, attitudes and time-tables, the
preacher cannot make the same approach to his people

1in his sermon as did his forefather. It may be
noted at this point that there are six lecturers who
speak of opportunities to communicate the gospel via

2radio and four lecturers who discuss the value of 
television for Christian evangelism.^ Finally it 
can be observed that while two lecturers sense the 
challenge to preaching and the opportunity of com
municating the gospel through these media, they 
nevertheless contend the most effective method of 
communicating God's Word is by a preacher whom.the 
assembled congregation know as their minister.^

According to seventeen Warrack lecturers, it 
is especially important for ministers to know the 
intellectual level of their hearers and particularly 
important to be aware of. their knowledge of Scripture,- 
The preacher in Scotland should presume his hearers 
have little knowledge of his subject and therefore aim

VyicWilliam, pp; 52-53.
St swart', .p. 1?6. Niebuhr., ,p. 80. Cowan, 

p. 14. McWilliam, pp. 20-21., Small, pp. 91-92, 93, 4McWilliam, pp. 62-63.'
^Read, p. 82. Maclennan, pp. 20-21. Small, 

pp. 91-93, 98*99. McWilliam, pp. 60-70, ,
^Wright, pp. 20-21, McWilliam', pp. 64-63# i
^Hutton, Sclater, Black, Reid, Gossip, Berry,

Macgregor, Cockburn, McIntyre, Read, Craig, Menzies,
Cowan, Wright, Small, Mackenzie, McWilliam.
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1his message for ordinary men and women. That is, 

preachers in Scotland must realize their hearers no 
longer have the Biblical background nor the burning
interest in matters theological that their fore-

‘2. ' ’ fathers had. If the preacher is aware of this
situation, then he should strive to correct it by
sound teaching from the pulpit.^ However, when it
comes to how “intellectual” this instruction should
be, there is sharp disagreement among some Warrack
lecturers. Seven lecturers, representing a time
period from 1921-1953? feel preachers have pitched
their message too low and thus failed to make people
think.This has resulted in a loss of people from
the church and à loss in gaining current Biblical
insights into such matters as the miracles, these
lecturers report. Three lecturers from the 1948-1969
period however, maintain Scottish preaching has been
too intellectual and therefore often fails to speak
about the concerns of the hearers*^

^Black, pp. 54-56. Berry, p. 83# Macgregor, 4p. 41# Cockburn, Ch. V, pp. 2-3.
^Blaok, .pp. 25-26. Reid, pp. 11-12, 29-30,156. Gossip, p. 127. Berry, p. 83. Macgregor, p.

75i Read, pp. 26-27, 35-36, 43-44. Small, p. 39. AMackenzie, p. 18. 4
Four other lecturers do not say a former jgeneration knew their Bibles,'they.merely state the 

present generation has little biblical knowledge. 4
See McIntyre, pp. 36-37; Craig, pp. 21-24; Cowan, ■ /^
p. 38; and Wright, pp. 33-34.

^Macgregor, p. 75. Craig, p. 46. y{
^Hutton, pp. 191-193. Sclater, pp. 81-82. j

Black, p# 23. Reid, pp. 16-17, 152. Gossip, pp.
54? 236. Craig, p. 58. Menzies, p. 42. ,

^ M c I n t y r e ,  p. 6 .  Read, p .  8 1 .  McWilliam,
p. 17.
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Before examining the subject of the preacher's 

style, it may be interesting to compare what British 
homiletical and pastoral authors from the 1871-1920 
period say regarding an awareness of the preacher's 
audience and his approach with the advice offered by 
Warrack lecturers. Seven of these authors maintain,
-as do many Warrack lecturers, that a knowledge of 
one's hearers is essential for the preacher in finding 
the correct approach to proclaiming the Word of God.
Only one author from the earlier period was found to 
discuss the need to be aware of "modern” thought or

othe,characteristics of the age in which people live, 
whereas twelve lecturers on the Warrack Series addressed 
themselves to this subject. Four British writers from 
1873 to 1919 encourage preachers to be alert to the 
change which has occurred in Scotland regarding the 
people's familiarity with the Bible.^ Thus the

Smith, The Preacher ,As Pastor, p. 43. Stalker, 'i
The Preacher, pp. 777 22%". Carpenter, Lectures. On 4
Preaching, pp. 175, 184, 232-37. Inskip, The Pastoral V!Idea, p. V. Benvie, The Minister At Work,: pp. 47-49. ''-I
Horne, The Romance Of Preaching, pp. 142, 192,. Kelman, ' 4
The War And Preaching, pp. 163-b4. /i

This thought ’also goes;back at least as far .
as the mid seventeenth .century as seen in Baxter's .7
The Reformed Pastor. See pages 82-83 of Wilkinson's 
edition. t

Blaikie, Preachers Of Scotland, pp. 301, 310*
^Blaikie in 1873 and 1Taylor in 1886 reported î

there was biblical intelligehce among the people.
However, ■ Forsyth in 1907 and Kelman in I919 say that .
many of the people in Scotland and England ceased to 
be knowledgable about the Bible.;'' -,, J

■Blaikie, The Ministry,- p. 48. Taylor, The 
Scottish Pulpit, pp. 58-59. Forsyth, Positive Preaching., 
pp. 23-25. Kelman, The War And Preaching, p. 1567

/v't
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material in the published Warrack Lectures which 
speaks of the preacher's need to understand the 
people, their world and their knowledge of Scripture 
before he decides upon the approach which he will 
use, for the main part is not new. That which is 
new to the Warrack literature is the consideration 
of radio and television plus the discussion about 
the relationship between intellectual preaching and 
the Scottish pulpit.

An Awareness Of The Hearers Affects The Preacher's Style 
“Let US be content to be the children of our

n ■
day.“ This statement by George Macleod in the mid '1

' . J  ̂ ^

1930's summarizes well what "twenty-four Warrack lec- 7
2 ' "turers say regarding the preacher's style. These 4’

lectureres urge preachers to speak in a style which
is understood by their hearers*;

This will be accomplished only if ministers
are aware of the current religions and daily situation
of their people and thus give their sermons a setting
in the words and thoughts of real life. Put somewhat
differently, twelve lecturers encourage preachers to
enter imaginatively into the situation of their hearers

1^Macleod, p. 57.2Sclater, Black, Reid, Gossip, Coffin,
Philip, Watt, Cairns, Berry, Macleod, Farmer, Mac- •
gregor, Stewart, McIntyre, Jarvis, Read, Craig, ■ r]
Menzies, Cowan, Wright, Small, Keir, Mackenzie,
Cleland. * *
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and put the Gospel message on- their wavelength. It
is the local minister who is uniquely equipped to do
this according to the I924 Warrack lecturer, since
“the pulpit is only an extension” of his pastoral 

2work* Thus, four lecturers urge preachers to speak 
from the pulpit with the same intimacy^ and sense of 
sympathy^ as they do in their pastoral ministry when 
they are speaking to the specific hurts of individual
people. This style of preaching should at times in
clude speaking with emotion to the emotions of people.^ 
Nevertheless, these men warn preachers against working 
up false emotions either in their voice or among the
people. Yet, there is a place in preaching for sin
cere emotion. At this point it may be observed that 
while the writers of the generation before the founding 
of the Warrack Lectureship indicate preachers might 
include emotion in their preaching,^ the eight Warrack

Reid, pp. 29, 42? 51-52. Cairns, p. 127. 
Berry, p. 35.. Macleod, pp. 29-31, 56-57. Farmer,, 
pp. 129-141# McIntyre, p. 74. Jarvis, p. 30. Read, 
p.,76. Menzies, p. 33# Cowan, p. II4. Small, p. 12, 
Cleland, p. 76.

^Reid, pp. 190-91.
^Reid, pp. 190-91. Cairns, p. I30.
^Reid, pp. 188-190, 198-200. Cairns, pp. 

108-111, 114-15. Berry, p. 35. McIntyre, p. 65#
^Sclater, pp. 82-84, 86-87. Black, p. 159# 

Reid, pp. 98-100. Philip, p. 134. Berry, p. 107# 
Stewart, pp. 4.0-45# Cowan, p.,114. McWilliam, 
pp. 78-79.

^Taylor, The Scottish Pulpit, pp. 168-170, 
196^98. Blaikie, The Preachers Of Scotland, pp. 
305-06. Williamson, Ideals Of Ministry, p. 55#
Horne, The Romance Of. Preaching, pp. 242-245.
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lecturers urge preachers to use a style which incor-

1porates sincere emotion in delivery.
Thus, the preacher who_is aware of his hearers

should not speak in abstractions or the language of
-, 4 _ .theological schools. Rather, the preacher should 

speak as one who knows-that sermons written in a 
simplicity of style will be best understood by modern- 
day people. This will force the preacher to constantly 
redefine theological terms. Although this is the 
opinion of sixteen lecturers,% it may be noted that 
there are two lecturers who portray the style of the 
preacher in terms 6f a polished art,

 — T------  -A source outside the Warrack literature sub- j
stantiates the observation that in the second decade 
of the twentieth century the preaching in Scotland 1 y
began to include more emotion than i n ,the generation 
prior to the Warrack Lectureship. See Jeffs, Princes 4
Of The Modern Pulpit, p. 244# :

Nevertheless, Professor Morris Carstairs in 
the February 26, 1970 issue of The Scotsman» declares 
in an article entitled "How ScotlanTToITutes People", 
that Scotland's theologians taught people to think 
negatively of emotion. Thus, Professor Carstairs 
believes the people of Scotland, because of the tra
dition of questioning emotion on the part of theologian ■ 
and preacher, are ill equipped to deal with strong 
feelings. This "evidence" would question the effect 
of the Warrack lecturers who urged men preparing for 
the ministry to speak with emotion to the emotions 
of people,

^Coffin, p. 55. Cairns, p. 88. Berry, p. 35,
Stewart, p. 149.

^Black, pp. 29-30, 38, 32, 106-109. Reid, 
pp. 29-31, 145-48, 155, 167. Gossip, pp. 123-24, ■231-32. Coffin, p. 55# "Philip, p. 121. Watt, p.
134. Burnet, p. 163, Berry, pp. 117-18. Macgregor, 
pp. 54-55. Stewart, pp. 35-40, 149-152. Read, pp. “i
14-15, 72, 91* Craig, p. 12. Wright, pp. 65-66. • 1
Small, pp. 60-61. Keir, pp. 61-63# MacKenzie, p. 92. 1

^ H u tto n , p . 175. M acKenzie, p . 8 3 . 4

43#
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Overall, the main emphasis in the Warrack
‘4 material is upon a style of preaching which is
i . characterized by simple, meaningful wording-'which
4 grows out of the preacher's own participation .as
a'4/ a minister in the life of his hearers.
1 Nine of the writers of homiletical and pas-
4, toral literature in the fifty year period prior to
4'. the Warrack Lectureship discuss the style of sermons

*)in relationship to the hearers of sermons. They, 
like the Warrack lecturers listed above, also en
courage preachers: to preach to their congregations 
in a style which conveys sympathy as well as an under- . 4|
standing of the contemporary situation. Thus the 
message of the Warrack lecturers is not new at this 
point* However, it.may be said that the Warrack 
lecturers spend much more time telling preachers how ...
they can learn to understand the situation of their 
hearers and how to speak in a clear, simple style than 
do the writers from the 1871-1920 period. -

1 1See page 290, footnote 6 plus Carpenter,
Lectures On Preaching, p. 34; Spurgeon, An All-Round  ̂^
Ministry,, p. 361 ; Forsyth, Positivé Preaching, pp. ^
62",’ 66; Chadwick, Pastoral -Preaching, p. 194; and - !
Kelman, The War AnTT^rea-ching, pp. 173? 183# J

Dargon, in his History Of Preaching, II,
292, reports that a simplicity of siyT4~en’tered ->;]
British preaching as early as the eighteenth century.
Thus it is somewhat strange to find British homi
letical literature from the 1870's to the 1970's {
containing repeated,' suggestions to make the style x 1
of sermons more clear and simple.

From an historical view, it can be seen 
that preachers were counseled to adapt the Word to 
their hearers at--least as early as the late sixth - i
century. See Poland Bainton, "The Ministry In The 1
Middle Ages,"The Minister In Historical Perspective,
Niebuhr and Williams, editors, p. 98*
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!'*. àB. Awareness Of The Hearers Affects The Sermon* s Length
4 Just as some Warrack lecturers feel the preacher's
4.- approach to his sermon and style of preaching should be
V determined by his understanding of his hearers, there ;
1,. are also lecturers who maintain an awareness of his

hearers should determine the length of the minister's
4 sermons..

V ' Six lecturers hold that the preacher who is
04" alert to the fact of "the modern inability to concen-

trate" will keep his sermons short. (A short sermon 
is fifteen, twenty, or twenty-five to thirty minutes 
in length depending upon which lecturer one refers to ‘

p ; Bat this point.) Two lecturers conclude that the 
preacher who is known and trusted by his congregation 
can preach longer than fifteen or twenty minutes but -4
must see that his message from the pulpit captures y j
their attention or he too will have to shorten that ’t>|

•7 vj
particular sermon.^ Two other lecturers flatly .]
refuse to put a stopwatch on the preacher's lips. - j

. Quote from Small, p. 79. See also Hutton, 
p. 12; Gossip, pp., 200-201, 206. Coffin, pp;l6l-62. ^
Philip, pp. 47, 119-120. Macgregor, p. 25..4'

^Philip, pp. 119-120 and Small, p. 79 speak r-I
of fifteen minute sermons. Scott, p. I97 and Coffin, j
p. 61 talk of twenty minute sermons. Reid, p. I46 1
and Gossip, p. 201 suggest sermons should be between 
twenty-five and thirty minutes in length.

^ C o f f in ,  pp . 61- 62, W a tt, p . 1 2 1 .
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They contend the preacher must preach according to

1a particular subject and not according to the clock.
2Overall however, it may be seen that eight of the

ten lecturers who discuss the length of a sermon .
suggest, the minister be alert to his hearers and. let
their condition and attention determine how long he
usually preaches.

It is interesting to observe two things
regarding the discussion oh the length of sermons.
First, eight of the first nine men to publish their
Warrack lectures all referred to this topic. Second,
only one author from the 1871-1920 period was found
who discussed this subject and he vehemently opposed 

%short sermons.^

The Involvement.Of The Hearers 
While a large number of Warrack lecturers 

speak Of the need for preachers to be aware of their 
hearers when considering the approach, style and length 
of each sermon, a like number of lecturers encourage 
ministers to be alert to the involvement of their con
gregation in,the preparation, delivery and effectiveness 
of those sermons.

^Blaok, p. 123. Scott, pp. 195-97.2Hutton, p. 12. Reid, p. 146. Gossip, pp. 200-201, 206. Coffin, pp. 61-62. Philip, pp. 47? 119-120. Watt, p. 121. Macgregor, p. 25. Small, 
p. 79. %̂Forsyth, Positive Preaching. p. 75.

-S
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The Involvement Of The Hearers In The Sermon's Preparation 

Seventeen Warrack lecturers discuss the involve
ment of the congregation in the preparation of the

1 2 minister's sermons* Five of these lecturers suggest
those who listen to the sermon can become involved

%directly in its preparation while fourteen lecturers^ 
present ideas which will enable hearers to share in
directly in the preparation of sermons.

The people to whom the minister preachs can 
directly assist him in preparing his sermons. They 
can do this four lecturers contend when, prior to his 
actual written preparation, the minister asks persons 
to discuss his text or subject.^ 'When the people tell 
the minister their needs, this also helps the preacher 
choose the text upon which he will preach.^ The 1968/69 
lecturer, while suggesting ministers might explore the 
possibility of inviting a group of parishioners to 
discuss the minister's topic prior to his actual sermon
preparation, also declares that he personally has some

6doubts about this practice.

1Sclater, Black, Reid, Gossip, Coffin, Cairns, 
Burnet, Berry, Farmer, Stewart, McIntyre, Read, Cowan, 
Maclennan, Small, Cleland, McWilliam.

^Sclater, McIntyre, Read, Cleland, McWilliam.
^Sclater, Black, Reid, Gossip, Coffin, Cairns, 

Burnet, Berry, Farmer, Stewart, Cowan, Maclennan,
Small, Cleland »

‘̂Sclater, pp. 119-120. Read, p. 64# Cleland, 
pp. 120-22. McWilliam, pp. 49-51#

^McIntyre, pp. 106-107. Cleland, pp. 112-13.
^ M cW illiam , pp . 49-51#



teen lecturers who represent the period from 1922 
through 1969# Thus, nearly forty percent of the 
Warrack lecturers maintain ministers should have their

sermon so as to make sure the message of that sermon 
speaks directly to real people and their needs. This 
point is also made in the 1871-1920 literature sur

is not a new suggestion for the Warrack lecturers to 
make, it is a point upon which they place more emphasis 
than the writers of material in the fifty year period 
prior to the Warrack Lectureship.

"1
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The hearers of a sermon also play an indirect 

role in the preparation of sermons. It is the hearers 
of the sermon whom the minister is to visualize as he 
sits writing his sermon* This point is made by four- f

r,

I
i

hearers indirectly involved in the preparation of a 4?

veyed for this thesis; however, only two authors from if
pthis period discuss this topic. Thus, while this

The Involvement Of The Hearers In The Sermon's Delivery ■
As in the previous!section on the preparation 

of a sermon, this section on delivery will also reveal %
that a fair number of Warrack lecturers believe the 4
hearers have a direct and indirect role to play.

Sclater,' p. 118. Black, p. 37. Reid, pp.
136, 187, 193. Gossip,, pp. 147, 197. Coffin, p. 183.
Cairns, p. 122. Burnet, p. 161, Berry, pp. 39, 110.
Farmer, pp. 112-13. Stewart, p. 119. Cowan, p. 116. #
Maclennan, p. 71. Small, p. 93. Cleland, p. 112.

^Stalker, The. Preacher, pp# 112-113. Jowett, '4
The Preacher, pp. 137-1387

■:5

. ;
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Nine lecturers speak of preaching as being

1"a reciprocal business;." That is, the hearers are
also involved in the act of preaching# They inspire

2the preacher by their expectant listening or they
frustrate him by their apparent disinterest and bored 

%expression#^ They also may assist the preacher through 
their patience and sympathy when he has momentarily 
lost his point.^ Then too, the hearers are indirectly 
involved in the sermon's delivery when the preacher 
keeps them in mind and seeks to bring them back to< 
his main emphasis when he observes their askant looks.^ 

Thus it may be seen that over thirty percent 
of the Warrack lecturers stress the importance of 
the hearers' involvement in the delivery of a sermon, 
an involvement which is built upon a minister-parishioner 
relationship. That is, the minister who does not 
respect his hearers will find they will discourage 
him during his delivery by their lack of attention. 
However, when the preacher is. in a personal relationship 
with his hearers (through his efforts as well as the

Quote from Berry, p. 99* Hutton, pp. 13-14, 
187* Black, p. 164. Scott, p. 192. Philip, p.* 120. 
Berry, pp. 99-100, 146* Stewart, pp. 219-220. 
McIntyre, p. 107. Cowan, pp. 114-17. Cleland, pp. 102-106, 112.2 -Berry, pp. 103, 146. Stewart, p. 220. 
Cleland, p. 103. , ;

-̂ Hutton, pp. 13-14. Cleland, p. 106.
■ Ĥutton,,; p. 187.

^R eid , p . 1 3 7 . W a tt, p. 77* B e rry , p . 99.
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power of the Holy Spirit) they encourage and support 
him in the delivery of his sermon by their expectancy 
and attention.

The Involvement Of The Hearers In The Sermon's Effectiveness 
Effective preaching demands not only a good 

preacher but also a good congregation. This is the 
opinion of eleven lecturers representing each of the

2first five decades of the Warrack Lectureship's history.
A. C. Craig in 1932 said that "preaching re

sembles teaching" because., in both forms of communication, 
the effectiveness'-hinges mainly upon the person com
missioned to be the channel between the message and 
the receiver.^ Another lecturer agrees, suggesting 
sermons fail because.people are not interested in the 
subject as a result,of the-lack of interest on the 
preacher's part in t h e m . ' Conversely, a congregation 
will be moved by a sermon when the members are aware 
that they are very dear tol'their''minister who has 
frequent contact with them*^ A group of five lecturers

•fBlack, p. 164* Berry, p. 146.
^Hutton, pp. 13-14. Reid, pp. 49-30. Scott, 

p. 192. Watt, p. 193. Farmer, pp. 98-99. Stewart, 
p. 34. Jarvis, p. 76. Craig, p. 11. Cowan, p. 117. 
Keir, p. 31. Cleland, pp. 98, 102, 106.

^Craig, p. 11.
^Reid, pp. 49-50.
V a r v i s ,  p . 76.  Cowan, p . I I 7 ,

4
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suggest some sermons are ineffective simply because
the preacher fails' to use his sense of sympathetic
imagination, thus making, his sermons irrelevant to

*1the actual condition of the hearers.
Nevertheless, many of these same lècurers 

also emphasize that the congregation has as much, 
if not more responsibility for the effectiveness of

pthe sermon than does the preacher. For even if a 
sermon is well spoken, it must be knowingly heard.^
The very first Warrack lecturer maintained that Scot
land had a great tradition of preaching simply because 
the people of the land made the work of their preachers 
great by their great desire to hear the sermons of 
their ministers.^

Thus the hearers of a sermon help preaching 
to be effective. But it is always a joint effort 
between preacher and hearer. So it is not solely 
the task of the preacher to arrest the attention of 
his hearers. The hearers too must assume a large part 
of the responsibility to be expectant and hungering 
for the bread of life which the minister breaks in 
the pulpit.

1Black, pp. 31, 67, Macgregor, p. 45. Jarvis ; 
p. 14# Small, p. 21% Keir, p. 72.

^Hutton, pp. 13-14.• Watt, p. 193, Farmer, 
pp. 98-99. Stewart, p. 34. Keir, p. 31. Cleland, pp. 96, 102, 106.

^Hutton, pp. 13-14. Scott, p. 192. Keir, 
p. 3# Cleland, p. 103*

^ H u tto n , p. 13.
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Certain writers from the 1871-1920 period 

also discuss- the effectiveness of preaching from the 
aspect of the preacher as well as the hearer. Sev
eral authors declare the preacher who seeks to put 
his sermon in understandable terms will be en rapport
with his congregation and thus will be effective in 

1preaching. Three authors claim, as do some Warrack 
lecturers, that the preacher must preach imaginatively 
putting himself in the place of his hearers - and thus 
involve those hearers in his sermon by speaking to

p
their situation. James Denny however, claims the
preaching of Christ does not need imagination in its.

%presentation.^ In respect to the direct involvement 
of the hearers, only two writers were found who.main
tained that the expectancy of a congregation greatly 
influences the effectiveness'of a sermon.^ Countering

^Williamson, Ideals Of Ministry, p. 43-

1

Horne, The(Romance Of Preaching, pp. 199-202.
^Dale, Nine Lectures' On-Breaching, pp. 50, 33. 'g,

Jowett, The Preacher, p. 123# Kelman, The War And 
Preaching, pp. 166-168, ' ' -i- ;

D̂enn'y, "Preaching Christ," pp. 394-395*
^Spurgeon, M  All-Round Ministry, p. 363#

Horne, The Romanee Of Preaching  ̂pp.■ 201-202* ',
T. H, L'. Parker^'in" his book, The Oracles 

Of God: An Introduction To The Preaching Of John.
Calvin, declares that Clavin himself stressed the 
importance of the congregation's .expectancy and ,
attentive listening for effective preaching. See J
pages 61-63. v
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this point is that of another author who insists 
the effectiveness of the sermon depends almost en- 

; tirely "upon the personal competence and labour of
:■ the preacher," Nevertheless, as with the Warrack 

lecturers who discuSS this point, these authors 
from the 1870-1920 period see the effectiveness of 
preaching as depending more upon the hearers and 
preachers taken together than resting solely upon 
one or the other.

The Role Of Listening
h/‘. / Books on teaching discuss the important role

which listening has in the pedagogical process. The 
Warrack literature contains references to the role 
which listening has in preaching. Several lecturers 
feel listening plays a vital role in the predicatory 
process. In fact, six lecturers on the Warrack Foun
dation suggest there is no,such things as a sermon

puless it is knowlingly heard by the people," One 
lecturer claims biblical support for this contention^ 
v/hile another maintains, the Reformed tradition upholds 
this idea of sermohic communication.^ Still another

^Henson, The Liberty of Prophesying, p. 4#
^Hutton, pp. 13-15.,, Black, pp. 37-38. Berry

pp. 102-103. McIntyre, pp. 30-31. Keir, p. 3.
Cleland, pp. 96, 102-104, 106.%̂Keir, p. 4.

^Cleland, p. 103.



fifty year period prior to the Warrack Lectureship.

^McIntyre, p. 31.
^Cleiand, pp. IO3-IO4.
^Reid, p.- 157. Philip, p. 125*
^Blaikie, The Ministry, p. 187* Spurgeon, 

An All-Round Ministry,! p. 363*
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- ;.flecturer stress the importance of the role of lis- 7

tening by suggesting a series of Warrack Lectures
-1 '•■'ri'

be given on how to listen to a sermon.
Two lecturers discuss the role of listening #

on the part of the preacher, J. T. Cleland states 
that a minister should listen to the "unvoiced ob
jectives and questions" of his hearers and try "to 4
answer them as he moves through his address." Two 4
other lecturers believe the preacher, by his style 
and approach, creates the condition for people to 
listen objectively.^

Thus, this section plus the section immedi- ,M

ately above contain substantial evidence to give the 
role of listening an important place in the Warrack 
material. It must be seen that the subject of lis
tening also appears in the 1871-1920 literature, y#
Several of the authors from this period discuss the 
role of listening on the part of the preacher and 
the hearers.^ Yet it may be pointed out that this 
aspect of preaching receives,considerably more em-
phasis in the Warrack literature than in the homi- vk
letical and pastoral literature surveyed from the

V*

-
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Summary.

In sum, a fair number of observations may be 
made regarding the section immediately above.

First it is obvious that the majority of 
Warrack lecturers feel ministers must be aware of 
the principles of teaching if they are to relate the 
Scriptural truths to the condition of contemporary 
man. ' .

Second, it is interesting to note the terms 
used by the Warrack lectureres.to refer to the people 
to whom ministers preach* Twenty-one lecturers use 
the term "people", fifteen usé the term "congregation", 
twelve the term' "men", nine the term "hearers", five 
the word "audience", four the term "persons", while 
only one or two lecturers use the terms "family of 

.. . God", Flock", "fellowship", "souls", or "members".
Thus, from this listing, it appears the lecturers 
themselves do not regard the hearers of a sermon as 
an audience, but rather as persons.

Third, several topics are emphasized more in 
one period of the Lectureship than in another. The 
subject of what to preach was treated almost exclu
sively in the first half of the Lectureship's history. 
The advice to have an aim for each sermon is offered 
twice as much in the first thirty years of the Lecture
ship as it is in the last twenty years. Concerning 
the precise aim of each sermon, it may be noted that 
in the first fifteen years of the Lectureship's history.
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lecturers suggested preachers,have the aim of helping 
people lead a Christian life while this aim was-not 
suggested after this period of time. Only in the 
second, third and fourth decades of the Warrack Lec- :
tureship on Preaching do lecturers encourage preachers 
to aim at exaulting- Christ, This analysis of aims 
therefore alsa.reyeals -the shift in theological em
phases among some well-known preachers (the Warrack 
lecturers).

A fourth observation is that a majority of 
Warrack lecturers encourage ministers to select 
doctrinal topics,for their sermons. While some lec
turers suggest other than doctrinal topics for preach
ing, nevertheless they suggest that a sermon on these 
subjects should also grow out of a biblical text,

A fifth observation relates to the fourth.
Fifty percent of the men on the Warrack Foundation 
urge ministers to select a biblical text for the basis 
of each sermon. 1

Sixth, over eighty percent of the lecturers ; ;i
assert that ministers must know the people to whom _ J

J
they preach so they can use a meaningful approach to y 
their sermons. Although fifty percent of the lec-

’] J,/ Vturers emphasize the importance of knowing the kinds 
of concerns people have and nearly fifty percent of 
the lecturers believe it is vital for preachers to .j
be aware of the intellectual level of their hearers ■ '

\ 1. i
(especially their knowledge of Scripture) only thirty-
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three percent discuss the preacher's need to under
stand the world in which people are living.

Seventh, lecturers in the first thirty-four 
years of the Warrack Lectureship maintain preachers 
in Scotland pitched their messages too low and failed ^
to make people think# Then in the last two and one 
half decades lecturers contend that Scottish preaching 
was too intellectual and therefore failed to speak 
to the concerns of the hearers*

' Eighth, the vast majority of lecturers urge 
the minister to preach in a simple, understandable 
style which grows out of his pastoral ministry among 
his people*

A ninth observation concerns the involvement 
of the hearers of a sermon* Twenty-five percent of 
the lecturers believe a congregation can become in
volved directly or indirectly in the sermon's prepa
ration. Forty-seven percent feel the hearers can be 
involved in the delivery of the sermon by.expectant 
listening and by the!preacher's personal awareness 
of their attention.or lack of listening* Seventeen 
percent of the Warrack lecturers contend the congre
gation must be actively involved in̂  hearing the sermon -v,,
or else it is not a sermon* 7

A final observation concerns the relationship 
between the material presented in.the 1870-1920 lit- j
erature and that presented in the Warrack literature ^

iregarding the methodology involved in preaching* There
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is an equal emphasis iin-both bodies of literature on 
the need for.the*minister' to have an intimate acquain
tance with his hearers so he may find the confect 
approach to proclaiming God's Word and also discover 
the most understandable style of preaching. ' Those 
areas upon which certain War rack lecturers place 
greater emphasis included the.need for preachers to 
visualize their hearers as they write their sermons, 
the methods by which preachers learn-about the lives 
of their hearers, and the role of listening on the 
part of both hearers and preacher. That which is new 
to the Warrack material is the suggestion that sermons 
be shorter, that preachers understand the influence 
of radio and television on their hearers and that 
ministers preach in a manner which result in the 
hearers glorifying God, Also the relationship between 
intellectual preaching and the Scottish pulpit is dis
cussed in the Warrack material but not in the 1871-1920 
literature.

The Teaching. Medium As Personality 
It has already been seen that a large per

centage of Warrack lecturers discuss the methodology 
involved in the preacher's task of communicating the 
truth of the Gospel, The majority of Warrack lecturers 
clearly maintain that themedium of communicating the 
truth, namely the preacher's personality, is by far 
the most vital aspect*-for effective preaching. In
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short, the preacher's personality is the most important 
element in shaping his preaching.

is the single most important factor in conveying God's
1truth via preaching.

Clearly, -Phillips Brooks' 1877 definition of 
preaching (the communication of truth through person
ality) has a great influence on the Warrack lecturers,^ 
A total of nine lecturers refer to Brooks and this 
definition^ while an additional five men refer to 
his definition without mentioning his name,/'*' Thus a 
total of fourteen Warrack lecturers refer directly 
to this famous definition of preaching. Further,

The Role Of Personality In Preaching 
What is the role which, the Warrack lecturers ' ,

ascribe to the preacher's personality? According to 
twenty-three lecturers, the personality of the preacher

t v

— — —̂  ---------- —
Hutton, Sclater, Black, Reid, Gossip,. Coffin,

Scott, Philip, Watt, Cairns," Berry, Farmer, Macgregor,
Stewart, McIntyre, Jarvis, Read, Craig, Wright, Small,
Keir, Cleîand,, Me William. .

^Although the phrase "truth through personality"  ̂j
is the popular definition attributed to Phillips ,i
Brooks, it may be noted that- his definition originally . !
was longer, "Preaching is the communication of truth - j
by man to men#. It has in.it two-essential/elements, ‘ f
truth and personality," Phillips Brooks On Preaching 
(London: SPCK, 1965), p. 5# T;!

.̂Sclater, p. 78. Reid, pp. 8, 84, 144, 159,
163# Coffin, pp. 156-57# Berry, pp. 42-43# Mac- :
gregor, p. 38., McIntyre, p. 110. Read, p. 82. '
Cleland, p, 119# McWilliam, pp. 71-73.

^Hutton, p. 135# Black, p. 57# Gossip, p. V4*
79. Philip, p. 20. Cairn, p. I4. 43

- ....
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twelve lecturers ascribe to the preacher's personality,
the role of determining the success or failure of a

1 ■ •’ given sermon. That is, it is not the preaching ■
method or technique which in the end results in "get
ting the message across," but the personality of the

ppreacher is the determinative factor.
In this regard, the "efficacy of preaching 

does not depend most on intellectual capacity or 
scholarship,^ (although A, C, Craig seriously chal
lenges this viewi)^ Yet several lecturers hasten to 
add at this point that they do not wish to convey the 
impression that the preacher's effectiveness depends 
primarily upon his virtues as an individual. Rather 
these lecturers contend the main thing is for the 
preacher to be right in his heart towards God so that 
his faith is impressed upon his sermons,^

Two lecturers take time to justify this view 
of preaching which rests so greatly upon the preacher's

^Black, pp. 51-52, 57# Reid, pp. 121-23# Gossip, pp. 15-16, 69-71, 76-77, 79, 82. Scott, pp. 187, 192-95, 195. Watt, pp. 191, 222-223# Berry, pp. 109-110. Farmer, pp. 96-97# Macgregor, pp. 38- 
29. Jarvis, p. 84# Craig, p. 119. Small, pp. 24- 
25# Keir, pp. 127-28+

^Reid, p. 121. Watt, p. 19I. Berry, p. 109* 
Craig, p. 119.

^Quote from Keir, p. 128. See also Watt, 
pp. 28-29#

braig, p, 104.
^Black, p. 57. Stewart, pp. 174-75, 190. Wright, p. 62. Keir, p. 120.

'4̂

4
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personality. H. H.'Farmer attempts to explain this

1view theologically while R. E. McIntyre contends 
this is the view of preaching which is portrayed in

pthe Gospels*
Before examining the place which some Warrack 

lecturers give to the preacher's speaking about him
self in sermons, if may be noted that several authors 
from the 1871-1920 period also discuss the role of 
the preacher's personality in preaching. These four 
authors, all writing well after Phillips Brooks* 
famous series of Yale lectures in 1877, also maintain 
that the preacher's, personality determines the efficacy 
of his preaching more than any other factor*^ Further, 
B. B, Baxter in his.published; doctoral thesis on the 
Lyman Beecher Lectures declares that the power of per
sonality is made the first desideratum of the preacher 
according to most lecturers on this series.^

Thus it may.be seen that this;emphasis upon 
the significant role of personality in preaching is 
not a new thrust in the Warrack material. For this 
emphasis is found in the British homiletical and

^Farmer, pp. 27-28, 41* 
^McIntyre, pp. 60-62% 1^Stalker, The Preacher, pp. 166-67. Carpenter, , !

Lectures On Preaching,"ppT'3-4. Chadwick, Pastoral '
Teaching, pp7~1673^ 65-68. Kelman, The War And ‘ i
Preaching, p. 194. Î

^B. B* Baxter, The Heart Of The Yale Lectures '
(New York: MacMillian, p. 19477, pp. 18, 231. !

. : : . v . s .  V v - . / - / - ' - a V  V  ' ■ ‘  : - ■___v v c m e .  : •  . . .   _ i
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pastoral literature from the fifty year period prior 
to the..'inauguration of the Warrack Lectureship and 
is also found in the famed Lyman Beecher Lectures at 
Yale University for the years 1871-1944#

The Place Of Speaking About Self In Preaching
Since a large number of Warrack lecturers 

maintain it is the preacher's, personality which is 
of great importance in preaching, it comes as no 
surprise to find quite a few lecturers suggesting 
that ministers at times speak to, and about them
selves in their sermons.

James Black in 1923 claims the person who
can teach himself is the person who can best teach 

1others. Black develops this point to suggest that 
when a preacher's message is spoken to his own heart

pit will be spoken to the hearts of others. Five
%other lecturers agree with him.^ They also believe 

that edifying, meaningful preaching results when a 
man preaches to his own heart because, in the option 
of these lecturers, all people share common passions, 
longings and failures. '-

There is a corollary in the Warrack material 
to the above point. Seventeen lecturers encourage

3

'Black, pp. 67-68. 
'Ibid., p. 68. 
Reid, p. 165. Gossip, pp. 16, 83?85.Cairns

pp. 65-67. B e r r y ,  p. 103. S m a l l ,  pp. 24-25.

- V'-'V" c.-.
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ministers to put themselves into their sermons.^
That is, the intimate note must prevail in preaching
Ministers may thus speak of their own experiences,
especially their religious experiences, from the 

%pulpit.^ Even if a minister does not make a direct
reference to himseif in preaching, people are able
to tell whether or not "his words are the flowering - ■'
of a life" lived in the presence of God.^ Thus, _

. . . ; * while seven lecturers encourage preachers not to hide
cthe fact that, they are human,^ ,nine lecturers add

that neither should preachers try to be artificial, ■
g «7clever, or draw attention to themselves.' While it
-■ . •- ■ ■ ■ ■ - is effective for preachers-ioi speak from their ,ex

periences with God, it is disastrous for them to 
draw attention to themselves rather than to God Himself,

1Black, Reid, Gossip, Philip, Cairns, Berry, ■ ,
Macleod, Stewart, Cockburn, Jeffrey, McIntyre, Jarvis, *4»
Read, Craig, Menzies, Wright, McWilliam.

^Black, pp. 57, 171. Cairns, p. 12* Berry, "3
pp. 56"57* McIntyre, pp. 52-53, 60,. Jarvis^^p* 22.

^Black, pp. 20, 121* Reid, pp. 193-94# Gos 
sip, p. 73#» Stewart, pp. 48-50. Jarvis, pp. 22.
Craig, pp. 100-102. Menzies, pp. 29-30. v

^Craig, p. 102* ' J
^Gossip, p. 16. Philip, p. 47, Cairns, p. Ji124. Macleod, pp. 24^27. Cockburn, Chapter IV, '

pp. 15-16, Jarvis, p. 84# Read, p. 63#
^Black, pp. 120^21. Cairns, pp. 172, 174,

185-86. Stewart, pp. 32-33* McIntyre, pp. 108-109. ' b
Wright, p. 61. McWilliam, pp. 78-79*

^Black, p. 100* Reid, p. 123* Cairns, pp. '*
34-35, 92. Berry, pp. 13-14* Jeffrey, p. 60. 4
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Once again it may be noted that this is yet 

another subject which is not an original emphasis 
in the Warrack material. The British homiletical 
and pastoral literature from the 1871-1920 period 
contains five references to the idea that ministers 
who are able: to .speak to and from their own hearts 
are the most effectiveipreachers.

Summary.
In sum, it may be observed that sixty-four 

percent of the Warrack lecturers discuss the role 
of the preacher's personality in preaching. The vast 
majority of these/men suggest the personality of the 
preacher plays the most significant role in the 
efficacy of preaching. This view .of the preacher's 
personality is also found in British and American 
homiletical literature from the fifty year period 
prior to the beginning of the Warrack Lectureship.
Further, over forty-seven percent of the Warrack lec
turers encourage ministers to speak to their own 
hearts when they are preaching. Here too, these 
lecturers claim this personal element in a sermon 
will help make it the type of preaching which speaks 
with conviction and meaning to the assembled congregation,

Taylor, The Ministry, pp. 35-37* Smith,
The Preacher As Pastor, p. 20. Stalker, The Preacher, 
pp. 2̂32-33* Carpenter, Lectures On Preaching., pp. 
237-238. Benvie, The Minister At Work, pp. 40-41*

.:J ÿ ,v -v V -4
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It may be noted that this later idea does not 
originate with the Warrack lecturers but also occurs 
in the British homiletical and pastoral literature 
from the 1871-1920 period.* '

Summary Of Chapter., ' 4
In conclusion, a broad summary of the points 

which have been made-regarding,preaching and the min
ister's pedagogical function may be considered*

(1) While the minister's teaching opportunities 
outside the pulpit are given some consideration in
the Warrack literature, the pulpit is seen as the : •
apex, of the teaching ministry* Further, although 
several lecturers present only a small number of 
approaches which ministers may take in various teaching 4.
situations in the parish, the vast majority of lecturers 
discuss a variety of ways in which the methodology of 
teaching may be employed in the pulpit ministry.

(2) As a good teacher,' the ...preacher must study
-, 4%

not only his subject but he must also study the people 
to whom he speaks. That is, the preacher must make a 
good exegesis of the people who will hear him preach*
This should then influence the approach and style of
his sermo'h* Each sermon therefore, should be tailored
to.: à particular congregation. ' ,

(3) It may be seen that many; of the ideas .v
which are presented in the Warrack literature regarding 3
the minister's pedagogical functions are not new--to i
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this body of homiletical literature. A listing of ; ,...; -'j
the various opportunities for teaching intthe parish, .If*

- .the strong emphasis upon biblical preaching which is ’■ -//j
. - _ dedatic insstyle, the need for specific kinds of aims ‘ .

; t

in each sermon, the belief that the minister's per
sonality and own spiritual experience greatly affect .
preaching, and the adviCe to ministers that they should 
cultivate an intimate personal relationship with their 
parishioners so they may know the best approach and 
style to use in their sermons - all of these topics 
may be discovered in the 1871-1920 British literature 
surveyed for this thesis.

(4) That which is new to the Warrack literature 
is the discussion.of-radio and television (their impact 
upon people's lives plus their use for communicating 
the Gospel), the insistence that sermons should be 
shorter, the discussion of intellectual preaching in 
Scotland, and the encouragement to make one aim of 
preaching to move the hearers to glorify God.

(3) Many Warrack lecturers contend that the 
minister-parishioner relationship has a vital impact 
upon preaching* First, because the local minister 
knows his people he is able to present his message in {J
terms he knows they will understand* Second, the 
assembled congregation is alert and desirous to hear ;
the sermon of their minister because they know they - 
are dear to him. Then too, the preacher who is known

. ' j
and trusted by his people can preach longer than fifteen ;,

/ 
È 1
'j1

I
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or twenty minutes* Thus several lecturers conclude 
that although radio and television are fine means of 
communication, the best form of communicating God's 
truth is through a preacher whom the hearers know as
minister.*- Preaching then may be viewed as an exten- 4"''- .. ;
Sion of the pastoral ministry* ,.

(6) As in other chapters, a great deal of 
pressure appears to be placed upon the minister to 
see that his preaching is effective* He must spend 
time becoming intimately acquainted with his congre
gation: their concerns, level of learning and know
ledge of Scripture, and the pressures of the world 
in which they live. He must also constantly consider 
his people as .he writes and delivers his sermons.
Then too, the minister is alerted to the fact that 
his personal spiritual pilgrimage will shine through 
his preaching: with the implication that he should 
constantly cultivate a deep spiritual life* Finally, 
certain Warrack lecturers urge ministers:to be sure 
and speak to their own hearts' needs and from their 
hearts so they may achieve predicatory effectiveness*

(?) The influence of certain authors on many 
- 'Warrack lecturers.-can be.'.documented in this chapter* ^■ . ' 44:1

At least fourteen lecturers have been influenced by - 1
Phillip Brooks* definition of preaching as printed <
in his'1877 Lectures On Preaching* R* W* Dale's 1878 '

/I)Mine. Lectures On Preaching influenced five lecturers' I
view' regarding the .'need for preachers to have a specific <

' . y V . 3 t.v.-.-v-v...,: .... ..-.A ■ : : v - . , . ______ -_______- _, \



part of preachings has risen and fallen several times 
over this time span# ,. Second, the element of sincere 
emotion in preaching has become more acceptable in 
the second half of this one hundred year period* 
Third, lecturers in the first three decades, of the 
Warrack Lectureship's history felt Scottish preaching 
should be more intellectual while lectureres in the 
last two decades insisted that preaching in Scotland 
was becoming too intellectual*

316
almmfor each sermon#' Five lecturers reveal the in
fluence of C* H. Dodd* 8 distinction between kerygma 
and didache in his'1936 book The Apostolic Preaching 
And Its Developments*

(8) The Warrack material, plus the 1871-1920 
British literature'reveal several shifts of homi
letical emphases ■pyéi -a one hundred year period#
First, the desire to have teaching be an integral 4

|-'X " ' A ' . s  4. W  4 v.-.;,;.:: V W v L  ■ Ç;V-VjVi-y - ---  ---V-V'
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Quote from Jarvis, p# 90# See also Hutton, 
pp# 164-165; Black, p# 68; Small, pp# 63-64; Mac 
Kenzie, pp-. 125-26; McWilliam, p# 101#
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V# PREACHING AND THE MINISTER'S PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITIES
There is quite an extensive discussion in the 

Warrack material about the minister's person respon
sibilities* Explicit suggestions are made in this 
material on the ordering of a; minister's time for study, 
devotion, and family# This chapter will discuss the 
relationship between preaching and these responsibilities 
of the minister as viewed by the Warrack lecturers#

The Organization Of Personal Responsibilities
Ml» .■■ii’iffiiiia# r;» <11 MW iiiiiiijiui >iin HIM, ml**' - #i«i.fiwii*iuiiu<W>MMiiiimum*n»im-»'‘l—*#*#«— i#*”»

How shall a minister organize the hours and 
days of each week? What should he set: as his priorities? 
Is there a top priority for a minister? Can he be 
expected to maintain these priorities? When, in the 
course of a given week, shall he write/his sermon(s)?
These are the kind of questions which shall receive 
attention ip the discussion which follows#

The Need to Establish Priorities 
The minister must "establish and observe some

order of priority" in his occupation as preacher and
1 ' ' ' pastor* This advice was offered by J* A# Hutton,

the first Warrack lecturer and sounded again as recently.

/■f
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as 1969 by S* W# McWilliam. Four other lecturers in 
the years between 1921 and 19&9 have also emphasized .■ ■
the need to set some priorities on the work and de- -
mands of the parish pastor* -These six lecturers sug
gest that the minister's task is so great and the ,
demands placedyupon him-to assume;: community work so

1 ' , extensive, that he must set some priorities. If he
fails to set his own priorities, the result will bç - 'f
frustration and weariness as he is controlled by the
whims and wishes of others rather than his personal

2view of his task and calling. Jv
''IThis suggestion that a minister establish

,priorities in his daily work as parish pastor was :
made by four writers of the British,homiletical and 
pastoral literature surveyed from the fifty year period v'
prior to the beginning of the Warrack Lectureship.-^ ' "
Thus the counsel to set priorities is not new to the 4
Warrack material. However, a shift of'emphasis on 
this subject does occur from the 1871-1920 literature p*
to the Warrack literature. In the 1871-1920 litera- 
ture, the main reason given for establishing priorities
is to allow the minister proper time for personal study

■ '■ .V
^Hutton, pp. 164-65. Black, pp. 68-69, Watt,

pp. 76, 172. Small, p. 64, McWilliam, p. 101.
^Hutton, p. 165. Black, p. 69* Watt, pp.

76, 172. Jarvis,-p. 90. Small, p. 64# Mackenzie, 
pp. 125-26.

^Watson, The Cure of Souls., pp. 253-234*
Inskip, The Pastoral Idea, pp. T894190. .Chadwick, _ :
Pastoral TeachingsP* 23# Jowett, The Preacher. |
pp. 1 7, 257. ' 'i

,i
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and the fulfillment of his ministerial duties*
According to the comments in the Warrack material,
a minister should establish ; priorities mainly to

1secure time for sermon preparation*

Watch Running About
If the minister is going to have priorities,

2then he must "beware of too much running about."
For if the minister is caught up in the busy-ness of 
running around to countless engagements, he will not 
have time to devote to study, sermon preparation and 
his development as a preacher.

Eight lecturers on the Warrack Foundation urge 
the minister to make study one of his top priorities.3 
They therefore urge him to rigidly set aside the ' 
morning hours for systematic study. (It is inter
esting to note that the six men who lectured on the 
first half of the Warrack Foundation all maintain the 
morning hours should be set aside for study while the 
other two lecturers merely suggest the minister keep 
^certain" times for this part of his task.^ The second

1The discussion which follows below will 
reveal the importance placed upon the setting of priorities to insure proper time for sermon prepa
ration. p ' ..Quote from;Watt ; p. 76. See also Watt, p. 
120 and Mackenzie, p. 31#

' ^Sclater, p., 97. "Black, p;., 74# Reid, p. 194, 
Philip, p. 73# 4 Wa%% p'. 62. Stewart, p. 195. Cle
land, p. 62. McWilliam, p. 83#

^S d a t e r , .  B la c k ,  R e id ,  P h ilip  J. W a tt ,  Stewart.

■
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4^' . . ' 4^0and third lecturers in the Warrack series even contend
ÿy
t' ' that only the gavest crisis should take the minister - vv
7 ' . 1 ' - 'p. out of his study before lunch#
4 The minister should be in his vestry early on
4 ' Sunday morning# This , he should make as another of

' \ ' p  \Y;-. his priorities according to three lecturers. In
14 / fact, these lecturers .maintain the minister should . . ,4
7:4 ' - . ' ' 7Y insist on total privacy in the hours before the Ser-
1.., , .

4 vice begins# For it is in the quiet hours of Sunday
4 morning that he can seek to bathe his preaching in an .

- ' •<" "'r4.. atmosphere of prayer. Thus again, the minister should
1' 4J4. heed the urging of these Warrack lecturers and not

- ■■.. ' '

4’ become involved’'in busy motion or the hours of prayer4.
4 4, in his vestry On Sunday morning will not be kept as
4 . one of his priorities.
4'..
;y' Further, if the minister is constantly running
; ' It4- about, he will not have time to develop as preacher*
7-2 Thus he must watch the other crowding duties and en-

gagernents if he is to make preaching his main priority. ' - x
This is the stated opinion of twelve lecturers.^ (Here 
too it may be observed that nine of these men delivered

^Sclater, p. 97. Black, p. 74.
^Philip, p. 82. Jeffrey, pp. 49> 31-34. 

Mackenzie, pp. IO4-IO3,
^Hutton, p. 168. Sclater, pp. 78-79* Philip, 

pp. 18-19, 72. Watt, pp. 113, 120. Berry, p. 4I. 
Stewart, pp. 111-12, 196-97. Jeffrey, pp. 49-30. 
Jarvis, pp. 76-77. Cowan, p. 39* Small, pp. 63-63* 
Mackenzie, p. 3I. McWilliam, p. 83.



 ̂Plut ton, Sclater, Philip, Watt, Berry, 
Stewart, Jeffrey, Jarvis, Cowan.2Hutton, Sclater, Philip, Stewart, Jeffrey.

^stalker, The Preacher, pp. 224-25* William
son, Ideals of Ministry. pp. 184-85# Henson, The 
Liberty of. Prophesying, pp. 229^230. Anderson, The 
Scottish Pastor, p. 164 Jowett, The Preacher, pp.™ 
pp. 114-17.

^Watson, The Cure o f  S ou ls , p .  1 4 0 .

- j . " #
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their lectures in the first half of the Warrack
1Lectureship's history# Also it. may be noted that 

five of these nine men caustically refer to the. 
tasks of administration, committee work, denomi
national responsibilities, and responding to the 
demands people make upon the clergy when they the 
clergy should be working on sermon preparation. )
In the opinion of thesO. twelve lecturers, parish 
ministers who become overly involved in the "here- 
and-thereness". of their multifarious occupations 
neglect their pastoral and particularly, their preach
ing responsibilities.', r

Several writers Of the British homiletical 
and pastoral literature in the 1871-1920 period also 
discuss the many demands made upon the minister and 
his need to establish priorities. As the Warrack .■
writers, these authors encourage the minister to make 
study a prime priority and have set times for this 
vital part of his task.^ Further, one of these authors
from the 1871-1920 period urges ministers to be in ••

Atheir vestry early on'Sunday for a time of prayer.^ ' ;
But no reference was uncovered in this material (from

 _      b.I.d
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the fifty year period prior to the Warrack Lecture
ship) concerning the need to keep away from running 
about so a minister can develop as a preacher* Rather< 
several of these authors hold that a minister's preach
ing suffers if he fails to he diligent in strenuous 
study* Another difference between the two bodies 
of literature concerns interruptions in his study* 
While many of the Warrack lecturers contend that in
terruptions due to personal visits and/or telephone 
calls should be rigorously discouraged, three authors 
from the 1871-1920 period maintain the minister should
allow for these interruptions in his study as well as 

2his vestry*

Have Self-Discipline
If a minister is to keep from running about 

and thus sticking to his priorities, he must have 
self-discipline* Indeed, because the calling to the 
ministry leaves the minister as the master of so 
much of what he does, his must be the kind of discipline 
imposed from within himself* This is the opinion of 
fourteen men who have spoken on the Warrack Foundation*3

Stalker, The Preacher, pp* 224-25# Williamson, 
Ideals of Ministry, p* 185. Anderson, The Scottish 
Pastor, p

^Watson,■The Cure of Souls, p. 140* Williamson,
Ideals of Ministry, p* 185. Hen'soh, The Liberty of 
Prophesying, pp. 229r.230.

Yutton, pp.liA, 162.. Black, pp. 71-72, 75-76. 
Philip, p. 75# Watt, pp. 60-61* Cairns, p p . 146-147,149,. 151. Berry, pp. 72-75. Stewart, pp. 107, 196, 
Jeffrey, pp. '8-10*; tCraig, p. 100. ' Maclennan, p. 32. 
Small, p. 74, keir, p+ 127. Mackenzie, p. 31. 
McWilliam, p. 85.

%
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For one thing, a minister must have real

X'discipline to keep from caught up "in a kind of phrentic
■' 1 , ' ,activity." AlsO,;since busy-ness can be slackness

2in disguise, self-discipline is needed to keep the 
minister from being lazy.3 " ■Further, discipline is 
needed so the parish minister can apply himself to 
the essentials of his calling (such as the disciplines 
of study, devotion, preaching and pastoral care).
Above all, according to seven Warrack lecturers, the
minister must have Strict self-discipline for his task 
of preaching.^ In fact, one lecturer goes so far as 
to declare that "the bnl-y ; preaching which is owned 
and blessed of God" is that which flows from "the daily 
discipline" of the minister's life. So many lecturers 
refer to the need to work hard on sermons, to keep a 
time-table for completing sermons, and to be ever on 
the alert for sermon material that the entire following 
section will be devoted to that subject.

But first it may be pointed out that three 
authors of the 1871-1920 literature surveyed for this

 ^  ---------------------

Quote from McWilliam, p. 83. See also Black, 
pp. 73-76 and Stewart, pp. 107, 196.

^Black, pp. 73-76. Stewart, p. I96. ’McWilliam
p. 83.

3gpack, pp. 73-76. Watt, pp. 60-61. Jeffrey, 
pp. 9-10. Craig, p. 100. McWilliam, p. 83* *4

^Philip, p. 73. Jeffrey, p. 74. McWilliam, .A
p. 127. I

^Cairns, pp. 146-47, 149, 131. Berry, pp. >j
72-73. Stewart, pp. 114-13. Jeffrey, pp. 8-9. Small, - |
p. 74. Mackenzie, p. 31. McWilliam, p. 83.

^Jeffrey, p. 9. ' j

:.-v
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these authors do not suggest that self-discipline is 
needed primarily for the task of preaching.

stantly be on the alert for homiletical material,

1
324 ' ■ M .

■■■ 1paper also urge ministers to have self-discipline. :Y
As with the Warrack lecturers refered to above, these 44
authors, declare that discipline is needed to keep the

2 "''Âminister from becoming lazy and to be sure he remains
3 --r;true to his calling.^ Unlike the Warrack writers, i,-'

17'i
The Demand to Write Sermons »

The main reason why the parish minister needs 
to organize his time is so that he may meet the de
mand to write his weekly sermon(s). Since he has a 
duty to preach one or two sermons each week, the min- :'lb
ister should have a time-table for completing those a:?
sermons; and since he-will feel the pressure of stick- a,":'
ing to a schedule for writing sermons, he should con- YJ

This, is the clear impression of the remarks made by
. ' ' A ' 'twenty-one men of the Warrack Foundation.^

______________ ■ , ' Yj1 '■ ; . ! Dale, Nine ‘Lectures on Preaching, p. 63.
Benvie, The Minister'7a1~ Work, ppT 2'6-27l; Chadwick, ' "'7
Pastoral Teaching,; pp.;' 192-193. •-

^Dale, Nine Lectures On Preaching, p. 63.
^Benvie, The Minister At'Work, pp. 26-27. 7/

Chadwick, Pastoral Toaching, p. 193.
^Hutton, Sclater, Black, Reid, Gossip, Coffin, Philip, Cairns,'Burnet, Berry, Farmer, Mac

gregor, Stewart, Jeffrey, Jarvis, Cowan, Wright, Y
Small, Mackenzie, Cleland, McWilliam. ■ 17

-J5
. ::  ̂  ̂ 4. jvc. ' . ^ "Vy . . . _ - 4^^
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< 6 !:^  A

Maintain A Time-Table for Completion
Nine Warrack lecturers urge young men pre

paring for the ministry to begin their weekly sermon
Tpreparation in the parish early in the week. Five 

of these lecturers rigidly set Tuesday morning as 
the time to begin the preliminary spade work for Sun
day's sermon(s).^ The sermon(s) should be completed 
no later than Friday according to' three men^ or by 
Saturday noon in the opinion of two other lecturers#^ 
The four other lecturers who speak of maintaining a 
time-table for completing sermons do so without being 
specific as to the day. on which to start and complete 
Sunday"s sermon(s).3 All nine of these men (seven of 
whom delivered their lectures in the first half of 
the Warrack Lectureship's history) hold that sermons 
which are prepared mostly on./Saturday will be "doomed 
to failure."^

Reid, Sclater, Gossip, Coffin, Philip,
Berry, Stewart, Small,- McWilliam*,

Yossip, pp. 153,‘i&0. eoffin, p. 22. Berry, 
pp. 76-77. Small, p. 5é. ■ Mcfilliam, pp. 37-38.

ierry, p. 76. Stewart, p. 113. McWilliam, 
PP. 37-38.

Yhilip, p. 71. Small, p. 56.
iclater, pp. 107-108. Reid, pp. 158-159. 

Gossip, pp* 133, 160, 163* Coffin^ p. 22*6Quote from Reid, p* 158* See also especially 
Sclater, pp. 107-108.

%
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nty^

dation who speak of the actual'task of sermon writing,

1 ?Ten of the twenty men on the Warrack Foun*

intimate that it is downright hard work. All but one q'

^ J e f f r e y ,  p .  9 .

,4of these ten lecturers suggest ministers sit down and
write sermons rather than wait for the time of the

%day or week when they "feel" inspired to do so.^ Even 
if after an hour or so no thoughts come to the minister, 
he should continue to keep his pencil in hand ready to 
write.Thus the time of sermon writing may become a
battle.^ One lecturer refers to it as "that dreadful

f) 7hour," while other call it hard, laborious toil' or
8just plain; drudgery. The only note of "comfort" these.

Hutton, pp. 181-83* Black, pp. 69-70, 80. 
Reid, p. 193* Gossip, pp. 139-162. Cairns, pp. 146 
131. Stewart, pp. 113-13. Jeffrey, pp. 9, 36, 38- 
39# Jarvis, p. 42* Mackenzie, pp. 99-100. McWil- 
liam, pp. 37-38, 77-78

Hutton, Sclater, Black, Reid, Gossip, Cof
fin, Cairns, Burnet, Berry, Farmer, Macgregor,
Stewart, Jeffrey, Jarvis, Cowan, Wright, Small, MacKenzie, Cleland, McWilliam. - ,  4

"̂Only A. J. Gossip suggests it is all right 
to turn to other work for a while when a minister -y,
finds he is involved for hours in trying to'write a ; |
Sermon. See pages 160-161 of Gossip's published "‘J
lectures.

button, pp. 181-183; Black, pp. 69-70; Ste- 
wart, pp. 114-113; Jeffrey, p. 36 and Mackenzie, pp.
99-100 all maintain that a minister should stick to .
sermon writing and "demand inspiration," ‘

^See Hutton, pp. 181-183*
^Mackenzie, p. 99* '
7 ■ • ' 1'Black, p. 80. Gossip, p. 131* Cairns, p. J149* Stewart, p. 114. Jarvis, p. 42. Small, p. m

39. McWilliam, pp. 77-78.

1
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lecturers offer at this point to young men preparing 
for the ministry,is that ministers should deal humor-

,-Y ;■ n
ously with themselves when writing sermons" and gain 
a sense of joy when contemplating the people who 
eagerly await their'Sunday sermon(s).

When the majority of Warrack lecturers speak 
of writing sermons, they mean "writing" in the literal . 
sense of the word. No fewer than nineteen lecturers 
declare that the minister's sermon should be written 
out in full, especially in the early years of ministry,^. 
There are several reasons vfhy sermons should be written.
For one thing,, writing cultivates a literary style^ 
and this, according^to one lectuïer is necessary, since 
a Scottish audience looks for this style in its preachers,^
Also, writing sermons’helps clarify the minister's

c .thoughts* ■■ • Further,- written sermons have a better 
balance between their parts than those which are delivered:

^Hutton, p. 177. 
^Jeffrey, pp..33-36.
^Hutton, pp. 171-72, 180. Sclater, p. 119. 

Black, p. 173. .Reid, pp. 144-43, 138-39. Gossip, pp. 187-190. Coffin, p. 183. Cairns, p. 122. Bur
net, pp. 131-32, 137-164. Berry, pp. 39, 73. Farmer, pp. 112-13# Macgregor, p. 34. Stewart, p. II9. 
Jarvis, p. 22. Cowan, p. 116. Wright, p. 68. Small, p. 38. Mackenzie, p. 97. Cleland, p. 112, McWilliamp. 42,

^Sclater; p. II9. Reid, p. 143. Wright, p. 68. 'y
%ossip. p. 187. j
^Black, p. 173. Reid, p. 144. Mackenzie, v-- .,7/înWi Ilia™ ^ AP 'p. 99. McWilliam, p. 42,

y -  ■ _ -
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To use the phrases of several lecturers, the
pminister must "cultivate the 'homiletic mind*", and 

"develop the 'homiletic eye* so that as he gazes 
upon life he becomes 'sermon conscious,'^ This is 
important fifteen lecturers suggest not only for

p:gathering texts and sermonic material in general^

328
1only from notes. It is interesting to observe that 

no lecturers suggest ministers in their early years 
need not write out their sermons* To write sermons 
in full is hard, but necessary work for men beginning 
the parish ministry*

Develop the Homiletical-eye For Stimulation
Since the minister is always under pressure : ; -

to write sermons, he must not only organize his time 
so that he completes Sermons before Friday or Satur-

;

day noon, he must also organize his entire personal 
life so that he is constantly gathering sermonic 
material. -j

Ï-J

-

- i
-M

J
^Reid, p. 143.
^Black, p. 78. MaoKenzie, pp. 86-87,
^Sclater, p. 133. ^Although H. S. Coffin doesn't 

use this phrase  ̂ it is clearly implied in his comments 
on pp. 22, 184-183.

^Mackenzie, p. 8 7 '  7-
^Sclater, p. 133.- Black, p. 78, Coffin, pp.

22, 184-83. Scott, p.,134. Rhilip, 143. Watt,, pp* : / ,139-160. Burnet, pp. 125-26',* 128. Berry, pp. 87-88. . b
Macleod, pp. 87-88* Stewart, p. 134# Jarvis, p. 29.
Mackenzie, pp. 86-88. 7" . ‘ < .

,Stewart also says on pages 107-108 that min- 4
isters need not direct all they read toward gathering :
sermonic material* ' - -

'Am
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but also important for gathering sermon illustra- 

1tions. Once the minister has spotted illustrative
material, thirteen Warrack lecturers urge him to keep

2this material in a little common-place notebook 
The material in this notebook can be readily used for 
sermons, give rise to suggestions for sermons, and 
thus save time in the actual preparation of a sermon* 
Since the saving of time is one reason for keeping 
this type of notebook, only two^ of the thirteen lec
turers suggest these little books should be organized 
in a systematic manner*

Therefore in the interest of saving time, 
thirteen Warrack lecturers urge ministers to ever be 
alert for sermonic material in their Bible reading, 
reading in general and daily conversations and obser
vations* In order to cultivate the homiletic eye and 
mind, the minister may need "to become a new kind of 
person"^ according to one lecturer. The minister needs 
to be the kind of person who becomes a successful 
preacher; while ministers who feverishly hunt for 
material "become mere hacks in time*

Hutton, p, 142* Black, p. 78. Coffin, pp.22, 184-83* Burnet, pp. 123-26, 128. Stewart, p. 134. 
Cowan, p. 123. Small, pp. 36-38.

button, pp. '6-S, 141-43, 132. Black, p. 112. 
Coffin, p. 22. Scott, p. 134. Philip, p. I43. Watt, 
pp. 139-160. Burnet, pp. 122-26,-128. Berry, pp. 87- 
88. Macleod, pp. 87-88., Stewart, p. 134. Jarvis, p. 
29. Cowan, p. 123. Small,, pp. 36-38. Mackenzie, p. 88

^Watt, pp. 139-160. Mackenzie, p. 88.
^Mackenzie, p. 88.
^M acleod, p. 88. % - •
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Summary «

In summary, a number of observations may be 
made regarding the organization of the minister's 
personal responsibilities.

First, more than half of the Warrack lecturers 
contend the parish pastor is so pressured by ministerial 
tasks and constant demands that he must establish
priorities by strict self-discipline. Apparently,

:the minister is able to maintain the discipline to .
stick to these priorities since there is no mention ,1
of the need to teach his parishioners what priorities I
he has established ' so they might help him at this -;-j

%point.
' ' S::Second, the comments of these lecturers clearly

reveal what they consider the main priority in the life j
c;iof a minister. He must make sermon preparation the -q

task .which receives his main interest and time. In 
fact, he must maintain a time-table for completing his 
sermons and maintain a "homiletic eye and mind" for 
sermonic material which he', should keep in a common-
.place notebook,

kW
Third, a clear change of emphasis in the course 

of the Lectureship can be seen regarding certain atti
tudes held by some lecturers. One such change concerns 
the need for a minister to develop as a preacher* During 

, the first half of the Lectureship's history, nine men 
declare the minister must watch crowding personald and 
pastoral duties so he can make his development as preacher 
his top priority. Only three lecturers make this a

\ - . - l — -̂--- b _ : -------- ' ">'7, ■--.-------- ^ ill "''.A : 1 '1 ÿ  '/
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declaration in the 'second half of the Lectureship's 
history# Another change conqerns.the attitude of 
some lecturers "toward the tasks of administration, 
committee work and denominational responsibilities# 
During the first half of the'Warrack ■Lectureship, 
five lecturers speak in a derogatory manner concerning, 
these tasks simply because these things interfere with 
the time which could be spent on sermon preparation# 
Several lecturers of more recent,,years suggest a min
ister can assume some of these responsibilities without 
hurting the quality of his weekly sermon(s).

Fourth, not all Warrack lecturers leave the 
impression that good sermons are only written in the 
quiet and leisure of the study where the minister 
retreats from all interruptions- of parishioners#
Several lecturers intimate that sermons often speak 
best to the hearts of people when those sermons are 
wrung out of the stresses of a busy week where the
interruptions of parishioners are not seen as moments

2of irritation, but inspiration#

See especially Small, pp# 63-63#
The reviewer of Small*s published Warrack lec

tures says "Here is one of the few men who can take a 
really large share of committee and community work and 
yet keep tryst with the supreme function of preaching., 
John Down, "Preaching To Modern Man" The Expository 
Times, July, 1961, p. 312.

^Notably Coffin, pp# 182-83; Berry, pp. 34-33; 
and Jeffrey, p. 31.
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A fifth observation regarding thè organisation 

of the ministères personal responsibilities concerns 
the comparison between the remarks made on the subject ' 
by the writers of the 1871-1920 British homiletical 
and pastoral literature and those made by the Warrack 
writers* Although the 1871-1920 writers also stress 
the need for the minister to establish priorities, 
they maintain that studying should be his number one 
concern rather than preaching (the main priority ac
cording to many Warrack lecturers)# Further, these 
writers from the fifty year period prior to the War
rack Lectureship also suggest the minister work hard 
and have self-discipline but for the purpose of ful-■ 
filling his pastoral duties rather than for the purpose 
of developing as a preacher (the main reason set by 
the Warrack writers)* 'Also, even though many lecturers 
on the Warrack sériés''declare the minister should main
tain a strict time-table for completing his sermons, 
no reference-to this suggestion was uncovered in the 
1871-1920 literature. Finally, no reference was made 
in the 1871-1920 literature to the need of actually 
writing out sermons in full while more than half of 
the Warrack lecturers maintain this is a necessity,

A sixth observation in the Warrack material 
is the underlying impression given to the young men 
who heard the lecturers. The men on the Warrack 
Foundation (who served an average of twenty-six years .

i'-

:

I
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in the parish ministry^) could leave the young men

I
preparing for the ministry with the feelin of frustra
tion. For one thing, these lecturers suggest that a 
minister must constantly be gathering sermonic material ’jf
or he will be a hack in the pulpit. Also, if the min- i
ister does not begin his sermon preparation early in 
the week, he will be a failure. Further, if the min
ister* s sermons do not result from a disciplined life, /
those sermons will not be blessed by God, In addition 
young men preparing for the ministry are encouraged 
to cultivate "homiletic eyes and minds" with the prob
able result that they envision their entire future life ■
as goverened solely by their role as preacher. Then 
too, sermon writing is such a dreadful, hard chore, 
according to many Warrack lecturers, the young men who 
listened to those lectures, couldlhave despaired at 
the thought of writing one and two sermons each week #:
for the rest of their lives. It may be noted here that 
a British writer as early as 1876, clearly states that 
good preaching results from strenuous exertion, and

<à

that success in the ministry "results only from continuous
2and systematic labor," Thus this is not a nev/ suggestion 

in the Warrack material.

^See Appendix D.
Quote from.page. 6 of Taylor, The Ministry of 

the Word, See also pages 3-8 of Taylor*s book.
Another.reference, this one from A, W, Burnet*s 

published Warrack lectures of 1933, reveals that this 
thought is not new in the Warrack literature. Burnet, 
on page 122, quotes the.famous American preacher Henry 
Ward Beecher (1813-1887) as saying "A man who is going to be a successful preacher should make his whole life 
run towards the pulpit,"

- -1
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y. . •■ ■'■:k •- Seventh, as was pointed out in previous chapters,

many Warrack lecturers in this section on a ministères 
need to organize also give the impression that he must 
become a "super" kind of person* In the above section 
the lecturers maintain - the minister must become "a new 
kind of person;" that is, a highly organized, dis- 

4 ciplined minister* Just'one'lecturer suggests this ,
4̂ occurs not only by hard work but together with the
y grace of God* Also, no reference is made to the pos

sibility of parishioners helping their parish pastorV '
I develop as a minister or assisting him in ministry.
i ' ^y- Apparently, the minister is. to do these things strictly •  ̂<,

\;4 on his own initiative and power,
A final observation cohoerns the Warrack lee-

- ,

ft . turers* view of the total ministry. The majority of
I l e c t u r e r s  who discuss the minister's need to organize 
V. - ■ his personal responsibilities give the impression that
1 -, heavy involvement in . fulfilling all of the demands made
•v;':’ upon his time clearly diminishes his role and effect-
i, .. iveness as preacher*

The Continuation Of A Study Life 
The section above listed suggestions which a 

number of Warrack lecturers made regarding the need

Stewart, p. 107.

-to establish certain priorities* The need to study .
was a high priority on their list* This present section ly

' ' ■■
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1Hutton, Sclater, Black, Reid, Gossip, Philip, 
Watt, Cairns, Burnet, Berry, Macleod, Macgregor, Stewart 
Jeffrey, McIntyre, Jarvis, Read, Craig, Menzies, Cowan, 
Wright, Keir, MacKehzie, MeWilliam.

^ H u t t o n ,  p .  1 5 3 #

will examine the proposals which certain lecturers 
on the Warrack Foundation make regarding the continuation 
of a minister's stùdÿ life, once he "has left theological 4,1
school* ..

"The .Necessity Of Reading 
In the previous section on priorities, some 

Warrack lecturers..pointed out that a minister should 
have a set time each day for study* It was also shown
that a minister should keep a notebook of gleanings 
from the books he has read. This present investigation 
will focus on what the lecturers say regarding not only 
what to read, but also what they.say concerning the 
place and purpose of reading in a minister's life* It
will be seen that seventy percent of the Warrack lec- 

1turers discuss the need for a minister to read lit- 
erature, poetry, theology and the Bible,

Reading For Personal Growth
The very first lecturer on the Warrack Series 

said to the students r at the theological colleges of 
the Free Church of Scotland: "be a reading man."
This same advice was offered by the first twelve War- 
rack lecturers whose manuscripts have been published*
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One of the two main reasons for reading, 
according to men on the Warrack Foundation, is for 
personal growth# Thus four lecturers urge ministers 
"to read, and keep reading the kind of stuff which 
will stretch your mind."^ In reading books that help 
them think, ministers will find joy and satisfaction 
in the midst of their.Bhard life#Satisfying as 
reading may be, two lecturers intimate that ministers 
will have next to no time for this part of their work#^ 
Yet one lecturer^ holds that ministers should aim at 
reading three hours per day while another lecturer 
suggest mininsters read every night before bed time#^

Quote from' Me William,- pp# 83-86# See also 
Hutton, p# 132; Reid, p# 87; Burnet, pp# 120-121 and 
Jeffrey, p# 47.

^Quote from/Hutton, p# 133# See also Burnet, p. 121 and Jeffrey, p. 47#
^Scrater,' p, .9?i ■. Watt, pp. 253, 282. Burnet, PP#.120-121#. Macgregor, pp# 3b-37. Jarvis, pi 90,
One writer .from the 1871-1920 period, James Stalker on page 233-of■ his -The Preacher and His Models, 

also indicates it is difficult to find time to read 
in the parish ministry, especially if the minister 
didn't establish the practice at college#

A present-day minister and writer, Leonard 
Griffith, suggests that'the pressures on the average 
parish minister force him to use only the time left 
after administration, pastoral care, denominational 
duties and .preaching for reading# See Griffith's 
The Need To Preachy- p# 23> " '

^Hutton, p# 164.
^Burnet, p# 154#

y 1
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Reading For Sermon Enrichment

While eight lecturers suggest a minister read
for personal growth, twenty-three men speaking on the
Warrack Foundation frankly declare a minister should
read simply because he is a preacher.

That is, these lecturers contend that reading
will help a minister in his preaching, first of all,
by enriching and vitalizing his vocabulary. This is

1the belief of nine lecturers. These men maintain 
there is no better way for a minister to amend his 
speaking than by reading* For reading, they say, gives 
the minister familiarity with words which are his tools 
for being understood by those who hear him preach.
Other lecturers suggest reading good literature-helps 
the minister learn "an aristocracy of language'"̂ "'which

oall preachers should strive to acquire. It appears 
doubtful from their comments however, that this type 
of pulpit language will always be readily understood 
by people in the pews. Secondly, according to nine 
lecturers,^ reading helps the minister feel the pulse 
of the world in which,people live. Reading can be a

, 4

j

1
P# 133,
p. 108.
p. 117,

Philip, p. 121. Watt, pp. 282-286. Cairns, 
Burnet, p. 134* Macgregor, p. 36. Stewart, 
Wright,'p.67* n Keir > p. 117* Me William,

Quote from Philip, p. 121. See also Burnet, 
pp. 133-1^4. ; ; '

^Hutton, pp. 166-67* Èeid, p. 134. Gossip, 
p. 90. Coffin, p. 123. Watt,; pp. 125, 136. Mac- 
gregor, p^ 38. Jeffrey; p. 4y, Read, p. 90. Me 
William, pp. 83-86. .

;- j
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1mirror of life, reflecting the needs, moods and 

feelings of the present time* The minister who reads 
has many points of contact with people* Closely re
lated to this purpose is a third; namely, reading 
helps the minister to be acquainted with many areas 
of life which are familiar to the people in the pews.
The lecturers list such areas as law, science, astronomy,
philosophy, history, comparative religion and fiction. 
Fourthly, in the opinion of four lecturers,^ the min
ister who does much reading will know how God has 
dealt with people throughout time and thus be able to 
reveal this fact to people through his preaching. A 
fifth benefit of reading for the preacher is that it 
helps to replenish his mind.^ This is particularly 
necessary in Scotland, says one lecturer, since her 
people are so well educated and thus will not be sat
isfied- with "a snippety nothing" from the preacher on 
Sunday*^ Sixthly, according to thirteen lecturers, 
reading helps provide the minister with much sermonic

2

^Beid, p. 154.2Hutton, p* 149. Sclater, p. 97* Gossip, pp. 
9Q-91, 94. Watt, pp. 282-283. Cairns, p. 133. Bur- 
net, p. 121, Macgregor, p. 37# Read, p. 90. Keir, 
p. 117. _ 

^Gossip, p. 89. Watt, p. 304.'; McIntyre, p. 
106. Keir, p. 67. 

^Gossip, p. 82. Coffin, p. 123. Watt, p. I90, 
Cairns, p. 97. Macgregor, pp. 34, 38-39, 61.

^G ossip, p . 8 6 .

■j

, 1
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1material. Finally, the minister who reads will not 

bore his people from the pulpit or preach dull sermons.
pAs four lecturers point out, the minister who does 

not read, gets into a well-worn rut of saying things 
in certain ways plus his spirit becomes jaied because 
his- heart and mind do not have a "thoroughgoing thorough- 
fare" with the inner lives of authors.

Just as the Warrack lecturers list.■a wide 
variety of purposes for reading, so they also offer a 
large number of suggestions on what kinds of literature 
the minister should read. Also, as most of the purposes 
listed by the lecturers for reading related directly to 
the writing of sermons and preaching, so the lecturers* 
intimations on what to read are almost all connected to 
the minister's task of preaching.

Poetry is the area of reading suggested most 
by Warrack lecturers.^ These lecturers suggest that 
the knowledge and use of poetry is a great aid for the 
preacher. Since reading poetry not only "creates the

1Hutton, p. 142#' Sclater, p. 133. Gossip, 
pp. 89-94# Coffin, pp..22, 125, 184-83, Scott, p.
134, Watt, p. 139. ■ .Burnet,; pp. 123-26, 128. Berry, 
pp. 87-88. Macleod, pp. 87-88. Jarvis, p. 29. Cowan, 
p. 123. Small, pp, 36-38. ' Mackenzie, p. 88.

^Gossip, p.,82. Watt, p. 190, Cairns, p. 97. 
Macgregor, pp. 38, 61. ' '

%att, p. 190.
^Hutton, p. 36# Sclater, p. 98. Gossip, p.

94. watt, pp. 1334 ̂ %82T86,'300, 304. McIntyre, pp. 
103, 108, Read, p. 90. Keir, p. 67.

• 3- -V ■ ■■ ■ J L ' i . . r . ' .V.V.



After the counsel to read'*poetry, the reading 
of the classics of literature^ and other men's sermons^ 
are suggested most often by the Warrack lecturers. The 
classics of literature reveal'to.the preacher the deep 
inner struggles of mankind and also the best style of

^Sclater, p. 9.8*
^Watt, p. 304.
^Gee Appendix E,
'̂Hutton, pp. 60-61. Sclater, p. 98. Gossip, 

p. 89. Burnet, pp. 120-21, I54. Wright, p. 67.
Keir, p. 117.

^Sclater, pp. 131-32. Reid., , pp. 137-38. 
Philip, pp. 111-12. . Watt, pp. 104-106. Cairns, p. 
154* Burnet, pp. 126-28.

.^H utton, pp . 6 0 -6 1 . G ossip , p . 89*

•if

y
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1full mind" but also puts the preacher in touch with

the whole range of people's emotions, the minister is
' - ' 2 required "to keep his heart in touch with poetry."

In short, the reading of poetry will keep the preacher's 
thought and utterance from becoming shallow. (Also 
indirectly, the lecturers could easily give the hearers ■ 
of many Warrack lecturers the impression that a know
ledge and use of poetry is a necessity for being a 
preacher. For there are two hundred fifty-eight uses 
or references to poetry in the published Warrack lec
tures. Some lecturers use poetry extensively. L« M.
Watt referred to poetry forty-three times, J. S. Stewart 
had thirty references while D. A. Maclennan used poetry 
twenty-nine times.
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1saying things* Lecturers suggest the reading of

sermons by other men helps- the minister learn the
‘ • 2art. and style of good preaching* One lecturer even

intimates that yôung ministers memorize phrases from
the sermons of Robert Bruce (1334-1631) of Edinburgh
and reiterate them in their own sermons*^ But three
other lecturers declare the conscious or unconscious
use of other preacher's phrases is a chief danger in
reading sermons before a minister has developed his
■own sermon* It may be interesting to note at this
point that all six lecturers who suggest ministers
read printed sermons delivered their lectures in the
first fourteen years of the Warrack Lectureship*

Other areas in which ministers should read
include theology,^ general literature,^ biography,^
and the subjects referred to above (law, science,
astronomy, philosophy, history, comparative religion 

8and fiction). In a more general manner, four

^Wright, p* 67. Keir, p. 117.
^Philip, pp. 111-12. Watt, pp. 104, 106. 

Cairns, p. 133. Burnet, pp, 126-27*
^Philip, pp. 111-12. 
^Sclater, pp. 131-32. Reid, pp. 137-38. 

Gossip, p. 94.
^sclater, p. 98. Cairns, p. 134. Jeffrey, 

p. 47. Wright, p. 67.
^Philip, p. 121* Macgregor, p. 37. Jeffrey, 

p. 47. n'Gossip, p. 92. Cairns, p. 134.8See page 338, footnote 2.

a; .



■■ ■ V;:- - ..  '-..-v; ■■■■ '. -y. 'Hut bon, p* 132. Reid, p. 87. Burnet, pp. 
120-21. ;Mclntyre, 'pv l03.':/ '

%lack, p. 72. Watt, p. 155.
^In the first thirty one years of the Warrack 

Lecbureship, twenty-two lecturers had their series 
published. Eighteen of bhese twenty-two lecturers 
refer to the imporbance of reading in the preacher's 
life>::‘-4 - lecturers :;who did; not; refer to ■ this
/î'dpic - Iwere ; A. B. Scott, Oî;:̂B. tMiîïlgàn, ' H. H:. "Farmer, 
:#d:% i'î " % '
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1lecturers' urge minis bers to read deeply rather than

2widely while two other lecturers assert it is bebter 
for ministers to read widely as well as deeply.

In reviewing all of the references made by 
Warrack lecturers, to the subject of reading, it be
comes clear that first, of all, minisbers are encour
aged to read for bhe purpose of helping them to preach. ; 
Reading, these lecturers suggesb, helps a preacher in 
gathering sermonic material, in broadening his insight 
into people's lives,., feelings and interest, and: in 
learning good sbyle and use of language for his sermons. 
Secondly, ib can be seen thab although many lecburers

• ■ .. : ‘ '•> ithroughout the course of the Warrack Lectureship dis- 4
" ' ' ' ' .cussed the place and purpose of reading in a minis 1er's 4̂
life, almost all of bhe lecturers in the Lectureship's % .

A- % - ... .. .......... .first thirty-one years^ urged ministers to read, es- 
pecially for the purpose of improving their preaching* ^
Thirdly, ib may be observed that the urging of preachers FÎ
bo read is also found in some of the British homi- J
letical and pastoral literature written in the fifty '



year period'prior to the inauguràtïdh of the War
rack Lectureship in Scotland. In this 1871-1920 
literature; ' authorsfalso me^nWih; that the minister 
should, read (widely,' theibest/literature, . and the, 
s ermons o f gr eat ) pr èaçher sc ) ' so ; ,he cah Ĵ âc Om# ' "a. ’ ' 
"successful p r e a c h e r bÿ 'becoming: açquaiht̂è̂^̂^̂^̂  ̂ ^
gbpd style, language, and t'herinsp of 'others.; :
it May be noted'here, that while Warrack' lectUfers t' 
bniy give the impression that'reading is necessary 
for becoming a .successful .preacher., several of the 
1871^1920 writers make this frank declaration.-.

The reason the early Warrack lecturers 
place such a strong - emphasis upon reading may be 
due to the influence of such authors from the 1871- 
1920 period as referred to. above plus the influence 
, -Of' hr. A1 exander. Why t ë ;;:;the - pot e d^pr Saqh er. .%t ■ Free' .. 
St..-George's in Edinburgh fr'omi 1870-1921. - This nian, 
who''is referred to twenty-hihe ̂limb's in the printed : 
Warrack lectures^ - - -  y  t

"]

^Stalker , rThs Preach#'̂ h;*"’113."7 Kelman,
The War .and" preaching,, pi 194;

"Taylor/^#e:m h i h t & : W * : : D a i e . N i^ 
Lectures, on' Preaching, P. 97. : Stalker, Thé,= Preacher, 
p. 113:; .Behyie,̂  The iAhliràter-.#mb
..41, oh.pàges%3-

ohiPreachihg,' says UI%. advise; y %  4tp - read .every book - 
:on. preaching; that you can buy or borrow, whether it 
i#;0:ld.or:neî ^

.̂ Taylor, The,Ministry,"p.’ 33.' Dale, Nine. 
Lectures oh Preachingp. 94. . Gtalker,,. The.Preacher
p."-113. ' iy,/.. ' " I - 4 ; %  -

^See Appendix F. . -
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used to tell--diis:'assistants; ànd̂  later;.his; ' 
students, after he had bebome%professor, \ 
.BYoüng'''.meh:,:\.bùÿ books'.f ' 'Buy âahy b o e k s ' -, 
5eil\ youapYb'ëd:̂  if' heel' Vë; to-^buy'bbokë

W ill ia m , p . 6;- 38■

/i
ft
' ,iThe Worth; Of fjReadingj, And Studying The Bible; . ' ‘ .y’

A .mihister, should read "especially the'Bible, 
which:,ls; the textbook of the preacher;" Also, "The 
Bible -is the preacher -ip the preacher* ■ These two
stateSiehts] from the Warrack material^ sum up the opinion 
of;many lecturers concerning the place and purpose of •
.the Bible in the minister's life* Some lecturers 
declare the reading and studying of Scripture is a ■'

'/ ' . ' ' " ' -i 'vital' source. 0f inspiration for the ■ministères-inner --/ff ,4y ' : - -
life;.;: But as with the Warrack lecturers' comments ; ' 1
cbhcerning the topic . of reading in general' thé; great . '
weight. of,.''emphasis falls upon the need of the minister 
to read the Bible.as an aid and strength for his pulpit ; 
ministry. . : ' . , :

• ' ■ ^WëUery A HiBt0P:y:'6f Preaching.. II, 473-74. ' a -
Also quoted in GoSsip.' p. '83:# -

Undoubtedly Alexander Whyte's incluence was ]
also felt through the words and writings of some of  ̂ ,
his assis tàhi.m sr er s wno later became famouŝ  preachers : 
da H. Jdwett ' 41863-1923) ; John Kelman ( 1864-1929 ), !George Mdrrisb^^ (1866r;19.28) and: Hugh (1668^1933) 'and ' through'th of his' 'Co-worker for a /time  ̂{'
at Gt ., George'a:,;;Robert Rainy (1826-1906)* Gee--Webber, |
A History of Preaching. II, 47O-71, 513, 522,. 527.
, ; ; . ̂ Quots: from Philip, pp.4. II8TI9e Sclater on
Pagé'99 and Mënh:iës Bpn' pa^ almost the iden
tical words as-Philip in refering to the Bible as the 
preacher's textbook.

a
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Reading mhd'Studying The Bible As A Bohrce of 
; Eight ' men on the Warrack Foundation urge young
men.preparing: for the ministry to read and study the 
Bible as a source of devotion and inspiration. One 
iecturer holds that by-reading the Bible, the minister
will be drawn into "the very closest communibh with . 
Christ.:" ; Another lecturer contends that every min^ 
ister mUst:,read the Bible to keep-the well af God's 
grace flowing through his own life.^ - -

Yep,behind every.One of the,comments pf, these 
eight lecturers are : indications that even a minister's 
private devotion àhd inspiration should be turned to
ward, preaching. One of: these lectures puts itithis 
way; as ;bhe preacher is inspired through /the private 
reading of Scripture he; has" "something tp passrsn that 
God can.and does use."^ . " r

Reading àhd" Studying The Bible às" a- Direct Aid . for j
: While only eight iecturers discuss the reading of 

Scripture ,as a source of devotion and tinspiration* twenty-’, 
one Warrack lecturers^ speak of the worth of Bible reading 
and study for the\writing-of •sermbnsl /• •'

1

■ ;

1 1

■ i i

::;Pplater, p. 99t ,Blap.k,,.p.:-79.. ' Heid,,pp. 125, 
'p.: 117. . Watt-, pp.-,132-133. Stewart, 

p.. i08* jahvis,.. p. 1 3 . Me William, pp. 6, 38.
' :̂ éiiïip.,.p. 117. hi '

: , iat'fey tpi. 133> - ' ' . ' / :
J.arVië,‘ .p.':13..

'' Ŝclater:, Black,; Reid.,. Coffin, . Scott, Philip, 
Bairns,‘'gurnet, Macgregor, Stewart,3Jeffrey, 

McIntyre, Jarvis'; Craig, Menzies ; ' Cowàn, Wright, Keir, 
Mackenzie,  ̂ 1 :

■■■’J



Thè\vaitlouÈ' b ê h : è i f e r  derives 
for his preaéhinl' hy reading thé Bible;;closeiy parallel 
the" values of general reaBih#asflis%e^ aboyb. In. 
the first place, the minister#hO<.reads.:the.Biblb'twill

minister who constantly'reads the Bible (especially the 
new translations) will have his imagination kindled.^

' I;

always have sufficiehtimaterial to preach on throughout 
a lengthy ministryl|;t^àèbondly, WhMë; reading; the. Bible 
•thet âlert minister will find.'cbuhtiess, texts which de
mand, to be preached Upon"- and thus should'betiottod  ̂^
jdown in. a specialjnptabookt^ Thirdly, the Bible helps .. 
rthe preacher learn the thoughts of human hearts since 
Scripture "contains a W%rof;tea on theiügrèat
questions of; life. Fourthly ihe minister Who ■ reads * ' V!
the Bible is able to put .çohcretehqss, realism; and 
highly dramatic material directly into his- sermons*^.
Thus. : a fifth value of reading the Bible emerges-. It
saves the minister from dull and uninteresting preaching  ̂ q
by giving the preacher of variety, of interesting and ' "td
- t h . ^  -/. " . .yÿ, t' , ^  ' ' B' , J
challenging topics upon which to preach. Sixth, the ,‘Bi

;

' . enJ
 r   v/. ' B j• ■  See especially ;Black, pp» 123^26 andfWright., '

P* .37# See also Philip, pp. l46Bl|,0; Watt,.;p..:'114h'
Stewart, p. 134; McIntyre, pp/ 23-26:; Jarvis, .pp. 13, 
l^ ahd'MoWilliam, p. 38. . : . /
n, y i_ p. 22. Scott, p. 134. ' Watt^.p."139. ' "I
Burnet-,. pp. 123-26. Sbewart, / PP/ 108, 133^4iv 
-McWilliam, p^:38.

,, ' , . 7  ' : ’.V ‘ -.s J|
p. 2 2 . . ; // ■

.......... .. from .Reid, 129, %  jDp, , ,'*ï
58j 12a;,.Jeffrey,..p, 2'2; -Menzies, pp;'132-3#,: 147-49; ' ‘ '1
and-'Cowan,. P. 17. . • ■ iry;'' ' 1

^Stewart, PP...33-34/ /gehzlësL p.p. I3i/:138, ' ' " Î
141-42. Keir, p
t'k' ... 4;/. '"3
;■ - Oaryls,. p.: ,13. . . , r ' .

■ /)



: \ ponder the Bible,;)discuss the Bible, rahsack 
,7 the Bible, go,.tombed.'withythe Bible,-wake’up 
- in.; the' morning ' w stili ait hand.
' ' We must know it; and. we.must obey^it. That 
is bhe'road , to ■ pulpit-efficiency. i

.a
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Withtthe above suggested preaching values in

reading the Bible it is not surprising to discover
there are twelve lecturers who assert that almost all

1
preaching should be based upon.' the Bible. i

' It is not too strong to : sayr that the ma jority v .
of twenty-one lecturers who discuss the need for a \
minister to read- the Bible echo the statement: of H. C. • , ■ 
Mackenzie, the 1962 lecturer who:,said that to; hear 
God's voice, , .

we must read the,'Bible, listen to. th® Bible, ' . y -:.

A. A. Cowan put it even more succinctly when he declared 
that great preaching comemlonly/ from a minister .whose ' .
main knowledge is. gained from.a study of the Bible.^ \ ‘

A review of the aboveWafraCk màlér'iaî on the 
subject .of reading the Bible plus-a comparison at this ' » 'j,
point with the 1871-1920 literature reveals several ''|
facts. . '1 -

First, the very fact that twenty-one'out of ' '
thirty-six lecturers discuss the topic of'reading and !
studying the Bible shows that this topic has a plaice • 'II

 ..  - V-  ̂ ^  - .... .
Sclater,,.-pw 99# . Philip, pp..,;,118-19. : . Watt, ■ ' kr

, Stewari, pp. .34433, 109T, McIntyre, pp.
V,, &3>',26'. Jarvis,. 'pp. 49-30/ Craig, p. 30#- Menzies, - %
7#/y;C30) 144-43# / Ppwan,. p*%37. Wright, p. 37# "b]■y MacKenzie, p# :30/-s'-MCWilliam", /p. 6. . . ' '.."b

"=^MacK6nzio,ApVbO;"\ . - %
- ^Cowan, p. '37. - - . ' ■ .. : - "v'l

. - - - - . . .

a
% '■' ' - ' ■ ■ ... r- ' ''3-% ‘ '' i. .f ̂. ' y .k'ki "4'-



of importance in the printed Warrack material# A 
.study, of; the British homlleticalfahd, pastoral literar 
ture from, the 1871-1920. period also' reveals, a. very 
heavy emphasis- upon this tdpicl ^Twelve'books’, and , ;
two periodicals from that, period contain exhortations 
addressed to ministers' to study and read the Bible* '

Secondly, the twenty-one lecturers who dis
cuss the place.and purpose of the.Bible in a minister'si 
life represent no specific period of time. ...Thus it 
can be said that this topic .has received consistent 
emphasis throughout the history of the Warrack Lec
tureship, “

Thirdly, it is very obvious that the main:-, ' 
reason for reading and sthdyihg Scripture according -■
to Warrack lecturers (and writers of the 1871-1920 
literature.as/well)Vis to aid, enrich and Strengthen 
the ministeris pulpit ministry# ,3'

Fourth, unlike" SC .many other coirimehts in the ■' 
.Warrack-material,'isOmeilecturers seem to giyeltheir

Taylor, The- Ministrypp * '. 29 # 40-47., Smith# 
The Preacher ■ as .Pastor-/ p.'; 7-9*. . BlaikiêThe Ministry,'
and Preachers of"^otland, pp# 339-341* /Stalker,-
The: Preacheri.}̂^̂^̂ 108# 111. The editor, .
• Expository - Times, February , 1891,: P.* 232., /Horton, 
Verbum Dei# .p;i 109. . Garpehter, ̂ Lectures on Preaching# pp. 207-208. G. A#'Smith, Modern^Griticism and t] 
/Preaching Of/the Iltewl, TeS tamenE~TLondonr / Hodder W  
Stgughtpn, Ri; 2$#/' ' Wllliamapn,. M'èais of-
Ministry,' p. 190, Inskip, The Pastoral Idea, p. 
kelman'. The Expository. Times, January, 1906, p. ,167* 
Forsyth, Positave Preaching, p. 26. Horne,- The 
Romance mf-''Preaching,! p/4l38/ : \

>■ ;

"
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• 7See Especially Watt, p, 133; Stewart, pp.
109i Ï53T34;. MacKenzie, p. 30.

. ^Taylor, The Ministry, p. 29# Smith, The
; 'Preacher As Pastor, p. 79# Expositiory Times, Febrn- 

ary%%189l, p* 232. Horton, Verbum"~'î)ëiV p. 109, Car- 
; penter,’Lectures on Preaching, pp. 207-208. Kelman,
• bhe:Expository Times, January, 1906, p. 167,

:/ -Sclater, p. 100. Philip, pp* 66, 117, Watt, 
Pi 133* Burnet, p. 123# Stewart, p. 108. Jarvis, 
■.p#'.13, Craig, p. 30# Menzies, p. 130. Cowan, pp.

: 37, 39# .Wright, p. 37# Mackenzie, p. 30. McWilliara, 
: p# 38#

3^9
young hearers words of encouragement# By declaring 
that the minister who reads the Bible will never run 
out of material to preach on, some lecturers could < ' x-
well give encouragement to men looking at the vast 
yearsVahead/\Of them in the ministry. Nevertheless,
these comments may become obscured by the many voices 4

' -7'3 .. Z473.  ̂ \ ^
on the Warrack Lectureship :v/hich insist the minister - ’

' . 1 1must make the Bible..his constant companion. Because ■ < ̂
of these comments, perhaps a young minister could be-  ̂' J
3- ' b  . :.3y&##3#^yBkv3'' come' discouraged or guilt-ridden if he finds only a -■ 7 • , .... ..

small.amount of time each week for Bible reading. j
/Fifth, as in the literature from the fifty - ,;j

year period .p to the Warrack Lectureship, many .. - -''I
of the Warrack lecturers definitely assert or leave yj
ItheVimpreŝ  ̂ that it is only the minister who con- a .3
stahtly reads the Bible .who has a .chance to be a good * ' / '"-"/W 
preacher. I'33 ' . .
■ 3 3  A sixth fact which emerges from the present 3
study is ihat ' only fifty-one percent of the Warrack ' i

. 7-'̂' - z'"! ' \ .3 ' /.''I-' - ' ' ' / 'lecturers-^ who speak of Bible reading urge ministers .



350 :
to study Scripture while nearly seventy-five percent 
of the I87I-I92O writers who discuss Bible reading
insist that "every true preacher must be an

■ 1 earnest Bible student."
Seventh, while the Warrack lecturers list 

many reasons why the reading of Scripture: aids preach
ing, the 1871-1920 authors are less specific at this 
point.

Finally, the emphasis placed upon the need for 
the parish minister to,read the Bible certainly is not ' 
new to the Warrack literature. As seen above, this 
point is made in the material from the fifty year -
period prior to the inauguration of the Warrack Lec
tureship. Further, the statement.that ministers 
should read the Bible constantly is found as a direct

'  ' p . , ....command in The Westminster Directory " as well as embedded ■ /
in the teaching and practice of John. Calvin (1309-1364) ,̂7 
the man whose works so heavily influenced the early 
Scottish Reformers and theologians.^

%-^Parker, The Oracles of God.. ,

133, 168, 236

■ M.:,

A#

Quote from Horton, VerbUm Dei, p. I07. \
Taylor, The - Ministry, pp. 40, 46-47. Smith, '

The Preacher As Pastor, p. .79* -, BlaikieThe Ministry, ib
p. 77 and 'Preachers of Scotland, p./339*' Stalker, j 4 ..j
The Preacher,' p.’ I08. Expository.-Times, February,
1891, p. 232. Carpente'r, Lectures on Preaching, pp. y "
207-208. Smith, Modern. Griticism, p. 293. Williamson, .Vr '
Ideals of Ministry, p. I90. Inskip, The Pastoral. Idea, - ',3%
pTTBÏÏ. ':

Leishman, The. Westminster Directory:; p. 29*

^ B u r le ig h , : A Church H is to ry  of. S c o tla n d , pp . - ^

' i  '4
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b "  - . . . V b:.
The , Obligation ' Of Maintaining TKéolègica.1 piseipiine i

It has-already beenvpoihted out-that the War-
■ ' : :■ „ ■■■' 7 7-7/ ' ; .rack lecturers urge,.mlni8tefa : to continue gaining; 
knowledge while .they are in;' thevparish' ministry through  ̂
disciplined reading. ' The/present 'ex&ihation: 'Wil 1 
-fobus on the comments of Warrack-lecturerstconcerning 
the need for ministers tplmaintain- the theological ;x 
disciplines which they acquired in theolCgical p.Qliege#
•V •,/ ''The'-majorityZof who discussed reading
and; reading the Bible, suggested this was necessary'"for 
'the7purpbses ofIcarryihg out a pulpit ministry3 -Thè 
,current discussion will reveal that the majdrityybf• 
lecturers, who speak of maintaining theplogicalBis- '• 
cipiines also feel this is important, particularly as 
ah aid in writing sermons.

' . ' . •//-I. 7 .
' -'7

Theological Education: /Rfe iSoteblntfê  - . .■ '1
Nine Warrack lecturers' refer directly to the - */ // " . . . ^4

■ ■ - - ■ «5 r ' 7  : ■; '  ■’ 4 - '. .  n  ^  , l itraining' of ministers i-at' theoiogical college/ 7 Four ,4
of these nine lecturers suggeèt the training -whic , .3
the minister gained at his theological school/should • ' ,

. . ' ................ / I " '  ' '

a.base upon which t0ibuil&:$urther/%
an entire parish ministry./̂ ,. These men.;.deClare that '. J1 '3/7': ' .13 y 7-v:;::/:! ' 3 ;

-  - J

. -V'
Ï

- - 7 77: ■ Black, Gossip, Scott y 7 Philip, Cairns /• : ' V;
Macleod, ICraig, Mackdhzie, Cl'elahdi';. ' /3- |
„ 77'-3 It;may .be noted that all of these men received 
their basic training in the theological schools of 
.Gcotland. Thus thejri'/undq̂ û  ̂ :are refering'"to. '. . 4
these school in their - comments/ - I' ' |' - - p/ - ' "37 ;̂ , ' -7 ' - 7 7,-. -Scott, p. 26. Philip, p. 114. Cairns, p. , V
120.. cieiand, pp. Y3:%4._ 77 / . 3 "

? 1
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"the final value of studies" gained at theological' ' 7 ' ' '■'.•■
college cannot be measured "by the size of the sack 
of information"■the minister carries, but by the min
ister's ability : to build , upon this knowledge throughout ■ ;b - 
his life. Only two of the nine lecturers (who speak , ..y-
of theological colleges) claim the purpose^of training
at these schools is "to lay up stores of knowledge" v-b
and material, to be Used: ,ih the, pulpit ministry,-^

■ The following .material will show there are by
other Warrack lecturers who also maintain that theo- V'-"'
logical:education must be continued after graduation 
from , divinity school/..; b - b: T; b||

The Minister As Student
The minister is to be a student even after, 

he leaves college. This is the opinion expressed by • ' 
six men on the Warrack Foundation,^ "In the old days,'! -, . j

^Quote from Cairns, pw 120.
^Quote from MacKenzie, p. 120, See also 

Gossip, p, 87, bb :'■/./ .
Of the three other lecturers who discuss the 

training of ministers at theological colleges, one 
(Craig, :‘p, 68) suggests' ministers gather material for ' • '
apologetic sermons while in college; another (Black) 
p, 14) contends that : "A college, first and last , is . ' 'b;
a factory for preachers;" while the other lecturer 
(Macleod, pp, bO-61) , decries the lack of fellowship 
among Divinity students,  ̂ ■ 3

^Coffin, p, 13, Watt, pp, 47, 49, 62-63> ,141-42, Stewari, pp/ 106-107#} Jeffrey, p, 22, Cowan, 
p. 39. Keir, p, 12&, ;

Two other lecturers,- Reid, on , page .120 and./ - I - y.,,;?Boyd on.page 83, indirectly infer the minister is to '
be a student even after his formal,college education.

- .b ' y 7 b; .'̂#

. -
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333
says one lecturer) the "Minister waspallowed to think 
that when he had stored''up. the limited facts" he could 
crowd into his University years that/"he was 'finished* 
But today's minister must continue to hq ,a student ? 
"keeping abreast of .• research andV discovery," 'or else 
he will be a failure inlthebministr y ̂ according;: to'two 

One lecturer' suggests, the-minister must..

' 7 : ^

' :b;

„1

lecturers#^ a # '

The Minister As Theologian : ,, _ 7"

The minister is to be a theologian* Two War- : 
rack lecturers maintain the minister's primary function 
is to be a theologian;/ab^ of the Word, for^this is

a / i
i#

what the congregation expects him to be in,their midst. 
This fact also bears oh his preaching# As was pointed 
out in Chapter IV above, fourteen lecturers contend 
the minister must pfoàch on the fundamental doctrine 
of Christianity. ,, But, the minister must expound "the

3“

-a

 ̂  ■■ '/
Quote from-■.Watt, p. 49.
• i b m .: T). 142/. :y . ' .

B, 62. ./Keir, p. 128.,
V' ; nkeiri p. /128. ; 3 -7- • .

: /Farmerp. 10; McIntyre, pp. 86-87,
pp, 136-138. Reid, pp/ülO~112, II4- 

16, Coffin, pp." 47, 49. Cairhs, p. 88/ IBèrfy, pp.
48-49, 31433, 79. Macleod, pp. 43, 46T47y Fa&mer,P* 143. :Macgregor ,̂:̂ PP." 67/69.
Cockburn, :Qhapter V, pp., 2-3. - ;Mcïntÿre,/ pp. 87-96.
Craig, ppI 22-23. Cowah, p. 83* Small, pp. 37^38.
See footnotes 2 and 3 on page 263*

*

continue to be a scholar in the ministry or his preaching b7
will suffer.4 ' ' ,:7 7'■ '■ 7'A»k

: / • V
  ____
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y. 31.
. t :,... e e. especially. Reid

P̂., 471 Farmer, p. 143# ^

b Î

GC'spelv truth and ' thé-Vde.ctrines7Cf the Christian %: ' /.
faith'"; from the pulpit in the simpliest ternis, ' b V- j
giving the people the. results of his thinking and - y * ''-̂1
reflection rathér than his process.b Thus, although 
only two: Warrack lecturers explicitly declare the 
'minister is,,a theologian, twelve other lecturers 
imply that he will he a theologian who continues 
his,studies since hé needs to expound doctrine in 
light of current views from.Ihe-pulpit.^
"b ’ ' Before examining’ the comments of Warrack 
lecturers- on the relati^ between the minister's
need to keep his theological toOls;. sharp for his 
sermon writing, it- may be Well to compare the com
ments of .the^l871-1920 writers with those of the '
..Warrack lecturers on .the minister's need to expand 
his-.theological knowledge after his days'at theb- .. 3

-The.,;firht‘resUltvof .such a comparison is

Ï

' . .'X;..' / 7- ...... y, .. . . ^that w.hile the .majority : of lecturers who discuss " - , 33
the minister's education; suggest he must continue to

b #be a:..stUdeht .after his formal:, theological training , i
has bééh complèted, tiue, of the writers 3
of 'thex'Britishbbomiletic,al and pastoral literature ' '

^rMclhtyfe) p. 147. . . - 3.
b b f b / b  , p. 88. .Berry , e ,.

. X "
Bee. especially. Reid, pp. 113-16; Coffin,. .. ' 73 . •



surveyed for this theses# - Ihythe 1871-1920 period,
. .y X \ ' y b/X^. -X" / X .XX .. - )x]

.six /writers intimate there: istameed for the minister  ̂1
to continue to expand his/ thdojbgical knowledge while . % -j
seven piecesxof literature/ from this period contain

"Pastoral Theology," The Homiletic Quarterly# 
Vol. I, 1877, p. 25. Dale, Nine Lectures on Preaching# 
pp/327-28'#x̂  Verbum Dei#’ p;# 172. Williamson,
'îdèaisVdf■Ministry#7pp/;itbl3. Benvie, The Minister 
yat̂ iilfork#,. bp. 37438. . Anderson3'The Scottish Pastor.
p.'11. ■ - .

Blaikie, The Ministry# pp. 3, 18, 21. Taylor, 
The Ministry# pp. 27-29, 30-31; Preachers of Scotland# 
pp. 32-33"Z '"Pastoral Theology. V'~The" Homiletic Quar
terly# Vol. I, 1877, pp. 23, 27. Stalker, The Preacher# 
p|/tl:4o. ''Notes bfiRecentV^^^ The Expository
Times #■ May, 1903, PP 341-42.■. x.Chadwick, Pasloral
Teaching# pp. .136-̂ ^̂ ^̂

^Dalev; :Nihe./LectureS' on Preaching, pp. 27-28.
Behvie#x:The~ Minis ter .:at’/Work#.- pp. 37-38. Anderson, 
T h e xS c6 ttish '*̂ s iq r 4 ' .Vp. l i

references tp/the, fact that the training which the 
minister received at theological:school is sufficient 
for his, ministry, b y x;, ; / - x

Anothen'fbhseliyation. shows, that six- Warrack 
1 ecturdrs-heclare&"the" futUre7success of a man's min
istry (especially his puipit? mipistry) depends upon 
his"remainij:̂ . a àtpdpnt after/theological school 
while only two l e c t u r e s a minister's 
success/in the pulpit depended upon his formal theo- 
logical training. Three writers’?.-from the 1871-1920 -
period aisp' deciare that lay/minister will not be ,
effective in the puipit but'will have dull sermons

V :  A,J



: - . ' ' ' : . ; \ ; % ,T_; ..
if he faiis t63::kpep theplQgical studies.;?' ' ' !
However, six, ̂  fifty year period
-prior to the Warrack Lpctiireship suggest that the 
minister *,s suecess ̂m particularly in preaching, hinges 
Upon his training'and.scholastic earnestness while '

minister is to-rsmhih' **a student” throughout, his 
ministry and two 1ecturers.assert he is,expected to 
be ”a theologian" in .hisiparish. In the'18?1*-1920 
literature, how;eypr, only four writers^ were found 
to suggest thatethe riinister is\,a student his entire 
life. Furtherno writer declared outright or alluded 
to the fàcththat the minister is to be a theologian.

, Fourth, one Warrack lecturer'^ and one author 
from the 1871""1920 period^- discourage students In 
theological school from accepting too many preaching 
.assighmehts. Both men maintain that a student, who 
jbecomes irivblved in pulpit supply while in theological

^ T a y lo r , The M in is t r y , p . 2?,

A
a

at University and/or theological school. ‘
Third, six Warrack lecturers declare the . ■ '

. ji'i ''l\3§laikie, The Ministry/ p. 21. \Taylor, The 
Ministry'- :'o.f-;thé': Word, * ppT"%^%i30. "Pastoral. Theology, ” a U
/The Homiletic:Quarterly.■ pp.: 2^,127. ■' Horton, \ Ver.bum 
Dei.; p. 173. , (&adwi'ck^Pastoral T̂eaching, pp. 135'^7.

; ■•/Impale', Nine L e e t u r o h  #reaching:P P 27-28. -̂'1
Williamson^'. Ideals-' of .MihiStryj --pp.\'144l3̂  - "Benvie., i
The Ministehlat: Work;, -pp. :57-38. Anderson.. The ' N'M
■gëgtHsTrTasW.'vr'îi. —  !

4<.



in applying that khpwlejdge in^his^ i&tr ç p # W  of
Scripture,^ - There is no Yefe%3ênCe lin^the Wârrapk ;

school, lieglects his, primary^ duty of study. - Further,
•i-'hoth men feel the studeht'iwho has not completed his 

training/can get into had habits in preaching/'habits 
whiCh' are,- not. easily remedied later, j . ., M  . - ÿj

\  . ' à  final •-observât ion rises from a cpmpar is pn • . ' ,v

of the Warrack literatirre. from ■‘1921-i973l#hd.'the ■
.British literature:- from' 1871t1920.j Two - writers., from 
the. 1871rl9.2Q 'period; state that the Holy àpirit helps 

■: .'the minister/ in gaihihg his-theological knowledge, and

material to the subject: of thd Holy Spirit xin'-rela- * •
' ' _  ̂  ̂ . = . - ; -
.tiohship to this topic. ' tJ

i
Scholastic Training Aids Sermon Writing

The section above contains .the comments • of 
Warrack lecturers oh the need for a, minister to conr 
tihue his education, in a-general sense, after entering 
the parish ministry. .In the section which follows 
the':: War rack lecturers^ discussion relative,/to the 
ministères obligation to maintain specific sehplastic
disciplines ' Will ' be presented. The., specific tools m
' ' ' ' • ' . '. ' /- / t::  ̂' '' 'the.minister should continue to .use and keep abreast J' ' ' ' . ' ' . . '' . \c- : . - / ;
' - ' . : -, ' /  ' ' ' -of in the parish ministry are'to be used, in the, area v'i.j
of Biblical-studies. These tools are-the sciehee of '■ 1

- '//r. / . ' : ' ' ' ' " ' -biblical criticism and/biblical/dÿçgoGls. ’ /, '

"    ......

II
^Blaikie, The Ministryv/b̂ i 3# "Pastoral . .

Theology,":-The Homiletrc^^SUartêrly, p. 23#/ / ■'

II
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It was pointed out aboVe that twenty-one 

Warpack lec;turers 'declare ministers should read and* 
study the Bible as a direct aid for preachihg. {.Nine- 
teen of these lecturers, plus six others,^ clâim the 
.minister shpuld keep abreast of biblical-scholarship 
or assert that he shpuld use the tools of Hebrbw,.
Greek, exegesis and biblical criticism in the: Writing 
of his seritons* . Thus two men,;.on the : Warrack kbuhdation 
merely suggest a minister study the' Bible with' the.., 
aids of biblical'scholarship*

The lecturers/who speak in a general, way about. 
biblicaOifschcÆarship'- suggest a number of reasQhs/;why , ' 
the^,% Ishouil̂  ̂ himself informed, of' the .latest
c one lu si 00,8 in this field of. study. The most .frequently 
mentioned reaspn .for the minister to hayè;a continued 
interest and khowledge of biblical scholarship is to 
assist him,.in:\his.. preaching ministry.^ Scholarship 
will, proyide him with' -hew insights into Scripture so. 
he may continue to have somethihg fresh and.'meanihgful 
to say' to' the Çongregation from the pulpit* . Also, by 
keeping abreast of recent biblical- scholarship/ the

■ Î-/'

-̂ See page footnote 3*  ̂" . . .. ;
^Sclat er, Black f in * = %ilip , 4 Wat t ̂ - Gair ns,

Burnet j. Macgregor, Stewart,''•deffrey, McIntyre,, Jarvis, 
Craig, MènXies,. Cowan, Wrightz/Keir,- Mackenzie,\ ;

. ̂ Hutton, 'Gossip ,!fBërry/rFarme.r, Read, Cleland^
I ^Coffin, p. 13. Jarvis, p. 39* Craig, p. 46. 

Menzies/ip̂ ,'.-#.. / ̂Gpwsbi, ;p; .39.,V;ir ; Y ., 1 '

 ̂ ",
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minister will be ablé/'to-' re-examine ivhere'- #e-stands 
on biblical interpreta/tipn*''- ^Further, ministers in 
Scotland;/should continue the tradition of ..snch men 
who were -both •parish/ministèrs/\and; scholars às A. B. 
Bruce Ci$3Wi899), Ràrcùs Dods- Ü83^1;909;)y V ^ ë 8  
Denney (1836-1917 ) -and Sir George Adam* Smithi(ll836- 
1942) for the sake of/Üfeémimster’s congregation ..: 
and "the rest of the English speaking world, 
Therefore, the* overall emphasis at this point is that 
by maintaining skill "in biblical.scholarship and by 
being aware of the most recent.developments in this 
field, ministers can better open.the'meaning of God*s 
.Word to the people from the pulpits

j#

/ÏÎÎ
Biblical Criticism . ’

Biblical criticism is a beneficial science 
for the minister according to some Warrack lecturers. 
Now the subject of biblical criticism, its history in 
Scotland plus the views of the Warrack lecturers of 
1921 through 1954) has been presented in the Ph.b* 
thesis of John Bishop;entitied'"The Doctrine Of The 
Word Of God In/The Scottish Pulpit;, As Illustrated In 
The'Warrack Lectures#" Therefore the presentation

'9* 19.

3,

Craig, pp. 44-46. Menzies, p. 129,. KcWilliam 

Goffin,,p. 30. .
See the. Preface, page, iv'above and pages 193" 

97 of Bishop*s unpublished thesis available to be 
read from Drew University librbry, Madison, New iJerseŷ

rJ
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of this topic'' Will not /be extensive. However ,y;the'/ 
current examination will,(l) discuss the views of 
all the; Warrack lecturers to date including thP-len: 
lecturers not included :in Bishop's thesis, (2) compare 
the Warrack lecturers* views to those presented by 
the' British writers /surveyed from the fifty year: ■ /
period, prior tottheYWàrràck Lectureship,,. (3) see what 
value. the Warrack lecturers attach to biblical crit-* 
icism for the writing of sermons,, and (4) present the 
lecturers* comments ph the need to•maintain-the know
ledge and use of this/tool in the parish ministry.

.A-'toial of % fif teeh ' Warra discuss
.the topic of biblical criticism.. Of this total, ten 
men speak positively of this science, fbur others-̂  
see value in using this tool .dU'r ihg/ s er mpn ' pr epar at ion 
but tell ' rninisters to be cautious in, its use, while -■ 
one^ lecturer declares outright/ihat/'rninisters should 
get **rid of the critical approach** to the Scriptures ■ 
as soon as they enter the ministry, Vk

Black) Gossip,/ Oof fin,/ Philip Watty Gairns, 
Berry, Niebuhr, McIntyre, Head, Craig, Ménziès, Cowan, 
Keir, MacKenzie. // ,

^Black, pp. .23, 33^33. Coffin, pp. 41-42. . 
Watt, pp. 32, 214. . Cairns, 1%:; ;97i9.8. Berry, pp. 112-113. Niebuhr, py/37*:.Read,' p. 31.,/-Ci#̂
23) 29-31) 34-41.PP. 97-98. . y.. ' . ,

%pssip, p,.' 88. , Philip,., pp. .34-33..̂.. McIntyre, 
pp. 32) 41-42. Keir; ' ;bP* 69-:86;; r/ .. ' r/ .y " *

:^%ote from page 43 of MabKenzie. See also 
pages 41-48 of his published lectures.

■ A.'-
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Thel TèctùrerA^w toward
-biblical criticism/^suggeig /the toqlsyahd techniques 
of this science should be, used.;tq.,help-preachers see 
that Scripture i s '**aiivè' with the*"':life and problems 
we know,!': and thuskWe that the Bible/can never be 
exhausted as a source of preaching* ' Although many 
of t he se ' le G tur er s "às s er t,, that * thé ' minister should 
use this tool in his study while preparing sermons, 
they suggest the preacher.never'pkrade his research 
and approach to Scripture,in.therpulpit. Yek, there 
,is. a. shif t of bmphasis' on this: point in the course 
of the liarrack, Lectureshipv . Early'lecturers declare 
,that for. "some people, textual crîtleism is madness" 
and therefore the préacher should; .be /cautious in tel
ling his ./people ; that ' he / is using, this/:science/in' the,. 
/prbparati.oh/ serkonsiift/ of the most rebcht/
lecturers 'however, c ont.eh'd , that. they rninist er sh'Ouid/"// ' 
clearly show and/tell his people where he stands/in' / 
his,/.'views regarding. the interpretatioh of Sc-ripturè*: / 
it 'isimportant to do this, since ' -I

^Quole from Black,., p. 52. .See also Go.ff.±o,' ' 
.m.;A0-42;;::Watt, ,.pp. 52-0 ; Berry, pp. 112;-115; • . .
mébùkr.,:#;^ 37;.,and Craig pp. 35-57'./' .

. pp. 55,'214. Galrns, pp. 97?#. ' ' . .. . / / / #
Berry, pp. 112?13. Cowan,, p. 40» y//

: . ' ;?Quote from Watt, p. 214* See also Black, '
; - /  . . ., . / ': ' , / ,

- t,T >hlï



 ̂ isüiz ' - .. - - Y ^
!*an Unprecedented gap has opened between > / ''. 
what'is. .beingtaught in the colleges ahdw: ‘ -

; what is being received and believed in the ..
:'i '■ pews,hi ,... . ■/-"

SinC'e-'.Biblical* criticism aids the preacher in 
the writing, of sermons, he should spend time in the 
parish ministry'keeping abreast of this science,' '
While only three lecturers make'this outright■decla
ration, five other men on the YWarrack Foundation clearly 
imply that it is the'task of the parish minister to 
know the latest -results of'scholars in this field of. 
study.^ '

It is interesting to note at.this, juncture, ~ 
that what thëtma-Ôority of ..Warraè'k̂ '/lectùrers sky; on

k t- 'W o rk T b p ,, 16-17

the subject of biblical criticrk% io - not /v.astly .dif
fer ent; from. the comments,, of the,..British,,Æiters from ....
the 1871-19204"period even ' though'/Bibiicaï' criticism •
was just emerging ïn the local .parish during this fifty .... .
year period prior to the Warrack Lectureship#^ . 'ty

As in the Warrack material:,, the writers from 
this earlier period feel biblical criticism is of
value to the preacher since it makes the Bible.-"richer,

E5 . ■ -7clearer, and holier than ever#""'̂  Also some of these ' /

"Craig, p. 44 and also pagesb36-37#O ' . " ' i-iM
Cairns, p, 97# Craig, p. 29# Cowan, p# 40.
-̂ Coffin, pp. 41-42. Watt, pp. 33^34#. McIntyre,.

pp. 41"43. Menziek, p. 133# Keir, pp. 68^71*
I ,  -  . T - '  ■■ . . .  . :■ V-JS-AtsAATBurleigh, A.Church History of Scotland,- pp. Uvfy

337-39
^Quote/from Anderson, The: .Scottish \Bastpr.,\/p*-' 'Ï 

14. ' See also Stalker#.. The ïréacher,tpp. %ïQ85'ï#y■ ' ' "■ _/ '/%
Smith,. Modern Criticism, p. : 2.; Forsyth, ■ Positiveu /' '3̂ %.
Preaching, ppt 3j_17-,;̂ 74k’?'3.î and Behvie, The Minister ' _



■" ''563 /' ,■ .V,';
writers/from the ï87irl920speriod suggest,-as do

be afraid of biblical ariticism but continue to 
learn about it and from it. ... A final similarity ini/ 
both bodies of, literature is. the relatively large ' Y 
number of authors who discuss this sub j ec t;ahd:the . ■
very small number who speak about it in negative.; terms,^

.9'

!'SS

some Warrack lecturers, that/ministers should almost ^
never- drag biblical criticismfinto the pulpit - bûtTfûse 
it in the preparation of sermons. Another common • • ’-j: . . / - ' . - .. j
feature in the Warrack material and the 1871-1920 * - 1
'literature is the assertion that-ministers should not

. : : #?"Watson, The Cure of Souls, pp. 78-79. Henson
The Liberty ôf Prophesying, pp. 112-13. ; •

:V.,.7 .Sstalker, The. Pr eacher, pp. 108-?lG.9 * : ’ ;Hort on,,
Verbum . Dei., p,• ;.,122./I/Smith, Modern ■ Criticism. ■'pp. 2^3♦
Ben vie ."'-Tie Minister at Work,' p". -63. AndersonThe • - - 
Scottish'Pastor * p* 14*   ' ' :  '■ ' ' IV'’"'/-;. y ’ ■ - . "'̂ The; 'following'.writers speak positively,, of/ % 
biblical criticism: Smith, The Preacher/-kŝ YPaktortt'
p.. 88y; Stalker, : The -Preacher i ' ,pp% IGb̂ l'OR; - Horton,. ' : 
ter bum Dei. pp. 1^H-E37- TË5; Watson, The: Cure of : Souls 
pp.' 76-79 ; Smith:,' .Modern Criticism, the entire:.:book;
"Notes of Recent ̂;Expositioh:.‘"r:The' "Expository, ;Ti , * ..m
May,, 1903, pi/342; Forsyth./PbsitiveiPreachlhg; pp. , t-tj
:3,yl7j 73-731 Henson, The Liberty of Prophesying, p.- ' ' 1
;il7i Benvie,. The /Minister at/. Work, ; pp. I'ySR^tbO,; 63» -'i
■68. AndersohV/TheiScbt'tish/Pbstor. pp. 14-13. Y :

Only Spurgeonÿ M  All-hbuhd Ministry, p. 381 
and Home. The iRbmahbe\ of /% eaChi , ppi 118-119 - ' - J
de Clar e ministers /shPuld' -disthust/l'ib criticism. ' ■ : - [ ' - If]
Of course, it was Spurgeon*s distrust of biblical - ’
: criticism:, which 'led:-' to ' his vfithdrawing from'the -  ̂m.:
Baptist Hhlohi; See/*%pUrgeW :Ĝ^̂  ̂ ' # c g % e # a l , . / ' I g #
Britannica (London: / //Encyclopedia' BfitahniCa, :/1964T> '■
fŒ.' 'Bi;"'p.' 266. ■ Then: too,/it was Horhb''whom: Ihiiip . lï;
quoted on page: 34 of ; hik/1930̂  Warrack Lectures :as an 
authority indÿrekchihg^.Whpid^rgdd ̂ministersrlto'/be 
cautious in thèir use , of biblicbl- : Criticism*::7.'' '

: "A
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'There/are two emphases in the 1871-1920 

literature; Which are absent from-the Warrack material. 
First, a number of writers urge ministers bo use the 
pastoral.approach in presenting/the subject of biblical 
criticism to their parish^ Secbhd, several writers 
Ï this period maintain the .place to acquaint the 
laity: with this topic^ik là their / teaching, rather 
than/their' ■preaching -itihis try, ̂

Biblical Exegesis - ' - -
"i Biblical exegesis is a valuable tool for the 

.minister to use in freparing sermons according to a 
number of Warrack lecturers# ;'%ivë' of them agree 
:;with. A, C, Craig.*s stat.ement/ to men preparing for the 
ministry:, 7"évéry sermon you preach; ought to rest on 
sCuhd exegesis /of jgcrip'tur̂  main point of
these six;leeturers;is'that;ministers should give an 
honest interpretation to the texh,of a sermon and 
np'tit wist,,it S' meaning regardless ;0f (how clever the 
sermon may become, _ .Two other iecturers urge preachers 
to'î eepl!|.t'he detailed machinery of. exegesis" ' in the . . 
study and out (of the pulpit.^l In fact, both of these

‘Forsyth.), Bbsitive/'Fr eaching, ,/p, 73, Hens on, 
The Liberty,0f (Prophesying, Pë(112*' Benvie. The mnister^rWorE;l#H^^ "

:/(;;(-//^Watson, • The7Cure;.sf 8 oui s'* p, 78. - Henson, */:'( ThéYÏiberty of Prophesying.p., . 108V -' '•
' . ' iy^Craig, p. 4 7 See'also' .%  pp. 123-23, . '
143-36; Farmer, p. /..McIntyre;,: p.:. 29; ' Menzies, .p. - ‘ ' '
136; .Ciel̂ ^̂ ^

'̂ 'Berry, p. 114. Keiry , .'V
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leeturers-infer that the process ofrinterpretation 
of Scripture as " taught in theological,.,schools is not 
as valuable as others would suggest* .

Related to exegesis is.the use of Hebrew and 
Greek in the intreprstation of the Scripture.to be 
used as- the. basis for a sermon;- . Four- lecturers-urge . . - 
men preparing for theministry ■ to keep up their know- ' 
ledge‘'and.'use of these' languages #, With these tools, 
a minister:', can understand.a passage of Scripture accu
rately and interpret it in his sermon clearly. " (Sev
eral other lecturers y notable Wë M, Macgregor %nd D. ■ ' ■ 
T. Nilesÿ. -make ■ extensive une df .Greek'in their sermdn.:/./!
'. ÿ. . ‘ Y)' . , , ■ ' . r - 'preparation,,.;!, ./The:'dif'ference between the comments 
of the four,Warrack;Tecturersiand; the cdmmehts of the 
four 1871-1920 : British writ ers regarding,thd/Subject 
of Hebrew and Greek, is one oTiemphàsis. These, writ erst, 
■from the fifty year period priorCto the Warrack ‘ '

.V't

ÿ / M .

' Y-t/l fTaylor,, The Ministry, p. 28. Dale. Nine. 
Lectures: on..-Rreaching^/% * ! / Smith, The 'Preacher ‘ / 
as /-Pastor, p p 7 f  K  - Hortdnj ' Verbum . Dei, - p* 119. . ,

One other: writer'; from the iB7T-l920" period - 
speaks of Hebrew and-.Greek,; only saying/ that 'a . ' T
preacher should be .acquainted .i)(itR̂ .languages. ;/
See "Pastoral Theoldgy, The .Homiletic 'Quarterly»
voi* 1877/ p. 27* '' ' ' /.ip
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Lectureship merely declare'ministers should continue 
their mastery of these languages, while theyfbur ' War- '' ' 
rack lecturers, directly/relate-;, the.(continued mooter y , ' ^
of Hehrev/ àiid'yGreek,to the writing of. good" sermohs..

An overview .'of the Warrack lecture.rst comments 
on a minister * s scholastic : trainihg' and sermon writing' ;/ .(,
shows severai,nifferëhCes : of .'Opinion among the lecturers 
themselves- as well as between the lecturers and- the 
British writers from an earlier' (period# (y - ;,

(,. r ' 'Ah obvious difference of vOpiniOn in the War— 
rack material concerns th.e .value:.’cdnd Use, of biblical 
criticism*:. Thb vn.O t, ma j ority of, lecturers who speak 
"of this subject infer - itghas -̂ rkat''value.,for a mini- 
.iSter*s preaching/minlstryui ieti there- lthe/ aiso a 
few iec tur ers' 'who urge ministers tO; use this science 
cautiously and one 'lecturer who declares this part off f: f
,learning should be forgotten.upon graduation from i
theological school. Biblical rexegebis is another -, („ I
subject upon whichcthere is ab&iffèrehbà
among Warrack lecturers# Although all eight lecturers ‘ J

'( ' /.who discuss this topic' feel a minister should:apply " , ̂
sound.exegesis to each text of a sermon,. two of these 
men do not feel it-is as valuable for preaching as -

5 V  . - y V. * I

some professors and preachers suggest# ' -, ' *
' . _ - ' ' . " - . / .. .. ' ̂  r ' . ^In the-1871-1920 literature, there ./are ..soke ' / J

  - - - / I'"'
similarities of-'emphasis with the Warrack material, :  ̂vj
especially in t he value placed upon biblical criticism ]

- . ' - for -writing meaningful, relevant sermons# However, the
• .... . v;

Ay". .________________  vî:'



j567
writers of this earlier literature encourage ministers
to present this topic to the people in their parishes
through their teaching ministry and in a pastoral, /
open, understanding' manner, The --Warrack lecturers
however, leave the impression that if the science of /
biblical criticism is to be discussed with people,
it should be done from the pulpit# Also, several
Warrack lecturers urge-ministers to continue their . 7; '
knowledge and use of Hebrew and Greek while - several:
I87I-I92O authors suggest ministers continue their

; ' ' ' ' ' . , 
mastery of these languages without/indicating directly
why they should do spï' ■'= y,,.'..- ■ ' !

â œ œ .  , ' , , 7 .;.̂? . VC 7;;/
In sum, several conclusions may be drawn, from 

the above examination concerning the theological ' '7(4
disciplines /of /a parish minister* ' /7'7.

One conclusion is that the Warrack..material .,:i
is a body of literature in which /the acceptahCe of 
biblical criticism among some/pf" the,cministers of 
Scotland can be traced# In the early years of the %-/'l.1 ' . ' • ■ A  1
Lectureship, as well as in the fifty year period before

' - ' . ' ' : V ' ' '/jthe first series of I Warrack lectures the- discussion -
reyblved' around whether or not there was a great deal / '/;
(of’/valub .in thé 'science, of biblical criticism for* *
preaching. Then, ih, the later years of the Lectureship, ,. - 7
the lecturers = commehts/portray the acceptance of this
science among many of the ministers.in Scotland* However,

M

(I
/7
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the Warrack literature leaves several related . 
questions unanswered* The questions'are: ' dôvthq 
people who sit in the pews of The Church of Scotland %
know about biblical criticism, do they know.where 
their minister stands in relationship to this science, 
and do they accept this scientific approach to 
Scripture? , : The Warrack material suggests (that'' some 
people gathered for worship know of biblical criticism 
while some do not * Therefore, the minis t er .■ he e ds to '/
be alert to this fact in his preaching since he can 
no longer assume only one view of Scripture is held
by his audience.^ As far as the /training of ministers

1 . . . A . • ', In 1911 Andrew Benvie asserted on page 18 of 
The Minister at Work, that biblical criticism "has 
invaded 'the pèw,*̂  However, H. S* Coffin declared on 
page 31 of his published Warrack lectures that "The 
pulpit is often a generatipn behind theological lecture- 
rooms"'on the subject. Of course, Coffin probably was 
refering.. to the American scène. ' Then.in 1950, .E; D.
Jarvis said on page 48, 9% his publisjik(̂  ' 1Ç9 bs; that probably'the majority of (people; in'the pews of Scotland : ..stililf eel their..ministêr -int erprets; Scripture According i v 1
to strict./vèrbnï:'ibspiration*’' v- y ’ -i

^This concluSiqn;corresppndSy to the,analysis 
of, E*: .H* Jeffs on page 2 of his ■ Princes, of the: Modern 
Pulpit *  A .The only difference'between Jeffsi;comments 
andZ/thpse Of. thq Warrack lecturers is that he feels 
biblical criticism v/as known by people in the congre- 
gatildn(as :eariy ,as the second decade of the nine
teenth century,while' certain.Warrack. ̂ 1ecturer siimply 
it'wasnbt/ until almost the : sixth decade that the 
peoplevin.the- pewS'of Scotland were knowledgeable .
Yon; this topic. ' -l'I'i, b”'?' ' t.;

'(.j



'is -concerned, it/appeàrs' that the ministers;:who 
studied: inv’the;/ schools; of Scotland, were;
trained not only in the use of 'biblical .criticism 
bUt’":alsOY.t6: accept /its :rèsults: .sbdhér, than .stddents . 
in. the theological schools • of .The Church ' of':England*

- '%oth.er ; iohclusiqn the aboyé
examinatioh is the^belief ioi ailargé nimbor^dt; War- 
rack lecturers on the value of continuing one/s. 
scholastic disciplines for the purpose of writing 
(good sermons. Thése^lecturerS-^nét-éhiÿ/écho the com
ments of' British writers'-froml thé 1871-19201 period, 
but they also sound-the note: trumpeted/by John: Calvin
when he said; "Noné^ wili ..ever .be k; good minister of

■■ -• 2the Word of God, except he first be;;.a scholar# "

I

1 ' ■Leonard Hodgson reports, that it .wasn't until 
.the 1920s that'it'Ywas possible fOr a student / at = the 
Anglican theblogical schools in England to jasbuW' ' 
the; criticai approach to Scriptures ./was- acceptable# 
See. : nddgson's The. Bible and the ; Training bl)/t he.: ̂. / 
Clergy... (Lohdoh : " bar ton, 1/ongman, and. To,dd!; .19S3l>/Y

A l s o i t  is clear/ from} the comments of two ' 
writer's- from- 'England, H# Hk ■ .HensOn ' and C# Èv-'llorne, 
that in I909 and 1914 respectively they were not 
completely Open'tQ};,the findingsoi,bibiical criticism, •: ; ■ ■■ H.qWéyér, ''most of /1he - comments,,}above."f rom 
the Scottish trained writers .--representing the 1871- 
,19.20 perio.d/and thé'%riters ' o f- /the.- .Warrack .material 
■rétéal a gehér&:;açdép̂ ^̂  ' .of biblical criticism^

' Gibbs, and Mortbn suggest/that i t '•\̂ a;thé7:77 . 
disruption 'in Î843'and the réSultihg separation of • ■ 
theological collèges from universities - whicÀ/:âllowed 
modern biblical criticism to penetrate the. ministry 
of some of the churches of Scotland and, : to'/some . 
.extent, their members.-See Gibbs' and' Morton,'/'Gedls 
: Frozen People, p. 167# - -- ' ■ . ,

^ P a r k e r ,  T h e  O r a c l e s  o f  G o d ,  p# 59# ,

i
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7 ' A third conclusion of the/present section is
vX-ï that/thé.f‘minister has been counselled throughout the
•fv- } history of the Warrack Lectureship-hot to drag the
A7. machinery of his scholastic disciplines into the »pul-/

pit but to give.people the results"of his study and 
reflection.' ' 7 -

7//:.

The Dàniger of Mal̂ hgVYTĵ e Htu
Although there-isihèayÿlé^hasis throughout

:|#0
. ‘

y

: .A final cohclusion reached is that ministers A
are encouraged more frequentlyvihlthe Warrack. material'. Y ' - ( ' '7 7' _ . ' '. '

: . 'than in the fifty year permod,prior' to the‘fqunding 
of the Lectureship to view their formal education as 
a base upon which to build .further knowledge. In the 
1871-1920 period, university/and/or theological college 
training is more often viewed as the/finalizing of 
one*s■education than-as a base for expanding that 
knowledge. .. ' f,.. ' ‘ -r/- ■

#

Î
i

the Warrack literature upon 1 he necessity to read,
: ; ■ ■ 

study and continue onéls use and knowledge of recent
theological scholarship, some* lecturers- give ' ministers , ' '
a warning at this, point. ' ' ;

From the earl;̂  to the/later years of 'the War- ' . ( '
rack Lectureship, thèré' have'- bééh '1 ecturers/-whd have , , • ,
..urged the minister not" to make his ' study " a .kind of

 ̂ - ■ /l ... 'foxhole," insulated/'from the demands of people. These ' * j

" I  - . ■• ' -  '■ V  ■,■ Quote from Ma;clennan,...,p|‘’71« See .also. Reid, . , xpp. 181-82; Philip,,, .pp.,.73-74;ABprry, pp., 33-34; P#-- ' ' - %/m.er, p. 95; Read, pp* :62-G3;' Màçlehnàn, p%.'',64,' 69-70; , |
Cl eland, p. =40. .,■/
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siXï^locturers. fflaxntàinitîiat the (mini s ter who is locked 
7,in his stüdy^ allywéek has ;no Contact wit-htpeople;: and 
v: thus he cannot ireally,(preach (to their "nee ds. (} :. Such 
ministers are ^invisible six /days in the wéék/and} in- 
'comprehensihleigh;^ /

■ p "reshit.

Thus thé(emphasis Of these, six lecturers is .
(upon allowing contact with people to influence the 

' /minister's timerihyhisystudy so that, relevant.;preaching'' '
- results, fromta/mixture of study and personal relation- 
((y(§hip8#(y,; This, point, of view- reveals a shift in emphasis

from the 1871-1920 period where the two writers who - 7'̂
discuss.this topidy an opposite, danger.
They say that' a minister who., makes his study into an ^
office" Will find; that iheffeetive preaching; iV the

/<

' /Summary, '
In sum! the foil owing (comments can (be made 

(regarding Wârrack .iecturersiregarding
' ; the continuaiionipféthéYministér's study life, \
( (/( vY. 'Flrst^ a i t W  been pointed out
that(Six lecturers' Warn'the minister against making  ̂ î

'( his\studyy.% vast majority . ï
Of lecturers OU; the :WarrackAEOundation. contend-that - ' }
successful preachihgYcomes , fromYministers'yWho.:;Spehd a ' i
great deal of (time, in reading and study.

^Glelaad, p. 40. 1
. , ■ Smith, ' The Preacher as Pastor, pp* - 7-10#

( - Inskip,.3he Pastoral ; Idea, pp!
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"'Y . , Cibsely'-related to this point;ishe Over

whelming implication, that a minister Ineeds.tOY'read . 
and study in (order to aid him in writing sermons;.': - .» 
That/is, accOrd±ng(,to., the’ Warrack mat er ial thè : : ( ' ( 
r eading. and' studying .which'., à minist er does is ̂ mainly 
à means to an end; eff.ective preaching#. Conversely^ 
in the opinion o flà' number o f lec tur er s, the .minister 
who does not spend Yalbt' of time "reading ; and studyinĝ ' ' 
will have dull sermons,, .

, Third, .Oy.er eighty-three percent'Of the War- 
pack ; ie c turer s; sfr ( s s the; need} tb-Éeep. abreast of ■’ 
theological'studies and/or use theological disciplines 
while seventy/percent maintain .the 'minister7̂  ̂ -
be a reading.(man. There7are..,.also(moret writ ers; from 
the 1871^1920 period who discuss the need to study 
than there'.; are writers;who'suggestvministersiŸmifst'do 
albt of reaclLng .thrbughout , their:minibtry,ë/-7-;

Fourth, although several writers;from;the 
187i~*1920 period intimate, there is, public demand Of 
"a highly trained and' well-educak.bd. ministry^ the 
overall theme of the Warrack .lecturers is that the 
pressure to become'-well'Araihedf"’plus ;the pressure 
to further .one's éBhcàtioh;ànd competehce;, comes 'from 
,within. That is,' the Warrack literature leaves the 
impression (that the minister must-tiake demands - on .

#

;
».
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InChadwick, Pastoral;Teaching, pp.. 1-2, • • Benvie 
The Minister at Woik, pp, It̂ 'lfet ( * ■
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himsèif/to continue/;, his e duc àt ion : rather than being 
inspired or forced(to do so b^ pa^shidners or others 
within the church# Also'/sniy a' tew-iecturers on the 
'Warrack Series suggest it is -difficult for a/parish 
minister to maintain a disciplined study life!'

. Fifth, the "Warrack lecturers make very specific 
'comments relating to what#a minister shoulh read, what 
■he should study and how (he should- use /his scholastic 
tools! Y’tThe writers - fp;om!the(:' fifÿy y y eapy perip 
to the Warrack Lectureship, however ,7give ministers only 
general suggestions(in this whole' area* , y ■

A final odnClusioh reached, in.(this! .section%on 
the'minister*s'study life is.that as the Warrack Lee- 
tur e8hip Çontinued,, the sub j edtf of : biblical, criticism 
became more acceptable in the opinion of the lecturers 
and regarded as a mofe useful tool which ministers 
should use in preparing their sermons*

The Cultivation Of A Devotional Life 
In addition, to declaring, the heed :fdr ministers 

to establish priorities and to continue their reading 
and study while in the parish, many Warrack lecturers ... 
also encourage ministers to cultivate a devotional 
life. As has been seen, many .Warrack lecturers sug-

The investigation below will also;'réveal that thorimany ■ 
lecturers urge the minister to cultivate'' his devotional

Ia
gest that the main reason why a;, minister should read

' ' . . 'Y'" - . ' ‘ ' ,/ ()and study is to enable him to prepare good/sermons* / 1



life is because this party oft his personal liféïrelates• 
to his preaching, . r .

The Requirement pf a Deyotipnal Life ,
Twenty-6ne men oh/ithe ' Warrack Foundation com-

4îiént on the minister*sdevofional. life, (^Eighteen of 
these lecturers assert that 'd̂ ily, devotion's are a 
requirement the. parish /minister, must fulfiliyih- Order 
to strengthen either}; his.;'own spiritual welfare , his ■ 
preaching, or his'total: m i n i s t r y , Y

The Requirement Of Devotions For The ̂ Minister! s .-
Spiritual Welfare' '

' ' ' ' i .CX: : " ' 'Seven Warrack;iecturers ( declare that.ministers
should establish and maintain;} a devotional^ iife for 
their own spiritual welfare*; Three of these lecturers^ 
urge ministers not To ' neglech’the heed to minister to 
themselves through daily déydtions. Three other lec
turers^ suggest /ministers need the inward strength 
gained from a:devotional^life in order to withstand 
the pressures},of the, modern ministry. One lecturer

-

  t/i

Hutton, Scl̂^̂^̂ } Black, Reid, Gossip, Cof
fin, Philip, Watt, Cairns, Berry, Burnet -, Milligan, Stewart, "Jéffreÿy/Jarvis!..,Read, Niles, -Keir,
MacKenzib, McWilliam^ . '

■■- Sblater,A-Black,;r;Philip,,;Stewart, Jeffrey.! ' 
Read,.McWdjM#*:lé'K^^.........:
.( 3#WF7i:#(YBlaGK(i,./66..; Read,. '
;pp.;79-8o.:,. ; - .... .."V.,/: '/ , :=

bhiilp,. p. ;i2/ ' J@f##;//p.'(82* . Mdwilllam;.;/'
p. 86. „ /:.; 4...

(!

7



The Requirement Of Deybtiohs For The -Total Ministry 
. , A minister needs to cultivate his,devotional

life for the sake of his total ministry*/ .This is the 
belief of six men oh the Warrkck Foundation!: In

/ says a minister needs to be a man of praygr
becaû$é is a. poor yheedy'Creature (dépên^ / ' A ' 1

. God's'grace." - t
/Three writersz/pf the 1871-1920 litefkthrefz'■ =

surveyed for this dissertation' also maintain a min
ister needs to cultivate a devotional life in order
to deepen his own spiritual welfare, , These writers
list the identical reasons why a minister(shduld be
concerned for his spiritual 'welfare as do the' s.even ' ’■ ^

, ( .. ''  ̂'. '. : ' . - .
Warrack lecturers who discuss this . topic, ' ' '

-T- - ' (T*

I#

5::: In ' ' 5
fact, these men all'contend the'minister willinOt * z - '''(r/l
have an effective ministry ünlésa hè is a-tman of/}/ - ' ;
prayer. Four o f these » lecturers hold that organization 
and study are to no avail unless'the minister secure- • - ,(X
warmth and compassion of character,through a dedicated

' - ... " 'devotional life,^
In addition to the. six lecturers' who speak of 

the minister's need to cultivate a devotional life ' yYg]
';*Yj

^Stewart, p., 201, , ; . f 7?j-'.^Stalker, The -Preacher > pp. 33734#' Carpenter,
Lectures on Preachingpp. '70-71# Williamson, Ideals ••• - ' //}

■i

Of Ministry, p. 180*
%lack, p,* 66, Burnet, ' pp. I03 y 116T:̂ 17, 148 49. Berry, p. 93# Gtewaft, pp. 202,/22i^22! Cock- 

burn^ Chapter V, pagô .23._ Niles,; pp!,93!94! . ' f
^Burnet, p,;103, Berry! p, 93#'' Stewart, p.

202* Cockburn: Chapter V,,.page 23!' . / ;
- '1 . ' 7 ' ̂  ̂ ; - z \ - - ' : . .. %



a
fprlthe': sake of. M s  total ministry, one other "lee- 
turer adds; that bnly the minister who .has:;a;zgood'::(": 
devotional life can lead the congregation in corr
porate pray®^*^

'Fohr writ ers '. f r om ̂ the' ..1871-192.0 / period; r each
the same.''general cohcinsibn às the} six .Warrack lec
turers above regarding' a. ministèr'}s:devotional/:lifé ■
and his' total' :mihistry*; ( That!is! they} assert that » 
ronly through the' habit:;:Of}:;.deÿout:}prayer/an '
will the minister b}è7éffectiv in his total parish

The Requirement;Of.bevotions Tor Effective Preachihg 
• , , While,seveh-lecturers declare that .a minister
should çultivatàjà devotional life (for' his- own spiritual 
welfare and (sevhn\lecturers say, he . shp.uld .do this . to , . L
strengthen his total tiihidtf y!' six te éh lé c tur er S Y on 
the: Warrack Foundation; depict; the Jminister ' s dévO"̂  - ; , _ '
t iohaiai f e as hay ihg a dir é c t inf luenc e(. on^his. task. • ' \
as

‘ =’■* I
. '/I

In the opinion of eleven lecturers,^ .â minister - ,

'i;

I

“Milligan,-pp.'20r21, -
'̂ .Biaikie, The Ministry, p. 230, Smith, The 

Preacher as : Pastor !,;ppy‘13̂ ! ' '39-40* Stalker, The' - 
Preacher, ». pp. ■ 32r33*7'Jowett, The Preacher* pp *■ .64,
.ÿ7V;' ' 73 } .7' (if- z.;./: - . 1  ̂x
: y'l . THuttonylSplater,(Black,"Eeid) Gossip, Coffin, *
Philip* ,Wat t,' z Gaihhs ! : Bur net V’’ Berry;, Étewar b, Jeffrey,
W % d  ) ' / 'i'If ; -
-77}:}'.'- ;̂̂ 8clater,7p!̂ ^̂ ^̂  ' " ' '172* .PhilipÿZ#̂ ^̂  ̂ Watt, pp.. 17, 22, , - k
34,. 39! }CMrhs.,:%}. 186. Burnet, pp. 111-14. Berry, - \
pp! 93-"94,7l48* Stewart, p. 134. Jeffrey, p. 83. Mcmiliam,,p.;#.7::“ '

I



be able, to- preach a ,fre.sh, meaningful;; and 
effective message unless he cultivates and':; deepens 
his devotional and spiritual life.' Unless;the min- » : 
ister keeps in dirbctlcpmr̂ ^̂ ^̂  God(t%^
(praver and devotion,.'he-will not be able tb ,speak 
/personally’ of the things of God/from the puiplty / ...
■ ThiS: is'' the f eeling of eight Warr.àck lecturers. ('Seven 
lecturers say it is only the preacher who; grows in -7

%

higybwh devotional life who is able tO'help people - - /'"•
in the.peW/grow in spiritual.insight. ' Eight lecturers ';
endeavorY,to establish that the - minister ' s preaching ' .
,willz;eitherY-bé dry or ' fresh depending upon whether 
or not he 'Cultivates a rich devotiônàl life.^

: The, reason a minis;t er ' who; has kept in (com
munication with God through.devotions is effective 
in the . 'pulpit is because people iĥ t̂ pews want some
one "Who himself has walked with God" to speak to their 
needs'!^'.This is the .feeling of five Warrack lecturers.^

: 127-28. gclater, p. 103. Coffin, . . ’.-j
p. ppv:lÔ»?J-9.;;;.Ç4irns, p. -
.186. Berry:, pp;: p.rM:* .Keir, p. 1.30. . -

■ %lack,-p. 66. ' .Q0Bsip,..p.,, 25. -Wat't, p. 22. - ;-..i
-BurnetV P# 114. ' Berry, p. 148! ̂ gtewart, .p.. 134! ' ; ' • Yr;
Mcwilli^m, p. 86. - Y'" ; ' . 7 !

 ̂  ̂p. 103. Black, p. 66*. Reid, pp. |
172-73Z Philip, pp. 12, 66. . Walt,, pp. 1 # # ;  / - »(
Cairns*/p.: 186. Berry, pp. .148*̂ 49* Me William, p. 86. - - ‘

7er:.i:y, pp. 93?9̂ .,
' , :%clater, .p. /103,'“ Biack,. p!,66:!r 'Ŵ  ̂ P# - :IQ. BUrnet, pp. 111-112. Berry, pp. 93-94*

’  i
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Two lee tùf er 8, - howëVef:*. c ont enï thé people want a 
preacher who keeps .à balahCê: the practical- '
and .dévotiôhal sides, of ziife,^ . ■ t;7̂  - ■

It is>.interesting to noté:/that: eleven : of the: 
first twelve men- .on the Warrack Foundation to publish 
their lectures suggest it. is/the'■'minister who
develops: .à regular devotional life who:: whill .have'/ : 
effective(sermons* Thus, after the first\sixteen 
years of the Warrack Lectureship, only five lecturers

- ; z: '.  ̂ ' 'make this claimë , z
. When a.,comparison is madeibetween the 1871- 

1920 literature/.and'the Warrack(mape'rial regarding 
the minister's devotional lifeand"its, effect'on . 
preaching, many similarities ih-}èmphâsis(are seen.

The elevsn Avriters, from./ theil§71 
who discuss the relationship between preaching and 
a minister's devotional life almost all agree(that
"He preacheth best who.praÿeth best, ii4. Four"of these
writers^ agree with the Warrack'lecturers who say

^Jeffrey,, pp.:(8&-83* Read! pp. ,79480./
%Iutton, Sclater,. Black,,-Reid,/Go.ssip, Coffin, 

Philip, Watt., Cairns, Burnet, Berry.y/' -Z . ' . .:"^Stewart, Jeffrey, Read, Keir, Me William.
Quote, from Taylor, The Ministry, p.. 26. See 

also Stalker, The Preacher, pp• 32“35? 143 Horton, 
.Vefbum Dei, pp%%64%6'3T"ï5^^ > 212 , 216 ; ■ The ; Expository 
Timesÿ February.,' 189,1, pë, 23^i%I Carpenter * Lectures 
On : Preachihg, PP * “138-39}/Atoph, The- Cure of Souls, 
p p B p u r g e o n !  Ah'A3-l^Rouhd/Ministry, p. 338.. 
Chadwick, Pastoral Teaching, pp.' ; : .and Jowett, ̂The( Preachm'"ppT'"eB':#4 " - '̂ / '/ :(
Verbum Dei

, The Preacher!pp; Y'32?33* Hortpn,
, pp. l6'4-6'3;" ■ ' Forsyth! Positivé, Preaching, 

Jowett, The Preacherpp! -

s

U:

:':K!
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congregations want, a: in the: whô  hae .been
consistently ai/bheiàitar of'prayer/himself. Another 
similar emphasis in these' two bodies of literature is 
the contention that it is only: the minister, who con
tinués- regularly Ain:, prayer' an d .mg di ta t i on. - %ho} i s able 
to speak with freshnesszabout the things of God.;and.
also to feed hungry hearts

-  .7

The Establishment 0 f : A Dé vo tionai Pa% ern. .
As seen aboyey a large number-of Warrack lec

turers maintain a minis ter'Should have a devotional 
life* -However, only seven lecturers offer■suggestiohs 
on how to,';find time'/for private ...devotions* :> •

The -suggestions which the lecturers give range 
from theispecific to the general.^ For-"example, three 

-lecturers insist a minister rigidly.keep The early 7 
, Sunday morning. hours as a: must.}, time Yfor prayer and 
méditation whii.e four lecturers-^ merely suggest the 
, ..minister constantly keep in ; 'c bmmiinioh with God * One 
lecturer pncpurages ministers to. pray in thé-morning,

: '

V -'A..:':)!'.' ... :

Stalker, The Preacher,i pp * 34-35 * Horton? 
Verbum- Dei ! pp* 212, 2Ï6”* Carpenter, Lectures on 
Preaching!/ pp*■138-39# Spurgeon, An'All-Round.Min- 
istry* p»Y-338* Williamson, ideals of Ministry * P* 
TB2v Chadwick, Pastoral Teaching* pp. 327"328..' 
Jowett, The. Preacher*' p* 134#

^Philip, p* 82. Jeffrey, p. 49# MacKenzie, 
pp. 104-103.. . . '

'^Philip, p. 67# Burnet, p. 110. Jarvis, 
pp# 90-92# MacKenzie, p. . 104* .

,7 i



at . noon and in (the evening. Other lecturers-'State' 
only that' a minister must have a disciplihe.dVdévô-.. 
tional life#.. } :

'v . There are several reasons offered by these 
lecturers suggesting why .the-.'minister shbuld/.establish 
a discipiined. ddt61ional. pàtt èM! ;;}‘Sinc e the minister * s 
daily life'Ts: iso,(busy? he needs To make ■time/ipr Ycomr- 
muhion with God or he .will not haye time-for:this 
e 8 sent ial' ' asp e c t zo f/'his, - li f e # ' ' Al s d, four lecturers/ -
claim/the/minister'heeds to- go out to lead wor'ship - ; '
with a quiet spirit and therefore they urge him:to 
have.a long period of devotion in the vestry#^ As 
one lecturer(put it, ■ this period of private•devotion - ■ 
before worship "will give a tone to our voice, a 
purpose to our speech, and, a tenderness to pur prayer.

Just as there are only a-riew lectUrerSYWho 
offer suggestions'on how.to establish a devotional 7
pattern, so there are/ also only à _fe% Warrack lee- ; z'"Y
tur ers who offer suggestions ■ oh' what a minister (should '(/ ‘ 
read during his time, of devotion. Four lecturers say r-zl

' r  «%

I

h5

-''"7

^MacKenzie, p., ' 7.77
' Stewart, p* lib* Me William., p, 86. ^ ' 4} :

, -^Philip* p*. 116# Jarvis,,;..p. 90. Mackenzie, 
p. 122. Me William j p. ...82 #■ ' '}

^Philipÿ p. 82.' Jarvis*7p, 92. Jeffrey, ; 
pp! 49-34# MaGKenzi'e.ÿvjpp.. \

^Philip,, p. 82. ' - ■
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10% .' : . ' Bimply. tire minister should .‘read his Bible devotionally,

- '/;/ ̂ P?uif0-,1bcturerS. suggest\ministers read the devotional 
2 ' ' .t classics* ‘

.The comments of the' 1871---1920 ,writers '.regarding
I the minister * s'heed to establish some kindCbfedevo*

... f
-Vmaintain the minister, ̂should discipline himself into 

; oëtalÎLishing a regdlar dëVotlonai pattern. .However,

v;;,c

' ' ' ' ' \ ' '   . ' . .

4
V,..y ' .. :S:# ' -'-1: rtional pattern^ arek% specific as thosel6'f the . \

seven Warrack, ]-,ec.turers): above. ' The. four writers from '
t :y ' [this earlî ^̂  ̂ declare a. minister-needs to
' 1 1 - i’fènce, ofhr'his qufet' and%edluded hours" for devotion " 'r

^  ';: T.     .. '\. TW'":. . " ' _! béçàü'seihis îs/ sôlhdaÿ l i f * These writers; also ,<

‘I-1 ■'•'■ y ", ' 'unlike the - Warrack 1 ec tur ers ’at " this ■ point, these - I
writers from th# 1871-1920 period do not offer specific 
proppsaisiras.:':to." whe^^W®.= minj^Wr nought. to be, in prayer 
and meditation. As;, far as offering suggestions on what
to read for devotions is concerned, two of/these writers ' ^

" '' . ' ' ' ' ' ' '1
only encourage; ministers to read the Bible devotionally,^
- : 1

99. .BiackK p. 79. Seid, ppt. . ;125, .128. . .Philip,, p., 117. ; Watt, pp. 132-33. . .Stewart, . .; • ' {p. 108. Jarvis, p. 13* Me William, pp. 38* ‘ .
^Gossip, p* 31. Macgregor,^p*,6^%<: .
^Quote. from JowettThe.'&reaĉ  ̂ See J

also, Carpehteri BOctures' on Preaching, ppil.70:̂ 71; ' <
John Kelman, ’’The Christian Minister,” Thë.Y.BÈPository - ,
Times, Augdst. 1908,: p.: #92; and Anderson,iThe'iScott'
nm::pa8Wr:;':#',: 5-7. : \

^Stâlkéry 'ThejPreacher, pp. 202-203* - Gar- ^
pente,r;ulectures von̂ xlrëachihgT pp... 7pp7;l. ^
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' ' : v '  ; clh' 8um;<a,,.nup̂ ^̂  things can. be said re

garding the discussion O' f c ér t ain " War rack lecture; 
on the sub j ec#of, - the'minis ter * s' devotional life.

I . The most obvious conclusion is that well over 
/half p f ' the Warrack/. 1 e c tur ers maintain -a minist er 
must cultivate a devotional life. They;declare this 
is necessary since the minister*s,own spiritual wel
fare plus his effectiyenessinpreaching:.andlims - 
total ministry depend - dpOh; his life, of -prdyirv and 
meditation,. . , ' .

élbseîy'related to this conclusion is%another. 
Nearly fifty;percent of.the'Wdrrack lecturers indicate 
that a minister must prepare himself as well devo^ 
tionally to preaôh as he prepared.his written ;sermon*

A third'conclusionds./that, a--large,.number of 
lecturers suggest' a-dinisterisidevotionai life is 
important ' for* /his 'pulpit - mini s try ; whil e. less';than half 
: as ' many lec tuners Ihdi cat e a  minist er ’-s' spiritual 
welfare and;total'ministrÿlare directly dependent upon, 
the time he spends;in.. deyption. :

Also:: it is. clëar''-thàt it was the period' from 
1876=1956 in ‘Which many ministers and theologians in 
Britain suggested a minister who had a good devotional 
life would be affective in.the. pulpit. After/'this time 
to the present, this beeomdsvonlÿ^-an occasional suĝ .t 
gestion in the Warrack/literature..

Thè. comparison of/.thë,.;187;î-l920 literature

;<i

, 1

' i
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with .the Warrack material on thprëubject of thei 
, minister’e devotional life reveals/there is. little % 
new Said, by the lecturers which was not already in 
print before the founding, of. thé Warrack lectureship, '
The only difference: is that while the writers/from ' 
the 1871-192G period offer general suggestions about '
a minister’s devotional life, many Wàrrack lecturers 
give specific suggestions on /how,.- when and where the /
minister ought to cultivate a devotional pattern, ■ -At/' 

Sixth, there .is no direct eyidence in the 
Warrack material suggesting whether or not the lec- ' ^
turers feel the subject of devotions is adéâuàteiy

, ' ■" - !dealt with by professors in the theological schools
of Scotland, Indirectly,., it;may be assumed;the War-
rack lecturers feel men/preparing.for the ministry

. . ;  ' . 'of:'The/Church of .Scotland simplyAneed instruction_on
this.topic because nearly sixty /perc ent/of the/lecturers 
(most of. whom were educated in the/ theological, schools  ̂
of Scotland) discuss 'deyptions ,in their 'présentations. 
Sources outside of the//Warrack̂  material;-(a .Scottish 
writer from the 187Î-1920.periodÿ a book on thé/history . 
of The Church of Scotland, plus tWoVrecent writers), 
clearly suggest that devotional instruction has been

Ref erences : regarding, .the . situation/in; Scotland 
are Kelman, ’’The ' Christian 'Minis.ter., ” 'p *, 492; /■/■Fleming,
A History of the Church of SCotiahd,• p. hèli-ahd Hen
derson , Kirk and PeOplel.. p - -

' :/

lacking in the trainihg: of -clergy in; Scoiland and '
England.^ . - . %/ , . '
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The Commendation Oi Personal Timé-lOffi"'
Nine men on the Warrack Foundation, encourage 

the minister either,;, to take time off from his work or 
to take care of his health. Although this is.not a 
large number of lecturers, the subject of time/off 
relates to the overall theme of this chapterIon the

. minister’s personal respohsibrlrt Les and"therefore
' ^ f ' -'ty ' //t'the'comments of^the ..lecturers, regardingrthe ; need';|or •/ . ;

ministers to take -time';:-off, from their ' work ;will be 
presented below, : . ; r .

The Value Of . A Day
Five Warrack lecturers offer a number of

■ ■ • • . '. ' ' „, 1- 'i . : I. '

reasons why there is value f or ̂ the' : minist errin. taking 
a day off per week and a holiday; every year. ~

Time Off For Personal Well-Being
The; minister needs'to' take.,-a ifhôiëlday-.off ' 

and/or a holiday each-'year for hiSi; physical and

a

i

S* H. Mayor, in UThe Understanding, of {the..Min- .tistry : A Survey,” .page 18,; indicates many, clergy in,. / " • - ;
Anglican and Free Churches of England never received '- :

: /training on the subject of devotions,'.'''This;n.6p% is ' ub
available from Mansfield College, Oxford, and alS'b 
re.fere.d to in"iH. Mayor, ”Hdw%nisters See Their /
Work à” The Expository Times, 0ctober,:ll970., .pg# 19*22, - '"’■i

^Black, Reid, Gossip, Coffin, Watt, Cairns,
Burnet,.: Wrfght, MacKenzie. .

^Black, Coffin,' Watt, Wright, M a c k e n z i e - IW

1.
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spiritual well-being -ac cor ding to /t#b; le#ùr.
They suggest the minister simplyfcannot 
physically or mentally without- ,;t ims - put / for}
rest and reflection^ i . ' 'i _

;

Time' Off For Family ̂Responsibilities
Three lecturers/encourage a minis t erf: to take 

time.off to spend with his family. The minister 
should do this ■because'tiÿ-is-•his, responsibility, 
because it is necessary/for'him/as;â'person, and be
cause this will keep him from allowing a gulf to be 
created between himself"and thefnew; generation.' .

Time Off For Homiietic -Quarrying., ..v(At
Two lecturers sugges.t-a value of holidays 

for a minister.is they provide time for him to dis
cover texts and subjects for sermons.^ That is, these 
men feel it is during the/unpressured leisure of a 
holiday, that a minister’s eye can spot material in ' 
his reading.and observation which-can be/fresh and 
relevant for his preaching ministry,

A comparison of the comments of the Warrack 
lecturers, with those of the writers from- the 18.71-1920 
period, oh the subject of time off fOr the/minister 
reveals only a Slight'difference in emphasis-between 
the/two bodies’ of literature, ' 1- FI/;\ - . . -

1
1

■

3

'Watt,., p, 120, MacKenzie, p, 126. 'i,
"Watt, p. 62., Wrighty p, 4 5 .MacKenzie, . p., 126. 
Black, p, .11$; , Coffin/ p, 22#-'I_////'- . -
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As in the Warrack' materiai,,.: pniy as few re,f2' ' 
erences’were uncovered which rpiatéd to this topic.
Also, one writer from the-1871-1920. period-urgoo the' ., / ■ 
minister to take a day off for his personal well-beihg* ■ 
Further, two writers speak- of the minister’s family 
responsibilities, .One ' of these, writers feels', it is % _
important, for. the minister to' take some evenings; of f t .
to be with his children,^ but another'author believes ' . ; \/'
it is enough to let. his wif eltake care " of thèse.-d u t i e s * \  
Unlike , the Warrack materialy/there is. no referehce .in -
this literature from th#j fiftyiyear. period before/the ' ".-'1 
Warrack lec tur eship't o-/using/;h f or the> purpose ' ■
of homiletic quarrying*":/

The,Merit Of A Hobby And Recreation 
Seven Warrack lecturers.refer to the merit 

in a minister’s spending time on a hobby o.r in rec
reation to keep his health and' also - to keep him fresh 
for preaGhing.--̂  . ./ - ' :

Only three references from 18^3» 1891- and 
1897 were uncovered, . ■ V'

-^\2%'Stalker, The Preacher, ,p, 221, - \
^”The Pulpit Préparâtiph'Of an Eminent;Scotch

Preacher,” The Homiletic: Magazine, Vol. IX, .1883% À npp. 123-26,'-^  ----- —/r ' ' '' ' I . 3Watson, The Cure • of-, Souls., P, 233,;;;* wii'w<wi*ii»nw . m m rn<a f •— . -. .r

%lack, Reid, Gossip,"'#att:,r Cairns, vBurnet, ' " f ;MacKenzie, t V -, j
A  ̂ ' : . ,, "A -;' \

if'
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A Hobby. And ReGreatibn:/Needed For Good Heal bli

Two Warrack leeturera insist the reason a 
:#ihister.should!have a hobby and/or - participate in 
regular,recreation.is so that he may. keep in good 
health.-, One lecturery. howeyer, ilatly rejects.the 
idea tbât-a;minister: ehbuld. baVe a/%iobby;#yih^ 
will keep!in good health as,.long;as-he; exercises

A y  ;

A;- Hobby And Recreatibh/Needed ForAGood Preaching ...=
; ” •. ‘ ' Through the'' diversion %bf,.a hobby ahd/the/
stimulus, of recreation,/'a/minister,,can helplhis,
preaching ministry. This .is the opinion of seven
Warrack\lecturers. % A . e # u W ^ s ( a .  .,
hobby., and/or. recreatipn/hel^ tpllseep a minister ? s
spiritual outlook freShy help/to .-keep him interested

8 : q:: - \ - .ih'his' task of'preaching,^ and help him ’’reach the - . ^- , ; " t'. X /A!
' ■ ■.* ‘ A , _ H ' t . -i . «-I'..»pulpit” with a strong;,voice. In other. Wdrds;yAthese.

lecturers indicate they believe that.thé.minister who '
• . • • - h-"- J. - ' ' - < M- -«tk'JïT;

Black, .p. 76, \Burnet,fpp, 118-119« .
^MacKenzie, ppy/̂ l̂ ^̂  ̂ .
/Black, Reid, Gossip, Watt, Cairns,I'Burhet,

MacKenzie. . ■ ' , '
Aerd, p. 174, Gpssipi' p. 151. -'Câlràs:,'' ' '

pp. 133-136. . Burnet, pp. 118-119. ■- ‘
^Black, p, 76. Watt, p. 61# MacKenzie, . ./ y.M

MB
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There is one ihbtéfin this*1871-1920.literature 
which is not heard in the Warrack mat ér ial / ..Thr eb/ii:

' /A*

388 . '

has the diversion, and refreshment.of a hobby/qr some, 
kind-of recreation is abld"to keep fresh menta-llyy 
spiritually, and physically, for his task of.preaching,
; - A comparison of the. commehtsr/of the/writers 

from the 1871-1920. period with thpse 'of - the: 'Warrack 
lecturers aboyé on the . sub ject - o .thè/.̂ ni.stér’ e hobby 
and/or recreation shows; several similarities,’f Thé'. " •
writers of both bodies of literature who discuss this
A LA ' ' ' ' ' .topic suggest a hobby and recreation "invigorate and
inspire” the minister Vf or his work ('particularly for
' - ' - ' 1: ' : : y- - ) - / v -v , ' - . - - ' . " - x ';preaching) and also jteep. him. in;'good/honlth so he . ./j
‘may .'C o n t i n u e  t o  - s t a n d  tp u n d e r ’ " s u s t a i n e d  vigorous : .
preaching"^ plus the demands of his total ministry*^ , ,,..x

writers from this earlier period/maintain'.there are . a

• . %uOte fromlBehyie, TheVMihistér:-atvWérks- ■.
Pt 182, .-See also Watson.» ; The : tur e of? Soulst P* -̂ 22,2à, ' . av ;andvA'nders6ht:The Scottish^Pastor, p, 131, yT;; : y - - ; ;

^ Quo te from Blaikie, The Ministry, p,:!'84# y =  ̂ .;G
See also Watson, The "Cure of Souls, p p 222^223? •
227. V

... % 1  alkie,. The Ministry, pp*. .23, ; 84'» 243, .
WatSôn, The Cure of Souls,:':pp,-A'2224.23. Benvie., The . .a
.Minister at Work, ' pp. 30, T82, /.Mdersoh, The:; :. - ' V
Bcottish PasterT P.) 13it ' s ' Vy . - <3^



certain physical .standards which a man must meet, 
if; he is going to withstand:the pressures of the 
ministry, particularly the demand,to preach*

Summary. v;'' ; _ - '• ,, '
In sum, severai/pbservations-may bé'madb ■ . i.:

regarding the comments of the Warrack Îecturerp'lqh ' 
the subject of personal time off for the minister* ' A ,..

One obvious conclusidh, is , that thé'/Warrack 
lecturers who discuss thie subject relate it to ;
preaching'* That is j these lecturers urge'-ministers .
to take time off and participate in recreation {.hot 
only for health reasons and/for the sake of .his, ! ; 1:1':
family, but also so that he may-be. fresh for has - . A 
task of preaching* '

Also, it may be observed that the vast {majority:,y A., 
of men who discuss this topic delivered théir% lectures ' 
during the first' fifteen' years,of - the-Warrack Lectureship^, 

. Further, writers from the 1871-1920 period 
lay. down strick physical standards which they feel a 
man must meet if he . wants to become à minister* The ; . : . 
Warrack lecturers da ̂not spe^ pfAsiich initial quail- V ' 
fications for the ministry but do report ' '.the Minist er , : : 
must maintain good health and the habit of taking time. A '" ' ' 
off in order to keep fresh and fit for the {parish miniStr#

^Blaikie, The ..Ministry, p* 23$ - Watson.,'{The 
Cure of Souls, pp. 223-225# Benviév The- Minister ai Wo^, .p* 30* { - : : .11 nr „
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A Summary Of The■Chapter . "

In summary, a number of interesting:facts 
arise}:in the-a%amination of thé relationship''between,. - y

A . Tpreaphing :ahd .the 'mihister ’ s personal responsibility, ' .
/;; ;!'A> - ' (1 ) One fact is that there have bee:n :chkng
' in the history of the'Warrack Lectureship regarding 

' views of the minister’s personal life. The more{re-
: .cent .■lecturers (194^-19691 prèséht diffèrent : views . '   a
from- the; earliest lecturers :(Ï9̂  ̂ concerning ' r x
the minister’s need to watc h runhihg 'about;,;,:.hi.s. - need 
to use the.science of biblical criticism :ahd to tell 
his..people about thisisCience, ’his freedom tb-he'come ' A
involved in admini’stratioh, committee? wOrk and- denprn- " ’ ?
inational tasks/ his... need to maintain ,a/rsguiar de
votional life, and his'need; to take .time-off'; from his ■ 
weekly ministerial tasks. A ;

(2) Another fact is the number of changes in A
emphasis from the 1871-1920 period to the period rep
resented by the Warrack Lectureship-règardinglthe 
. relationship between preaching/and tlie minister’s - ,:J
personal responsibilities, /British;#^ from the . j
1871^1920 period ; (ai pf f er only general -bbmments 'on " “ V,
such topics as what a -Mhistèf'Moum -
should do with hislknowled gèof ,llehfew and Greek,., , J
whether or not he shouid writè; out his weekly sermoh(s) 
and maintain;a time-table for completing those sermon(s), 
and how reading-8cfipture, taking. time of f ahd main-

■ taihing a devotional life enrictos his pulpit ministry, ,. <



 . / t A  - ....  /
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Also, British writers from the earlier period .(h)
•A

> Hdiffer from; the Warrack lec bur ers‘in-their ̂opinion ^
regarding . the need; for Aajniinis ter ;tp! establish ;. , ,  ; &
priorities, his ,heed to read the Bible, hisAneed to :
continue his education after he enters the parish , ;

A. ministry, his nè.e.d to k!éèp!^i#iàWd:9^inhMs study
vestry, and his need to inform parishioners about.the 
subject of biblical criticism. Further,. British: - '

A authors from the I87I-I920 period ;,(c) make, several . . 
comments not. paralelled in the Warrack literature.'
9 % /cbkmeht cOhcerns a belief in the Holy Spirit’s 
.guidahce\while studying and interpreting Scripture; - i
Thepother‘comment.relates tp;presenting the topic.of > ;tq
bibiicai;.criticism., tp.'pariëhidnërsV a pastoral /manner, j

A k/AA - (3)" .fact
. .cèrning seyerai Atopies have remained: virt 
changed in the'' one hundred' year• period: discussed in

Ai

this dissertation. Those views/àre.thatAministers (1) 
need to read and " study/,the Biblp^ '(2) 'should :use : the-

. ■ ■■ ■■■; , -A ■ •. ■ .!■, A ■ . ' '-A . ' \
tools of biblical criticism^ ahdiexegesis,-. and (3.1 must |
cultivate a devotional lif e in order to ehrich‘and “v.

■ strengthen their pulpit ̂ ministry . A; . , Z. !
(4) A, fourth fact, results from thé/examination 

carried out A i h  this;, chapter * Aln ihd: ons/hundr ed, year 
"period■(early 1870’s to 1970’s) from which the : material 

A "for-this.dissertation was drawn, the view of thémin- 
ister’s study -has changed several bimes. At the be- 

: ginning of thK period, it was suggested the minister
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■ -keep his study jdoor'open to thosekwhOk.might ; stop; by
tÔ' visit, / In the mlddle. yearsÿ the. majority of sug-

,-A gestions emphasized ...the need of a ministerAto keep:, - * r //
V . , ,  ' / .  ̂ ': . '' . A
•A;-: ■ À ,-/isolated in his Study with his books and sermon, prop- ^
!’■ aration. Then during the more recent years, the min-

;AA 1stër has, been encouraged to once again make his office
' into a study with the warning, thatVhe. should never neg- ; /
A •• ' lect; the, people who may wish.' to. visip him ' there•

A. A/fifth fact is the strong encouragement
: ‘ given to the parish minister to Adontinue his study. ■ ; J

Perhaps the Warrack lecturers stress the need fp^/the / ̂ ... ...
minister to continue his study of the Bible .and theology 

' A< ' /' ' ; ' . ' ":AA' : ' :» after his formal,education has. been completed because
there has been little in-service training -avâilable .-J
to the ministers of The Church ofABcotland*^/

■ Perhaps one of the reasons why some-Warrack
lecturers feel ministers must assume such a large part , 
of the obligation to continue their theological studies
in the parish is due to only limited in-service training
to the clergy of The Church of Scotland# it must be
noted however, that no lecturer directly,, ref ers .to this 
subject# Thus, this idea is original.ivith the-'writer 

. . ' of this thesis# Also, the summary of inUséryicë.training
A in .Scotland which follows is certainly less/than definitive#

• • A . . As the five articles entitled VRe'pprt bÿ the )
A: ' / .Cpmmittee.oh the.Pastoral Training of Ministers and 

, ' ./A/. ■ Missionaries” from t hazy ears 186'B' through. 1872 ;re,yeal,
...•■■a: ministers in - thèA'^ÿàr'ishxminiëirÿA-e^rpGse.̂ \ ov^ ' x;
■-A.,; 'dred'yeârsAago an urgent need to beAoet ter ’trained ' for AA

' ' their pastoràl., and. homiletical ,..ta 'Although: sug-
gestions/werë broughtAtjç<t]̂ Aë%fèhalAlÂ 8zemblyÂ ^̂  /I
Church' of Scot land to have graduates-of theological '*
schools, spend six mPht'Wr9^ ' training. in a" parish, under . '1
the leadership of,;the resf.ddht /the-lByP ■ : A

A' . General Assembly-ihste;àd’“''âppoihtsd.'k'lectureship on  ̂ “•
”Pastbral, and' Mis sip nary Work#;!,/ #his, the: General ' *
Assembly majority felt, would serve-a double purpose#.
It would better prepare ministers in;--past or alA/WOrk '

 ̂ ... and, would stimulate" the parish; minist er ' t o. ,s tudy and ;, : yj
: ' evaluate his/own:ministry in ordWr to offer,said lectures  ̂ V

' 'A ' , . '  ̂  ̂ ' ' ' .A: ^



- (6) Sixth, ih the Êistôrÿ of ?they#arrack
t1ih^^h%ythere. an interpretation, qf the

.at ̂ the : ,%viiltty schools* ■ -The,y.Cpmmittee. . on - Past oral • 
Training however, 'registered their opinion •.that; in, - 
order to . malte;pastopai traihing , thbfbugh and,efficient 
something more than, mërp attên'd%ncei at sn.ck/&%Gtures , . = 
was required# Bee Reports .Oh'the 'Schemas. {QfxThe : -Church ■ ■ 
Of . Scotland i(Fdinhurgh:A,,:WïlliamABlackwood- and; SOns? , -

351=58; #869, pp.̂  417426 ; 1870,-..pi,.' 377-'
386; 1871,"PP. 357--3671 and 1872,, PE. 409-4l4>'Then, after hearlŷ KOnexĥ  ̂ ÿearëÿ''a state
ment appeared : in the Reports Oh The ' Schémèa "bf .. The 
GeneralA'ssemhiy Of The ̂ Church: Of’ScotlShVj('Edin'burg:h: • - 
Willnam WackwOod and Sons'', iS/oT, p#' ^^^Annhouncing 
that a. course had been arranged. ."for ministers ; ivho -
had c.qmpleted about ' fiye. years or so in theVmihistry" < 
to;;he=:held at the University-of/Aberdeen immediately 
aftery/Easter, 1970. Dr,./Hent%%fton, then The Church 
of Scotland Secretary of the Department of Education, 
told this writer in a personal interview at Edinburgh 
in ’December, 197P that thirty ministers participated 
in the conference at Aberdeen to hear presentations in 
,i"Recèht ' New Testament;-Sc : and "The Scope And
Limitations-of Pastoral Care,"

. . One opportunity- fqr continuing education for 
;the ministers of The Church of Scotland has been the 
/Sti; Andrews Summer SchoolAof Theology, 1920 to present. 
The: fogmygf^ this schpol has been the lecture
rmethpd foiiowëd by a period of discussion with the 
:le'cturëf*ÀA: - \. . "
k; ; . , : Ahother opportunity for growth in education
:is; the {Scottish Church Theology Society which has 
existed for some, years in Scotland. The Reverend . xi#
jqhh -B*11̂,!̂  ̂ drieff, : Perthshire, in a letter dated
September '2Ï, {l974)Vgave a brief history of the 
Sdottish Church The01ogy;Society, „In May of 1943,
JOhh MdCohnachie, R* B, Smiths/John A, McPadden, T,
P.; Torrance'̂  ,'Ahd' R./S. Wallace led'twenty-seven Church 
of Scotland ministers in collecting the names of about 
one hundred ministers for a/conférence in Crieff,
October 497> 1943#. iRapers./ŵ ^̂  the heading
"Theology And Thé;Church"# Atnthei conference it was 
.decided to start a society open to Church of Scotland 
/ministers believing""thekmâin'issdelbonfrouting the 
Church in all its practical problems is at bottom ■ l;'
theological*" Groups were set up in six^towns to 
provide 'after study.; onytiie various/reports* :•
k' : ' - " Another , conference w^ for 1944 in

Crieff* Following ihis> . C a l v i n Institutes were 
studied for. about ; four; years, - ;’ -V-'k ■: A'- -

A constitution was set up in 1946 stating :
■ that"the aim ' of the Society is to seek theological 
clarification of the/Churchls worship, life and work 
by the study Qf Biblical/and Confessional Theology,"

I



Bible which can be both open to the éxploratiëh :of  ̂ :;<[
biblical criticisii, and/ be at the same time- an .'in?,A , : ̂ - 4 .̂ 7^—  . ..
spiration to the iiearerAof a sermon. ' A'Â' . , ' -

(?)■ Seventh, it is possible that many of '
the Warrack lecturers.may/have"frustrated^the;ÿbhhg

J #
mehvin their original audience, who were preparing A :

    '
for the ministry. Many lecturers suggest.a minister -/
 ̂ ' - . A ' /{A;""'/ 'V ' . . A : . crneeds to look at everything he sees and does through ' a Ax
: r . : .. ■■ ■■ . Ahomiletical glasses* That is, while, lecturers maintain -,-AwA

that reading, study, private devotions and time-off  ̂%
are needed for the minister’s personal, physical and

, it was agreed to publish a •periodical. A-Al/#A 
;The"result was TheAScottish Journal of Theology, " A A  first published Inv/June of 1948. ' AA:„ ■ a ."

; .Conferences have been held‘yearly ’bnAsubh . ' ' -"/.A,- 
topics as:^Jeremiah and Contemporary Christian Wit- 
ness’’ 1973? "Pentecost And Today" - 1974# Refresher ' '
:Courses have,also been held in- Edinburgh and Glasgow 
ànd'/ôther locations, often led by professorsxfrom the
;Uhiyersities.,A' ' ' AA
A A - ■ Two recent'British publications ,discus#
the: importance of a minister continuing his educa
tion year after year following his ordination. See , -̂
Preparing. For. The 'Ministry Qf/ The 1970s*/-David E,
Edward, .Aèd. ? (London;SQM; Press LTD, 19.64), preface 
pp* lp6-108 and Stephen Verney, Reorientation.; . :
Report : oh. a Rilbt • fear ; of Further/Training For the 
Clergy.TCoventry Cathedral Department'of Urban 
#umes, 1:97@), pp. .1, 8, 13. Verney’s report, 
pages 1 and T3;,2 stated thâtAaftet/clergy are ordained 
"they receive no systematic AbrMhihg,’L and therefore 
."the AWhole question of further' traihing for the 
clergy ' must 'now, be taken up asAamabter;;#!Aùrgency. "

ÎÎ
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spiritual growth,: the main, i n f e r b h a b  /ihese’ 
parts of the minister’s..life are to he viewed, as/'a 
means toward the end of effeetiVe/.prZeachihgi ./Or to ■ 
put it differently, many Warraqk lecturers give, the ' 
impression that a ministerIs-preàching will he dull 
unless he gain fresh/insights in Scripture/and/the 
things of God through disciplined reading, study and 
private devotions.- This suggestion, together y/ith 
the comment that sermon.writing"is plain-drudgery, 
could frustrate a man about to enter the parish; 
ministry. ; y/. ' - • , # ;

(8) Finally, as already seen in previous 
chapter, the portrait of the minister which emerges 
from the investigation of the Warrack literature A < 
shows him to be a highly competent man who has ,,the 
personal fortitude to,maintain a disciplined persQhal 
life. .

I
A
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Ç ' ... .. ÇpNÜLÛSÏON .:
ÿ; " Since eacH chapter contains a conclusion.in

addition to a summary of points made: at/the-on :
t-Leach section of that chapter, this 0.601#.ding 
./ will-not; repeat theldetailod listing .pf results/ from 
/ ..the/above mat erial, ..However, - this, conciusion; will ■ „ - 

present a general sdMiary .pf4t%etm.aterial̂ .:̂ ^̂  ̂ <
in the five main chapters oB%thiiS'Athesis plus the , 
opinion, interpretation, .and conclusions of.the-writef 
regarding his investigation of the printed Warrack 
Lectures On Preaching.

The Concept .Of The Minister '
In Warrack literature,- a portrait of thé': 

minister emerges which shows him' te^he a highly y / ' - 
A competent man with the personal': fortitude‘ tOAmaintain 
a .disciplined professional and personal life. Thus 
the reader of the published Warrack Lectures-get̂ ^̂  a ' 
picture 6f a preacher-who ifeAihdûstrious in the' dis- , 
charge of his ministerial dutiesA dohdtahtly examining 
himself to see/that' he is maihtkining a.deep spiritual 
life and is consistently relating his personal ahd.; ■

. professional life to his, taskAof preaching. It may
-< S' '"''..i'- ,-f ' -f-'- - ' - , v." « •. . ' , .

Foundation reflect the same attitude toward the/preacher

396'
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therefore be seen that the lecturers - on the..: Warrack; /:A/' 'A'' '

i
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as do>;the lecturers..' on% the Lyman,iBeechedXectureship 
of whom it is written "they magnify the preacher as 
a ùi^qhè :,lndiyidual. " ' .;

' Ciosely related to this particular,: analysis 
of the .minister is ' the. .opinion that the;.main" qualir- 
fication of the preacher is a deep;spiritual,life, / 'a-
To be sure, , certain Warrack lecturers - stress' the ■ .
importance of a university training plus the need 
for continuing;study throughout the parish ; ;mihistry,' 
Nevertheless, the; majority of lecturers.: asSert that -
it is the minister* s-relationship to God and his . .
cultivation of/a devotional life which pïaÿ a;vital 
role in his pulpit ministry. ..

. This writer c ont ends that the Warrack lecturers J
surely must leave the theological students/preparing ' d

Gene Bé Bovee, !’The, Gdhcépt /Of ÊifeetiveA-- : D.elivèry_:lg:%helY#:e;L̂ ^̂  \
lished Ph. I) * {.-dis sèr t at i dn; University. of'dllinpisi 
1966); See Dissertation; 'Abstrac ts (Ann ; Arbor, ; Michigan: 
University Microfilms, Inc., 196?), Vol. 1.27,. No. 12, 
:437#* ' ' ' .............  dA/" ' dt:

for the parish;ministry feeling somewhat, awed.y{if not " m ̂

;
depressed, abdut the prospect of trying;.td:;meâsure;, up. l 
to.kthis stapdafdV ' ' Further;, the ieotuhdfêfoh' t &  whole 
present a view of the minis try/an,d the 'mihister * s 
everyday life as revolving arouM/preaching* That 
is, the impression is left that'almost ih: every moment 
of his waking life,; the minister should be aware that 
he is gathering homiletical material or laying the 
ground-work' for the receptivity df/'.his Bundâÿlseîmon.
; The two' views of the preacher presented above
may/seem to indicate/that, the -minister is/a/màn who . a
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keeps mostly to himself. This however is not the case 
in the Warrack literature. The majority of men on the 
Warrack Foundation insist the minister must cultivate 
a personal relationship .With members of his parish.
Yet, it can be seen that the reason why these lec
turers urge the minister to establish such relation
ships is for the purpose of becoming and/or remaining 
an effective preacher. In fact, many lecturers sug
gest the minister "use" his personal contacts with his 
people to learn of their concerns and situation in 
order to assist-him in the preparation of his sermons. 
Thus it is not surprising to find only a few lecturers 
who suggest a minister may establish a genuine personal 
relationship with some of his'parishioners.

Thus the writer feels the lecturers on the 
Warrack Foundation present a rather clergy-oriehtated 
picture of the parish minister/ That is to say,, the 
fact that a minister is also human is an almost 
neglected fact in the Warrack literature. Even more, 
dehumanizing is the portrait of a minister which shows 
him as "using" his relationships with people in order 
to allow him to be a "successful" preacher. Then too, 
it appears that meaningful corporate worship (especially 
the sermon) depends almost totally upon the minister, 
his talent, his attitude, and his spiritual life. In 
the end therefore, this writer believes the minister ■; 
is presented in the Warrack Lectures on Preaching in

i :

•;aI
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terms of ability rather than the validity;of the 
minist er I s calling and his continued reliance upon 
the grace and guidance of the Holy Spirit.

The View Of Preaching • .. .
It is also interesting to observe the/picture

of preaching which develops from an examination of A A
the Warrack literature* Preaching can be viewed as
an extension of the pastoral ministry* In fact, L , A
preaching is presented as being directly related to
all that the preacher does in his office as minister >•- # . .

-of a local parish. That is, the minister’s other duties 
as teacher, counselor, leader of worship and pastor
"are not troublesome interferences with his pulpit

1 " - . ' ^ Vv/ork" but rather enrichments of his pulpit ministry.

- 'As
A'

Li
However,.Ait must also be noted that some of the lec
turers intimate that heavy involvement in fulfilling 
all the demands made upon the minister may diminish 
his effectiveness as preacher. Nevertheless, many 
Warrack lecturers suggest the minister does not dis- 
continue his other duties when he,preaches since he 
can continue many of his specific tasks such as teach- 
ing and counseling from the pulpit. -

Preaching is also presented in the Warrack /
material as being far from irrelevant and outdated. A/
As one lecturer put it: "The preacher’s day is not /

A . - Â  ' . - A



over, and will not be over inany Aferseeable-Tuturo»" A A
Even in the age of radio and television the best form '
of communicating God’s truth continues to he Athrough . -, : -A" 
a B9?8on whom the hearers kno% and lpvoL,as their . = A AAi .:'.:/:
mihister. . - . /"/ . ?

With this .in mind, Tt.Ts/hot surprising , to ' a /aAK/ î 
see-that the personality of thepprpacher is cônsidéred 
as the\ main element in,,effedt:tngApr§d:^datQry 'exc.eliehco4'=̂ ^̂ ^̂  
While many Warrack. lecturers ̂ consider ̂ the'' role Ap f A 
hearers in the predict dry -"prpC dss^'tEb fpreâchèr is 
spiritual life, his relationship ̂ thkhis hearers, ' •
and.his manner of sermon delivery:, are pr es ented .as.. : A- 
the main determinative factorgAfor; offcctive preachingt"- -

The" Changes' m
By comparing the British homiletical and pas

toral literature from the fif ty year perior " prior . to / 
the Warrack Lectureship with, the -material -presented ' ' 
in the .. fifty year history of the. Wafràdk: hectares., A • / 
several changés in emphasis appear^,A .-A, ' ■ />'{ - \ A '

- . During the first sevonty .years of thi# one 
hundred year; period, preaching"isAportrayedAaotthe. 
main. : function of the minister . "ÿhenA InAthe^.-îàstW  
years preaching, together with pastoral .care, .are/de
picted as the most important functions.; The minister 
in the I87I-I92O literature is presented. :.as ' dnè ? whose

1
• Cowan, p . 14<
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personal character should be an example to others 
and also the basis for his ministerial authority, ■
The majority of Warrack lecturers however, seldom 
refer to the exemplary life of the minister and in
sist: his authority is derived mainly from the 
Scriptural content of his message. Also in the 1871- v 
1920 material there is the impression that the-mill-, 
ister is inspired to do his work/by the nature of 
his profession plus by the guidance of the Holy Spirit# 
The Warrack literature clearly suggests the minister 
needs the prodding and detailed instruction of pro
fessor, Warrack lecturers and ministerial literature 
in order to carry out the various duties of his office. 
In the opinion of. this writer it is the total substi- 
tuion of the influence of important professors, min
isters and literature/for the power of the Holy Spirit 
in the life and work of the minister which reyealsVa / 
partial lack of theological reflection in many of the '/ . 
printed Warrack Lectures# ■

Several-changes in emphasis have occurred.re
garding preaching during- this one hundred year period. 
Sincere emotion in preachihg, has become more acceptable ' 
in the last fifty years. The desire to have teaching; : 
be an integral part of preaching has. risen and .fallen - 
several times dUiTng the lime • from .the;, 18701s to the- - 
1970*8. Also the view regarding the advisability 6f . 
having the door to: the minister’s study open to people- ' 
or closed for study-has changed a number of times during 
this period. ' ■ ■'
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Within the Warrack Lectureship itself there 

have been a number of changes in,emphasis. There is 
a far greater emphasis in the first half of the Lec
tureship on the topic of worship and the need to , '
clarify the place of preaching in worship. The atti
tude towards the frequency and understanding of the ; , 
Lord’s Supper as well as the acceptance of biblical 
criticism among the people have changed appreciably . 
from the first two decades to the last thirty years ,-, 
of the Warrack Lectureship. Further, as the years , 
pass, there is a slight movement towards accepting a 
more liturgical emphasis in >the Church of Scotland , 
according to the Warrack lecturers.

Also within the course,of.the Warrack Lec
tureship on Preaching' a change occurs regarding the 
minister and his work. In the early years, the specific 
duties of the minister.are.discussed in detail and 
considered as a means to assist him in preaching. ■ ,
As the Lectureship continues however; the various 
functions of the minister are presented in more gen
eral terms and often viewed as ends in themselves while 
the minister receives more encouragement to become in- 
volved in administrative tasks both within and without 
the congregation. ; - ,

The New and The Old In The Warrack Literature
Much of the material presented by the Warrack 

lecturers is not new to the British homiletical scene.
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Many of the suggestions regarding the minister’s- 
personal, pedagogical and pastoral functions are to 
be found in %h:e;1871-192Q literature#

However, the discussion by Warrack lecturers 
on subjects like radio and television, shorter sermons 
and intellectual preaching is new from the topics 
presented in the 1871-1920 British homiletical lit
erature* Once again the writer feels compelled to 
add a negative criticism* In his opinion, the treat
ment of radio and television religious broadcasting 
is shallow both in content and-perception into the 
intracies and influence of these media.

While the Warrack Lectures contain relatively 
little that is new to the recent British homiletical 
literature, it is a valuable source for observing 
quite a few changes in homiletical and ministerial 
emphases, particularly in the Church of Scotland. Also, 
although there is little deep theological content in 
the Warrack Lectures (except for the lectures of Reid, 
Farmer, Whale, Niebuhr, Craig,and Niles), the appli
cation of certain theological'insights to the function# 
of the minister may be observed. (Thé;influence of 
biblical criticism and C. H.,Dodd’s distinction be
tween kerygma and didache on preaching may be noted. 
Also, the influence of Martin Buber’s "I-Thou" con
cept may be seen in H. H* Farmer’s 1941 lectures.)

Thus, the material ia the Warrack Lectures 
may not be valuable/for■its fresh/insights into'
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homiletical and theological views* Yet, it does, 
reveal to the reader the fact that what the minister 
does in the rest of his-ministerial functions has a 
direct influence oh his pulpit ministry. Nevertheless 
the writer has to raise the question as to whether or 
not the. Warrack lecturers have made an appreciable 
contribution to the field of British homiletical 
literature since the 1871-1920 period. With few ex
ceptions, the writer’s candid reply would have to be, 
no.

The.Lecturers Themselves
It may be noted that the Warrack lecturers

within the last twenty years use far less poetry and
illustrative,material than do the lecturers from the

1first thirty years of the Lectureship. Also,.it may 
be seen that tho lecturers have relied heavily upon 
certain men and books. The lecturers refer to Pro
fessor James Denny (1836/1917) a total of fifty-two 
.times, . to Martin Luther (1483-I546) forty-five times 
and to Alexander Whyte (1836-1921) twenty-nine times. 
The material in the chapters above also reveals that 
the lecturers were greatly influenced.by Phillips 
Brooks’ 1877 Lectures.On Preaching and by C. H*■ 
Dodd’s The Apostolic Preaching And Its Developments.

3
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and' Outline's From My Old Sermon File' since this is,
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The writer has observed that the 1939,/Warrack '. "A
lecturer, R, Leonard Small, has/borrowed many of his 
ideas from James Stewart’s 1943 series of lectures, ;
Also S. W, McWilliam, the 1968/69 lecturer, has used /.{A
much of the identical material from Stewart’s and 
Small’s published lectures. It is also obvious to 
the writer that the 1962 lecturer, H* C, MacKenzie, ,
attempted to bring a very conservative theological 
view back into the. Warrack Lectureship* On the other 
hand, it is clear that James Reid in I924 was decades 
ahead of his time in his insights into the field of 
homiletical study.

Because the lecturers come from several dif- 
ferent countries and denominations, and because the 
vast majority of lecturers speak from the background 
of many years in the parish ministry, they bring to 
the Warrack Lectureship some valuable insights into 
the pulpit ministry. However this writer must conclude 
that these insights seem trite. Considering the back
grounds of the Warrack lecturers, they show a startling 
lack of. originality both in,.the material -they .present 
and a failure to ask radical questions about preaching.
The result is that the vast majority of printed Warrack ' 
Lectures contain a presentation about preaching which 
is conventional and even hackneyed.. In fact, the writer 
believes many of the volumes'in the Warrack Series 
should bear the title Sermon StartersV Illustrations . ,

A'-'M'



indeed the impression and, at times the admitted fact 
of the lecturers themselves*' ■ ••

Nevertheless,to end on a positive note, it 
may he pointed out that the main emphasis of the 
Warrack lecturers should prove encouraging for young, 
men about to enter the parish ministry; namely, that 
by fulfilling their various ministerial duties they 
are not taking important time from their pulpit work. 
Rather, all that they do in their ministry effects 
and enriches their preaching*
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APPENDIX A
Excerpt from Declaration of Trust

Excerpt from Declaration of Trust by Frank Warrack, Esq, , dated 5th 
and registered in the Books of Council and Session on 30th March 1924.
I,'FRANK WARRACK, residing at.Kersewell, Carnwath, CONSIDERING that 
I being desirous of making a provision for the more effective training 
of Ministers of the United Free Church of Scotland have assigned, 
transferred and made over to the General T^rustees of the United Free 
Church of Scotland 2,000 7% Cumulative Preference Shares of 1 each 
of Lever Bros. Ltd, and 20 5% Preference Shares of 10 each fully 
paid up of Messrs J and J Cunningham Ltd. And Further Considering 
that it is my desire that the interest or annual return arising from 
the said investments shall form a Special Fund for an Endowment of 
a Lectureship on Preaching THEREFORE with the view of giving full 
effect to my intentions I the said Frank Warrack do hereby Declare 
that I transferred to the said General Trustees of the said United 
Free Church of Scotland the said Investments in Trust for the pur
pose of -founding a Lectureship under the following conditions, 
namely (First) The Lectureship shall bear the name and be called 
"The Preachers' Lectureship" (Second) The Lecturer shall be 
appointed by the College Committee of the United Free Church of 
Scotland or of a United Church composed of a majority of the United 
Free Church of Scotland and any other Church with which they may 
unite . (Third) The Lecturer shall be selected from amongst the 
ministers of the United Free Church Church of Scotland or of any 
of the evangelical churches at home or abroad but in Making the 
selection the said Committee shall not be entitled to appoint to 
the said Lectureship any of the Professors of the Colleges of the 
Church nor any members of the said Committee while in office and in 
making the said appointment the Committee shall observe the following 
two guiding principles namely, the negative that the appointment is 
not to be regarded as a reward for services however eminent in other 
fields of the work of the Church and still less as a Consolation 
prize for comparative failure in all and the positive that it is to 
be offered to the Preachers most noted for their power to attract 
and hold the people; (Fourth) The Lecturer shall be paid the in
come arising from the said investments or from any investments that 
may be substituted therefor in terms of the powers aftermentioned 
less any expenses that may be incurred in connection with the said 
Lectureship. The Lectureship shall be tenable for one year only 
and shall not be open to be held again by the same Lecturer until 
four years have elapsed but in the event, of the said Committee de
siring to secure a Preacher of World wide reputation from abroad 
and being of opinion that one Year's income of the Trust Funds would . 
not be sufficient for such purpose the Committee shall have power 
to pay the Income of the second year when it falls due to such a 
Lecturer and in that event no Lecturer shall be appointed for such 
second year the Income of two years being paid for one Course of 
Lectures But I hereby specially declare that no Preacher whose 
charge is in the British Isles shall be paid more thatn the Income 
of one year: (Fifth) The Lecturer shall prepare not less than five
Lectures and;deliver them-in each of the Colleges of the United Free 
Church of Scotland or of a United Church as aforesaid on such dates
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as may be Mutually arranged between the Lecturer and the Senates 
of the respective Colleges; (Sixth) In delivering the Lectures 
the main topic thereof must be the Sermon and methods of effective 
preaching but the Lecturer may also speak of anything that is 
relevant to the seemly and orderly conduct of public worship.

Supplementary Declaration of Trust - July 1929
If in the experience of years to come, it be thought desirable by 
the said College Committee to make any modifications on the terms 
of the Lectureship, I hereby give power to the said College Com
mittee to make such modifications as they think fit, always keeping 
in view the principal object of the constitution of the said 
Lectureship, namely, that it has been instituted for the more 
effective training and teaching of the ministers of the said Church 
and in so far as not hereby altered I confirm the said Deed of 
Trust
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APPENDIX.B;-

V/ '' Date And Place Warrack Lectures Delivered '.1

Year Lecturer Title of Published Lectures
Place ' 

Lectures Given"
1921 Hutton That the Ministry. Be Not Blamed A,E,G 'T

} '*■■,-, 1^22 Sclater The Public Worship of God A,E,G
<; - 1923 Black, J. The Mystery of Preaching A,E.G

1924 Reid -In Quest of Reality A,E,G
ÿ ' 1925 Gossip In Christ's Stead A,E,G

1926/7 Coffin What to Preach A,E,G
1928 Scott , Preaching Week By Week A,E,G
1929, Jones unpublished A/EvG
1930 Philip Thoughts on Worship and Preaching A,B,G r
1931 Watt The Preacher's Life and Work E,S
1932 Anderson unpublished A,G

; 1933 Fleming unpublished E,S
1934 Cairns The-Prophet of the Heart A , G',., _ ' 1935 Burnet Pleading with Men E,S
1936 Berry vital Preaching A,G
1937 MacLeod Speaking the Trust-In Love E,8
1938 Gauld • unpublished A,G
1939 Black, H.„ unpublished E,S
1940 Milligan The Ministry of-Worship A,G
1941 Farmer The Servant of the'Word E,S
1942 MacGregor The Making of a Preacher A,G

■:>V 1943 Stewart Heralds of God E,8
: 1944 Whale ' "Liturgical Unity of Pulpit and Lord's A,G

t, Table" unpublished V
1945 Cockburn "The Church's Message for an Age of E,S

i of Turmoil" unpublished
1946 no appointment
1947 Niebuhr Faith and History A,G
1948 Jeffrey This Grace Wherein We Stand E,S
1949 McIntyre The .Ministry,of the Word A,G
1950 Jarvis If Any Man Minister E,S ;
1951 Read The Commiinicatiqn, of the Gospel A,G

%  - 1952 Craig Preaching in a Scientific Age E,S
4'.,,., 1953 Menzies Preaching and Pastoral Evangelism A,G ..
:47% ' 1954 Cowan The Primacy of Preaching Today B,S
Î ■ ■ 1955 MacLennan Entrusted with the Gospel A,G
Ï; 1956 Wright A Preacher's Questionnaire E,e
>7 1957/8 Niles The Preacher's Calling to Be Servant A,E,G,S

1959 small With Ardour and Accuracy E,S
1960 iCeir The Word in Worship A ,G
1961 Boyd Christian Encounter E,S

•:- 1962 MacKenzie Teaching the Eternities A,G- ,
1963/4 Cleland Preaching to Be Understood A,E,G,S
1965 no appointment • ' ;j. MiM.''1966 no appointment ■ 11967 no appointment1 1968/9 McWilliam Called to Preach A , E , G , S
1970 no appointment
1971 ho appointment
1972-74 Pitt-Watson Theology Is For Preaching unpublished A,E,G,S

V 1975.- MacLean
A ~ Aberdeen E = Edinburgh G = Glasgow S = St. Andrews

... ..1
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APPENDIX Ç
Biographical Sketches of the Warrack Lecturers

ANDERSON, Robert Sangster. Born July 21, 1865 at Edinkille, Scotland. 
Educated at University of Aberdeen, M.A. (1885); New College, 
Edinburgh. D.D. University of Aberdeen, 1919. Assistant at St. 
Brycedale, Kirkcaldy, 1899, Ordained September 17, 1890 to the 
ministry of the Free Church of Scotland. Minister Ferry-Port- 
on-Craig 1890-1897; Paisley Sherwood 1897-1902; Barclay, Edin
burgh 1902-1924. Warrack Lecturer, 1932. Died March 5, 1955.

BERRY, Sidney Malcolm. Born July 25, 1881 at Southport, England, 
Educated at Clare College, Cambridge and Mansfield College,
Oxford. D.D. University of Glasgow 1924. Ordained 1906 to 
the ministry of the Congregational Church. Minister Oxted 
and Limpsfield, Surrey 1906-1909; Charlton-cum-Hardy 1909-1912; 
Carr's Lane, Birmingham 1912-1923. Secretary, Congregational 
Union of England and Wales 1923-1948 and 1955-1956. Chairman, 
Congregational Union of England and Wales 1947-1948. First 
full-time secretary and Minister, International Congregational 
Council 1948-1955. Moderator of the Free Church Federal Council. 
An original member of the British Council of Churches. Warrack 
Lecturer, 1936, "Vital Preaching." Died August 2, 1961.

SLACK, Hugh. Born March 28, 1868 at Rothesay, Scotland. Educated at 
University of Glasgow, M.A. (18888); Glasgow Free College. D.D. 
Yale, 1907; Glasgow, 1911; Princeton, 1911. Litt. D., Pitts
burgh, 1913. Assistant Greenock, 1890. Ordained 1891 to the 
ministry of the Free Church of Scotland. Minister Paisley Sher
wood 1891-1896; St. George's, Edinburgh 1896-1905. Professor of 
Practical Theology, Union Theological Seminary, New York City,
1906-1938. Locum tenum St. George's, Edinburgh 1938-1939.
Warrack Lecturer, 1939. Died April 5, 1953.

BLACK, James Macdougall. Born January 25, 1879 at Rothesay, Scotland. 
Educated at University of Glasgow, M.A. (1899); Glasgow College; 
University of Marburg. D.D. University of Edinburgh 1924. 
Assistant at Glasgow Berkley Street 1902-1903. Ordained December 
3, 1903 to ministry of Free Church of Scotland. Minister Forres 
Castlehill 1903-1907; Broughton Place, Edinburgh 1907-1921;
St. George's West, Edinburgh 1921-1948, Chaplain WWI 1915-1918. 
Chaplain to H.M.- Ring George VI 1942-1949. Warrack Lecturer,
1923, "The Mystery of Preaching," Died October 18, 1949.

BOYD, Alexander John. Born July 5, 1896 at Govan, Glasgow, Scotland.
Educated at University of Glasgow, M.A. (Honors in classics 1921); 
Glasgow College. D.D. University of Glasgow 1946. War service 
1915-1918. Assistant at KeIvinside, Glasgow 1924-1925. Ordained 
June 21, 1925 to ministry of Free Church of Scotland. Appointed 
to Madras Christian College, India 1925; Principal of Madras 
College 1938-1957; President Emeritus of same, 1957.
Warrack Lecturer, 1961, "Christian Encounter."
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BURNET, Adam Wilson, Born December 24, 1883 at Cambuslang, Scotland. *'
Educated at University of Glasgow, M.A. (Honors in classics 1906); 
Glasgow College, D.D. University of Glasgow 1935. Student 
missionary, Ruthergleh West 1909-1910. Assistant St. George's 
and St. Peter's, Glasgow 1910-1911. Ordained April 19, 1911 to 
the ministry of the Free Church of Scotland. Minister Ferry-Port- 
on-Craig 1911-1914; Kilmarnock, King Street Church 1914-1920; 
Orchardhill Church, Giffnock 1920-1924; Westbourne, Glasgow
1924-1938; St. Cutherbert's, Edinburgh 1938-1955. War service 
1917-1918, Warrack Lecturer, 1935, "Pleading With Men." Died 
October 28, 1962.

CAIRNS, Frank. Born February 17, 1866 at Bankhead, Newhills, Scotland.
In business 1884-1891. .Educated at University of Glasgow;
Glasgow Free College. D.D. University of St. Andrews 1938.
Student assistant at Glasgow Hillhead 1896. Assistant at Crieff 
South 1897-1898. Ordained May, 1898 to ministry of Free Church 
of Scotland. Minister Cambusnethan 1898-1905 ; Pollokshields -
Albert Road 1905-1913; Broughty Ferry East 1913-1955. Chaplain 

%■ WW I 1914-1915. Warrack Lecturer, 1934, "The Prophet of the
Heart." Died December 5, 1955. ' '

CLELAND, James T. Born July 8, 1903 at Glasgow, Scotland. Educated 
at-University of Glasgow, M.A. (1924); Glasgow College, B.D.
(1927); Union Theological Seminary, New York City, S.T.M. (1928),
Th. D, (1954). D.D. Davidson College 1951; University of Glasgow 
1956. Student Assistant Bridgeton Parish Church 1923-1924; Old 
Kilpatrick Parish Church 1924-1926; Dunblane Cathedral 1926-1927. 
Ordained 1938 to the ministry of the United Presbyterian Church, 
U.S.A. Teaching Fellow, University of Glasgow Divinity Hall 
1928-1931. Instructor, Assistant Professor, and Associate Pro
fessor of Religion, Amherst College 1931—1945. Professor of 
Preaching; Duke University 1945-1968. Emeritus Professor of 
Preaching, Duke University 1968. Dean of the Chapel, Duke 
University 1968, Warrack Lecturer, 1963/4, "Preaching To Be 
Understood."

COCKBURN, James Hutchison, Born October 29, 1882 at Paisley, Scotland, 
Educated at University of Glasgow, M.A. (1904); Glasgow College,
B.D. (1907). D.D. University of Glasgow 1943, Yale University 
1948, Occidental, California 1948. D. Theol. University of 
Prague, 1947, L.H.D. Wooster, Ohio 1953. Assistant at John
stone 1907-1908. Ordained October 9, 1908 to;the ministry of the 
Church of Scotland. Minister Mearns 1908-1914; Battlefield, Glasgow
1914-1918; Dunblane Cathedral 1918. Chaplain to the Forces 1916- 
1917. Chaplain to the King 1944 and to the Queen 1951. Moderator

%
Ii

of General Assembly of the Church of Scotland 1941. Director of 7-i
the Department of Reconstruction of Christina Institutes in > ;
Europe, World Council of Churches 1945-1948. Warrack Lecturer,
1945, "The Church's Message for an Age of Turmoil" (unpublished),
Died June 20, 1973. '::j

COFFIN, Henry Sloan. Born January 5, 1877 at New York City. Educated at : i
Yale University, B.A. (1897); New College, Edinburgh (1897-1899); ^̂
University of Marburg,(1899); Yale University, M.A. (1900); Union 1
Theological Seminary, New York City, B.D. (1900). D.D, New York {

a
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University 1906, Yale University 1915, Harvard University 1922, 
Princeton, Columbia 1925, Glasgow University 1926, Union College 
1928, Bowdoin 1944. LL.p. Wabash 1932, St. Andrews University 
1934, Amherst College 1934, Hamilton College 1938, Litt, D.
College of Ozarks 1931, Western Reserve University 1937, Faculté 
Libre de Théologie, Paris 1938, Ordained 1900 to the ministry 
of the Presbyterian Church, U.S.A. Minister Bedford Park Pres
byterian Church, New York City 1900-1905; Madison Avenue Presby
terian Church, New York City 1925-1926. Professor Practical 
Theology, Union Theological Seminary, New York City 1904-1926; 
President of same 1926-1945 and President Emeritus 1945-1954. 
Moderator of Presbyterian Church, U.S.A. 1943-1944. Warrack 
Lecturer, 1926/7, "What To Preach." Died November 25, 1954.

COWAN, Arthur Aitken. Born June 5, 1883 at Glasgow, Scotland. Educated 
at University of Glasgow, M.A. (1903); Glasgow College. D.D. 
University of Glasgow 1950. Assistant Dowanhill, Glasgow 1906, 
Ordained January 7, 1907 to ministry of Free Church of Scotland. 
Minister Giffnock, Glasgow 1907-1919; Inverleith (formerly St. 
James), Edinburgh 1919-1959. Warrack Lecturer, 1954, "The 
Primacy of Preaching Today," Died September 19, 1959.

CRAIG, Archibald Campbell. Born December 3, 1888 at Kelso, Scotland.
Educated at University of Edinburgh, M.A. (1910) and New College, 
Edinburgh. D.D. University of Edinburgh 1937, University of 
Glasgow 1961, University of Dublin 1961. Assistant at Pleasance 
1920-1921. Ordained October 12, 1921 to ministry of Free Church 
of Scotland. Minister Glaston Erskine 1921-fl926; Gilmorehill, 
Glasgow 1926-1930. Chaplain to University of Glasgow 1930-1939. 
Secretary to the Churches' Commission on International Friendship 
and Social Responsiblity 1939-1942. First General Secretary of 
the British Council of Churches 1942-1946. Assistant Leader of 
Iona Community 1946-1947. Lecturer in Biblical Studies, University 
of Glasgow 1947-1957. Moderator of Church of Scotland 1961. War 
service, WWI, (Military Cross, 1918). Warrack Lecturer, 1952, 
"Preaching in a Scientific Age."

FARMER, Herbert Henry. Born November 27, 1892 at London. Educated at 
Cambridge University, B.A. (1914); M.A. (1918); Westminster 
College, Cambridge, B.S. (1917). D.D. University of Glasgow 1936, 
Ordained 1919 to the ministry of the Presbyterian Church, England. 
Minister Stafford Presbyterian Church, Stafford 1919-1922 ; St. 
Augustine's Presbyterian Church, New Barnet 1922-1931, Professor 
of Christian Doctrine and Ethics, Hartford Theological Seminary, 
Hartford, Connecticut 1931-1935. Professor.of';Systematic Theology 
and Apologetics, Westminster College, Cambridge 1935-1949. Pro
fessor of Divinity,.University of Cambridge 1949-1960. Warrack 
Lecturer, 1941, "The Servant of the Word."

FLEMING, Archibald. Born December 271863 at Perth, Scotland. Educated 
at University of Edinburgh, M.A.'(1883). D.D. University of Edin
burgh 1906. Assistant at St. Cuthbert's, Edinburgh 1887. Ordained 
September 25, 1888 :to the ministry of the Church of Scotland. 
Minister Newton 1888-1897; Trbn Parish, Edinburgh 1897-1902; St. 
Columba's, Point Street, London 1902-1941. Chaplain of the Royal 
Scots (Highlanders). 1898-1902 and the London Scottish 1903-1922. 
Editor of Life and Work 1898"-1902. Warrack Lecturer, 1933. Died 
July 2, 1941.
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GAULD, William Wallace. Born January 23, 1881 at Aberdeen, Scotland.
Educated at University of Aberdeen, M.A. (1902); New College,
Edinburgh. D.D. University of Aberdeen, 1945. Assistant at St.
John's, Dundee 1906-1907. Ordained November 12, 1907 to ministry 
of the Free Church of Scotland. Minister Fairlie 1907-1911;
Callander 1911-1920; Langside Hill, Glasgow 1920-1923; New North, 
Edinburgh 1923-1928; Queen's Cross, Aberdeen 1928-1953. Warrack 
Lecturer, 1938. Died May 4, 1956, . #

GOSSIP, Arthur John. Born January 20, 1873 at Hillhead, Glasgow, 'ïj
Scotland. Educated at University of Edinburgh, M.A. (1898). D.D. 
University of Edinburgh, 1929. LL.D. University of Glasgow 1946. 
Assistant at Morningside, Edinburgh 1898-1899. Ordained November 
3, 1899 to the ministry of the Free Church of Scotland. Minister ..;V;r
St. Columba's, Liverpool 1899-1901; Forfar West 1901-1910; St.
Matthew's, Glasgow 1910-1921; Beechgrove, Aberdeen 1921-1928.
Professor of Practical Theology and Christian Ethics, Glasgow 
College 1928-1945. Chaplain in WW I.1917-1918. Warrack Lecturer,
1925, "In Christ's Stead." Died May 26, 1954.

HUTTON, John Alexander. Born April.21-, 1868 at Coatbridge, Scotland. ''
Educated at University of Glasgow, M.A. (1888); U.P. College,
Edinburgh. D.D. University of Glasgow 1915. Ordained April 13, -I
1892 to the ministry of the Free Church of Scotland. Minister 
Alyth, Perthshire 1892-1898; Bristo, Edinburgh 1898-1900; Jea- 
mond, Newcastle 1900-1906 ; Belhaven, Glasgow 1906-1923; West
minster Chapel, London 1923^1947. Editor:' of British Weekly
1925-1946. Warrack Lecturer, 1921, "That The Ministry Be Not 
Blamed." Died January 13, 1947.

JARVIS, Ernest David. Born February 28, 1888 at Forfar, Scotland.
Educated at University of St. Andrews, M.A. (Honors in Classics 
and English Literature 1909); New College, Edinburgh. D.D.
University of St. Andrews 1943, University of Glasgow 1952.
Assistant at New North, Edinburgh 1919-1920. Ordained May 4,
1920 to the ministry of 'the Free Church of Scotland. Minister 
Penicuik North 1920-1929; Wellington, Glasgow 1929-1958. War 
service 1915-1919. Moderator of Church of Scotland 1954.
Warrack Lecturer, 1950, "If Any Man Minister." Died January 21,
]8̂ 4.

JEFFREY, George Johnstone. Born December 19, 1881 at Alloa, Scotland.
Educated at University of Glasgow, M.A. (1903); Glasgow College,
B.D. (1907). D.D. University of Glasgow 1945. Assistant at 
Dowanhill, Glasgow 1907-1908; Camphill, Glasgow 1908. Ordained 
December 17, 1908 to ministry of the Free Church of Scotland.
Minister John Knox, Stewarton 1908-1915; St. Mary's, Kircudbright
1915-1920; Kilmarnock High 1920-1928; Helensburgh Park 1928- 1937; 
Sherbrooke, Glasgow 1937-1951. War service 1917. Moderator of 
Church of Scotland 1952. Warrack Lecturer, 1948, "This Grace 
Wherein We Stand." Died March 18, 1961.

JONES, John David. Born April 13, 1865 at Ruthin, England. Educated
at Victoria University, B.A. (Honors in Classics 1866); Lancashire 
Independent College, M.A. (1889); University of,St. Andrews, B.D.
(1889). D.D. University of St. Andrews 1915; University of Wales, 
University of Manchester. Ordained 1889 to the ministry of the n
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Congregational Church, England. Minister Newland Church, Lincoln, 
England 1889-1898; Richmond Hill, Bournemoth, England 1898-1937. 
Moderator of Federal Council of Free Churches 1921-1923. Moderator 
of International Congregational Church 1930-1942. President of 
National Free Church Council 1938-1939. Warrack Lecturer, 1929.
Died April 19, 1942.

KEIR, Thomas Henry. Born June 12, 1907 at Lander, Scotland. Educated 
at University of Edinburgh, M.A. (1927); New .College, Edinburgh.
Organist at Terregies 1923-1924 and at Dalkeith, Buccleuch 
Street 1925-1928. Assistant at Trinity College, Edinburgh;
Lady Glenorchy's 1929-1930- Student missionary in United Church 
of Canada 1928. Ordained October 29, 1930 to the ministry of the 
Church of Scotland. Minister Bridgend, Perth 1930-1936; St.
Luke’s, Broughty Perry 1936-1943; Holburn West, Aberdeen 1943- 
1950; St. Cgthbert^s, Melrose 1950. . Warrack Lecturer, 1960,
"The Word In Worship."

MACGREGOR, William Malcolm. . Born September 16, 1861 at Glasgow, Scotland. 
Educated at University of Edinburgh, M.A. (1880); Glasgow Free 
College. D.D. University of Glasgow 1904. LL.D. University of 
St. Andrews 1939.; Ordained May 18, 1886 to the ministry of the 
Free Church of Scotland. Minister Troon, Portland Road 1886-1890; 
Renfield,; Glasgow 1890-1898; Et. Andrews, Edinburgh 1898-1919.
Moderator of Free Church of Scotland 1919. ' Professor of New 
Testament Literature and Theology, Glasgow College 1919-1935.
Principal of‘Trinity College, Glasgow. 1928-1938. Warrack Lecturer,
1942, "The Making of a Preacher." Died:July 12, 1944 «

MCINTYRE, Robert Edmond. ,Born August 26, 1889 at Edinburgh, Scotland,
Educated at Daniel Stewart's Cqilege, Edinburgh; actuarial 
student in Insurance Corporation 1907-1910; University : of Edin
burgh , M.A. (1913); New College, Edinburgh. D.D. University Of 
Edinburgh 1950, Assistant at*Broughton Place, Edinburgh 1919- 
1920. Ordained-Octobei' li, 1920 to the ministry of the Free 
Church of Scotland. Minister Callender 1920-1925; Giffnock 
Orchardhill 1925-1935; Morningside High, Edinburgh 1935-1960.
War service 1914-1918. Warrack Lecturer 1949, "The Ministry Of 
The Word." Died April 13, 1961.

MACKENZIE, Hamish Currie. Born May 7, 1903 in Scotland. Educated at % ^
University of Glasgow,. M.A. (1925) ; Glasgow College, Student 
assistant North Woods ide,.Glas gow 1924-1925. Youth Evangelist 
1926. Assistant at Paisley St. James 1927-1928. Ordained March 
20, 1929 to the ministry of the Free Church of Scotland. Minister 
Chalmers, Bridge of Allan 1929-1936; Giffnock Orchardhill 1936.
Warrack Lecturer, 1963, "Teaching The Eternities."

MACLENNAN, David Alexander. Born April 15, 1903 at Boston, Massachusetts. 
Educated at University of Manitoba, B.A. (1936)) McGill University,
B.D. (1936); Yale University, M.A. (1949). D.D. University of 
Toronto 1943. Litt. D, Keuka College of State University of New 
York 1966. Ordained 1927 to the ministry of the United Presby
terian Church, U.S.A. Minister Hyde Park Presbyterian Church,
Hyde Park, Massachusetts 1927-1928; Faith Presbyterian Church,.
Baltimore 1928-1930; Emmanuel Church, Montreal, Canada 1930-1936;

' ■" -y      „ ... ,  1
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Trinity Eaton Memorial Church, Toronto, Canada 1936-1949;
Brick Presbyterian Church, Rochester 1955-1967 ; First United 
Presbyterian Church, Pompano Beach, Florida 1967. Professor 
of Preaching and Pastoral, Care, Yale University 1949-1955.
Lecturer in Homiletics and Liturgies, Colgate Rochester 
Divinity School 1955-1967. Visiting Professor of Practical 
and Pastoral Theology, Westminster College, Cambridge 1954-1955.
Warrack Lecturer, 1955, "Entrusted,With The Gospel."

MACLEOD, George Fielden (Sir). Born June 17, 1895 at Glasgow, Scotland. 
Educated at Oriel College, Oxford, B.A.; University of Edinburgh;
Union Theological Seminary, New York. City. D.D. University of 
Glasgow 1937. War Service WWI. Missioner, British Columbia 
Lumber Camps 1922. Assistant at St. Giles, Edinburgh 1923-1924.
Ordained December 17, 1924 to the ministry of the Church of 
Scotland. Minister St. Cuthbert's, Edinburgh 1926-1930; Govan 
1930-1938. Moderator of the Church of Scotland 1957. Leader 
of the Iona Community 1938-1968. Warrack Lecturer, 1937,
" Spealcing The Truth In Love. "

MCWILLIAM,. Stuart Wilson, Born December. 15, 1915 at Edinburgh. Educated 
at University of Edinburgh, M.A. (1936); Union Theological Seminary,
New York City, S.T.M. (1940). Student assistant at St. Brides,
Edinburgh 1936-1938 and at New North, Edinburgh 1938-1939. Locum 
tenum Edinburgh Pleasance 1940-1942. Ordained April 20, 1941 to 
the ministry of the Church of Scotland. Minister Paisley Sherwood 
1946-1950; Beechgrove, Aberdeen 1950-1959; Wellington, Glasgow 
1959. Chaplain WW II, 1942-1946. Warrack Lecturer, 1968/9,
"Called To Preach."

MENZIES, Robert. Born March 2, 1880 at Weem, Aberfeldy, Scotland. II
Educated at University of St. Andrews, M.A. (1901); New College, 
Edinburgh. D.D. University of St. Andrews 1939. Assistant at 
Dundee Ryehill 1905. Ordained June 15, 1906 to the ministry of >:■
the Free Church of Scotland. Minister Coatdyke 1906-1910; Camp
hill, Glasgow 1910-1946. Chaplain to the Forces 1915-1916, 1918- -. #
1919. Warrack Lecturer, 1953, "Preaching And Pastoral Evangelism."
Died May 22, 1971. %

MILLIGAN, Oswald Bell. Born February 10, 1879 at Aberdeen, Scotland,
Educated at University of Edinburgh, M.A. (1899), B.D. (1902).
D.D. University of Edinburgh 1939. Assistant at Greenside,
Edinburgh 1903-1906. Ordained May 11, 1906 to ministry of the 
Church of Scotland. Minister Wallacetown, Ayr 1906-1901; St.
Leonard's, Ayr 1909-1919; Jedburgh 1919-1927; Corstorphine 1927- 
1940. War Service, WW I. Warrack Lecturer, 1940, "The Ministry 
of Worship." Died April 2, 1940.

If

NIEBUHR, Reinhold. Born June 21, 1892 at Wright City, Missouri. Educated 
at Elmhurst College, graduated (1910); Eden Theological Seminary,
St. Louis, graduated (1913); Yale Divinity School, graduated (1914). #
D.D. University of Glasgow 1947, Oxford, Manchester, Yale, Harvard, 
Columbia, Pennsylvania, Amherst Universities. Ordained 1915 to -
the ministry of the Evangelical Synod in the U.S.A. Minister 
Detroit Evangelical Church, Detroit 1915-1928. Professor of Ethics 
and Theology, Union Theological Seminary, New York City 1928-1960. 
Warrack Lecturer, 1947, "Faith And History." Died June 1, 1971.
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NILESr Daniel Thairibyrajah. Born May 4, 1908 at Tellipallai, Ceylon.
Educated at University College of Colombo, Ceylon; United 
Theological College, Bangalore 1929-1933 with B.D. 1933 received 
from Serampore; University of London, B.A. (with honors in 
Philosophy 1934). D.D. University of Chicago 1954, University 
of Serampore, India. Th. D. University of Budapest. Ordained 
1936 to the ministry of the Methodist Church in Ceylon. North 
District Evangelist of the Methodist Church in Ceylon 1936-1939. 
Minister Methodist Church, Point Pedro, Ceylon 1946-1950;
Methodist Church, Maradana, Ceylon 1950-1953. Superintendent 
Minister, St. Peter's Church, Jaffna, Ceylon 1953-1959. Teacher 
in Jaffna Central College, Ceylon 1928-1929, 1933-1935 and Prin
cipal of same 1953-1961. Evangelism Secretary in Geneva of the 
World Alliance of the Y.M.C.A.'s 1939-1940. First full-time 
Secretary of the National Council of Churches of Ceylon 1941-1945. 
Executive Secretary of the Department of Evangelism of the World 
Council of Churches 1953-1959. Harry Emerson Fosdick Professor,
Union Theological Seminary, New York City 1959-1960. Chairman of ' 
theWWofldSStudent Christian Federation 1953-1960. First General 
Secretary of the East Asian Christian Conference 1957-1968 and 
Chairman of same 1968-1970. President of the Methodist Church of 
Ceylon 1968-1970. A President of the World Council of Churches 
1968-1970. A pioneer of the Ecumenical Movement, Warrack Lecturer, 
1957/8, "The Preacher's Calling To Be Servant." Died.July 17, 1970,

PHILIP, Adam. Born May 1, 1856 at Glasgow, Scotland. Educated at
University of Edinburgh, M.A." (Honors in Philosophy 1876); New 
College, Edinburgh; University of Leipzig (1878). D.D. University 
of Edinburgh 1921. Student assistant at Southport 1880 and at 
Leghorn 1880-1881. . Assistant at; Edinburgh Mayfield 1881. Ordained 
October 18, 1881 to the ministry of -the Free Church of Scotland. 
Minister Longforgan (Inyergowie East) 1881-19,45. Moderator of the 
Free Church of .Scotland 1921. Warrack Lecturer, 1930, "Thoughts 
On Worship and Preaching." Died.November 18, 1945.

PITT-WATSON, Ian. Born October 15, 1923 at Dalmuir, Dumbartonshire, 
Scotland, Educated at University of Edinburgh, M.A. (Honors in 
Philosophy and Moral Philosophy 1947), B.D. (1950). Student 
assistant at St. George's West, Edinburgh 1949-1940, Senior 
assistant at St, Giles' Cathedral, Edinburgh 1950-1952. Ordained 
October 20, 1950 to the ministry of the Church of Scotland..
Chaplain to the University of Aberdeen 1952-1958. Minister St.
James Parish Church, Forfar 1958-1961; New Kilpatrick Parish Church, 
Bearsden 1961-1972. Professor Practical Theology at Christ's 
College, Aberdeen 1972. -Warrack Lecturer, 1972-74, "Theology 
is for Preaching",(unpublished).

READ, David Haxton Carswell. Born January 2, 1910 at Cupar, Scotland.
Educated at University of Edinburgh, M.A. (Honors in English 1932); 
Montpellier, Strassbourg, France (1932-1933); Marburgh (1934); New 
College, Edinburgh, B.D. 1936. D.D. University of Edinburgh 1956,
Yale University 1959, Lafayette College-1965 ; Hope College 1969.
Litt. D, The College of Wooster 1966. Student Assistant at Edin
burgh (Lothain Road) 1935-1936. Ordain ed October 1, 1936 to the - 
ministry of the Church of Scotland. Minister Coldstream West
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1936-1939; Greenbank 1939-1949. First Chaplain to the University 
of Edinburgh 1949-1955. Minister Madison Avenue Presbyterian 
Church, New York City 1956. Chaplain to the Forces 1939-1945 
(Prisoner of war, June 1940-April 1945). Warrack Lecturer, 1951,
"The Communication of the Gospel."

REID, James. Born 1877 at Leven, Scotland. Educated at University of 
Edinburgh, M.A, (190i); New College, Edinburgh. D.D. University 
of Edinburgh 1933. Ordained August 3, 1905 to the ministry of the 
Free Church of Scotland, Minister Oban, Dunollie Road 1905-1910;
Paisley Sherwood 1910-1915; St. Andrews Presbyterian Church,
Eastbourne, England 1915-1945. Moderator of the Presbyterian 
Church of England 1935. Ministered to Canadian troops in East
bourne, during WW II. Warrack Lecturer, 1924, "In Quest of 
Reality." Died July 19, 1963.

SCLATER, John Robert Paterson. Born April 9, 1876 at Manchester, England. 
Educated at Emmanuel College, Cambridge, B.A. (1898), M.A. (1900); 
Westminster Theological School, Cambridge, B.D. (1902), D.D.
University of St. Andrews 1917, Queen's University, Kingston,
Ontario; Victoria University, Toronto. LL.D. University of Toronto. 
Ordained 1902 to the ministry of the Free Church of Scotland.
Minister Green Hill Church, Derby 1902-1907; New North, Edinburgh ÿq
1907-1923; Parkdale Presbyterian Church, Toronto 1923-1924; Old
St. Andrews Presbyterian Chruch, Toronto 1924-1949. Moderator 
of the United Church of Canada 1942-1944. Warrack Lecturer,
1922, "The Public Worship of God." Died August 24, 1949.

SCOTT - Andrew Boyd. Born March 12, 1875 in the county of Ayr, Scotland.
Educated at University of Glasgow, M.A. (Honors in Mental Philosophy 
1897); Glasgow College, B.D. (1900). D.D. University of Glasgow 
1926. Assistant at North Morningside, Edinburgh 1900-1901. .j
Ordained 1901 to the ministry of the Free Church of Scotland. . i
Minister Newton Mearns 1901-1903; Paisley Sherwood 1903-1909; '/t
Lansdowne 1909-1930. War Service 1914-1919. Warrack Lecturer,
1928, "Preaching Week By Week." Died October 21, 1947.

SMALL, Robert Leonard. Born May 12, 1908 at North Berwick, Scotland.
Educated at University of Edinburgh; New College, M.A. (1930) ;
University of Berlin (1929) ; University of Zurich (1930-1931) .
D.D. University of Edinburgh 1957. Student assistant at St.
Catherine' s-in-Grange, Edinburgh 1929-1930. Ordained September 10, ' ; 
1931 to the ministry of the Church of Scotland. Minister St.

1940-1944. Moderator of Church of Scotland 1966. Warrack 
Lecturer, 1959, "With Ardour And Accuracy."

John's, Bathgate 1931-1935; Kilmarnock West High 1935-1944; .
Cramond 1944-1956; St. Cuthbert's, Edinburgh 1956. War Service r'liil

STEWART, James Stuart. Born July 21, 1896 at Dundee, Scotland. Educated -W

aat University of St. Andrews.,, M.A. (Honors in classics 1917) ;
New College, Edinburgh, B.D. (1921); University of Bon (1921-1922),
D.D. University of St. Andrews 1945,. Assistant at Barclay, . •/
Edinburgh 1922rl924._ Ordained February 28, 1924 to the ministry 
of .the Free Church of Scotland. ■ Minister Auchterarder, St. ' Vl!
Andrews, 1924-1928; Beechgrove, Aberdeen 1928-1935; North Morning- 
side, Edinburgh 1935-1947. Professor of New Testament Language, 's||
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Literature and Theology, New College, Edinburgh, 1947-1966.
War. service 1916-? 1918. Moderator of Church of Scotland 1963. 
Warrack Lecturer, 1943, "Heralds of God,"

WATT, Lauchlàn Maclean. Born October 24, 1867 at Grantown, Scotland. 
Educated at University of Edinburgh, M.A. (1893); New College, 
Edinburgh, B.D. (1897), D.D. University of Edinburgh 1920.
LL.D. University of Glasgow 1933, Missionary, Lochcarron 1894; 
Mission Church, Lochinver, 1895; Church work, Dalkeith 1896. 
Assistant Lady Glenrochy's Parish Church 1896. Ordained April 7, 
1897 to the ministry of the Church of Scotland. Minister Turriff 
Parish 1897-1901; Alloa and Tullibody 1901-1911; St. Stephen’s, 
Edinburgh 1911-1923; Glasgow Cathedral 1923-1934. Chaplain in 
WW I 19,14-1917. Moderator of Church of Scotland 1933. Warrack 
Lecturer, 1931, "The Preacher's' Life and Work." : Died September 11, 
1957. ;

WHALE, John Seldon. Born December 19, 1896 at Mevagissey, Cornwall, 
England. Educated at University of Oxford,’ B.A. (1922), M.A.
(1926). D.D. University of Glasgow 1938. Ordained 1925 to the 
ministry of the Cohgfegational Church, England. Minister Bowdon 
Downs Congregational Church; Altrinchin, Cheshire 1925-1929, 
Professor of Ecclesiastical History, Mansfield College, Oxford 
1929-1933, President Cheshunt College, Cambridge 1933-1944, 
Headmaster Mill Hill School, London 1944-1951. Visiting Pro
fessor of Chrisiiah Theology, Drew University, New Jersey 1951- 
1953; and at University of Chicago 1959. Moderator of Free 
Church Federal Council 1942-1943. Warrack Lecturer, 1944, "The 
Liturgical Unity of Pulpit and Lord's Table" (unpublished).

WRIGHT, James. Born September 9, 1891 at Dumfries, Scotland. Educated 
at University of Edinburgh, M. A. (1911); New College, Edinburgh. 
Assistant at Barclay, Edinburgh 1915. Ordained October 26, 1916 
to the ministry of the Free Church of Scotland. Minister Stearton 
Cairns 1916-1921; St. Mark's, Glasgow 1921-1925; Inverness Ness 
Bank 1925-1946; Boat of Garten and Kincardine 1946-1958. Warrack 
Lecturer, 1956, "Â Preacher's Questionnaire." Died February 13,
1963.
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A P P E N D IX  D

The Warrack Lëçtur,ersj% Agel ? '
And Number Of Years Spent In The Parish Ministry

Year of The Age Of Years In Number
Lecture Lecturer Lecturer Parish Ministry Parishes
1921 Hutton 53 29- , ■ 4
1922 Sclater 46 20 2
192 3 Black, J. 44 19 3
1924 Reid 47 18 3
1925 Gossip 52 25 ■ 4
1926/7 Coffin 49 26 2
1928 Scott ,53 27 3
1929 Jones 64 40 2
1930 Philip 74 48 1
1931 Watt 63 34 4
1932 Anderson 66 34 3
1983 Fleming 69 44 3
1934 Cairns 68 36 3
1935 Burnet 51 24 4
1936 Berry 54 30 3
1937 MacLeod 41 12 2
1938 Gauld 57 30 5
1939 Black, H. 71 15 2
1940 Milligan 61 35 4
1941 Farmer 48 12 2
1942 MacGregor 81 33 3
1943 Stewart 46 19 3
1944 Whale 47 4 1
1945 Cockburn 63 37 • 3
1947 Niebuhr 54 13 1
1948 Jeffrey 66 39 5
1949 McIntyre 59 28 3
1950 Jarvis 62 30 2
1951 Read 41 13 - 2
195 2 Craig . 63 10 2
1953 Menzies 73 40 2
1954 Cowan 70 47 . 2
1955 MacLennan 52 22 4
1956 Wright 64 39 4
1957/8 Niles 50 13 ' 3
1959 Small 51 27 4
1960 Keir 52 29 4
1961 Boyd 64 0 0
1962 MacKenzie 59 33 2
1963/4 Cleland 60 0 0
1968/9 McWilliam 52 27 3
1972-74 Pitt-Watson 49 14 .2

Average 58 26 2 1/

) f’

. j
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A P P E N D IX  E

Direct And Indirect References 
Acknowledged By The Warrack Lecturers

Scottis 
Professors & General

Poets
And Total No.

Preachers Principals Theologians Writers Poetry References
Hutton 7 1 2 7 4 45
Sclater 4 1 0 1 2 19
Black, J. 10 11 1 18 5 103
Reid 15 3 2 17 6 .88
Gossip 37 17 0 39 3 211
Coffin 3 1 0 , 4 6 54
Scott 6 4 5 4 4 91
Philip 31 40 11 23 3 278
Watt 9 10 2 23 43 209
Cairns 0 13 1 17 3 88
Burnet 9 19 7 12 14 147
Berry 5 1 0 1 0 17'
MacLeod 3 0 3 1 2 39
Milligan 0 . 1 ■ ■ 5 0 0 . 43 "'WFarmer 0 0 11 1 2 40
MacGregor 9 9 10, 26 9 149
Stewart 47 11 7 32 30 211
Whale 0 , 0 21 2 4 51
Cockburn 0 1 5 0 3 60
Niebuhr 0 '• , Q; \ 20 4 0 205 4Jeffrey 10 • ,11 ' . 0 11 9 103
Mclntrye 8 4 1 6 6 76
Jarvis 1 . 2 ' 0 0 0 24 j ‘Read 0 ‘ Ô 3 3 1 15
Craig 7 5 6 8 6 106
Menzies 26 12 9 12 12 102
Cowan 1 1 . • , 15 16 20 123
MacLennan 3 3 ■ 9 2 29 147
Wright 3 6 2 8 3 63
Niles 0 0 5 0 11 46
Small 4 7 0 0 2 24 .
Keir 5 - 5 18 5 4 132
Boyd 0 .. 0 7 1 5 150 #
McKenzie 13 1 2 4 7 .80
Cleland 3 2 7 1 0 94
McWilliam 2 4 8 0 0 24 #

Total 271 206 205 299 258

A,y. _ - r v

1

j



Hutton
Sclater
Black
Reid
Gossip
Coffin
Scott
Philip
Watt
Cairns
Burnet .
Berry
MacLeod
Milligan
Farmer
MacGregor
Stewart
Whale
Cockburn
Niebuhr
Jeffrey
McIntyre
Jarvis
Read
Craig
Menzies
Cowan
McLennan
Wright
Niles
Small
Keir
Boyd
MacKenzie
Cleland
McWilliam
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APPENDIX F 

References to Scottish Preacher 
19/20th Century

John . R. M.
Kef ; McCheyne Leckie Dods
1819. 1813 1826 1834
1886 1843 1889 1909
1'

Joseph Marcus Alexander James

“2

Whyte
.1836
.1921

10-

Stalker
1844
1927

John
Watson
1850
1907

John 
Kelman' 
1864/.'. 
1929

Total 29
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APPENDIX G

References to English Preachers 
19/20th Century

Cardinal Dean E. W. Dean
J. H. R. W. Robert- R. W. Joseph C. H. W. R. J. H. 
Newman Church son Dale Parker Spurgeon Inge Jewett
1801 1815 1816 1829 1830 1834 1860 1863
1890 1890 1853 1895 1902 1892 1954 1923

Hutton
Sclater
Black
Reid
Gossip 5
Coffin
Scott
Philip
Watt , 1
Cairns
Burnet
Berry
MacLeod
Milligan
Farmer
MddGrëgôr
Stewart 1
Whale
Cockburn
Niebuhr
Jeffrey 2
McIntyre 2
Jarvis
Read
Craig
Menzies 1 
Cowan
MacLennan 1 
Wright 
Niles 
Small
Keir 1
Boyd
MacKenzie 1
Cleland
McWilliam

. 4 :

1

Ï'!

Total 15 1-3 21 15 21 11 13

1

1' ... ''''Ï {"
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APPENDIX .H

References to American Preachers 
19/2Oth Century

Jonathan H. W. . Phillip D. L, Billy H. E. Halfred E,
Edwards Beechër Birooks Moody Sunday Fosdick Luc cock
1703 1813 1835 1837 1862 1878 1885
1758 1887 1893 1899 1935 1969 1960

a
Billy
Graham
1918

Hutton
Sclater
Black
Reid
Gossip
Coffin
Scott
Philip
Watt
Cairns
Burnet
Berry
MacLeod
Milligan
Farmer
MacGregor
Stewart
Whale
Cockburn
Niebuhr
Jeffrey
McIntyre
Jarvis
Read
Craig
Menzies
Cowan
MacLennan
Wright
Niles
Small
Keir
Boyd
MacKenzie
Cleland
McWilliam

Total 12 16 10
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APPENDIX I

References to 4th-18th Centuries Preachers
/• Chryso John Jacques Francois J. B. John

stom Donne Bousset Fenelon Massillion Wesley
?• ■ ■ 347 1571/2 1627 1651 1663 1703

407 1631 1704 1715 1742 1791
«■■ '
f; ■■ Hutton 1

Sclater 1Î. . Blackÿ;'- Reid 3
Gossip 11' Coffin 1?' : Scott 2
Philip 1 1 1
Watt, 1 2
Cairns
Burnet 1

■■t ' Berry
V' MacLeod

Milligan
Farmer

L- MacGregor 4
Stewart 2 8 2
Whale
Cockburn
Niebuhr
Jeffrey 1

•;'i- McIntyre
■ Jarvisr • Read

?'■ Craig 1 . 1
Menzies 1 5a/ ' Cowan 1/ MacLennan 1 ,
Wright
Niles-i' ■ >;'• '■ Small

■ ■ Keir 1
Boyd
MacKenzie 1
Cleland 1
McWilliam

Total 9 12 1 1 2 31

George 
White f; 
1714 
1770
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,. , • ■ APPENDIX J
References to.Scottish Professors
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APPENDIX K

References to Scottish Principles of Theological Colleges
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V' APPENDIX M ' 1
y References to Poets and Poetry
y
y Geoffrey William John Robert William Robert Total' -Use
& Chaucer Shakespeare Milton Burns Wordsworth Browning of Poetty• ? 1340 1564 1608 1759 1770 1812 and Hymns■î 1400 1616 1674 1796 1850 1889

Hutton 2 4z /• Sclater 2
Black 3 1 5
Reid ' 63':#> ' Gossip 1 1 5 3t Coffin 6
Scott 1 4 .
Philip • ' 3 1 2 3Watt 2 4 2 2 2 6 -̂3

■■ , Cairns 2 1 1 3Burnet 1 2 1 14
Berry O' 4
MacLeod 2y. . Milligan 0y' Farmer 2y  y MacGregor 1 2 4 4 2 9

k- Stewart 1 1 3 2 30
' Whale 2

y  \ Cockburn 3
Niebuhr 0

y'. Jeffrey 1 1 9
»  V McIntyre 1 1 6

. Jarvis . 0 :4:-
Read 1 1Craig 6
Menzies 1 2 1 12'%#

'
Cowan 1 1 2 20
MacLennan 29/^3
Wright 1 1

A'" Niles 11
Small 2

S" Keir 4;■■■ Boyd 1 5y MacKenzie 1 1 • 7
Cleland 0
McWilliam 0

Total 8 19 , 12 12 11 25 257
-’H

■ NI. ,16..' •
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References to Writers
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Hutton 1 2 1
Sclater 1
Black 2 1 4 3 2 1
Reid 2 8 2 5
Gossip 2 4 9 5 6 3 1 1 1 ■“4
Coffin
Scott

1
1

1
1

2
1

Philip 1 4 1 1 7 1 1
Watt 3 2 :
Cairns
Burnet

1 2
1

2
1

1
2

3
4

2 2 #
Berry 1
MacLeod 1
Milligan
Farmer
MacGregor 5 1 1 2 3 1 ■ .':ycStewart 10 1 4 1 2 5 2
Whale
Cockburn %Niebuhr
Jeffrey 3 3 1 1 1
McIntyre 3
Jarvis
Read 1 1 %Craig 1 5 2
Menzies 1 1 . 1 3 1 1
Cowan 1 1 . 2 1 1 3 1 u
MacLennan 1 1 ' $Wright 2 1 1 1 1
Niles 4
Small
Keir 1 1 1 1 '
Boyd
MacKenzie 1 1
Cleland 1

■ ’McWilliam
Total 17 21 9 21 22 27 32 24 12 13 7 7
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APPÊNDÎX 0

Lectureship On Preaching 
For The College Of 

The Congregational Church In England And Wales

'%i

"1

In 1963 a lectureship on preaching was inaugurated for the 
Colleges of The Congregational Church in England and Wales, Three 
lectures are delivered at two Colleges yearly. The name of the 
lecturers plus the year and-place they deliverd their series follow.
Year Lecturer
1963/64 Rev. H, S. Stanley

1964/65 Rev. John Huxtàble

1965/66 Rev. R, T. Brooks

1966/67 Rev. A. E. Gould

1967/68 Rev. Peter Barraclough

1968/69 Rev. Kenneth Slack •

1970/71 Rev, John Murray

1972/73 Rev- H. A, Jacquet.

Colleges
Northern
Cheshunt
Mansfield
Western
Paton
New
Northern
Swansea
Cheshunt
Mansfield
New
Northern
Swansea
Cheshunt/Westminster 
New
Mansfield

The only lectures which have been published are those of William John 
Fairchild Huxtable., They are part of his book The Preacher's Integrity 
published by Epworth Press, 1966.

a
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APPENDIX P

The Institute For Homiletical Studies 
Of The Western North Carolina Conference Of The 

Methodist Church
The idea of a continuing homiletical education program for hi

ministers of the Western North Carolina Conference of the Methodist *
Church, grew out of concerns about the role of preaching expressed 
by Bishop Earl G, Hunt, Jr. in a meeting of the Cabine-I:, October
1964. By 1966, creative opportunities 'for continued study in 
homiletics were available to -the ministers of this conference. The 
opportunities are fivefold.' ‘

(1) First there is the "Bishop's Reading Program In 
Homiletics." This reading program includes an annually revised 
list of recommended books on preaching, a special 'B.ishop's Book 
on Preaching,’ which is, selected annually, and ’Reading Groups' 
in each,district'of the Conference focusing on the book selected 
annually for study. A list'of 'Recommended Books For Reading By 
Laymen' is also published,annually. y

(2) The second opportunity: for ..continuing homiletical
education is the "Clinic In Preaching For Approved Supply J
Ministers." This clinic is held in several districts of the j
Conference. It annually provides twenty-four hours of lectures 
and critique groups on sermon content, communication and construction.

(3) The "Lectures On Preaching," the third opportunity for 
homiletical stimulation, brings to the Conference internationally 
recognized preachers, teachers and theologians. The lectures are j
held annually over a three day period and include no less than i»
sixteen hours of lectures, sermons, and clinical sessions. The j
lecturers have been: The Rev. Dr. James S. Stewart, retired minister i
and professor, Edinburgh, in 1967? Bishop Francis G. Ensley, Bishop ']
of the Ohio West Area of the United Methodist Church, Columbus,
Ohio, in 1968? The Rev. Dr. Bryant M. Kirkland, pastor of the Fifth 4 ̂
Avenue Presbyterian Church in New York City, in 1969? The Rev. Dr. i
A* Leonard Griffith, minister of the Deer Park United Church,
Toronto, in 1970? and The Rev. Dr. Leighton Ford, worldwide 
evangelist of Charlotte, North Carolina, in 1971. (It may also 
be noted that the "Lectures On Preaching," like the Lyman Beecher i
Lectures and the Warrack Lectures, were endowed f>y a layman. Mr,
George D. Finch of Thomasville, North Carolina provided the funds
for this annual series of lectures.) ^

(4) A fourth area for creating homiletical interest is the  ̂j
"Award Sermon Challenge." Each minister in the Conference who has ^
served less than six years in the parish ministry may submit a written f '
sermon which he had preached in his congregation during the past year.
Rewards include a 250 dollar gift for the purpose of attending a 1
Continuing Education program? gifts of 75 dollars and 35 dollars for
purchasing books? and gifts of Certificates of Recognition as District 
Sermon Awards. 'Ivi

(5) The fifth opportunity for growth in homiletical learning 
is the "Dialog Sessions With Young Ministers." These sessions allow 
ministers who have served six years or less in the parish to meet 
annually in small groups with the Bishop and fellow ministers to dis
cuss preaching and to provide "feed-back" on the reading program and 
other aspects of the "Institute For Homiletical Studies."

%
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Through the year 1971# a very high percentage of men 

eligible to attend the clinics, dialogue sessions and lectures on 
preaching have been present.

Source material used for the above includes two pamphlets; 
"An Introduction To The Institute For Homiletical Studies Of The 
Western N. C. Conference Of The Methodist Church" printed in 1966, , 
and "Institute For Homiletical Studies", printed in 1971. Both were 
sent to the writer by the Founder of the "Lectureship On Preaching," 
Mr. Finch.
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